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初始因果关系与持续因果关系的事件融合研究

ONSET CAUSATION AND EXTENDED CAUSATION
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF EVENT INTEGRATION

Jinmei Li



This dissertation explores a method for investigating the language-thought
interface by analyzing participants’ conceptualization and lexicalization patterns as
they view ongoing, dynamic and causative events. It develops a new theoretical model
of how speakers of various languages verbalize events having varying degrees of
internal complexity — a four-dimensional model for event integration. That model is
applied to a contrastive analysis of English and Mandarin Chinese, with a specific
focus on the distinction of onset causation vs. extended causation. The difference
between onset and extended causation remains elusive, and previous studies of onset
and extended causation have investigated Mandarin Chinese only to a limited extent.
This research clarifies their ontological characteristics and examines how this
distinction plays a key role in conceptual event integration and syntactic encoding
from the perspective of event integration. This dissertation thus expands the range of
both causation theory and event integration theory. This not only sheds light on how
the notion of ‘causation’ can be categorized; it also expands out understanding of how
causality is expressed across languages, and has implications for studies on event
integration, event segmentation, event perception and memory. In addition, this study
has potential importance for teaching and translation as well.
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Abstract 

This study explores the differences between onset causation and extended causation from 

the perspective of event integration. The notions of onset causation and extended causation 

are proposed by Talmy (2000a: 473, 498), and are categorized as two sub-types of direct 

causation in this study. The majority of the literature sporadically mentions the temporal 

relations between cause and effect, visual characteristics, and linguistic representation of these 

two types of causation and it is recognized that both the events with onset causation and those 

with extended causation between them can be conceptualized as macro-events (Talmy 2000b: 

44). However, event integration or segmentation for onset causation and extended causation 

has not been empirically elucidated, let alone the mapping between the conceptual integration 

of events and syntactic representations of onset causal chains and that of extended causal 

chains within the theoretical framework of event integration. The other high imbalance lies in 

the fact that the majority of the literature uses western languages as data, with little or rarely 

any using Mandarin as source data.  

 Drawing insight from prior discussions, this study formulates a four-dimensional model 

of event integration which falls into two parts: conceptual event integration and syntactic 

integration. Conceptually, four dimensions determining which events can be conceptualized 

as an integrated macro-event are identified, including spatial and/or temporal integration, 

participant integration, event-type integration and relation integration. Syntactically, the 

morphosyntactic counterpart proposed as realizing conceptual event integration is the 

monoclausal construction derived from multiple clauses. Given this, within the 

four-dimensional model of event integration, taking English and Mandarin speakers as 

research subjects, this dissertation investigates the effects of the temporal variable and the 

presence of an instrument or not on speakers’ event-number classifications and syntactic 

encodings of onset causal chains and extended causal chains. It explores whether there is any 

difference in the mapping from the conceptual event integration to syntactic integration 

between extended causal chains and onset causal chains within and between Mandarin 

Chinese and English. This study is restricted to four kinds of isolated instances of causal 

chains: instrumental onset causal chains (I
＋
OCC), non-instrumental onset causal chains (I

－
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OCC), instrumental extended causal chains (I
＋

ECC) and non-instrumental extended causal 

chains (I
－
ECC). 

This dissertation proposes to answer five research questions: (1) What are the ontological 

differences between onset and extended causation? (2) Does the type of causation affect the 

conceptual event integration (single-event classifications) and syntactic integration 

(monoclausal encodings) of causal chains in a language group? (3) Does the presence of an 

instrument or not make a difference when speakers conceive onset and extended causal chains 

as single events and encode them by using monoclausal constructions in a language group? (4) 

Do conceptual event integration and syntactic integration of onset causal chains and extended 

causal chains differ across the speakers of different languages? (5) Is the cognitive judgment 

of event integration consistent with the syntactic integration speakers express linguistically? 

To answer these questions, an elicitation experiment and contrastive analysis were 

employed to explore the event integration of onset and extended causal chains in both 

Mandarin and English speakers. The discussion focuses on contrastive analysis of event 

number judgment and the encoding of forms within the four-dimensional model for event 

integration of causation between I
－
ECC and I

－
OCC, between I

＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC, between I

－

ECC and I
＋
ECC, and between I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. 

(1) onset and extended causation have great differences according to aspects of the 

components of the situation, the temporal relation between causing event and caused event, 

the kind of force contact between agent and patient, and the completion of the causing event 

and the caused event.  

(2) The type of causation did affect how onset causal chains and extended causal chains 

are conceptually construed and syntactically described in terms of event integration. The 

spatial-temporal relation between/among the subevents of causal chains make a difference in 

the integration degree of causal chains. In both Mandarin- and English-speaking groups, 

compared with onset causal chains, extended causal chains show a significant preference to be 

construed as single macro-events with a low degree of granularity, i.e., I
－

ECC > I
－

OCC; I
＋

ECC > I
＋
OCC (‘>’ means the proportion is higher) and extended causal chains show a 

significant preference to be encoded by single clauses instead of two clauses. 
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(3) The presence of an instrument or not does not have any effect on single-event 

judgments and the choosing of mono-clausal constructions when speakers conceptualize and 

describe an extended causal chain or an onset causal chain. 

(4) Cross-linguistically, in terms of the conceptual event integration (single-event 

classifications), English speakers showed a higher likelihood of integrating the subevents in 

these four types of causal chains as a macro-event, compared with Mandarin speakers. In light 

of syntactic integration, while the Mandarin speakers were more willing to represent the 

scenes involving I
－

ECC and I
＋

ECC with single-clausal constructions than the English 

speakers, two language groups exhibited no substantial difference in the proportion of using 

mono-clausal constructions when encoding I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC. 

(5) An interactive relationship exists between the number of single-clausal constructions 

and that of single-event classifications in terms of I
＋
ECC in Mandarin group and I

＋
ECC, I

－

OCC and I
＋
OCC in English group. This suggests that, firstly, specific syntactic patterns might 

affect event conceptualization and event integration of causal chains. Secondly, the 

differences in the conceptual event integration of causal chains may affect the choice of 

syntactic structures. English speakers developed a preference for monoclausal constructions 

due to their increased means responses of integrating causative events as macro-events. 

Finally, linguistic encoding and conceptual representation of causal chains are separate and 

dissociable. A large number of monoclausal constructions with the same syntactic structure in 

both Mandarin and English can represent four different kinds of causal chains, and the vast 

majority of the Mandarin speakers judged I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as multiple events, 

whereas they were more likely to encode them by using single-clausal constructions. 

This dissertation expands the range of both causation theory and event integration theory, 

which not only sheds light on the categorization of the notion of ‘causation’ and the 

investigation of causality across languages, but also has implications for studies on event 

integration, event segmentation, event perception and memory. In addition, this study has 

potential importance for teaching and translation as well. 

Key words: extended causation, onset causation, event integration model, monoclausal 

construction, cross-linguistic analysis. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 

Causation (also referred to as causality, or causal relation) is what connects cause with 

effect, which plays not only a fundamental and pervasive, but also a peculiar epistemological 

role in our picture of reality. A number of studies have focused on how people segment direct 

and indirect causation and how to represent direct and indirect causal chains (Shibatani 1976; 

Comrie 1981/1989; Wolff 1999, 2003; Shibatani & Pardeshi 2001; Bohnemeyer et. al 2007; 

Vecchiato 2011, among others). However, few scholars have systematically and 

comprehensively conducted further studies on the distinction between onset causation and 

extended causation, which are considered the subtypes of direct causation in this study. We 

will not only focus on the theoretical distinction and linguistic representation of these two 

notions, but also investigate the cross-linguistic differences on the mapping of conceptual 

integration and syntactic integration of events involving onset causation and that of events 

involving extended causation. 

In this introductory chapter, the research background and the rationale and necessity for 

this study are provided in section 1.1. Then the research objectives and research questions are 

proposed in section 1.2, which is followed by the definition of terms that are commonly used 

in this dissertation in section 1.3. The chapter then proceeds to specify the significance of the 

thesis research in section 1.4. Finally, the general outline of this dissertation is sketched out in 

section 1.5. 

1.1 Research background  

Based on the coextensiveness of the causing event with the resulting event, causation 

falls into onset (or beginning-point causation in Talmy (1976)) causation and extended 

causation (Talmy 2000a: 473). Onset and extended causation have been the subject of a fair 

amount of work in different disciplines, but are named in different terms by scholars, 

including as sequential/successive/precedent and simultaneous causation in the 

philosophical literature, such as Kant (1781); Hume (1888); Dummett (1954); Kline (1980); 

Ehring (1985), etc.; launching and entraining causation in Michotte (1946/1963) and 
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Jackendoff (1990: 38, 143); ballistic and controlled causation in Shibatani (1973a) and 

Bishop (1992); ballistic and continuous causation in McCawley (1976), Pinker (1989) and 

Matsumoto (1996: 278); and instantaneous and continuous causation in Goldberg (1995: 38). 

In this dissertation, onset and extended causation are used to avoid terminological confusion 

and difficulties. 

In the situation involving onset causation, the causing event is contiguous to the caused 

event. There is no coextensiveness between them. By comparison, in the case of extended 

causation, the causing event and caused event take place simultaneously. There is overlap or 

coextensiveness exists between them (Talmy 1976; 2000a: 473). Examples (1a-b) in English 

and (1c-d) in Mandarin Chinese represent onset and extended causal chains respectively: 

(1)  a. I slid the box across the ice by giving it a push.     (Talmy 2000a: 498)    

b. I slid the box across the ice by pushing on it steadily.   (ibidem) 

c. 女生一口气把瓶子吹倒了。 

      nǚ shēng yī kǒu qì bǎ píng zǐ chuī dǎo le. 

      Girl one mouthful breath ba bottle blow fall-LE 

      ‘A girl blew down a bottle with one breath.’ 

d. 一个女生把一辆单车推上了坡。             

         yī gè nǚ shēng bǎ yīliàng dān chē tuī shàng le pō。 

         One quantifier girl ba one quantifier bike push up-LE ramp 

         ‘A girl pushed a bike up to a ramp.’ 

On one hand, in light of the kind of physical force-exertional contact between causer and 

affectee, both onset causation (by direct launching) and extended causation (by direct force 

being exerted continuously) belong to direct causation (The difference between direct and 

indirect causation can be found in Comrie (1989: 171-173); Wolff (1999, 2003); Shibatani & 

Pardeshi (2001: 89), etc.). Both the events with onset causation and those with extended 

causation between them can be conceptualized as macro-events (Talmy 2000a: chapters 7-8; 

2000b: 44). On the other hand, onset causation and extended causation have great differences 

in terms of the components of the situation, the temporal relation between the causing event 

and the caused event, the kind of force contact, and the completion of the causing event and 

the caused event, which may affect how people individuate and quantify events in the 
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situations involving causation. However, the distinction between them have hitherto been 

relatively understudied and have “received very little attention in the literature” (Rappaport 

Havav 2008: 21). This neglect is most obvious in theoretical linguistics and empirical studies, 

notwithstanding some earlier seminal studies on these two phenomena (for example, Michotte 

1946/1963; Talmy 1976, 2000a, 2000b). 

It is not simply a theoretical distinction that we can conceptualize, with onset causation 

and extended causation as constituting different types of direct causation. Direct causation is 

not just a uniform category. Moreover, there is an interesting connection with linguistic 

distinction. Languages differ in a number of aspects, most importantly in the kind of semantic 

and syntactic distinctions they encode — for example, morphological markers of number, 

tense, aspect, causality and informational access to events (Slobin 1996; Papafragou et al. 

2008: 157). An essential (but little studied) aspect of the interface between macro-event 

apprehension and language production lies with the fact that there are considerable 

cross-linguistic differences in how subevents are integrated and packaged into clauses (e.g., 

Talmy 1985b, 1991). The majority of the literature sporadically mentioned the temporal 

relations between cause and effect (causing event and caused event in Talmy’s term) 

(Shibatani 1973a: 89; Talmy 2000a: 494; Pinker 1989; Krifka 1999; Rappaport Hovav 2008), 

visual characteristics (Michotte & Thinès 1991: 78; Bélanger & Desrochers 2001; White 2011; 

Hubbard 2013), and linguistic representation (McCawley 1976; Talmy 1976, 2000a: 473; 

Pinker 1989; Matsumoto 1996: 278; Goldberg 1995: 38) of these two types of causation. 

There is relatively little literature on other aspects of them, such as conceptual event 

integration/individuation, syntactic and lexical differences. The other high imbalance lies in 

the fact that the majority of the literature uses western languages as data, with little or rarely 

any using Mandarin as source data. There is also little literature on differentiating these two 

notions from the perspective of lexicalization and conceptual event individuation in Mandarin 

as data source. In this empirical study, we chose English and Mandarin speakers as research 

subjects to explore the mapping of conceptual event integration and morphosyntactic 

encoding of onset and extended causation by method of elicitation and contrastive analysis. 

The analysis of causation naturally turns on the analysis of the term ‘causal chain’, 
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because the concept of causal chains, as a primary way of representing event categories and 

the course of events, is frequently used to apply and analyze general knowledge of causation 

(Davidson 1969; Hopper & Thompson 1980; Smith 1997: 21). A minimal causal chain 

includes three main components: the causal chain as a whole; the relata, i.e. two events, in the 

chain as the parts of the whole; and the causation linking the two events. Following this 

approach, this study will demarcate onset and extended causation in terms of the causal chains 

of events. Related concepts, such as onset causal chains and extended causal chains, will also 

be engaged in order to conduct a deeper investigation into onset and extended causation. 

With the development of event research, as a way of studying the semantic-syntactic 

interface, event integration (also called event fusion or event composition) has gradually 

become a focus of academic attention. Firstly, the focus in mereotopology is placed on formal 

theories of sub-events, sums of subevents, and part-whole relations of events, calculus of 

macro-events, and natural language processing from the perspective of a formal-ontological 

system (Whitehead 1929; Mourelatos 1978; Bach 1986; Pianesi & Varzi 1996a, 1996b; 

Cervesato & Montanar 2000; Chaudet 2005). The studies following this approach are 

characterized by exploiting first-order predicate language, image schemas and the distinction 

between mereological parthood (overlapping, inclusion, etc.) and mere topological concepts 

(e.g., transformation, closure, connectedness and boundary) to illustrate different kinds of 

mereotopological relations and the various spatio-temporal properties of event integration. 

Secondly, the philosophical research mainly discusses about whether there exist restricted 

principles on different types of event integration or not (e.g., Thomson 1977; Lewis 1986; 

Simons 1987; Bennett 1988). Thirdly, cognitive linguistic research investigates event 

integration principles or dimensions, event individuation, linguistic representation and 

lexicalization patterns of event integration, event perception and action planning (Givón 

1984/2001, 2009; Talmy 1991, 2000b; Moltmann 1997; Wolff 1999; Levin & Rappaport 

Hovav 1999; Matsumoto 2003; Bohnemeyer et al. 2007; Rappaport Hovav 2008; Yoshino 

2014; Li 2018). However, the cognitive-semantic dimensions triggering event integration are 

often far from obvious, and hence, the cognitive integration processes are still not well 

understood. 
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Specifically, the integration, as well as the individuation, of causation have been 

meticulously examined and event integration and clause union of various types of causation, 

such as “successful (vs. unrealized) causation, intentional (vs. accidental) causation or direct 

(vs. indirect) causation” are widely discussed (Givón 2009: 85) under a wide range of 

approaches in previous studies (Davidson 1969; Croft 1991: 159, 2012; Wolff 1999, 2003; 

Eckardt 2000; Talmy 2000b: ch. 1; Givón 2001, ch. 12). Moreover, typological research has 

revealed a surprising amount variation in which parts of a causal chain can be described as a 

single event across the languages of the world (Bohnemeyer et al. 2010). However, these 

previous studies do not exclusively focus on the event integration of onset causation and 

extended causation. Few studies have systematically attended to the mapping between 

conceptual event integration and linguistic encodings of onset causal chains and that of 

extended causal chains within the theoretical framework of event integration. Given this 

background, this study is devoted to the characteristics of onset causation and extended 

causation, exploring how may events associated with onset causal chains and those with 

extended causal chains differ in conceptual integration and monoclausal encoding 

cross-linguistically. 

1.2 Research objectives and research questions 

There are four main objectives for this study: 

First of all, this study is expected to make clear the notions of onset causation and 

extended causation and examine the distinctions and similarities between onset causation and 

extended causation ontologically by means of bringing together, and comprehensively 

reviewing the literature on, onset and extended causation in philosophy, psychology and 

linguistics. Furthermore, in order to enrich our understanding of the notions of causation and 

causal chains, based on the involvement of an instrument and spatial closeness and the size of 

contact area between instrument and an agent or patient, this study tries to identify different 

models of onset causal chains and extended causal chains. Both of them have three subtypes, 

including agent→ patient, [agent + instrument]→patient, and agent→[instrument + patient]. 

In this study, we will focus on the first two subtypes of onset causal chains and extended 
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causal chains. 

Secondly, this study proposes a four-dimensional model for event integration, in which a 

situation can be construed as a single event and described by a single-clausal construction, 

including motion events, mutually exclusive events, part-whole events and causal chains. 

Grounded in previous approaches to the internal structures of macro-events, constraints on 

event integration and lexicalization patterns of event integration, this study will deliver an 

explanation on different dimensions and factors which trigger conceptual event integration 

and give an overview of various possible patterns of conceptual event integration illustrated 

by both English and Mandarin Chinese. Accordingly, this study intends to extract the event 

integration model of causation, delimit the range of possible patterns of a sequence of causal 

events and demonstrate their corresponding syntactic integration constructions. 

 Thirdly, this study aims to disclose the effect of time and instrument as variables of 

causal chains in two respects: the quantification of events in cognition and event encoding in 

syntax. The main difference between onset causation and extended causation lies in the 

temporal relation between the causing event and the caused event. As an optional adjunct in 

causal chains, an instrument is a direct extension of the force initiated by the agent and it is 

acting on the patient directly in onset and extended causal chains. This study is restricted to 

four kinds of isolated instances of causal chains: instrumental onset causal chains (I
＋
OCC), 

non-instrumental onset causal chains (I
－

OCC), instrumental extended causal chains (I
＋
ECC) 

and non-instrumental extended causal chains (I
－

ECC). Thus, this goal will be achieved by 

demonstrating the contrastive analysis of event number judgment and encoding forms within 

the four-dimensional model for event integration of causation between I
－
ECC and I

－
OCC, 

between I
＋

ECC and I
＋
OCC, between I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC, and between I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC.  

Last but not the least, based on the four-dimensional model for event integration of 

causation, this study attempts to provide a detailed examination of the mapping between 

conceptual event integration and clause union types of onset causal chains and that of 

extended causal chains. This mapping has not previously been as prominent a focus of 

research. On the interface between event cognition and language, the event number of a 

causal chain (a single event vs. multiple events) and lexical-structural representations of 

causal chain differ considerably across languages. Such cross-linguistic differences raise the 
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question that whether the underlying conceptual event integration might also vary in the 

minds of speakers of different languages (Papafragou 2015: 328). Given that there have been 

few explicit attempts to investigate the linguistic representation of onset and extended 

causation in any language and few studies have been conducted on the connection between 

cognitive conceptualization and linguistic representations of onset and extended causation, 

even for English, let alone from a contrastive perspective. 

In line with the objectives, within the theoretical framework of event integration model, 

the study aims to answer the following questions: 

(1) What are the ontological differences between onset causation and extended 

causation? 

(2) Does the type of causation affect the conceptual event integration (single-event 

classifications) and syntactic integration (monoclausal encodings) of causal chains in a 

language group? 

(3) Does the presence of an instrument or not make a difference when speakers conceive 

onset and extended causal chains as single events and encode them by using monoclausal 

constructions in a language group? 

(4) Are the conceptual event integration and the representation of onset causal chains 

and extended causal chains different across the speakers of different languages?  

(5) Is speakers’ cognitive packaging of events (for example, the causing event and the 

caused event) consistent with their linguistic encoding? Or in other words, is the judgment of 

event integration in cognition consistent with syntactic integration in language?  

In this dissertation, there are thus two main foci. One is the theoretical framework of 

event integration. The other is the mapping between the conceptual integration of events (such 

as a causing event, a caused event and an instrument-using event) associated with 

onset/extended causation in Mandarin and English speakers’ minds and the syntactic 

integration of clauses (or linguistic representation of events with causation) in Mandarin 

Chinese and English.  

1.3 Definition of some notions 
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In order to probe into onset causation and extended causation from the perspective of 

event integration, some technical terms need to be defined beforehand. 

1.3.1 Real world events, conceptual events, and linguistic representations of event  

The concept of an event has attracted a great deal of interest and is widely used as the 

basic unit in various circumstances, such as the organization of experience and memory, 

information chunking, meaning processing and retrieval and discourse analysis. However, 

little agreement has been achieved on the definition of events and what determines the 

boundaries of an event. Different definitions of events are listed as follows.  

- property exemplifications at at time by a physical object (Kim 1973). According to 

Jaegwon Kim, a typical individual event is an object having a property (or two or more 

objects standing in a relation) at a particular time (or for a particular duration). Identifications 

for events are formulated in terms of sameness of properties, times and physical objects (Kim 

1973: 33-52). In this approach, only a temporal component, rather than a spatial-temporal 

locational component, is required. However, the approach does not provide constraints on the 

number and range of properties a single object can exemplify at a single time, so the number 

of events in which it participates is unbounded (Zack & Tversky 2001: 4). Some events may 

not be demarcated in light of physical objects, for example, the fluctuations in 

electromagnetic fields.  

- a property of spatiotemporal regions or spatiotemporal particulars (Lemmon 1967; 

Brand 1976). Identity conditions for events are formulated in terms of identity of 

spatiotemporal region: two events are the same if they are constituted by exactly the same 

physical object and occupy exactly the same spatiotemporal region. However, this proposal 

runs into a problem because spatiotemporal extension is neither a necessary nor a sufficient 

condition for defining events. Different events seem to be able to occupy the same 

spatiotemporal region — for example, a ball rotating and getting hot at the same time 

(Davidson 2001: 178; Croft 1991: 159). 

- cause and effects (Davidson 1969; Croft 1990, 2012). The position of this view is that 

our understanding of events is based on the notion of causation. For example, “Brutus killed 

Caesar”. According to Davidson (1969: 179), “events are identical if and only if they have 
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exactly the same causes and effects. Events have a unique position in the framework of causal 

relations between events in somewhat the way objects have a unique position in the spatial 

framework of objects”. In addition, Croft (1990; 1991: 165; 2012: 221) proposes that the 

idealized cognitive model (ICM) of simple events are constituted by causal structures. 

However, the criterion of causality in individuating events only applies to causally linked 

events. It also leads to the question of the boundary of an event: the beginning of an event 

would be where the cause ends, and the end of an event would be where its effect begins 

(Avrahami & Kareev 1994). Furthermore, it is circular as an individuation, for it individuates 

events by quantifying over causes and effects which are themselves events, just as Quine 

(1985) has noted. 

 -changes (Rosch 1978: 44; Taylor 1985: 83-96; Lombard 1986; Cleland 1991; Gibson 

2015: 86). Events are changes from having one certain property to another (Lombard 1986; 

Gibson 2015). According to Lombard, a change is “... a movement by an atomic object from 

having one to having another property in a particular atomic quality space” (Lombard 1986: 

172). Here the quality space refers to different domains such as color, texture, shape, location, 

temperature, surface existence, tactile properties, and motions, etc. For example, “a ball 

moved” represents a change from the state of being not moving to the state of being moving. 

The notion of change as a criterion for the individuation of events, in light of the occurrence 

of a transition in space or state, has much intuitive appeal because the occurrences including 

distinct changes are easy to perceive and all such occurrence seem to quality as events (Wolff 

2003: 36). However, it faces the problem of the difficulty in constraining the conditions for 

defining change. That is to say, how large a change would be enough to mark the boundaries 

of an event and how large a change would be enough to mark the boundaries between events 

of the next level in the hierarchy (Avrahami & Kareev 1994).  

- goals (Schank & Abelson 1977; Nelson 1986). When events are of a more macro order, 

involving people in purposeful activities, scripts are adopted as a way to describe the 

representations of events in memory. These events are organized around goals, which have 

been conventionally conceived as the boundaries of the script; for example, “the shopping 

event”, maybe include making a shopping list, paying the cashier, getting the groceries into 

the car, and end with bringing them home (Nelson 1986). However, not all events have goals 
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— take “a car accident” for example — and it is hardly worthwhile to use goals as an 

explanation for the segmentation of events, because we do not have a theory of goal 

segmentation used to demarcate events (Avrahami & Kareev 1994). 

Each account or theory mentioned above has a number of relative strengths and 

weaknesses, pointing out some interesting and important features of events. Following Wolff 

(2003), we adopted two main approaches to define events: the state change of affairs of 

individual entities and minimal causal chains.  

Based on the current literature on events, three categories of events are distinguished: 

real-world events, conceptual events and linguistic representation of events. The relationship 

between them is illustrated in Figure 1.1.  

Real world events are denoted by visible or perceptible movements or changes of state 

of objects or people, changes of social relations, or interactions among people and objects 

(Rosch 1978: 44; Taylor 1985: 83-96; Lombard 1986; Cleland 1991; Gibson 2015: 86). They  

     

Figure 1.1 Three categories of event representation 

are objective phenomena that take place through time, incorporating objects and relations, 

which event expressions refer to. For example, a ball’s moving and buying a cake.  

A conceptual event is an entity with a boundary extended by the human mind around a 

portion of a real-world continuum of space, time or other qualitative domain (Talmy 2000b: 

215), for example, the goal of scripts and event schemata in memory or the mind.  

Linguistic representation of events: people conceptualize real-world events to form an 

internal representation in their mind and then verbalize the conceptual events by using 

different linguistic forms. Linguistic expressions usually refer to real-world events and 

conceptual events in the form of derived nominals (e.g., ‘Arthur’s departure from New York’), 

nominalizations (‘the sinking of the Titanic’), proper nouns (‘World War II’) or a whole 

clause that contains a single verb such as ‘walk’, ‘lasted’ (‘It lasted for 3 months’) or verb 

real-world events 

conceptual events 

linguistic representation 
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phrases (‘He paid five dollars’) (Pawley 1987; Bennett 1988: 1-16; Peterson 1989: 21).  

Events encoded in language and cognition are hierarchically nested and have 

‘merological’ structures, which can be named and conceptualized at various levels of 

abstraction. Parts and combinations of events are themselves conceptualized as instances of 

events (Rosch 1978; Bower et al. 1979; Lombard 1986: 172; Nelson 1986: 14; Morris & 

Murphy 1990; Croft 1991: 164; Casati & Varzi 1999; Zacks & Tversky 2001; Zacks & 

Swallow 2007; Bohnemeyer et al. 2010: 46; Gibson 2015: 94). Every event is either an 

atomic event or a complex event composed of atomic events (Lombard 1986: 236). The 

present study focuses on coarse-grained macro-events and fine-grained atomic events on both 

conceptual and linguistic levels. 

1.3.2 Atomic events 

Lombard proposes that: “An event, e is an atomic event for a theory, T, if and only if (i) 

e’s subject, x, is an object that is atomic according to T, (ii) e is x’s moving from having Pi to 

having Pk, at some interval of time, t, where Pi and Pk belong to a dense quality space, S, 

which is atomic according to T, (iii) e is temporally continuous, (iv) no event of which e is 

composed is a change whose minimal subject is distinct from x, (v) no event of which e is 

composed is a change in a quality space distinct from S, and (vi) there is no property, Pj, in S 

that x has at two or more times during t ” (Lombard 1986: 171). The varieties of ecological 

events distinguished by Gibson (2015) are all good examples: changes of surface layout, for 

example, translations and rotations of an object, collisions, deformations, and disruptions; 

changes of surface color or texture, for example, alternations of the surfaces of plants and 

animals; and changes in the existence of a surface, for example, the transitions of evaporation, 

dissipation, melting, dissolving, and decay.  

Based on these studies, we define atomic events as follows: at some interval of time, 

only one atomic entity moves from having one property to having the other in a particular 

domain, which leads to a change from the initial state of affairs to the other state of affairs. In 

other words, the whole event structure includes the change or transition from the other state of 

affairs to the current state of affairs or from the current state of affairs to the other state of 

affairs. Changing from one state of affairs to the other is moving from one container to the 
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other. For example, ‘she smiled’ implies the event ‘not smiling’ prior to the action of smiling. 

The change represented by smiling is moving from the state of being not smiling to the state 

of being smiling.   

Furthermore, an event itself is not an indivisible primitive. Each state of affair is 

analyzed into different stages, involving initial, continuous and coda. The other state of affairs 

is the background, while the change or transition between states together with some particular 

stages of the current state become the focus of attention, which corresponds to different types 

of events (Events are analyzed as temporal notions in many studies, such as Bennett and 

Partee (1972), Freed (1979: 30) and van Voorst (1988) and Dik (1997: 225)).  

In addition, events are bounded and culminating. As a spatio-temporal prototype, an 

event is “a segment of time at a given location that is conceived by an observer to have a 

beginning and an end” (Zacks & Tversky 2001) and events occupy “a single, unique, limited 

segment of time that is no greater than an observer’s span of focused consciousness” (Pawley 

1987: 334). However, this is not true of all events. Internal temporal structures of different 

event types have a distinction between culminating and non-culminating, bounded and 

unbounded ones in terms of speakers’ viewpoints. While the Idealized Cognitive Models of a 

culminating and bounded atomic conceptual event is schematized as Fig.1.2(a), the 

non-culminating and unbounded atomic conceptual event is schematized as Fig.1.2(b), which 

is proposed to be derived from the culminating event.1  

(a) culminating atomic conceptual events 

d e f

initial continuous coda

a b c

D

current state of affair other state of affair

initial continuous coda

 

(b) non-culminating atomic conceptual events 

initial continuous coda

d e f

initial continuous coda

a b c

D

other state of affair current state of affair

 

Figure 1.2 The ICMs of culminating and non-culminating atomic conceptual events 

 
1 In the discussion of the LOT Summerschool 2018 held in the University of Groningen, Anna Papafragou proposed that 

unbounded events are derived from bounded ones. We adopt her viewpoint. 
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Therefore, on the level of fine granular, the change or transition of state of affairs is the 

criteria to identify and segment events. 

1.3.3 Macro-events 

Philosophically, complex events or two or more simple events can be fused into and 

conceptualized as a unitary event (Whitehead 1929: 295; Thompson 1977: 61-98; Lewis 1986: 

337; Bennett 1988: 155; Givón 2001, 2009). Talmy (1991) first puts forward the notion of 

Macro-events in the field of Cognitive Linguistics (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1999 use the 

term ‘compositionally derived events’). Macro-events are defined as “a major inclusive type 

of event complex—composed of certain kinds of simplex events in certain relationships—that 

perhaps universally is also amenable to conceptualization as a single fused event and, 

accordingly, to expression by a single clause” (Talmy 1991). Events are frequently associated 

with different kinds of movements that combine into complex patterns. The hierarchies of 

event concepts amount to events which are parts of a macro-event in some respects 

themselves being wholes in another. Macro-events, as individuals, semantically are composed 

of a series of related subevents or atomic events, namely e1, e2 and e3 and more. A 

macro-event is not merely a plural sum of those subevents, which yields a predicate denoting 

a new type of event. Macro-events are represented by either single clauses or multiple clauses. 

Alternatively, a macro-event is regularly conceptualized as a unitary event and is expressed 

by a single clause (Talmy 1991; 2000b: 215-6; Givón 2001: 39). In other words, cognitively, 

subevents have to be brought together properly in one mental space and become an integrated 

conceptual event, while being kept distinct in other mental spaces, for example, appropriate 

integration of cause and effect is an intact causal chain; on the other hand, a minimum causal 

chain is broken up into a causing event and a caused event, as in (2a-b): 

(2) a. The napkin blew off the table. = [the napkin MOVED off the table] 

WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF[(something) blew on the napkin] (Tamly 2000b: 30) 

   b. 我们打赢了球. 

     wǒ men dǎ yíng le qiú  

     We play win-LE football 

     We won the football game. 
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     = we played football and won the game. 

Some macro-events are loosely structured individuals and some macro-events are tightly 

organized wholes, for which the difference in integrative tightness is a matter of degree. We 

will discuss different kinds of macro-events by event integration in Chapter 3, section 3.2. 

1.3.4 Event granularity 

Event granularity refers to the extent to which a situation is composed of 

distinguishable portions, grains, or subevents. Events are mereological: larger events may be 

individuated into smaller componential events and combinations of events may be themselves 

conceptualized as instances of more complex and greater events (Krifka 1998; Casati & Varzi 

1999; Zacks & Tversky 2001; Bohnemeyer et al. 2007). A macro-event is composed of 

multiple minor events, thus macro-events are large, generic with coarse granularity and more 

information; while minor events are small, concise and particular with finer granularity. The 

degree of event granularity can be quantified by comparing the number of subevents. For 

example, 

(3) A man pierced a tomato with a chopstick. 

(4) a. A man moved his hand. 

   b. The chopstick was turned. 

   c. A tomato was pierced. 

 The macro-event represented by (3) can be divided into three minor events in (4a-c). (1) 

has a coarse granularity; while the three subevents in (4) are more precise and simple with 

finer granularity.  

1.3.5 Onset causation and extended causation 

From the perspective of semantics, Shibatani (1973a) first proposed the opposition of 

ballistic causation and controlled causation in his doctoral dissertation. Ballistic causation is a 

causative situation in which “the causing phase may function as an initial impulse that leads 

to the realization of the caused phase, which after such an initial impulse takes place as an 

autonomous event” (Shibatani 1973a: 88). Controlled causation is a causative situation in 

which “the causing phase remains effective during the caused phase” and the control and 

accompaniment of the causing phase exerted by the causer is required from the moment of 
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inception until the final caused event is accomplished (Shibatani 1973a: 88). 

Based on Shibatani’s (1973a) pioneering work, Talmy (1976, 2000a) adopts the terms of 

onset (or beginning-point causation in Talmy 1976) and extended causation to replace 

ballistic causation and controlled causation, and mainly demarcates them in terms of the 

complexity degree of causal situations and force dynamics (Talmy 2000a: 416-421). 

According to him, extended causation is a basic causative situation in which the caused 

event takes place exactly during the duration of the causing event, whether this is a point or an 

extent of time (Talmy 2000a: 308 note 7; 418-419). It entails the activity the agent engages in 

and a simultaneous and coextensive change in the patient (Rappaport Havov 2008) or in 

Pinker’s (1989) and Krifka’s (1999) words, there is simultaneity or a homomorphism between 

the causing event and the movement event of the patient. For example, in the case of Mary 

pushed a cart, when Mary stops pushing the cart, the pushing stops. 

By contrast, onset causation is a “more complex situation than a basic causative situation, 

since it contains a point-durational instance of this together with an autonomous event” 

(Talmy 2000a: 499). An autonomous event is an event conceptualized as taking place without 

accompanying causation, which often involves an object in free kinetic motion. For example, 

John threw a ball to Mary. John’s throwing action is the causing event, after which the ball 

autonomously starts to move to Mary, without help from the agent, John. Thus, the entire 

situation can be construed as consisting of two phases: the causing phase and the caused 

phase take place as independent events. Therefore, the time duration for the causing phase and 

that for the caused phase are in a linear sequence rather than coinciding with each other 

(Shibatani 1973a: 89) and thus can be classified as an instance of onset causation. This study 

adopts Talmy’s (1976, 2000a) definition of this term. 

1.3.6 Instrument 

Instrument is the semantic role of an inanimate thing that an agent uses to implement an 

event (Fillmore 1967: 42). It is the stimulus or immediate physical cause of an event. 

Schiffrin and Bunt (2007: 38) define an Instrument as the “participant in an event that is 

manipulated by an agent, and with which an intentional act is performed”. In this study, we 

adopt their definitions. For example, a. John broke the window with a hammer. b. She used a 
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knife to cut the beef. c. The window was broken by a stone. In the above examples, a hammer, 

a knife and a stone all belong to the instrument category. 

1.4 Significance of the study 

The detection and identification of causation between events has long had important 

theoretical significance and practical application both in daily life and in scientific research. 

Figuring out the connection and and temporal sequence between the causing event and the 

caused event helps to reveal the essence and rules of the development of world around us and 

of human society; it helps explain why and how things happen, predict future events and their 

trends, understand discourse semantics, and make decisions. Inspired by the study of 

segmentation of causal chains (from whole to part) in psychology (Wolff 1999, 2003; 

Bohnemeyer et al. 2007, 2010) and the study of event integration (from part to integrated 

whole) in cognitive linguistics (Talmy 1991, 2000b; Moltmann 1997; Givón 2001, 2009) and 

mereotopology (Cervesato & Montanar 2000; Chaudet 2005), the current study explores the 

question of how onset causation and extended causation between events are construed and 

represented in language and cognition. The research findings yielded from our contrastive 

study could offer some theoretical implications as well as enlightenment for translation and 

second language teaching. 

Theoretically speaking, firstly, this study enriches and expands theorizing about 

causation by pointing out that direct causation is subdivided into onset causation and extended 

causation. It also further distinguishes the notions of onset causation and extended causation 

comprehensively and proposes new lines of analysis for these two notions. Onset causation is 

different from extended causation, and both of these possess some unique properties. 

However, these properties have been neglected by previous researchers. This study lends 

theoretical significance and academic value by revealing the essence and processes of onset 

causation and extended causation, which may help speakers to get a thorough understanding 

of different types of causation.   

Secondly, besides the theoretical contribution made to causation theory, the present study 

also presents a novel approach for conceptual and syntactic integration operations by 
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developing a four-dimensional theoretical model for event integration. It is conducive to 

explaining the nature, internal event structures and compositional patterns of macro-events in 

conception and, correspondingly, to exploring linguistic representation patterns after multiple 

clauses are integrated into a monoclausal structure.  

Thirdly, the in-depth cross-linguistic analysis of the mapping between conceptual event 

integration and syntactic integration under the framework of the event integration model 

sheds new light on the language-thought interface, particularly the hypothesis of “thinking for 

speaking” (Slobin 1987, 1996). The production data from speakers of Mandarin and English 

include event-number classifications and verbalizations of short video clips involving 

extended causation or onset causation. On one hand, the differences in event construal and 

event-number classifications, revealed in participants’ responses, correlate with structural 

contrasts between the languages concerned. On the other hand, Mandarin and English 

speakers’ choice of syntactic constructions is based on their conceptualization of event 

granularity and the temporal structuring of causal chains.  

Practically, to begin with, the event integration model has good feasibility and 

applicability, which may explain the integration patterns of at least 41 types of macro-events 

with different relations between their sub-events, including action-manner, purpose, mutual 

exclusion, dependence, and different types of causation. Since the notions of onset causation 

and extended causation have been proposed, no study has been conducted on their distinctive 

forms of linguistic encoding. The current study bridges the cognitive psychology and the 

typological studies by applying the notion of “event integration” to macro-event typology. 

Psycholinguistic methods are employed to elicit oral data and judgments on event numbers in 

causal event integration. The result can therefore bring more evidence regarding the 

typological features of English and Mandarin in relation to causal event integration. It may 

provide some enlightenment for further contrastive study of other languages. Events with 

other kinds of cross-relations can also be tested for the degree of integration, both 

conceptually and syntactically, under the framework of the event integration model. 

Furthermore, the current study may also bring a new perspective to teaching, and 

acquisition, of English as foreign language (EFL). By adopting an elicitation method, the 

current study presents a large amount of authentic data with different syntactic constructions 
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in spoken Mandarin and English, which ensures the naturalness, idiomaticity and credibility 

of the data, and may help Chinese learners and English learners express causation correctly. 

By explaining how onset causation and extended causation happen and what the components 

of causal chains are, this study may facilitate Mandarin and English learners in acquiring and 

understanding different causative constructions from the perspective of contrastive analysis.  

Last but not least, through contrastive analysis, the distinctive syntactic features of 

different types of causal chains in both languages may reveal human cognitive mechanisms 

and differences between different cultures and languages, which can inform translation 

studies.  

1.5 Organization of the dissertation 

This dissertation comprises 8 chapters. A road map of the chapters of this dissertation is 

given below: 

Chapter 1: This chapter provides an introduction to the proposed research work and 

presents the general aim and research questions of this study; defines the topic and technical 

terms, including events, atomic events, macro-events, event granularity, instrument, onset 

causation and extended causation. The theoretical and empirical contributions and 

significance of the research and an overview of the dissertation structure are also highlighted. 

 Chapter 2: This chapter is dedicated to previous analyses on causation, event-based 

theories of onset and extended causation, and theoretical background on event integration. 

The aim is to present a systemic way of understanding different views on transition from the 

essence of causation to onset causation and extended causation, and lay a foundation for the 

formulation of the Event Integration Model of Causation (EIMC) in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 3: In this chapter, a four-dimensional model is developed for the description and 

explanation of event integration. Accordingly, the event integration model of causation is 

extracted and various integration patterns of a sequence of causal events are visualized and 

their corresponding syntactic integration constructions are demonstrated. Finally, the 

event-integration-degree assumption concerning onset causation and extended causation is 

hypothesized. 
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Chapter 4: This chapter introduces the methods for the current study. Specifically, it takes 

the oral elicitation of data from two tasks: an event judgment task to indicate conceptual event 

integration and online event description. In addition, a contrastive research method is 

employed to account for the cognitive integration judgments and linguistic integration 

patterns within English and Mandarin as a group and across the languages on the basis of 

elicited data in the two languages.  

Chapter 5: This chapter focuses on the results and discussion of task 1. It investigates 

whether the Mandarin and English speakers package the causing event, resulting event, and 

instrument-using event (if any) into one single conceptual event.  

Chapter 6: This chapter focuses on the results and discussion of task 2. It tested whether 

the Mandarin and English speakers’ linguistic representations of extended and onset causal 

chains were single clauses or multiple clauses. The monoclausal responses is the focus of the 

chapter.  

Chapter 7: This chapter reports the results of the question of in which case the speakers’ 

cognitive packaging of events is more consistent with their linguistic encoding and considers 

the potential underlying cognitive mechanisms.   

Chapter 8: Having applied contrastive analyses of the event integration model to onset 

and extended causal chains in English and Mandarin Chinese in the preceding chapters, 

Chapter 8 concludes by making a summary of the main findings, contributions, and 

limitations, and looks ahead to future work that may be motivated by the findings of this 

study. 
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Chapter 2  Literature Review 

 

When we focus on onset causation and extended causation from the perspective of event 

integration, we may ask following questions: what is the definition of causation? By what 

process do people identify onset causation and extended causation? How do people think 

about event integration? Therefore, in this chapter, section 2.1 presents the variety of existing 

classical causation theories that have been the focal points of contemporary debate of how 

causation is represented philosophically and physically. Section 2.2 narrows down the focus 

to a panoramic view of event-based theories of onset and extended causation. Section 2.3 

gives an overview of the theoretical background of event integration. Section 2.4 is the 

summary of this chapter. 

2.1 Representative Theories of Causation 

The notion of causation has enjoyed sustained attention as a central problem of various 

disciplines from philosophy to physics, mathematics, medicine and religion, etc., and volumes 

of literature have developed in this area. Hume’s (1711-1776) theory is the starting point for 

most modern treatments of causation (Hausman 1998: 36). Since then, a vast range of theories 

and counterexamples have come forth and different authors have expressed radically different 

views about the nature of causation. Copley and Wolff (2014: 13) claim that modern theories 

of causation might be based on statistical dependencies (Suppes 1970; Eells 1991), 

manipulation (Pearl 2000; Woodward 2003), necessity and sufficiency (Mackie 1974; Taylor 

1966), transfer of conserved quantities (Dowe 2000), force relations (White 2005), energy 

flow (Fair 1979), causal powers (Talmy 1985a, 1985b, 1988; Croft 1991, 2012; Wolff 2003, 

2007), and property transference (Kistler 2006). Until now, none of the existing definitions 

has been agreed upon unanimously and acknowledged widely. Some definitions are even 

mutually contradictory, which gives rise to disputes and confusion, both theoretically and 

practically (Sosa & Tooley 1993; Beebee et al. 2009). In what follows we will selectively 

focus on Hume’s regularity theory of causation, Mackie’s INUS condition, Lewis’ 

counterfactual theories of causation, Talmy’s force dynamics theory, Croft’s force dynamic 
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theory of argument realization and Wolff’s force theory. 

2.1.1 Hume’s (1748, 1888) regularity theory of causation 

Much of the recent debate about causation is related to Hume’s theory of causation. The 

best-known philosophical theory of causation is his constant conjunction theory, which is 

called the “regularity theory” of causation, because he attempts to analyze causation in terms 

of invariable patterns of succession. In A Treatise of Human Nature (1738–40), under “rules 

by which to judge of causes and effects”, Hume says that some quality of objects or the 

circumstances must be ascribed as causes. He has given two definitions of cause in his book, 

the Treatise: 

We may define a CAUSE to be ‘An object precedent and contiguous to another, and where all the 

objects resembling the former are placed in like relations of precedency and contiguity to those objects that 

resemble the latter’.  

‘A CAUSE is an object precedent and contiguous to another, and so united with it, that the idea of the 

one determines the mind to form the idea of the other, and the impression of the one to form a more lively 

idea of the other’. (Hume 1888: 170) 

In the book of An Enquiry concerning Human Understanding (1748), Hume proposes that 

We may define a cause to be an object, followed by another, and where all the objects, similar to 

the first, are followed by objects similar to the second. Or in other words, where, if the first object had 

not been, the second never had existed. The appearance of a cause always conveys the mind, by a 

customary transition, to the idea of the effect. Of this also we have experience. 

We may therefore, suitably to this experience, form another definition of cause; and call it, an object 

followed by another, and whose appearance always conveys the thought to that other. (Hume 2007: 56) 

 The definitions of cause in these two books are roughly similar. From his explanation of 

causal sense and the nature of causal inference, we can see that, in the first place, according to 

Hume, the concept of causation must be derived from some relation among objects rather than 

from some relation between events. He points out two conditions of the causal relation, 

namely the spatiotemporal contiguity of the cause and the effect and the precedence in time of 

the cause with respect to the effect (Hume 1888: 11). In this sense, the notion of a constant 

conjunction or necessary connection between cause and effect, a major component in 
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causation, is a deterministic relation, which implies that if something is caused, its causes are 

sufficient in the circumstance.  

Secondly, Hume stresses a causal power, force, energy or NECESSARY CONNEXION 

between causes and effects, because an object may be contiguous and prior to another, 

without being considered as its cause (Hume 1888: 77-78). In the Enquiry, He also implies 

that it is impossible to “define a cause, without comprehending, as a part of the definition, a 

necessary connexion with its effect” (Hume 2007: Xiii, 96). Thus, Hume’s conceptual 

analysis of causation can be summarized as follows: Object A is the cause of object B iff i. A 

and B are contiguous or linked by a chain of contiguous events; ii. A precedes B; and iii. A 

necessitates B (cf. Dowe 2000: 17). 

In this way, Hume concludes that the essential parameter distinguishing the concept of 

causation from that of succession of contiguous events is the idea of necessary connection. 

That is, causal events are accompanied by the idea that the second event follows the first 

necessarily. However, Hume does not explain clear what this connection is, “nor even any 

distinct notion what it is we desire to know, when we endeavour at a conception of it” (Hume 

2007: 45-46). 

Thirdly, Hume explores the source and formation of causal concepts. He proposes that 

causality are connected with concept-empiricism and judgment-empiricism (Castañeda 1980). 

All causal inferences or reasoning depend on experience of constant conjunctions, because 

humans are inclined to attribute causation to a sequence of events just in case those events are 

part of an observable regularity of similar events (Hume 1888: 178). Through ‘custom or 

habit’, the human mind develops a predilection to form an ‘idea’ of an object or event of one 

kind followed by objects or events of another kind (Garrett 2009). Therefore, Hume’s 

concerns are primarily epistemic. 

However, there are also a number of well-known difficulties with Hume’s regularity 

account. To begin with, people who regard causation as an objective relation do not accept 

Hume’s viewpoint that causation depends on regularity. Just as Kistler (2006) said, “We make 

causal judgments independently of whether they bear on the first instance of the relevant type 

of causal relation or not, whether it is the first instance in an absolute sense or in our personal 

experience, or of whether it is capable of recurring” (Kistler 2006: 13). A condition that is 
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followed by some outcome may nonetheless be irrelevant to that outcome, etc. (Lewis 1973a). 

That is to say, contiguity and succession are not sufficient to claim that two objects are cause 

and effect. Moreover, as to the causal relata, while Hume points out that the causal items are 

objects, later scholars, such as Talmy (2000a) and Wolff (2003), are more prone to claim that 

causal items are events involving objects. Finally, as to the connection between time order 

and casual processes, Hume considers it obvious that causes precede their effects and the 

causality does not operate at a distance. One advantage of the theory of temporal priority is 

that it provides an explanation of causal asymmetry, and a reason for distinguishing between 

cause and effect, but Hume’s spatiotemporal contiguity condition for causality excludes 

symmetry of causation, simultaneous and backward causation (Eells 1991: 240; Dowe 2000: 

19). 

Under the profound and extremely important influence of Hume’s discussion of causation, 

philosophers have attempted to develop a causal model for describing the correspondent 

relationship between cause and effect, such as INUS theory (see below) and counterfactual 

causation.  

2.1.2 Mackie’s (1965) INUS condition 

Mackie (1965, 1974) proposes that causes can be reduced to, at a minimum, the INUS 

condition, that is, “Insufficient but Necessary parts of a condition which is itself Unnecessary 

but Sufficient” for their effects (Mackie 1965). For example, there was a fire in a house, but it 

was extinguished before the house was completely destroyed. Experts conclude that a 

short-circuit is said to be the cause of the fire. But it is neither necessary nor sufficient for that 

fire, since there is a set of conditions, including the overturning of a lighted oil stove, the 

presence of flammable material near the short circuit or the lack of a fire extinguisher, which 

are sufficient for the fire.  

Mackie's account of background conditions for causation is insightful. Various comments 

about the INUS condition have been made by some scholars (Davidson 1967; Kim 1971; 

Denise 1984; Dale 1984; Koons 2000). Mackie’s INUS condition is a condition for some 

event-type. He analyzes causation within the framework of events and he begins to see the 

importance of relations between tokens, and of distinguishing clearly between event-types and 
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event-tokens (Koons 2000:23), because Mackie refers to causes and effects as “events” and 

also as “conditions”. ‘Event’ is used as a wider term which encompasses ‘condition’, 

sometimes refers to “states” and “standing conditions” as well as events narrowly conceived 

as involving changes. There are also some criticisms: Mackie does not seem aware of the 

ontological issues of the causes. The sufficient conditions and necessary conditions of 

causation are different from those used in logic, but Mackie insists on using a disjunctive 

normal form to express sufficient and necessary conditions and tries to transform each 

sufficient condition to a minimal sufficient condition via logical calculation. He treats 

causation as a truth-value relation. Many logical terminologies have been used in the process 

of constructing INUS theory. As a consequence, two separate matters are confused: the 

logical form of causal statements and the analysis of causality. In fact, as to effect, cause is 

not only a truth value, but an event with much richer connotations. 

2.1.3 Lewis’ (1973) counterfactual theories of causation 

David Lewis’ (1973a; 1973b; 1979; 1986) counterfactual theories of causation has had a 

great meaningful and fruitful impact on sematnics in the realm of conditionals and models 

(Copley & Wolff 2014: 12). Lewis reduce the causal relation to a relation of counterfactual 

dependence. In brief, he defines causal dependence between token c and e in this way: if c had 

not occurred, e would not have occurred. If c had occurred, e would have occurred. And the 

third option is c and e both occurred (Lewis 1986: 164-167). From this definition, we can 

infer that for the occurrence of e in the actual circumstance, the occurrence of c is necessary 

and sufficient. It thus can be said that the counterfactual dependency theory of causation is a 

paraphrase of the proposition that c is necessary for e. Broadly speaking, it is one of a family 

of Humean theories of causation. Lewis also endorses transitivity of causation. When defining 

causal dependence, the primary relata of causal dependence is fine-grained events. Then 

causation is finally defined as follows: c is a cause of e if and only if there exists a causal 

chain leading from c to e (Lewis 1986: 204). This definition appears to solve the preemption 

problem. 

Lewis' counterfactual analysis offered considerable explanatory benefits and merits. 

Firstly, when combined with a sophisticated approach towards the semantics of possible 
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worlds, the counterfactual analysis correctly solves problems with common causes (Lewis 

1973b). If we all know about e is counterfactually dependent on c, this is enough to infer that  

e is caused by c, even if we do not know anything else about the relation between c and e. 

Another important merit for a counterfactual analysis is that it can support causal claims in 

situations where there is no process, transfer of energy, or series of events between cause and 

effect. It can make negative causation easy and get the right answer when we have causation 

by omission (Paul 2009: 163). 

Although a counterfactual analysis is characterized by relative simplicity, flexibility and 

powerful explanatory function, many shortcomings have been raised in the literature. To 

begin with, there seems to be a problem with circularity for counterfactual analysis: one’s 

account of the causal relation in terms of counterfactual dependence requires an account of 

counterfactual dependence in terms of causation (Woodward 2003: 109). Furthermore, a 

counterfactual criteria associates causation with a necessary condition, but people seem to 

associate causation with sufficient conditions. Evidence against a counterfactual analysis 

shows that people’s counterfactual judgments of what might change an outcome often do not 

agree with their judgments of what caused the outcome (Mandel & Lehman 1996).  

2.1.4 Talmy’s (1985) force dynamics theory 

Introduced by cognitive linguist Leonard Talmy in 1981, the theory of force dynamics  

has had an enormously meaningful and fruitful impact on cognitive semantics in the realm of 

causation due to its broad span range across semantic fields, including physical force 

interactions, psychological interaction, social interactions, argumentation and discourse. 

Talmy further developed the field in his 1985, 1988 and 2000 works. Aspects of force 

dynamics have been incorporated and developed into the theoretical frameworks of a great 

number of followers, such as Jackendoff’s (1990, 1991) localist approach, Pinker’s (1989) 

theory of force dynamic relations, Croft’s (1991, 2012, 2015) causal (force dynamic) theory 

of argument realization, Wolff’s force theory (2003, 2007, 2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2017; Wolff 

& Zettergren 2002; Wolff & Barbey 2015), Mumford and Anjum’s (2011) dispositional 

theory of causation, Gärdenfors’ (2014) two-vector model; and Copley and Harley’s (2015) 

force-theoretical model. We will focus on Talmy’s, Croft’s and Wolff’s theories below. 
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In Talmy’s (1988, 2000a) model of force dynamics, the conceptual primitives involve (a) 

two participant or entities, with one named “agonist”, being foregrounded for focal attention, 

the other the “antagonist”, considered for the effect it has on the agonist. Each exerts a force 

on the other; (b) each participant is associated with an intrinsic force tendency, either toward 

rest or toward action; (c) the relative strengths of the agonist and antagonist, “the entity that is 

able to manifest its tendency at the expense of its opponent is the stronger”; (d) the result of 

the force interaction, which is assessed only for the agonist: action or inaction (Talmy 2000a: 

414). These dimensions account for four basic steady-state force-dynamic patterns 

instantiating CAUSE, PREVENT, and two types of DESPITE, which are illustrated in 

sentence (1a-d): 

(1) a. The ball kept rolling because of the wind blowing on it. 

b. The shed kept standing despite the gale wind blowing against it. 

c. The ball kept rolling despite the stiff grass. 

d. The log kept lying on the incline because of the ridge there. 

Example (1a) and (1d) are called cases of “extended causation”, where the Antagonist 

continuously impinges on the Agonist and the causing event is coextensive with the caused 

event. The four basic force-dynamic patterns are schematized in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 The basic steady-state force-dynamic pattern (based on Talmy 2000a: 415) 

Although Talmy’s diagrams represent transmission of force between participants, Talmy 

also (1988, 2000a) gives examples of force dynamics in terms of events causing other events. 

So the causal relata can be both entities and events (Croft 2012: 211). According to Talmy, 

force dynamics is not limited to physical causation, since the physical-force model can map 

straightforwardly to psychological causal relations (Talmy 1988). Wolff (2007) has tested the 

psychological validity of Talmy’s proposal empirically. 

The main significance of Talmy's force dynamics theory is twofold. First of all, he bridges 

the gap between the conceptual structures in language and cognitive domains. In accordance 

with the manipulation of mechanics, by applying the notion ‘force interaction’ in physics to 
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cognitive semantics, Talmy develops his schematic system of “force dynamics” to explain the 

‘causation’ category occurring between entities within the structured situation and the system 

is viewed in particular as a generalization over the linguistic notion of “causative”. Secondly, 

force dynamics is a fundamental notion which underlies grammatical categories and 

structures the meanings of many lexical items. It has proved useful for analyzing various 

linguistic expressions (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.), sentence structure and grammatical 

notions such as ‘subject’ and ‘object’. However, there are also some weaknesses in Talmy’s 

force dynamics theory: (i) some questions, such as its use in structuring nonphysical domains 

remain to be answered (De Mulder 2007: 313); (ii) the interaction between agonist and 

antagonist seems nearly always to be in opposition, but forces are often in concordance in the 

dynamic model, which Talmy does not discuss. (iii) Talmy’s last three conceptual primitives 

are redundant with each other. More weak points can be seen in Wolff (2007: 110). Despite 

these vital limitations, Talmy’s seminal work in force dynamics paves a way for the further 

exploration of causation in various fields.  

2.1.5 Croft’s (2012) force dynamic theory of argument realization   

Based on the work of Talmy (1988, 2000a), Croft (2012, 2015) proposes an event-based, 

force-dynamic theory of argument linking, which is characterized by conceptualizing events 

as a causal chain linking participants in the event in terms of the transmission of force from 

the initiator to endpoint. In Croft’s (2012: 4, 2015: 103-104) view, the force-dynamic 

dimension for almost all simple verbal events is a directed, acyclic, nonbranching causal 

chain of graph structure. Aspectual structure and the force dynamic (causal) structure of 

verbal semantics are grammatically relevant and both of them play a role in argument 

realization. In particular, the causal structure of events is the primary determinant of argument 

realization, given a particular lexicalization of an event. Aspectual structure can be broadly 

described as how events unfold over time. In turn, causal structure can be defined as the 

causal interactions between participants in events. Causal analyses are implicit in semantic 

roles such as agent and patient (Croft 2012: 4). 

Croft’s force-dynamic theory of argument linking shows a three-dimensional 

representation of causal and aspectual structure in events. A complex verbal semantic 
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structure is decomposed into subevents such that each subevent involves only one participant 

with its own aspectual contour; and the subevents are related to each other causally. Thus, 

each subevent is modeled by the two-dimensional representation and the causal chain linking 

the individual participant subevents is represented in a third dimension (rendered in another 

space in the two-dimensional diagrams he uses). For example, extended causation and onset 

causation may be represented in the verbal profile of the causal chain, as in (2a-b):  

(2) a. She held the glass. 

(Croft 2012:284) 

   (2a) describes the extended causation of rest. The initiator (she) applying the force, which 

results in the absence of any change in the endpoint (the glass). The causing event, her 

holding, occurs simultaneously with the caused event, the glass being held.  

(3) b. Sam kicked the football across the field. 

(Croft 2012: 288) 

 (2b) represents the onset causation of motion. Kick is punctual, thus the initiator (Sam) 

engages in the causing event kicking only at point of time, while the caused event, the 

endpoint’s (the ball’s) moving lasts an interval of time. The two subevents are not temporally 
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coextensive in the verbal temporal profile. 

On one hand, Croft’s event-based force-dynamic theory has a number of advantages. 

Firstly, it clearly distinguishes the aspectual and the causal structure of events. It enables us to 

clearly recognize the distinct contributions that aspectual structure and causal structure make 

to the grammar of predicates and arguments. Secondly, the three-dimensional representation 

allows us to employ the fine-grained aspectual analysis along with the causal structure 

analysis. None of the other representations make such fine-grained aspectual distinctions. 

Thirdly, it represents causation from two distinct conceptual layers: the force interaction 

between one entity acting on the other one, and the process of one event causing the other 

event. It does not require appeal to additional levels of semantic or syntactic representation, 

such as thematic roles or a thematic role hierarchy. Besides, the event-based force-dynamic 

theory requires only a small set of simple, highly general and cross-linguistically universal set 

of argument realization (linking) rules (Croft 2012: 208, 216). 

On the other hand, Croft’s Force Dynamic theory of argument realization also has 

weaknesses. Croft represent extended causation of rest and onset causation of motion in his 

works (Croft 2012: 283) and his model illustrates clearly the temporal relationship between a 

causing event and a caused event; however, he does not explain why the causing event and 

the caused event can be conceptualized as a macro-event in cognition and the model lacks the 

mechanisms and factors resulting in event integration as well. 

2.1.6 Wolff’s (2003, 2007) force theory 

Based on a critique of the basic assumption of dependency model and physicalist models, 

Wolff and his colleagues (2003, 2007, 2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2017; Wolff & Zettergren 2002; 

Wolff & Barbey 2015) developed Talmy’s force dynamics theory and propose their own force 

theory. The force theory partitions the representation of causation into two major frameworks: 

(1) the representation of individual configurations of force, and (2) the representation of 

chains of configurations of forces (Wolff 2017). The frameworks assume that causation 

involves interaction between two main entities: an affector and a patient.  

At the level of individual configurations of forces, the force theory predicts four main 

concepts: CAUSE, HELP, PREVENT, and DESPITE. These concepts can be differentiated in 
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terms of three dimensions: (a) the tendency of the patient for endstate, (b) the presence or 

absence of concordance between the affector and the patient, and (c) progress toward the 

endstate (Wolff 2017), which can be shown as follows:  

Table 2.1 Representations of several causal concepts (Wolff 2017) 

 Patient tendency for 

End State 

Affector-Patient 

Concordance 

End State 

Targeted 

CAUSE No No Yes 

HELP (also ALLOW 

and ENABLE) 

Yes Yes Yes 

PREVENT  Yes No No 

DESPITE/HINDER Yes No Yes 

The semantics of these three dimensions are illustrated by the examples in (3a-d).  

(4) a. Wind caused the boat to heel. 

b. Vitamin B enables the body to digest food. 

c. Rain prevented the tar from bonding. 

d. Ralph bought the TV despite the wishes of his wife. 

The force theory is also characterized by specifying the representation of the dimensions 

of tendency, concordance, and end-state targeting in non-linguistic, computational terms. 

These dimensions specify possible configurations of force. Examples in (3) of these 

configurations are diagrammed in Figure 2.2. For a complete explanation, see Wolff (2007). 

 

Figure 2.2 Configurations of forces associated with CAUSE, ENABLE, PREVENT and DESPITE 

 

Note: A-the force exerted on the patient by the affector; P- force vector associated with the patient; 

O-the summation of all other forces acting on the patient; R- resultant force acting on the patient (A+P+O);  E- 

position vector. 

In addition, Wolff and his colleagues also extend the force theory to explain how 

individual relations can be joined to form causal chains and how these chains may be 

re-represented as a single overarching causal relation (Wolff & Barbey 2015; Wolff 2017). 

There are two ways to create casual chains in force theory: the chain involves transmission of 

a force and a chain involves the removal of an actual or possible force, which are depicted in 

Figure 2.3 (a-b).  
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Wolff and his colleagues’ dynamic model improves Talmy’s force-dynamic theory. 

Firstly, it proves that the interactions between entities with respect to force not only involve 

opposition, but also involve concordance (such as the concept of HELP). Secondly, Wolff’s 

force theory postulates a set of dimensions that explains how the notions of CAUSE, HELP 

and PREVENT are related to one another, while in Talmy’s force dynamics, the distinction 

 
 

a. a casual chain with a force transmission b. a causal chain with the removal of a force 

Figure 2.3 Causal chain in force dynamics (Wolff 2017) 

between these notions is blurred. Thus, Wolff’s force theory can account for all of the 

possible causal concepts, such as causing, enabling, letting, despite, preventing, etc. (Wolff 

2007). 

Wolff’s force theory was the first to consider the issue of movement angles; however, 

despite his endeavor to consider the effects of different dimensions, it is apparent that his 

theory does not attempt to address other cues to causality like contingency or temporal 

contiguity (Young 2012: 149). Although his force theory cannot only explain the 

representation of individual causal interactions, but also can explain causal chains, it does not 

model the temporal and spatial relationship between the causing event and the caused event in 

a minimal causal chain, and thus it cannot distinguish onset causation and extended causation. 

    In this chapter, we reviewed the variety of existing theories of causation mainly in the 

fields of philosophy, mathematics and linguistics. Based on the literature of causational 

theories, their views on cause, effect and causation can be summarized in table 2.2.  

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2 Referents of cause, effect and causation in various theories of causation 

PREVENT PREVENT 

A 

A 

B 

C 

BC 

B A C AB 

CAUSE CAUSE 

A B C 
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Representatives CAUSE EFFECT Causation 

Hume’s 

regularity theory 
objects objects necessary connection 

Mackie’s INUS 

conditions 

singular fine-grained 

token-level events 

singular fine-grained 

token-level events 

minimum INUS 

condition with logic 

dependency 

Lewis’s 

counterfactual 

analysis 

both type- and token-level 

events 

both type- and 

token-level events 

counterfactual 

conditionals 

Talmy’s force 

dynamics theory 
entities, events entities, events 

force interaction 

between agonist and 

antagonist 

Croft’s force 

dynamic theory 

of argument 

realization 

token-level events or specific 

situations 

token-level events or 

specific situations 

force interaction 

between initiator and 

endpoint 

Wolff’s force 

theory 
entities, events entities, events 

force interaction 

between affector and 

a patient 

 

Some points can be drawn from Table 2.2. Firstly, as a complex notion, the categories of 

cause and effect has various wordings or names. Entities, objects, changes, events and 

situations all can be used to define different types of CAUSE and EFFECT. Secondly, 

causation can be logical conditions, counterfactual conditions or the force interaction. 

Therefore, as a universal conception of complexity, causation is applied extensively. When 

analyzing the causal relation in a given situation, we need to recognize appropriate types of 

causation according to different definitions, because different types of causation possess 

distinctive features, which cannot be treated as the same (Wei 2002: 195). In this dissertation, 

we agree that causation is a relation between two events (Shibatani 1976; Talmy 2000a). If 

object A causes object B, then A must have done something to B, which causes B to change 

its state or location. The causal process involves the transfer or removal of a causal force 

between two objects (Wolff 2007). 

The connection between causation and time is a central issue as well as a most 

controversial problem of the contemporary theories of causation. If we say that two events are 

causally related, then there are two conditions that must be met, (a) these two events must be 

distinct and (b) the relata must have spacio-temporal locations (Kline 1980). However, 

different understanding of the notions of cause, effect and causation and different viewpoints 

on working mechanisms of causes on effect will lead to disputes on the temporal sequence of 

causation. Objects and human beings in the world have their lifetime. Events or states exist 
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for some time. During a specific temporal process, one kind of substance or entity, as a cause, 

can exist before or disappear as the same time with another kind of substance or entity, the 

effect. Or it is possible that a causing event happens before or simultaneously with a resulting 

event.  

In this dissertation, we talk about causation in terms of particular events rather than 

event-kinds and regularities of nature, and we suppose that some kind of notion of necessity is 

involved in causation. Following Talmy and Croft, we adopt an event-based, force-dynamic 

theory of causation. This theory does not require appeal to additional levels of semantic or 

syntactic representation, such as thematic roles, a thematic role hierarchy, etc. It only requires 

a small set of simple highly general and cross-linguistically universal set of argument 

realization rules. The force-dynamic ordering of participants in events captures the many 

event classes in which realization of participant roles as Subject and Object are uniform 

across languages (Croft 2012: 208).  

2.2 Event-based theories of onset and extended causation 

As we know, the discussion about onset and extended causation is a matter of the time 

order of cause and effect in the final analysis. Thus, to explore onset and extended causation 

is of great importance to shed light on human cognition as it concerns the relation between 

causation and time and to help deepen our understanding of how we conceptualize causation. 

Next, we will introduce and review the previous studies on onset causation and extended 

causation from three perspectives: the philosophical, the psychological and the cognitive 

linguistic. 

2.2.1 The philosophical studies on temporal relations between cause and effect 

Temporal relations are a byproduct of causally related events. The issue concerning the 

relation between causal concepts and temporal concepts, or the causal theory of time, has 

occupied an important place in history and has been a subject of central philosophical interest 

since the 20th century. The connection between causation and time is a central issue as well as 

a most controversial problem of contemporary theories of causation. Therefore, one of the 

central issues of the philosophy of causality is to clarify the differences between cause and 
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effect and the relation between time order and causal order.  

Generally speaking, there are four possible views on the temporal relation of cause and 

effect, specifically: 

i. Cause is temporally contiguous with its effect. 

ii. Cause is antecedent to effect and cause is temporally separated from its effect by 

initiating some process that in the normal course of things terminates in its effect.  

iii. Cause begins before its effect, but is partly simultaneous with its effect. 

iv. Cause and effect are simultaneous in time. (Wilkie 1950; Gale 1965; Mumford & 

Anjum 2011: 106-110) 

Following Wilkie (1950) and Gale (1965), this dissertation will not deal separately with 

partial simultaneity and whole simultaneity in terms of cause and effect, because it does not 

seem to have been advocated explicitly. Studies on temporal ordering between cause and 

effect are reviewed in detail as follows. 

2.2.1.1 Contiguity in time of cause and effect 

Aristotle explains the subtle difference among the notions of what is contiguous, 

continuous and in-succession. For example, according to him, if two things are in succession, 

they must be in some order and there must be nothing of the same kind between them. When 

two things are in succession and they have boundaries which touch as well, they are 

contiguous; finally, if they share one common boundary, they are continuous, parts of one 

whole (Aristotle, edited by Barnes 1984: 84-85; cf. Secada 1990), these three terms have in 

common that cause is antecedent or precedent to effect.  

Hume points out two aspects of the causal relation, namely the contiguity of the cause and 

the effect and the precedence in time of the cause with respect to the effect in the Treatise 

(1888: 170), see 2.2.1. He considers the relation of CONTIGUITY as essential to that of 

causation, which means that all cause events must be in contact with their effect events 

spatially and temporally, or causes and effects are immediately adjacent in space and time. An 

effect happens instantaneously and there must be no temporal gap between it and the effect. 

The meaning of CONTIGUITY eliminates any action at a distance. (Hume 1960: 75; Dowe 

2000: 18). For example, When a lead ball is released onto a sand bag, it immediately begins to 

indent this bag. The falling of the lead ball is temporally contiguous with the fully indented 
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state of the bag since it ends just when its effect begins. 

The notion of contiguity has inspired a great deal of research and received both challenges 

and support. On the one hand, the position that causation is grounded in transference 

preserves contiguity of causation, as noted by Hume. Several authors suggest that the causal 

relation consists in the transference of an amount of a conserved quantity (Aronson 1971; 

Quine 1973; Fair 1979; Dowe 1992; Kistler 2006: 25).  

In Fair’s (1979) transference theory, cause and effect are distinguished in virtue of being 

earlier and later events. A causes B just if “energy flows from A to B, as defined in terms of its 

time derivative over spatial surfaces separating the A-objects from the B-objects ” (Fair 1979: 

240). He explicitly spells out that “because energy-momentum transference requires 

contiguity, contiguity is prima facie evidence for causation. Past knowledge of causal 

regularities also helps provide evidence” (Fair 1979: 242) . 

Kistler (2006: 26) also points out that, “Transference is a continuous process in the course 

of which the amount of conserved quantity at issue crosses the spatio-temporal distance 

between the cause event and the effect event at a finite speed. This means that, if cause and 

effect are not immediately contiguous themselves, the transference process guarantees the 

existence of a causal chain whose links are contiguous”. Therefore, based on the transference 

theory, they all emphasize the temporal priority, contiguity, and temporal asymmetry between 

cause and effect. The different point is that Hume discards the possibility of action at a 

distance. He insists on the idea that causal influence can act only by contact. However, 

according to scientific results, as to the mechanism of the action of the fundamental forces at 

a distance spatially, physics gives us solid arguments for thinking that it is always the result of 

underlying causal processes that strictly obey contiguity in time. 

On the other, the notion of contiguity is not accepted by some authors in ancient or 

modern philosophy. Namely, both Aristotle and Russell think that the relation of contiguity in 

time is impossible (Aristotle 1949: 648; Russell 1913/1957: 177). In Aristotle’s Prior and 

Posterior Analysis (Chapter 12 The inference of past and future events), Aristotle thinks that: 

We must inquire what the bond is that secures that event succeeds event. So much is clear, that an 

event cannot be contiguous with the completion of another event. For the completion of one cannot be 

contiguous with the completion of another, since completions of events are indivisible limits, and 
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therefore, like points, cannot be contiguous; and similarly an event cannot be contiguous with the 

completion of an event, any more than a line can with a point; for an event is divisible (containing an 

infinity of completed events), and the completion of an event is indivisible (Aristotle, revised by Ross 

1949: 648).   

Wilkie (1950) even spells out that the notion of contiguity is disposed of as a separate theory 

of the temporal relations of cause and effect. 

2.2.1.2 Antecedence of cause to effect  

Hume is also the principal authority for the notion of the antecedence of cause to effect 

via the meaning of “precedent” (Hume 1960: 75). In the case of Smoking causes cancer, for 

example, the disease sets in some time after exposure to smoking (Mumford & Anjum 2011: 

107). Another example, knocking over the first domino in a sequence, is a cause of the falling 

over of the last one, despite the fact that the events of the first and last fall are not contiguous 

in time. In such cases, there is a temporal gap between the causing event and the caused event, 

during which there is a causal chain of events connecting these two events. Such a causal 

chain of events appeals to intermediate causes and effects and each link in the chain is 

temporally contiguous with the next (Chakravartty 2005). 

Temporal priority or antecedence is accepted by a number of philosophers, such as Mill 

(1875), Russell (1913), Suppes (1970), Good (1983), Eells (1991), etc. Mill (1875) states in 

his A system of Logic that, 

The Law of Causation, the recognition of which is the main pillar of inductive science, is but the 

familiar truth, that invariability of succession is found by observation to obtain between every fact in 

nature and some other fact which has preceded it... (Mill 1875: 377) 

To certain facts, certain facts always do, and, as we believe, will continue to, succeed. The invariable 

antecedent is termed the cause; the invariable consequent, the effect (ibid.). 

Russell proposes that cause is antecedent to effect. Furthermore, he states that, in the 

article of ‘On the Notion of Cause’, that there is a gap or time interval between causes and 

effects. He notes: ‘Given any event e1, there is an event e2 and a time interval T such that, 

whenever e1 occurs, e2 follows after an interval T’. Because the time-series is compact, and 

there are no infinitesimal time-intervals, no two instants are contiguous. Causes and effects 
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must be separated by a finite time-interval T and T must involve a finite lapse of time (Russell 

1913: 177).  

Suppes, Good and Eells attempt to provide analyses of the probabilistic theory of 

causation by employing temporal concepts. They all explicitly build into their definitions the 

stipulation that causes are temporally prior to effects. Suppes (1970) includes antecedent 

temporal parameters for event types, in the form of temporal subscripts in the notation for 

event types, At, Bt’ and so on. Suppes’s theory clearly requires that, in order for an event At to 

be a cause of an event type Bt’, t must be earlier than t’ in the form of two main definitions 

(Suppes 1970: 12; cf. Eells 1991: 267). Good (1983: 197) also agrees on the necessity of 

interpreting “an event F caused another event E” making reference to time. He assumes 

definitely that F is earlier than E. Eells (1991: 243) argues that a separate temporal 

precedence requirement must be incorporated into the analysis of property level probabilistic 

causation. A cause is required to precede its effect in time. The temporal precedence 

requirement will rule out both symmetry of causation and simultaneous causation. 

Thus, events are often considered as causally related even when they are not temporally 

contiguous (Chakravartty 2005). As for the situation of cause being antecedent over effect, it 

is only be possible and illustrated in mediated causation. The causing event and the caused 

event are separated by others in a causal chain. For example, event x causes the event y, which 

leads to the production of event z. The y is both the effect of the causing event x and the cause 

of the caused effect z. Then we can say that event x is the indirect cause of event z or y is an 

immediate effect of x and z is a remote effect. Event x and event z are in a sequential order of 

time with the duration time of event y in between (Dummett 1954/1978: 321; Mumford & 

Anjum 2011: 106-110). The clause alcohol consumption causing a hangover after a number 

of hours is a good example, in which a succession of causal situations are involved. There is a 

causal chain that leads from drinking to the hangover via a number of smaller steps. Alcohol 

produces drunkenness, which then produces the hangover (Mumford & Anjum 2011: 110). In 

another example, John threw a bowling ball and knocked down all the ten pins, the causing 

event, John threw ball, generates two effects: the bowling ball rolled away (the first and 

direct caused event), all the ten pins were knocked down (the second and remote caused 

event). Here, the causing event John threw bears no direct spatiotemporal contiguity with the 
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remote caused event the pins were down, thus antecedent causation produces the greatest 

conceptual distance in the domain of cause-effect linkages.  

The image schema of antecedent causation is as follows: 

 

Figure 2.4 Image schema of antecedent causation 

However, there are also some theoretical problems with adopting a temporal priority 

account. One problem comes from Russell’s (1913: 197) perspective that there is a gap 

between the cause and effect. For example, how long is the temporal gap between cause and 

effect? What, if anything, can happen within that gap? Thus there would be no certainty that 

such a cause would bring about its effect since something else might intervene during the 

interval to hinder the operation of the cause. Most of all, why does the effect suddenly happen 

after an interval of time? (Dummett 1954/1978: 320; Mumford & Anjum 2011). See more 

discussion in Dummett (1954/1978), Gale (1965) and Mumford and Anjum (2011).  

2.2.1.3 Simultaneity of cause and effect 

Many authors have noticed that not all causal chains contain temporally sequential events 

in which causes precede their effects; simultaneous causal relations obviously exist. In some 

cases, causal chains contain simultaneous events (Aristotle Translated by Ross 1928: 60; Kant 

1996: 270; Gasking 1955; Taylor 1966: 38; Brand 1980: 146).    

It is easy to find some examples of simultaneous causation. ‘Heat causes a bar of iron to 

glow at a high temperature, say 1000 degrees’ (Gasking 1955: 479). A locomotive pulling a 

caboose and the relationship between one’s hand and a pencil one is holding while writing 

(Taylor 1966: 35). A mechanism consists of two gears that meshed; the clockwise rotation of 

one gear causes the other to rotate counter clockwise (Aronson 1971: 416). Jack and Jill are 

seated on a seesaw. Jack’s going down causes Jill’s going up (Brand 1980:138). Two books 

may lean against each other at an angle, each propping up the other (Mumford & Anjum 2011: 

114). In these cases, the motion of either is sufficient and necessary for the motion of the 

other. Obviously, both motions are contemporaneous and there is no temporal gap between 

the two motions. Although Eells (1991: 240, 242) points out that in these famous cases, the 

T Ee2 
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present motion of the second object (for example caboose, pencil) is caused by a slightly 

preceding motion of the first (locomotive, hand), the cause is partially simultaneous with the 

effect.  

However, Hume is entirely against the possibility of simultaneous causation, using a 

purely conceptual argument (Wilkie 1950: 216; Kistler 2006: 40). According to Hume, if 

there were simultaneous causation without any delay separating the cause from the effect, 

then partial simultaneous causation would be inconceivable. (cf. Kistler 2006: 40). Hume says 

that the cause has no sufficient reason to act exactly and precisely at that time, and therefore it 

is impossible that is acts. “For if one cause were co-temporary with its effect, and this effect 

with its effect, and so on. ’ tis plain there wou’d be no such thing as succession, and all 

objects must be co-existent” (Hume 1888: 76). Indeed, “since any one of them, which retards 

its operation for a single moment, exerts not itself at that very individual time, in which it 

might have operated; and therefore is no proper cause” (Hume 1888: 76; cf. Kistler 2006: 40).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Not rejecting the existence of antecedent causation, however, Aristotle limits the 

definition of cause only to cases when it is producing an effect, and thus it is at best illustrated 

when cause and effect are simultaneous. In Metaphysics he holds that “the acting causes, i.e. 

the individuals, exist simultaneously with the things of which they are causes”(Aristotle 

Translated by Ross 1928: 60).  

Descartes agrees with Aristotle that the cause and effect are necessarily simultaneous. 

According to Descartes, a cause is a cause only when producing its effect and an effect can be 

caused only by something which exists at the time of its production (Secada 1990). In the 

First Replies, Descartes states that “the natural light does not dictate that the notion of an 

efficient cause requires that it be prior in time to its effect. On the contrary, the concept of a 

cause is, strictly speaking, applicable only for as long as the cause is producing its effect, and 

so it is not prior to it” (Descartes 1984: 78). One thing needs to be made clear that Descartes’ 

inclination for overdeterminism is criticized for the fact that the concept of God permeates his 

philosophy and is indispensable to his project.  

 In the late 18th century, in the book of Critique of Pure Reason (1781), Kant seeks to 

establish the applicability of the spatio-temporal framework of Newtonian physics to 

experience. He formulates the claim that all changes occur according to the law of the 
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connection of cause and effect. Time can determine the relation within the existence of 

appearances in two ways: sequentiality and simultaneity (Kant, translated by Pluhar 1996: 

253-254, 259). According to Kant, cause can precede, or be simultaneous with effect. In his 

Second Analogy, Kant notes, for example, with a leaden ball resting on a cushion, the 

presence of the ball is causally responsible for the simultaneous hollow in the cushion. The 

causal connections can thus also lie in the concomitance of cause and effect and that cause 

and effect can be simultaneous (Kant 1996: 270).  

Dummett (1954/1978) thinks that “a cause may initiate a process, which will be 

terminated when it reaches an assignable point, and will then in its turn have some further 

effect” (Dummett 1954/1978: 320). One event is causally connected with another if it is either 

its immediate cause or it is one of its remote causes. “Causes are simultaneous with their 

immediate effects, but precede their remote effects” (Dummett 1954/1978: 321), which shows 

the compatibility between universal simultaneous causation and temporal extended causal 

chains. 

In Action and Purpose, Taylor argues against the viewpoint that no causes are 

simultaneous with their effects and that all causes are simultaneous with their effects, but 

claims that only some cases of causation are simultaneous, because “there are causal chains, 

and sometimes temporally separated events are causally related in one way or another” 

(Taylor 1966: 38) .  

Based on Taylor (1966), Brand (1980) raises the point that not all causal chains contain 

temporally sequential events; some causal chains contain simultaneous events. He 

distinguishes between a ‘causal interaction’ and a ‘causal process’. A causal interaction 

consists of one event causing another event. A causal process is “a sequence of events such 

that the initial and terminal events in the sequence, and only these events are involved in 

causal interactions” (Brand 1980: 146). All causal interactions are simultaneous. Causal 

processes can be either temporally extended or simultaneous. “A causal chain consists of at 

least two causal processes such that the terminal event of each process causally interacts with 

the initial event of another process” (ibid.). Some causal chains are temporally extended. He 

argues that the existence of causal chains does not require that there is a temporal lag between 

the beginning of the cause and the beginning of the effect. Some causal chains consist in a 
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sequence of events, and the events may be divided into parts other than spatiotemporally. 

Each event in a sequence is temporally related to others in that sequence, and initial and 

terminal members of each sequence are causally related and simultaneous with other terminal 

and initial members of other sequences (Brand 1980: 141). This case is pictured in Figure 2.5.  

        

Figure 2.5 The temporal structure of Brand’s causal chain 

In Figure 2.5, a, b, c are event which consist of a sequence of subevents; T is the time 

axis and causal connections are depicted by horizontal contact. According to Brand (1980: 

141), a ‘causal chain’ which has the property of temporal succession is not incompatible with 

universal simultaneous causation.  

Gasking (1955) and Aronson (1971) recognize that both regular succession and 

simultaneity of cause and effect are prevailing conceptually and physically. To begin, arguing 

that the Humean view fails to enable one to discern cause from effect by the temporal 

succession in the cases of simultaneous causation, Gasking explains the “cause-effect” 

relation in terms of the “producing-by-means-of” relation and he proposes that the notion of 

causation is essentially connected with our manipulative techniques for producing results. 

That is to say, the conceptually prototypical causal relations are those where a human brings 

about an event. That action is the cause, and the event is the effect, which have nothing to do 

with whether they succeed each other in time or are simultaneous (Gasking 1955) or in other 

words, cause can precede effect; cause and effect can also be contemporaneous. 

2.2.1.4 Temporal relation between cause and effect in onset and extended causation 

Based on the analysis of the philosophers which have been reviewed, combined with the 

definitions of onset and extended causation in section 1.3, we can conclude that the caused 

event occurs during a causing event and temporally overlaps with the causing event in the 

case of simultaneity of extended causation. The extent of the contact interface for these two 

events is broadest. No delay and no gap exist between them. For instance, Steven pushed a 

bike into the room, the causer, Steven, directly and continuously exerts the force on the 

affectee or the patient, a bike. When Steven pushed, then the bike moved; Steven stopped, 
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then the bike stopped. The caused event the bike moved is generated directly by Steven’s 

pushing. 

Comparatively, onset causation is clearly different: the causing event immediately 

precedes the caused event followed with an autonomous event (Talmy 2000a: 499) and there 

is no clear-cut demarcation line between caused event and follow-up autonomous event. For 

example, John kicked a football to the bushes. The caused event, the football’s moving, and 

the autonomous event, the ball’s moving to the bushes, occur right after the causing event, 

John’s kicking. The temporal ordering between the causing event and the caused event in 

onset causation and extended causation are illustrated in Figure 2.6. 

 onset causation extended causation 

a. contiguity 

 

b. simultaneity 

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic temporal ordering of subevents in onset and extended causation 

Thus, the cases of contiguity in time for the causing event and the caused event can be 

generalized into onset causation and the case of simultaneity of the causing event and the 

caused event is extended causation. When talking about events, we assume events as bona 

fine individual entities. In addition, when people conceptualize the temporal ordering of the 

causing event and the caused event in situations, boundedness is a relevant parameter for 

interpreting the temporal sequence of events.    

2.2.2 The psychological studies on perception of onset and extended causation 

   Psychological research on onset and extended causation stems from Albert Michotte’s 

(1946/1963) visual causality and has been followed by many investigations since then (White 

1988; Hecht 1996; Michotte & Thinès 1991; Scholl & Tremoulet 2000). Michotte 

investigated five models of launching effect and one model of entraining effect (cited from 

Scholl & Tremoulet 2000: 301) – see Figure 2.7. In his study, dynamic onset and extended 

causation can be directed perceived (Michotte & Thinès 1991: 78). A causal connection is 

perceived between certain pairs of motion events. In those experiments, determinants or 

parameters are explored in which people say they see an event causing or producing another 

event, such as the spatial and temporal gaps between objects or continuity at the point of 
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impact, the relative speeds of the objects, speed–mass interactions, differences in the duration 

phases and angles of each object’s movement, overall path lengths, etc. It seems that there are 

precise conditions for getting the causal results and the perception of causal relation is largely 

stimulus driven, and even small changes in the stimulus conditions could greatly affect the 

impression of causation (Scholl & Tremoulet 2000: 301). 

onset causation:  

a. launching  

 

b. launching with a temporal gap 

 

c. launching with a spatial gap 

 

d. launching with a triggering effect 

 

e. launching with one of affects as a tool    

 

f. extended causation: entraining effect. 

 

Figure 2.7 Examples of some of Michotte’s basic demonstrations of perceptual causality 

 Perception of two objects, A and B (here shown as red and green circles). a. The launching effect. b.The 

launching effect is destroyed by adding a temporal gap between A’s and B’s motions. c. Launching with a spatial 

gap. The launching effect is destroyed by adding a spatial gap between A’s final position and B’s initial position. 

d. The triggering effect, refers to an impression that A has touched off the movement of B, which then appears to 

move of its own accord. Viz. although B’s caused by A, B’ motion is seen as autonomous. It is qualitatively 

different from launching (White 2005: 497). e.The tool effect, wherein intermediate item (blue circle) seems 

merely a tool by which A causes the entire motion sequence. f. The entraining effect (cited from Scholl and 

Tremoulet 2000).  

Michotte’s phenomenological causality study plays an important role in the field of 

experimental psychology and his work is prominent for attempting to combine 
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phenomenology and empirical quantitative research. For one thing, Michotte pointed out that 

causal relations can be perceived and the relation between perception and cognition can be 

illuminated. Therefore, his work has important methodological impact for the study of 

perception and is of general relevance for problems in psychology and philosophy. For 

another, the empirical material in Michotte’s work is an important source of starting points 

and inspiration in studies of dynamic event perception (Runeson 1984). 

His work has also evoked considerable criticism, as well as conflicting results in 

subsequent work. Firstly, Michotte claimed that the effects were perceived by almost all 

subjects immediately, which has been challenged by other scholars. Others criticize that 

Michotte used the data from himself and his close colleagues and students, who were well 

trained observers and thoroughly familiar with the stimuli. They demonstrated that only 

65-85% of observers report the basic onset launching effect upon its first presentation 

(Beasley 1968; White 1988). 

Secondly, Michotte proposed that the input analyzer that underlies the causal perception 

in launching, entraining, and expulsion events is innate and is the ultimate source of all causal 

representations. However, Saxe and Carey (2006) point out that all of the data that Michotte 

collected consisted of verbal reports by adult observers and Michotte formulated his 

developmental hypotheses without any data from children, let alone from infants. Their 

studies show that there is no good evidence that these representations are innate. Furthermore, 

there is considerable evidence that these representations are not the sole source of the human 

capacity for causal representation. More detailed comments can be seen in Schlottmann and 

Anderson (1993). 

A number of extensions and independent replications have been made to test the effects 

Michotte found. One group of researchers have been devoted to discovering the role of factors 

in perception of causality since Michotte’s (1946/1963) seminal studies. These include Yela 

(1952), Natsoulas (1961), Kerzel et al. (2000), Choi and Scholl (2006), and Young and 

Falmier (2008). Contact of two objects is a necessary condition or stimulus for the occurrence 

of a real typical launching effect in Michotte’s experiments. Yela (1952) found that, at 

moderate speed, the launching effect was not sensibly diminished by the presence of a 

substantial gap between the two objects. That is to say, moving object A can apparently 
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produce movement in a projectile B without making contact with it, which could be 

impossible in real situations between objects, except in such cases as magnetic repulsion 

(White 2005: 492). The experiments confirm the existence of a causal impression of ‘pushing 

at a distance’, but they also confirm Michotte’s (1963) finding that at moderate speeds, small 

gaps between the objects were sufficient to weaken or prevent the launching effect. Young 

and Falmier (2008) also investigated the role of spatial contiguity in the judgment of 

launching causality at a distance. They found that distance per se is not an issue in judgments 

of causality, but rather in judgments of one cause’s ability to predict the time of occurrence of 

another. The presence of a conduit for energy transmission has independent effects on causal 

judgment of object interaction.  

Based on Yela (1952), White (2005) even proposes that the launching effect is not an 

impression of the relative masses of the objects, but an impression that a specific kind of 

interaction occurs between them. Neither contact nor motion of a causal object is necessary 

for a visual impression of the launching causality to occur. Natsoulas (1961) confirms the 

finding in Michotte (1946/1963) that the speed of the second motion in an unambiguous 

causal collision can affect the strength of the resulting causal perception. The launching effect 

does not occur when object A moves more slowly than object B. Choi and Scholl (2006) 

systematically and directly explored the temporal nature of causal perception, by asking when 

certain visual cues can affect the perception of casual launching versus non-causal passing in 

ambiguous displays. Kerzel et al. (2000) investigated whether the representation of an 

observed causal movement is influenced by its observed effect. In the case of launching 

causation, the apparent effectiveness of A’s movement was manipulated by varying the 

velocities of A and B. When the velocity of B was higher than that of A, the effectiveness of 

the collision was high; when it was smaller, it was low. 

Other scholars study the relationship between launching effect and entraining effect by 

means of experiments. For example, Bélanger and Desrochers (2001) investigated 

6-month-old infants’ processing of causal and noncausal events with the habituation/ 

dishabituation technique by using two experiments, with one carried out with the usual 

launching events, and the other carried out with the entraining event. Results showed that 

6-month-old infants can recognize the presence of causality embedded in a direct launching 
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event, but could not process causality through a direct entraining event. The findings were 

discussed in terms of compatibility with a modular or an information-processing framework. 

In White (2011), it is suggested that force impressions that occur with launching effect stimuli 

can generalize to other forms of phenomenal causality, namely entraining, enforced 

disintegration, and shattering stimuli. Hubbard (2013) examined the displacements in the 

remembered location of stimuli in displays based on Michotte’s (1946/1963) launching effect 

and entraining effect. In launching trials, forward displacement was smaller for targets than 

for movers; in entraining trials, forward displacement was smaller for movers than for targets. 

Furthermore, forward displacement was smaller for targets in launching trials than for targets 

in entraining trials. The research finding is consistent with a hypothesis that the launching 

effect involves an attribution that the mover imparted to the target a dissipating impetus that 

was responsible for target motion. 

To sum up, Michotte and many investigators pay special attention to causality perception.  

They reported and confirmed the launching effect/onset causation; however, entraining 

effect/extended causation has received little attention from researchers since, with Bélanger 

and Desrochers (2001), White (2011) and Hubbard (2013) as exceptions. 

2.2.3 The studies on linguistic representations of onset and extended causation  

In the linguistic field, the features of onset and extended causation and the differences 

between these two can be investigated by their linguistic representation and their respective 

aspectuality. The most important representative works are Shibatani (1973a), Talmy (1976; 

2000a), McCawley (1976), Pinker (1989), Rappaport Hovav (2008), Copley and Harley 

(2014), etc. We will mainly review the literature concerned with linguistic representation on 

onset and extended causation. 

In the English language, the current linguistic literature has included some work on 

syntactic and lexical structures that represent onset and extended causation, namely verbs 

(Shibatani 1973a; Pinker 1989; Kiparsky 1997; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1999; Rappaport 

Hovav & Levin 2001; Rappaport Hovav 2008) and sentences which include simple sentences, 

complex sentences and coordinate sentences containing two clauses (McCawley 1976; Talmy 

2000a).  
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I. Verbal lexical level 

Pinker (1989: 64) assumes that there are two kinds of verbs of caused motion in English: 

ballistic-motion verbs and continuous-force verbs. He discusses double object alternations 

between these two types of verbs. The acceptability of double object alternations turns out to 

be related on whether causation is onset or extended. Ballistic-motion verbs are those verbs 

“that denote instantaneous imparting of force to an object in some manner causing ballistic 

physical motion” (Pinker 1989: 102), like throw, kick, slide, roll, and bounce, which can 

equally refer to onset causation. These verbs have in their lexical meaning the notions ‘cause 

A to go to B’, as well as a specification of the manner of causation and manner of travel. Such 

verbs denoting “instantaneous causation of ballistic motion” have been noted to allow the 

double object (Pinker 1989: 103). They themselves do not denote causation of change of 

possession as a part of their lexical meaning, but they may undergo a semantic rule that acts 

directly on argument structure and adds the notion “change of possession” to their semantics. 

By contrast, continuous-force verbs are those verbs “involving the continuous application 

of force in some manner to cause accompanied motion, like pull, push, schlep” (Pinker 1989: 

64, 102, 110), which can be equal to extended causation. Such verbs requires that an external 

agent be involved at all times of the motion and therefore disallow the double object structure. 

For example: *Mary pulled me the bike. Goldberg (1995: 38) also proposes that verbs of 

instantaneous causation of ballistic motion includes throw, toss, slap, kick, poke, fling, shoot, 

etc. Verbs of continuous causation in a deictically specified direction include bring, take, etc. 

Therefore, onset and extended causation can be represented by the lexical semantics of two 

kinds of verbs of caused motion in English. 

Kiparsky (1997) explains the conditions on transitivity alternations of ballistic-motion 

verbs and continuous-force verbs. Onset causal chains such as splashing events, “can continue 

on their own after they have been initiated by an Agent” (Kiparsky 1997: 23). Extended 

causal chains represented by “verbs of exerting force” (e.g. push, paint, put, drag, haul), as 

dubbed by Levin (1993: 137), on the other hand, involve a “special type of direct causation 

which is characteristic of all ‘verbs of accompanied motion’” (Levin 1993: 136) which 

requires the direct initiation and continuous participation of a causing Agent (Kiparsky 1997: 

22). For example, when John stops pushing the cart, the pushing stops.  
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Rappaport Hovav (2008) explores the lexicalized meaning and the internal temporal 

structure of two types of verbs proposed by Pinker (1989). According to Rappaport Hovav, 

ballistic-motion verbs, like throw, and continuous-force verbs, like pull, drag, both are 

analyzed as complex events, which consequently lexicalize more than one event, and differ in 

the temporal relation between these subevents. The verb throw conflates the manner with the 

verb and it entails the release of an object while setting it in motion, as well as the object’s 

traversal of the path. In contrast, verbs like drag and pull lexicalize the simultaneity of the 

causing event and the movement event, the activity the agent engages in and coextensive 

change in the theme (the event must begin when the affected theme is at the start of the path 

and end when the affected theme reaches the end of the path) . For instance:  

(5) a. I threw the ball to Mary.  

b. John dragged/lugged the box to work.  (Rappaport Hovav 2008: 29) 

(4a) represents onset causation, while (4b) represents extended causation. Both throw and 

drag involve the manner component of the verbs, but there is a homomorphism and 

coextension between the causing event and the caused event in the verbs like drag, in which 

the dragging event and the motion event of the box must proceed and unfold together (Krifka 

1999), while the manner of throw requires just a specification of the causing event. The verb 

of ballistic motion throw entails a punctual event followed by a durative event of a path 

traversal, such as in (4a). The event of throwing is not homomorphic with the event of the 

theme (the ball) crossing over the path.  

This consequently leads to the second difference. Throw and drag imply different lexical 

meanings concerned with whether the theme traverses the path, which can be proved by 

interpreting the preposition to in English. The preposition to marks the endpoint of a bounded 

path in all cases, but whether or not the theme necessarily traverses the entire path and reaches 

the bound of the path depends on the particular verb (Rappaport Hovav 2008). In extended 

causation of (4b), continuous-force verb drag involves a durative activity simultaneous with a 

durative traversal of a path; the events of dragging and traversing the path are temporally 

dependent and coextensive. Thus the theme ball must reach the endpoint of the path. In 

contrast, in onset causation of (4a), the verb of ballistic motion throw encodes the punctual 

nature of the change followed by a durative telic event; event of throwing and the movement 
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of the ball are temporally independent. Since (4a) can be rewritten as I threw the ball to Mary 

(but aimed badly and she didn’t catch it), the theme does not necessarily traverse the entire 

path and reach the boundary of the path (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1999; Rappaport Hovav 

& Levin 2001, Rappaport Hovav 2008). 

II. Simple clause level  

Research on English shows that simple clauses can represent both onset and extended 

causation, including lexical causatives (McCawley 1976), transitive verb-based resultatives 

(Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1999: 13; Talmy 2000a: 498; Rappaport Hovav 2008), 

periphrastic causatives (Shibatani 1973a; Vecchiato 2011: 165) and reflexive resultaives 

(Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1999). 

Firstly, onset and extend causation are realized by lexical causatives, transitive verb-based 

resultatives and periphrastic causatives. Whether the situation represented by causative 

constructions describes onset or extend causation has something to do with the aspectuality of 

the verb and semantics of the whole clause. For example, 

(6) A. lexical causative construction 

a. John shot Mary at 2:37 P.M..  

b. Bert drove the car for two hours.  (McCawley 1976) 

B. transitive verb-based resultatives  

    a. John threw the ball into the basket. 

b. I dragged the piano out of the room. （Rappaport Hovav 2008） 

C. periphrastic causative constructions 

a. The ball’s hitting it made the lamp topple from the table. 

b. The plug’s staying loose let the water drain from the tank.  

(Talmy 2000a: 418) 

In (5A-B), the first sentence a represents macro-events involving onset causation, whose 

causing event such as John’s shooting and John’s throwing take place before the caused event 

such as Mary may died the other day and the ball went into the basket. On the other hand, the 

second sentence b represents macro-events involving extended causation, whose causing 

event such as Bert’s driving and My dragging happen at the same time with the caused event 

such as the car’s moving and piano moving out of the room. It seems that onset or extended 
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causation is related to the verbs with different aspectual properties. That is to say, 

instantaneous verbs with a [－durative] aspectual property such throw, shoot usually represent 

onset causation; while activity verbs such as drag, drive with a [＋durative] aspectual 

property usually represent extended causation. Whereas, Talmy (2000a: 418) points out that 

periphrastic causative constructions including make, let represent both onset (5Ca) and 

extended causation (5Cb). It is the meaning of the sentence itself, instead of the aspectual 

properties of verbs, that determines whether onset or extended causation is represented in 

such cases 

Secondly, we are also aware that the same sentence in the form of periphrastic causative 

constructions, transitive verb-based resultatives or reflexive resultatives can represent both 

types of causation, as, for example, in (6). Owing to the concise syntactic structure and low 

density of information, such causative constructions may have ambiguities. 

(6) A. periphrastic causative constructions  

I caused the book to return to the library. 

a. I sent the book back to the library by mailing. 

b. I brought the book back to the library.  (Shibatani 1973a: 89)   

B. transitive verb-based resultatives  

 I pushed the box across the ice. 

a. I slid the box across the ice by giving it a push.  

b. I slid the box across the ice by pushing on it (steadily).  (Talmy 2000a: 498) 

C. reflexive resultatives 

a. (After a few slow deliberate readings of his classmate’s theses,) Peter quickly read 

himself into an inferiority complex. 

b. Peter quickly read himself into an inferiority complex. (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 

1999) 

Some verbs themselves lexicalize the manner, such as bring in (6Ab), which clearly 

depicts the semantic detail, but some verbs need more morphological and syntactic devices to 

make clear whether the force is contiguous or a one-off transmission, for example the 

prepositional phrases by mail, by giving it a push and by pushing on it (steadily) in (6Aa) and 

(6Ba-b). As to the examples (6Ca-b) in reflective resultatives, more contextual information is 
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needed to clarify the temporal relationship between the causing event and caused event. 

III. Complex or compound clauses  

Talmy (2000a: 345) proposes that sentences in English can represent cross-related events 

and cross-event relations, such as temporal, causal concessive or additive relations. A causal 

relation is represented not only in the form of a simple sentence, but also as a complex 

sentence with a main clause and an adverbial clause or as a paratactic copy-cleft sentence. In 

Chinese, complex sentences and coordinate sentences containing two clauses express the 

temporal relation between the causing event and the caused event (Xing 1985: 202; Yin 1999; 

Chen 2003; Liu 2006; and Chen & Wang 2006). However, little research has been done on 

the linguistic representation of onset and extended causation in detail. Therefore, based on 

Talmy’s (2000a: 347-404) investigation on structures that relate events and on some Chinese 

scholars’ studies, this dissertation further elaborates the sentential structural types that encode 

onset and extended causation. 

   One type of syntactic structure that represents causation is the complex sentence, which 

differ from the simple-sentence type in that the Figure event is expressed by a finite clause 

instead of a nominalized clause. There are four kinds of situations. The first subtype of 

complex sentence consists of those complex sentences with a subordinating preposition, such 

as because of, due to, on account of, from, as a result of, by. The example sentences in (7a) 

and (8a) represents agentive and nonagentive extended causation, respectively, while (7b) and 

(8b) represent agentive and nonagentive onset causation, respectively. 

(7) a. I brought the box across the ice by pushing on it. 

b. I sent the box across the ice by giving it a push. 

(8) a. The carton slid across the grass from the wind blowing on it. 

b. The carton slid off its spot from a gust of wind blowing on it.     (Talmy 2000a: 498) 

   The finite clauses constitute the main clauses of the full sentences, which are the Figure 

and represent the caused event or the result. The prepositional phrases by and from are 

adverbial adjuncts to the main clause, which are the Ground constituent and represent the 

causing event. 

The second subtype of complex sentence involves those complex sentences with a 

subordinating conjunction, such as because, since, and as. These conjunctions collocate with 
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a finite clause, which can represent both extended and onset causation. The example sentences 

in (9a) and (10a) represent agentive and nonagentive extended causation, respectively, while 

(9b) and (10b) represent agentive and nonagentive onset causation, respectively.  

(9) a. I brought the box across the ice because/since/as I pushed on it. 

b. I sent the box across the ice because/since/as I gave it a push. 

(10) a. The carton slid across the grass because/since/as the wind blew on it (steadily). 

b. The carton slid off its spot because/since/as a gust of wind blew on it. 

The third subtype of complex sentence is the complex sentence with zero subordinating 

conjunctions, but with a gerundive. In this construction, no conjunction is present. The 

subordinate clause is in a present-participle or past-participle form and it is characterized by 

tending to favor sentence-initial positioning, requiring a subject coreferential with that main 

clause subject and but not allowing a possessive form referring to that subject. The difference 

is the subject of the main clause following bears a logical subject-predicate relationship with a 

present participle, like (11b), while a past participle bears a logical verb-object relation with 

the subject of the main clause that follows, like (11a). (11a) and (11b) represent extended and 

onset causation, respectively. 

(11)  a. Heated on the fire, the ice gradually changed into water.  

b. Stepping carelessly off the pavement, he was hit by the car. 

The forth subtype of complex sentence is a complex sentence with zero subordinating 

conjunctions, but with an absolute construction. “An absolute construction can be a non-finite 

clause that is subordinate in form and modifies an entire sentence, an adjective or possessive 

pronoun standing alone without a modified substantive, or a transitive verb when its object is 

implied but not stated” (https://en.wikipedia.orgwikiAbsolute_construction, accessed Oct. 12th, 

2017). The absolute construction is not particularly common in modern English and is 

generally more often seen in writing than in speech; it may be spoken as a noun or a pronoun 

plus an adjective, participial or prepositional phrase. For example,  

(12) a. It being a holiday, all the shops were shut. 

b. There being no taxis, we had to walk. 

c. With the ridge moved, the log rolled down the hill. 

d. The professor having finally arrived, the lecture begun.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_construction
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Functioning as an adverbial of reason, the absolute constructions in the form of a noun 

and there-be construction with present participle signifying a kind of state, which can last 

until the happening of the main clause. Such sentences represent extended causation, like 

(12a-b). Those absolute constructions with the prepositional phrase with and the absolute 

construction used in perfect tense indicate the action in this construction happens before the 

predicate in the main clause, like (12c-d). Such sentences represent onset causation.  

Furthermore, in some cases, the marked constituent order in the complex sentence type is 

such that the Figure constituent is contained in the subordinate clause, which follows the 

Ground constituent, the main clause. For example, Because their child was crying, they stayed 

home. While the cause information is the new information, which is stressed and entailed in 

the subordinate clause, the given information is expressed in the main clause. Marked and 

unmarked sentence constituent order have different functions and pragmatic characteristics 

(Talmy 2000a: 357).  

   The other set of syntactic structure is paratactic copy-cleft sentences with connectives, 

including three categories, namely, coordinating conjunctions followed with a finite clause 

(13-16a), relativeness followed with a finite clause (13-16b) and nonfiniteness (-ing form or 

to do ) (13-16c). Such three alternates do not co-occur.  

(13)  

 

(14) 

 

(15) 

 

a. The wind blew on a carton (steadily) 

b. 

c. 

and the carton slid across the grass thereby. 

whereby the carton slid across the grass. 

making it move across the ice. 

 

a. I pushed on a box steadily, 

b. 

c. 

and the box across the ice thereby. 

whereby the box across the ice. 

making it move across the ice. 

a. I gave a box a push, 

b. 

c. 

and the box across the ice thereby. 

whereby the box across the ice. 

making it move across the ice. 
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(16) 

 

(examples from Talmy 2000a: chapter 6) 

Sentences in (13) and (15) represent extended causation and sentences in (14) and (16) 

represent onset causation. 

    In a word, both onset and extended causation can be represented by simple sentences, 

complex or compound clauses (Talmy 2000a: 347-404; 2000b: 230), which are a family of 

syntactic structures that represent cross-related events. 

In Mandarin Chinese, there are many ways to express causation, namely lexical 

causatives and periphrastic causative verbs, simple sentences containing such lexical 

causatives and periphrastic causative verbs (Shao 2003; Li et al. 2017a, 2017b). However, the 

temporal relationship between cause and effect has not received much attention. Just several 

scholars mention that simple clauses involving resultative constructions, causal clauses, 

condensed clauses with “because of ......then.... (yīn wèi .......cái/ ér ......)”, and progressive 

compound clauses involving “VP1, yī +VP2” construction represent that the causing event 

precedes the caused event, or both of them occur simultaneously. Simple clauses involving 

serial verbal constructions, progressive compound clauses involving “yī+VP1, (jiù) VP2” 

construction, two independent clauses connected with rán hòu (‘then’) or without connection 

represent that the causing event precedes the caused event (Yin 1999; Xing 2002; Lǚ 2002: 

378, 382; Chen 2003; Liu 2006; Chen 2008: 218; Chen & Wang 2006). Nearly no empirical 

study has been done on linguistic representation of onset and extended causation in Mandarin 

Chinese. 

2.2.4 Problems and considerations on onset causation and extended causation 

To sum up, based on the above literature review, it is clear that onset and extended 

causation in cognitive-linguistic field are worthy of further investigation. However, some 

problems and considerations still need more attention and exploration. 

2.2.4.1 Are onset and extended causation direct or indirect?  

a. A gust of wind blew on a carton 

b. 

c. 

and the carton slid off its spot thereby 

whereby the carton slid off its spot. 

making it slide off its spot. 
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Despite some studies pointed out that onset and extended causation are closely connected 

with direct and indirect causation (Shibatani 1973a; Vecchiato 2011), it is still necessary to 

make clear what the nature of the relationships is between onset vs. extended causation and 

direct vs. indirect causation.  

Direct and indirect causation has been defined from different perspectives, for example, 

temporal contiguity (Foder 1970), physical contact (Nedyalkov & Silnitsky 1973; Shibatani 

1976), control (Smith 1970), ultimate cause (De Lancey 1984), intentionality (Cary et al. 

1995), proximate cause (Talmy 1976), mediacy (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1999), 

conventionality (Shibatani 1973a), prototypicality (Lakoff & Johnson 1980), etc. (cf. Wolff 

2003). Such studies unveil one or some aspects of direct causation. Actually, direct causation 

cannot be defined only with one term. Many of the notions mentioned above are relevant 

without being sufficient: temporal contiguity means no mediacy no matter if the medium is an 

intervening event (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1999). More comments can be seen in Wolff 

(2003) and Vecchiato (2011:167-170).  

Based on the insights of Shibatani and Pardeshi (2001), Young and Sutherland (2009) 

and Vecchiato (2011), we agree that the ultimate defining feature of direct and indirect 

causation is the spatio-temporal configuration of the entire causal chain. Direct and indirect 

causation can be defined as follows.  

A direct causation exists between a causal pair of events (EC, Ee) if the following two 

conditions hold: 

(1)  a. causing event EC and caused event Ee are spatially contiguous if at least one of 

the participants in EC is physically connected or proximate to at least one of the 

participants in Ee. The participants include Causer, affectee and instrument. 

b. EC and Ee are temporally contiguous or coextensive if Ee occurs immediately 

after EC with their boundaries connecting as well or Ee happens during the 

duration of EC or simultaneously with EC. 

Spatial contiguity of participants exists due to the direct physical contact between Causer 

and affectee or the bridge connection between Causer and affectee with the aid of an 

instrument without a spatial gap. The exceptions to the need for spatial contiguity have been 

file:///D:/installed/Dict/7.5.2.0/resultui/dict/?keyword=bridge%20connection&lang=en
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recognized in occult causation, e.g., magnets, automatic doors, communication between a 

computer and its peripherals and social causation such as social interaction. Such examples 

are different from the causation in the physical world, and will not be discussed in the 

dissertation. The two conditions in (1) require that the subject acted on by the agent or 

instrument directly effect the causation without intermediaries. 

Causation is indirect in the sense that the causer does not get physically involved in the 

execution of the caused event. Although the causer is the ultimate source of the caused event, 

both the causing and caused event have some degree of autonomy (Shibatani & Pardeshi 

2001). Therefore an indirect causation exists between a causal pair of events (EC, Ee) if the 

following two conditions hold: 

(2) a. causing event EC and caused event Ee are spatially distant if at least one of the 

participants in EC is not physically connected or proximate to at least one of the 

participants in Ee. The participants include Causer, affectee and instrument. 

b. Ec is temporally distant from Ee if Ec is antecedent to Ee and temporal delay 

exists between EC and Ee. 

One important point is that the manipulation of an instrument or a tool will influence the 

spatio-temporal profiles associated with the causing and the caused event. For example, in the 

situation of Sara carried her baby to school by riding a bike, the bike is the instrument for the 

Causer Sara carrying her baby, the affectee, and both Sara and her baby touch it. The causing 

event Sara riding the bike and the caused event her baby moved happen almost at the same 

time. Thus, the spatio-temporal contiguity of the two events helps us to consider this situation 

as involving direct causation. 

While in the situation of John knocked down ten pins by throwing a bowling ball, the 

Causer John threw the ball and the ball was apart from him, and then it touched the affectee, 

ten pins. This type of causal chain, just like one in which a person knocking down the first 

domino in a sequence resulting in the falling over of the last one, the agent directly touches 

and acts on the instrument and changes its endstate. Then the moving of the instrument 

imparts a force on the patient, leading to the change of the patient. The instrument here is 

conceived as an independent part of the whole causative situation because it does not bridge 
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the spatial gap between the Causer and the affectee. When instruments leave the control of the 

agent, their motions are autonomous events. In addition, the ball’s flying happens in the midst 

of the causing event John threw the ball and the caused event ten pins fell down. The caused 

event enjoys an autonomous status free of the causer’s intervention. Thus the situation is 

grasped as involving indirect causation due to the spatio-temporal discontinuity of these two 

events. 

With regard to a basic causative situation, scholars have pointed out that extended 

causation represented by ‘verbs of exerting force’ (e.g., push, paint, put, drag, haul), as 

dubbed by Levin (1993: 137), is a special type of direct causation, which is characteristic of 

all ‘verbs of accompanied motion’ (Levin 1993: 136) and ‘requires the direct initiation and 

continuous participation of a causing Agent’ (Kiparsky 1997: 22; Talmy 2000a: 494). The 

caused event adheres to the causing event with the most or complete compactness and 

tightness. Thus cause and effect are conceptualized as having the smallest or even no 

conceptual distance between them. Extended causation, including both partial simultaneity 

and total simultaneity of cause and effect, is tantamount to direct causation.  

The familiar ‘billiard-ball launching’ causation, termed direct launching, in which 

people judge one object to have caused another to immediately move after contact and there is 

no spatial gap or temporal delay (contiguity) between the causing event and the caused event, 

has received much attention and is often described as the prototype of direct causation 

(Langacker 1991: 283; Young & Falmier 2008; Young & Sutherland 2009; Gilquin 2010: 

151). The contact is seen as giving rise to the change of state. This type of onset causation is 

direct causation with contiguity between the causing event and the caused event. 

According to the definition of indirect causation, this research considers causation with 

antecedence of the causing event to the caused event as indirect causation. In such a situation, 

owing to intermediary events happening between cause and effect, there is a mediated relation 

between the agent and the caused state in which a greater independence of the patient is 

actualized in its initiation of the resulting state (Nedyalkov & Silnitsky 1973), thus it is 

indirect causation.   

To summarize, both onset and extended causation are the most prototypical instances of 

direct causation, which refers to the situation in which an event is a direct cause of another if 
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there are no other events in the causal chain between the two; however, causation with 

antecedence of the causing event to the caused event belongs to indirect causation, in which 

an event is an indirect cause of another as there are additional and intermediary events in the 

causal chain between the two. See Figure 2.8.  

 

Figure 2.8 Onset and extended causation in terms of direct and indirect causation 

2.2.4.2 Ontological characteristics of onset and extended causation 

The temporal relations of onset and extended causation between the causing event and 

the caused event have been identified in section 2.2.1.4. According to the definitions of onset 

and extended causation proposed by Talmy (1976, 2000a), however, considering the multiple 

components of events, such as space, time, event participants, and event type, the conceptual 

difference between onset and extended causation is still vague, needing further investigation 

and more detailed explanation.  

Building on earlier work (Shibatani 1973a; Talmy 1976, 2000a; Pinker 1989; Kiparsky 

1997; Krifka 1999; Rappaport Hovav 2008; Copley & Harley 2014), the similarity and 

differences between onset and extended causation are listed in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3 Ontological characteristics of extended and onset causation respectively 

  

Attributes 

Types of causation 

Extended causation Onset causation 

a. components of the 

situation 
basic causative situation 

basic causative situation + autonomous 

event (Talmy 2000a: 418) 

direct continuous 
exerting 

less compactness and tightness more or complete compactness and tightness 

 

indirect causation 
direct causation 

Onset causation Extended causation 

simultaneity contiguity antecedence 

direct launching 

spatially distant, not 
physically connected 

spatially contiguous,  
physically connected 

Temporal relation 
between Ec and Ee 

Spatial property between 
causer & affectee 
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b. temporal relation 

between the causing 

event and the caused 

event 

the causing event and the caused 

event take place simultaneously 

or partly simultaneously. 

the causing event is contiguous to the 

caused event (Shibatani 1973a: 89; 

Talmy 2000a: 494; Pinker 1989; Krifka 

1999; Rappaport Hovav 2008) 

c. kind of force contact 

between agent and 

patient, 

continuous, maintained, steady, 

durative 

initiated, instantaneous, ballistic 

(Talmy 1976; 2000a: 429; Pinker 1989; 

Krifka 1999) 

d. Temporal property of 

causing event 

the causing event ends 

simultaneously with the caused 

event; two termini overlap into 

one  

the causing event must have a 

terminus; which precedes the caused 

event (Talmy 2000 a:308 note 7) 

e. spatio-temporal 

contiguity 

 direct causation (Kiparsky 

1997; Talmy 2000a: 494) 

direct causation (Langacker 1991: 283; 

Young & Sutherland 2009; Gilquin 

2010: 151) 

Onset causation and extended causation have something in common. For example, it is 

recognized that both the events involving onset causation and those with extended causation 

between them can be conceptualized as macro-events (Talmy 2000b: 44). Table 2.3 shows 

that both onset causation and extended causation are direct causation in terms of 

spatio-temporal contiguity. However, they are different in four aspects, namely the 

components of the situation, temporal relation between the causing event and the caused event, 

kind of physical force-exertional contact between the causer and the affectee and the 

completion of the causing event and the caused event. Owing to their different conceptual 

properties, exploring their linguistic representation is of unique academic value and 

theoretical significance.   

2.2.4.3 Instruments in causal chains 

Frequently, we use tools to sustain and improve our lives, be it a corkscrew, a hammer, a 

blade, a saw, or a rod. Instruments are often involved in causal chains. When we grasp and 

manipulate a tool, it acts on another object in turn, and causes some change of affairs in the 

particular object. Normally, such a sequence of causal events is conducted as a complete 

process.  

A distinction can be made between two types of instrumental causality: ‘[agent + 

instrument] → patient’ and ‘agent → [instrument + patient]’. In the first type, instruments are 

closely related with agents. Both of them constitute causal semantic roles, contributing to 

bringing about a certain state of affairs or initiating an event (Luraghi 2003: 30-38). Croft 
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(1991: 185) established a difference between antecedent and consequent roles inside the 

causal chain of events. He claims that both agent and instruments are encoded together as 

causes of an event, since the instrument may be seen as an instrumental cause which exercises 

its influences mainly in terms of the intention and the form of the principal agent, the user, 

performing the action. Thus, an instrument as an inanimate entity is attached to an agent; the 

agent together with the instrument as a whole are packaged into a causing event. By contrast, 

in the second type, the instrument can be seen as an instrumental end attached to a caused 

effect, which undergoes some changes together with the patient. We can say that the 

instrument together with the patient as a whole are packaged into the caused event. 

Instruments have a peripheral status and are typically expressed as optional adjuncts. 

Instruments in causal chains serve as intermediate energy transmitters. Sometimes, in the 

causal chain with only agent and patient, human body parts are profiled as energy transmitters 

(Radden & Dirven 2007: 285). For example 

(17) a. John dragged the box out of the room (by using his right hand). (extended 

causation) 

   b. One worker slid an icebox across the river (by giving it push) with an iron fork. 

(onset causation) 

In sentence (17a) a man’s body part is expressed as a force transmitter. This situation 

entails a flow of force from the agent, ‘John’, via his body part ‘right hand’ to the patient 

‘box’ as the force goal. Body parts are one’s inalienable possessions, a notion which overlaps 

with that of part-whole relations and involves an inseparable link between a possessor and 

such a part possessed. Usually, both the body parts and the instrument function as force 

transmitters, as in (17b), where the worker must have used his hands in manipulating the ‘iron 

fork’. However, only one of the transmitters is profiled when two force transmitters are 

involved. Instruments are one’s alienable possessions, which can be separated from people, as 

in the case of poles and ropes. Thus alienable possession involves two separate entities 

(Radden & Dirven 2007: 280).  

A force transmission chain adapted from Radden and Dirven (2007: 285) is sketched in 

Figure 2.9. The agent, as the force source, and patient, as the force goal, are printed in red and 

bold, which are normally prominent on the timescale of everyday human experience and 
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profiled as the two focal participants. Body parts and instruments, as optional adjuncts, are 

printed in light lines. Cognitively, the sentences He broke the window with a hammer and He 

broke the window with his elbow can be schematized as following. 

 

          

                  Figure 2.9 A force transmission chain with or without instrument 

In many cases, the actual function of an instrument, such as a hammer or a rod, can be 

directly observed through simple inspection. We are interested in whether the tool-effect 

event in onset causal chains and extended causal chains can be perceived directly and encoded 

explicitly in a comparison between the cases with an instrument and those without. To take a 

particular example, in the situation with onset causation or extended causation, does the 

causal effect of a steel ruler pushing a booklet across the table appear the same if we see the 

same person pushing a booklet across the table using his hand? In the first case, we could 

witness three causal subevents—the movement of the steel ruler by the user, the pushing of 

the booklet by the steel ruler either by exerting a force instantaneously or steadily from the 

user, and then the movement of the booklet; while in the second case, we could witness two 

subevents—the pushing of the booklet by the agent’s hand and the movement across the table 

of the booklet. Will these two cases be conceived as the same? Such questions are purely 

psychological and related to the field of sensory perception (Michotte 1991: 80). Chances are 

instrument 

force transmitters 

force goal 

patient 

force source 

agent body part 

e.g., He broke the window with a hammer. 

a. Force transmission of causal chain with instrument as a force transmitter 

b. Force transmission of causal chain with body part as a force transmitter 

 

force source force goal 

patient agent body part 

force transmitter 

e.g., He broke the window with his elbow. 

 . 
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that there is no perceptual difference between the two cases when people integrate them into a 

macro-event. It is also possible that there is an actual difference at the level of perception and 

categorization as such and that the steel ruler manipulated by the agent gives us a direct 

impression of being an intermediary event.  

The functions of an instrument on speakers’ perception and representation of onset 

causal chains and extended causal chains have not been empirically elucidated. One of the 

purposes of this study is to explore whether there is any difference on single-event 

classifications and single-clause constructions between instrumental extended causal chains 

and non-instrumental extended causal chains, and between instrumental onset causal chains 

and non-instrumental onset causal chains.  

2.2.4.4 Models of onset and extended causal chains 

The psychological studies revealed that onset and extended causation have received 

different degree of attention and the depth and scope of research on these two notions varies. 

For example, Michotte proposed five models of launching effect, but he proposed only one 

model of entraining effect. Other psychological studies reported and confirmed the launching 

effect of onset causation, but extended causation has received little attention from researchers 

since then, with Bélanger and Desrochers (2001), White (2011) and Hubbard (2013) being 

exceptions. Given this situation, this research lends itself to different models of onset and 

extended causal chains with the aim of better understanding onset and extended causation. 

Causal chains may fall into two categories: ‘instrumental causality’ and 

‘non-instrumental causality’ (the terms are borrowed from Duns Scotus, cited from Cross 

(2008: 61)). Based on Talmy’s (1988) force dynamics and inspired by Radden and Dirven’s 

(2007) energy chain and Michotte’s (1946/1963) visual causality models, we propose event 

models of causal chains from two perspectives: instrumental and non-instrumental onset 

causal chains, and instrumental and non-instrumental extended causal chains. 

I. Models of non-instrumental onset causal chain 

In an archetypical non-instrumental onset causal chain, the agent has contact with and 

acts on the patient directly: (a) agent→patient. For example, letting go of a ball is as follows.  
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(i) (ii) (iii) 

In the schema of archetypical non-instrumental onset causal chain depicted in Figure 2.10, 

the balls in black and the one in blue represent the agent and the patient respectively. The 

arrow on the top of the ball represents the direction of motion. 

 

Figure 2.10 Schema of a non-instrumental onset causal chain (a) 

The force source of the causing event is a human agent and is expressed as the subject of the 

sentence; while the force goal is a patient and is expressed as the direct object. The conceptual 

order of a source preceding a goal in the causal chain is iconically reflected in the order of 

transitive sentences: the subject precedes the object. The range of situations exemplifying this 

is potentially quite broad, e.g., kicking a football, throwing a javelin, dropping a ball, letting 

go of an arrow, shooting a bullet, blowing a bottle off the desk, knocking down a guy. 

II. Models of instrumental onset causal chain 

Considering that instruments as one’s alienable possessions can be separated from 

humans (Radden & Dirven 2007: 280), in terms of the spatial closeness and the size of 

contact area between instrument with agent or patient, we divide instrumental onset causal 

chains into two subcategories:  

(b) [agent +instrument] → patient  

In this case, an instrument as an inanimate entity is attached to the agent. While the agent 

together with instrument as a whole are packaged into the causing event, the change of 

endstate of the patient is the caused event. The agent manipulating an instrument touches the 

patient indirectly with the instrument connecting with and acting on the patient directly. For 

example, the man with glasses hit a football with a racket illustrated as follows. 
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(i) (ii) (iii) 

In this sample video, the Agent, the man with glasses, changes the end-state of the 

patient, the ball, by manipulating an instrument: a racket. After the ball rolled away, the 

instrument (racket), held within the man’s hand, is still connected with the agent. The schema 

of this type of onset causal chain is depicted in Figure 2.11: the balls in black, red and blue 

represent the agent, instrument and patient respectively. We can imagine more situations of 

this type: play golf with a club; cutting down an apple with scissors; poking off a beehive with 

a stick.  

 

Figure 2.11 Schema of an instrumental onset causal chain (b) 

 (c) agent → [instrument + patient] 

In some cases, the instrument together with patient as a whole are packaged into a caused 

event. For example, The man in red rolled a guy down a hill in a giant tire:  

   

(i) (ii) (iii) 

The patient, located in an tool which functions as a container, and the patient and 

instrument are connected together in a causal chain. The instrument has the same end-state of 

change with the patient. In other words, the caused event can be conceived as the change of 

endstate of instrument with patient. The agent acts on the instrument directly without touching 

the patient. In this video, when the agent, the man in red, directly acts on the instrument the 

tire, which rolled down a hill together with the patient, another guy lying in it. The schema of 
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this type of onset causal chain is depicted in Figure 2.12.  

 

Figure 2.12 Schema of an instrumental onset causal chain (c) 

More examples of this type include: letting go of the bucket, then the fish and tortoise in the 

bucket are dropped to the floor; rolling a guy down a hill in a giant tire; a baby in a stroller 

rolled to its mum after the grandpa gave a push to the stroller. 

The two sub-categories of onset causal chain with an instrument share the similarities 

that instruments are inanimate entities, the function of which is serving to bring about an 

event. The agent acts on the patient indirectly with the instrument as the intermediate energy 

transmitter, and thus instruments can be indirect and non-intentional causes of a state change. 

The difference between the sub-categories lies in the location and dependence of the 

instrument on the agent or patient in the causal chain. No matter whether there is an 

instrument or not in onset causal chains, the causing event precedes the caused event. 

III. Models of non-instrumental extended causal chain 

    In an archetypical non-instrumental extended causal chain, the agent continuously exerts 

force on the patient with direct contact, resulting in the change of endstate of the patient: (a) 

agent→ patient. For example, A man closed a curtain is as follows. ‘The man’s pushing’ 

event and ‘the curtain closing’ event occur simultaneously. 

   

(i) (ii) (iii) 

Figure 2.13 is the schema of archetypical extended causal chain with only agent and patient. 

 

Figure 2.13 Schema of a non-instrumental extended causal chain (a) 

More examples can be shown, such as shoving someone, dragging a box; walking a bicycle; 

blowing a balloon; pushing a door closed. 
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IV. Models of instrumental extended causal chain 

In terms of the alienablility and separability from humans, instruments can be closer with 

either the agent or the patient. The same is true with regard to the spatial closeness and the 

size of contact area between instrument with the agent or the patient. Thus, models of 

instrumental extended causal chain fall into 2 subcategories:  

(b) [agent +instrument] → patient 

In this category, the same as with (IIb) of the instrumental onset causal chain, an agent 

manipulating an instrument brings about the state change of the patient. Being controlled by 

and attached to the agent, an instrument and agent together as a whole are encoded into the 

causing event. The agent touches the patient indirectly with the instrument connecting with 

and acting on the patient directly. For example, A man in blue smashed a bottle with a brick. 

illustrated as follows: 

   

(i) (ii) (iii) 

The causing event, the man in blue holding a brick hitting a bottle, occurs at the same time 

with the caused event, the bottle being smashed. The schema of this type of extended causal 

chain is depicted in Figure 2.14. We can imagine more situations of this type: cutting paper 

with a pair of scissors; cutting a tree with a chainsaw.  

 

Figure 2.14 Schema of an instrumental extended causal chain (b) 

 (c) agent → [instrument + patient] 

The same as with (IIc), the patient is located in an instrument which functions as a 

container, or the patient and instruments are connected together in the causal chain. The 

patient is dependent upon the instrument, so that the instrument together with the patient are 

packaged in a caused event as a whole. In other words, the caused event can be conceived as 
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the change of endstate of the instrument with the patient. For example, Mum pulled her little 

daughter away sitting on a wheeled suitcase:  

   

(i) (ii) (iii) 

The schema of this type of extended causal chain is depicted in Figure 2.15. We can imagine 

more situations of this type: e.g., pushing home a baby in a stroller; sending a student to 

school by riding a bike. 

 

Figure 2.15 Schema of an instrumental extended causal chain (c) 

Whether instruments are encoded in the causing event together with the agent or in the 

caused event together with the patient depends on the location of the instruments and the 

spatial closeness between agent or patient, which is contrary to Croft’s (1991: 185) claim that 

both agent and instruments are encoded together as causes of an event. Besides the models 

mentioned above, more models of onset causation and extended causation are discussed in 

section 3.2. 

In sum, both onset causation and extended causation can be embodied in three different 

event models of causal chains, which are as follows: (a) agent → patient, (b) [agent + 

instrument] → patient, and (c) agent→ [instrument + patient]. While Type (a) involves 

non-instrumental causation, Type (b) and (c) involve instrumental causation. In this study, 

contrastive studies will be conducted on the event models of Type (a) between onset causation 

and extended causation and Type (b) between onset causation and extended causation to 

explore the effect of time as a variable of the causing event and the caused event on event 

number judgment and on the use of syntactic features. Meanwhile, a contrastive study will 

also be performed on onset causation between Type (a) and (b), and a contrastive study on 

extended causation between Type (a) and (b), to probe into the possible influence of 
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instrument as a variable in event number judgments and in the use of syntactic features. 

2.3 Theoretical background of event integration 

Event integration refers to the conceptual process in which multiple distinct events 

represented by two clauses, such as (18a, c) are conceptually integrated so as to be 

experienced as a unitary event, which is often called a macro-event, and correspondingly, to 

be represented syntactically by a single clause in (18b, d). Event integration is characterized 

by the isomorphism between the cognitive and the linguistic representation of events (Givón 

1984/2001: 39; Talmy 2000b: 216): here we are dealing with event integration in 

conceptualization and clause integration in syntax. For example  

(18) a. Someone carried Jill. Jill moved out of the field. 

b. Jill was carried out of the field. 

c. The candle went out because something blew on it. 

  d. The candle blew out.        (Talmy 2000b: 217) 

There is a considerable body of literature on the problem of event integration, which has 

been studied in different research domains, thereby drawing on different views (Givón 

1984/2001, 2009; Pianesi & Varzi 1996a, 1996b; Wolff 1999; Talmy 2000b; Chaudet 2005; 

Bohnemeyer et al. 2007). We will outline those studies on event integration from 

mereotopological, philosophical and cognitive linguistic perspectives. 

2.3.1 The mereotopological studies on patterns of event integration 

Mereotopology is a combination of mereological concepts of parthood with topological 

concepts of connection and boundary as the basis of a formal ontology. Mereology is the 

theory of wholes and parts. Topological relations are those which are invariant under 

topological transformations, i.e., they are preserved if the objects are translated (moved), 

rotated, or scaled (Egenhofer 1991). Mereotopology inherits parthood relations among entities 

and it also aims to capture topological relations between entities. Concepts and theories 

derived from mereology and topology have been utilized already in a variety of ways in the 

analysis of events. Events represented in language and cognition have mereological structures 

where parts and combinations of events are themselves conceptualized as instances of events 
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(Krifka 1998; Casati & Varzi 1999; Zacks & Tversky 2001; Bohnemeyer et al. 2007) 

Alfred North Whitehead pioneered mereotopology and event theory. In his 1929 Process 

and Reality, inspired by De Laguna’s (1922) work on solid geometry (based on the primitive 

relation “x connects y to z”), Whitehead developed the mereotopological approach and took as 

a primitive the topological notion of “connection” between two space-time regions. In terms 

of the single topological primitive “x is extensionally connected with y”, he explains some 

relations between events by using assumptions including both axioms and desirable theorems: 

part-of, overlap, external connection, tangential and non-tangential inclusion (Whitehead 

1929: 295), in which “part-of”, “overlap” and “inclusion” are the basic relations of 

mereology. 

Clarke (1981, 1985) uses Whitehead’s mereological definitions and develops his theory 

of extensive connection by axiomatizing a calculus of individuals based on a primitive 

two-place predicate, ‘x is connected with y’, by classical first-order quantification theory. 

After that, there exist a number of qualitative constraint calculi that are used to represent and 

reason about temporal or spatial configurations. On the interval’s side, for instance, Allen’s 

(1983) Interval logics is certainly the most well-known qualitative temporal calculus in 

Artificial Intelligence, which defines possible relations between two time intervals and 

provides composition tables that can be used as a basis or mechanism for reasoning about 

temporal descriptions of events. He proposes thirteen basic relations between time intervals 

that are distinct, exhaustive and qualitative, which are shown schematically in Table 2.4: 

Table 2.4 Allen’s thirteen interval-interval relations (cited from Cohn et al. 1997) 

A< B 

B>A 
 

‘A before B’ 

‘B after A’ 

A si B 

B s A 
 

‘A started-by B’ 

‘B starts A’ 

A m B 

B mi A 
 

‘A meets B’ 

‘B met-by A’ 

A di B 

B d A 
 

‘A contains B’ 

‘B during A’ 

A o B 

B io A  

‘A overlaps B’ 

‘B overlapped-by A’ 

A fi B 

B f A 

 

‘A ended-by B’ 

‘B ends A’ 

A= B 

 

‘A equals B’    
A 

B

  

B 

A 
A 

B 

B 

A 
A B 

B 

A A B 
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On the spatial side, influenced directly by the seminal contributions of Clarke and Allen, 

Randell, Cui and Cohn propose Region Connection Calculus (RCC-8) system (Randell et 

al.1992; Cui et al. 1993; Cohn et al. 1995; Cohn et al. 1997), which is a first-order 

mereotopological calculus, for reasoning and specifying relations between regions. The 

language of RCC contains only one primitive C (x, y) , which is read “region x is connected 

with region y”. Using this, eight binary predicates are defined including DC (x is disconnected 

from y), EC (x is externally connected with y), PO (x is partially overlap y), EQ (x is equal to 

y), TPP (x is tangential proper part of y),TPP-1 (y is tangential proper part of x ), NTPP (x is a 

nontangential proper part of y), NTPP-1(y is nontangential proper part of x), which represent 

eight basic dyadic relations between spatial regions. A pictorial representation of these base 

relations defined above is given in Figure 2.16. 

  

Figure 2.16 RCC-8 system (Cui et al. 1993) 

Naturally, a number of studies combine these two kinds of representation and reasoning 

to construct event representation, event changes and event integration, such as Galton (1995, 

1997); Hazarika & Cohn (2001); Chaudet (2005) and others. Combining with RCC, Galton 

(1995, 1997) has adapted Allen’s temporal logic to temporally changing topological 

relationships. He defines movement events as transitions from one positional state to another 

between RCC-8 relations. He propose the Composition Theorem for dominance spaces, with 

which the properties of complex qualitative state-spaces can be derived systematically from 

those of smaller components.  

Cervesato and Montanar (2000) make a first attempt at introducing the notion of 

Macro-events into formalism and defining a Calculus of Macro-events. They consider that a 

a 

b 

b a 

b a 

a b 

a b 

a b 

a 

b 

a 

b 

DC EC PO 

TPP-1 

NTPP-1 

TPP NTPP 

= 
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 x y 

macro-event is a structured conglomeration of atomic events and is a direct subconcept of 

event in the ontology. They claim that there are four macro-event structures (MES): sequence, 

alternative, parallelism and iteration. Macro-events are defined by the application of the 

following grammar using a set of four constructors (in which m is a macro-event, d and D are 

time points with d≤ D, and e is an event): 

1 d 2

1 2

1 2

n

::  (basic event)

| m  ;  m (sequence with delay d to D)

| m m (alternative)

| m || m (parallelism)

| m ( time iteration)

D

m e

n

=

+

−

 

Drawing insight from prior discussions, Chaudet (2005) defined a set of predicates, 

which are based on a generic primitive α-connected (x, y) (where α∈{st, sp, t}). They allow 

representing temporal connection, spatial connection or spatio-temporal connection. 

Accordingly, the basic mereotopological relations and graphical representation of their 

semantics for events are shown in Table 2.5.  

Chaudet (2005) proposes that the spatial structure for representing macro-event includes 

the categories: externally connected, identical, tangential proper part, non-tangential proper 

part and partially overlaps. In addition, the temporal structure includes sequentiality, iteration 

and simultaneity. He emphasizes that the spatio-temporal connection of two entities is defined 

by the concurrence of a kind of spatial connection and temporal connection between these 

entities: st-connected (x, y)→ t-connected (x, y) ∧ sp-connected(x, y). 

Table 2.5 Basic mereotopological relations and graphical representation of subevents 

Relation among events Predicate α = sp α = t 

x is disconnected from y α-disconnected (x, y)  
 x before y 

x is externally 

connected to y 
α-externconnected (x, y) 

 

 x meets y 

x is identical with y α-equal (x, y) 

 

   x equals y 

x 

y 

x 
y 

 x y 

x 

y 

x  y 
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x is a tangential proper 

part of y 
α-tangproperpart (x, y) 

 

 x starts y 

 x ends y 

x is a non-tangential 

proper part of y 

α-nontangproperpart (x, 

y) 

 

y contains x 

x is partially overlaps y α-partoverlap (x, y) 

 

 x overlaps y 

To summarize, on one hand, mereotopological studies have made contributions to the 

study of event conceptualization and event integration. Firstly, scholars describe event 

semantics by exploiting first-order predicate language in the form of axioms, which is of vital 

importance to the natural processing of macro-events. Secondly, mereotopological studies 

specify the organization patterns from temporal and spatial dimensions, which is beneficial to 

constructing a macro-event ontology and a typology of macro-events. Thirdly, Cervesato and 

Montanar’s (2000) proposal of four macro-event structures (MES) has an enlightening 

influence on the construction of an event integration model. Three types of internal structures 

of macro-events, namely, the sequence, parallelism and iteration of subevents, have been 

investigated in linguistics (Mourelatos 1978; Bach 1986; Talmy 1991), for example (19a-c),  

(19) a. ‘He threw a ball to the bushes.’ (‘his throwing’ event occurs before ‘the ball’s moving’ 

event); 

b. ‘He pushed a bike to his company.’ (‘his pushing’ event happens at the same time with 

the ‘bike moving’ event); 

c. ‘He jumped for 20 minutes.’(multiple selmafactive jumping become a process). 

d. 大娘紧紧握着我的手不放。 （CCL） 

dà niáng jǐn jǐn wò zhe wǒ de shǒu bú fàng 

aunt tightly hold-ZHE my hand not let go 

‘Aunt held my hand tightly, not letting me go.’ 

However, except in Chinese literature on serial verb constructions (Lin 1983), less attention 

has been paid in linguistics to alternative macro-event structures with inclusion relations 

between subevents, for example (19d), which provide new ideas for investigating event 

x 

y 

x 

y 

y 

x 

y 

x 

x y 

x y 

 x y 
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integration.  

    On the other hand, there are also some shortcomings: mereotopological studies do not 

include the possibility that subevents can integrate into a macro-event when their spatial and 

or temporal regions are separated. As we know, although some events do not connect with 

each other spatio-temporally, if they have some kind of relation or they share the same 

participant, they still can be integrated into single macro-events. Evidence from cognitive 

psychology has proved that two events with indirect causation between them and without 

spatio-temporal connection can be conceptually integrated into a macro-event (Wolff 1999, 

2003). 

2.3.2 The philosophical views on the principles of event integration 

Philosophers argue about whether there are some restraining conditions for event 

integration. The most representative studies include Thomson (1977), Lewis (1986) and 

Bennett (1988) which displayed different opinions on the principles of event integration.  

2.3.2.1 Thomson’s (1977) Principle of Event-Fusion 

Thomson (1977: 61-98) gives an account of events in her Acts and Other Events, with a 

focus on the analysis of agency in terms of events and causation, emphasizing that subclasses 

of events are human acts and acts constitute causes in causal relations. According to Thomson, 

events are happenings, occurrences, but they do not recur (Thomson 1977: 124). Sixteen 

principles are put forward, more or less formally stated, that govern the basic means of 

event-fusion or ways in which events can be related: temporal relations, causal relations, and 

part-whole relations (Bratman 1982). She discusses causality in connection with a Principle of 

Event-Fusion. Here are some of the sub-principles: 

(I) Causality is transitive.  (Thomson 1977: 61) 

(II) No event causes any of its parts; no event is caused by any of its parts. (Thomson 

1977: 63) 

(III) No events causes an event which wholly precedes it.  (Thomson 1977: 75) 

(IV) C causes y if and only if C causes all of y’s parts.  (Thomson 1977: 75) 

(V) Agent (x, y) just in case y is a fusion of causings of things by x. (Thomson 1977: 

251) 
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Superimposed on these principles is the principle of Event-Fusion (Thomson 1977: 

61-98). The main idea is that events have parts and examining the part-whole relations among 

events is a possible method for us to understand the nature of events, actions, agency and so 

on (Schwartz 1979). 

Thomson holds that any set of events can be fused together to form a unique event E. 

Each of the members of that set is a part of E, as are events which are fusions of parts of 

members of that set. She expresses this view as the Principle of Event-Fusion (PEF) by 

drawing on Cartwright’s (1975) ‘Fusion Principle’ for material objects: 

For any property F, if (and only if) there is an x that has F, then there is a unique entity E such that E is 

the fusion of all x that have F, and such that E is an event (Thomson 1977: 78-9). 

That E is the fusion of all x that have F, means that “x is part of E just in case either x has F or 

x has no parts discrete from all y such that y has F” (Thomson 1977: 78). The point is to 

insure that any events that are composed entirely of parts of events in some fusion are also 

part of the fusion. It is questionable to say that if the parts are events, then the fusion is an 

event. 

Thomson’s assumption was hotly disputed and challenged by some scholars; she argues 

that there are almost no restrictions on the fusion of events and no reasons to deny that there 

are arbitrarily fused events as well. She remarks that, “I have no argument for the Principle of 

Event Fusion. But it seems to me that this is no argument against it either” (Thomson 1977: 

82). This point is the most contentious, because not all fusions of events are events (Schwartz 

1979; Taylor 1985; Bennett 1988). Some axioms are needed to restrict event zonal-fusion. 

Just as Taylor says, “Events sometimes sum to yield a further and distinct one; yet intuition 

balks at the notion that such summing is universally permissible (there is surely no one event 

comprising both Lennon’s death and Charles’s wedding)” (Taylor 1985: 25). In terms of 

mereology, for objects, an object that has a spatial part is an aggregate, for example, the 

bodies of live fish swimming together to constitute a school of fish. However, the aggregation 

of events is in question, for events can certainly have temporal as well as spatial parts. The 

justification for PEF is not convincing when it makes events analogous to material objects. 

More review can be seen in Bratman (1982) and Hornsby (1981). 

David Lewis (1986: 258) also proposes that events have a spatiotemporal mereology. 
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Small events that happen in subregions are parts of the big event that happens in the big 

region. As to the principles that the mereology of events obeys, Lewis proposes that they are 

“at any rate more amenable to summation than chairs are: a war may be the sum of its battles, 

a conference may be the sum of its sessions” (Lewis 1986: 260). But whether several 

miscellaneous events always have another genuine event as their sum, he thinks it is hard to 

tell, because if there is unrestricted summation, then there can be no limit on how large and 

disconnected and disunified an event maybe; whereas if events must have some unified 

principles, then some summations of events would be unreal (Lewis 1986: 260). 

2.3.2.2 Bennett’s (1988) constraining principles on event integration 

To reject Thomson’s virtually unconstrained approach to the fusion of events, Bennett 

explicitly proposes that a successful metaphysical theory of event fusion needs fusion-limiting 

axioms, otherwise “the theory falls to pieces or becomes horribly complex” (Bennett 1988: 

155). For fusion of events, if R (e1, e2) then there is an event that is the fusion of e1 and e2. For 

some suitable R, he proposes three restricted principles:  

(1) Spatial or temporal overlapping between e1 and e2. 

(2) direct causation: e1 is an immediate, or direct, cause of e2. Every unbroken causal 

chain is an event (unless there is action at a spatial or temporal distance).  

(3) logical necessary: Given certain standing conditions, the occurrence of e1 logically 

necessitates the occurrence of e2. For example, Socrates’s dying absolutely necessitated 

Xantippe becoming a widow (Bennett 2002: 56). 

     Furthermore, Bennett (1988: 143-53; 2002: 56) distinguishes two kinds of event 

integration: non-zonal fusion and zonal fusion, which corresponds to the a distinction between 

mere sums or aggregates of simple events and integrated events or wholeness of simple 

events proposed by Simon (1987: 324). We propose that macro-events are derived 

compositionally from these two ways if all the constituent subevents exist within merelogical 

theories and some further constitutive conditions are fulfilled. 

 If there is a single qualitatively richer event E that consists of two different subevents, 

such case is called ‘non-zonal fusion’ of the two. It is non-zonal because E results not from 

combining items from different zones, but from putting together qualitatively different items 
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from one zone. For example, when a top moves across the table and at the same time spins, 

there are two atomic events as the subevents (e1, e2) and one macro-event: the total movement, 

derived from the composition of these two (e3): 

e1: A top traverses the table; 

e2: The top is spinning at the same time; 

e3: A top spins across the table.  

In the case of non-zonal fusion of events, two or more events add up mereologically to a 

single event despite being based on exactly the same spatio-temporal region. Linguistically,  

two clauses representing e1 and e2 are conflated into a single simple clause (Talmy 2000a: 400; 

2000b: 216). 

If two events do not occupy the same zone, then an event which consists of those two 

must be spatially and or temporally larger than either of them. Such an event is called the 

‘zonal fusion’ of the two smaller events (Bennett 1988: 143-53; 2002: 56). For example, 

activities or processes are analyzable in terms of more subevents (Parson 1990: 21). A process, 

such as motional activities like walk or run, or punctual activities, like blink, jump and knock, 

can be decomposed into repetitive changes. For example, when someone is jumping rope, he 

may skip 120 times within 1 minute. This overall jumping activity is a macro-event. 

Embedded within this macro-event are 120 atomic events such as the person’s individual 

skipping that together produce his record during 1 minute. These atomic events are 

characterized by cyclic changes in the person’s jumping, that is, repetitive changes in his 

internal spatial-temporal relations or properties. 

In a word, there are some disagreements about whether it is necessary to establish the 

constraining principles of event integration in the field of philosophy. Thomson claims that 

there is no constraint for event integration. Lewis thinks some events are more amenable to 

event integration than others, but he do not state directly whether there should be some 

unified principles and what the principles are. Bennett proposes either spatial or temporal 

overlapping between e1 and e2; rather than emphasizing the spatio-temporal connection 

between two events, the two events can be integrated into a single macro-event. His logical 

necessity between two events is equivalent to the alternative macro-event structure proposed 

by Cervesato and Montanar (2000) in the mereotopological approach. However, he does not 
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endorse that two events with indirect causation can be integrated. In addition, philosophically, 

Bennett distinguishes two senses in which a macro-event may have parts: nonzonal fusion and 

zonal fusion (Bennett 1988: 143-53; 2002: 56). Cognitively, event integration can be realized 

in these two ways, and from the linguistic data, it appears that the sum of events may 

constitute zonal as well as nonzonal fusions, subject to certain restrictions. However, Bennett 

did not expand on how natural language treats the sum of events and how the sum of events 

are lexicalized in linguistic forms. 

Like Bennett (1988), some studies in cognitive linguistics agree on the need to put forth 

integration-limiting principles and much effort has been made on establishing principles to 

constrain event integration. The more detailed discussion will be given in section 2.3.3.  

2.3.3 The cognitive linguistic studies on event integration theories 

   In the field of cognitive linguistics, some scholars have started to pay attention to the 

phenomenon of event integration and propose various theories, for example, Talmy’s (1991) 

event integration theory and lexicalization patterns, Moltmann’s (1997) part and whole 

semantics of events and Givón’s (1984/2001, 2009) theory of event integration and clause 

union. We will review their different accounts on event integration and their fundamental 

assumptions. 

2.3.3.1 Talmy’s (1991) event integration theory 

Leonard Talmy (1991) first introduced the notion of macro-events into cognitive 

linguistics and proposes the theory of event integration. He argues that event integration 

involves conceptual integration of events and syntactic counterparts thereof, like “clause 

union” (Talmy 2000b: 216). Five types of macro-event were identified by him, including 

motion, temporal contouring, change of state, action correlating, and realization, with the 

motion event as the prototype. His theory of event integration is based on his finding of the 

macro-event, that it “can be conceptualized as composed of two simpler events, and the 

relation between them”, such as Precursion, Enablement, Cause, Manner, Concomitance, 

Purpose, and Constitutiveness, may be universally “amenable to conceptualization as a single 

fused event and to expression by a single clause” (Talmy 2000b: 213). 

Talmy proposes the lexicalization patterns of macro-events cross-linguistically, and, 
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especially in his two-way typology, the idea that languages characteristically adopt either verb 

roots or satellites in encoding the core schemas of the macro-events has had a widespread and 

far-reaching impact on cognitive semantics. However, the shortcomings with this approach 

are as follows: for one thing, Talmy emphasizes the relation between events, but in a broad 

sense, Enablement, Cause and Purpose may all be generalized as causation (Wolff & Song 

2013) with semantic overlap. For coarse-grained macro-events, their fine semantics do not 

differ significantly. For another, Talmy’s event integration theory is mainly grounded in 

logic-based relations between subevents; whereas other dimensions which can also lead to 

event integration received little attention. Just as Li (2018) points out, Talmy analyzes the five 

types of macro-events in order to establish his typology rather than focusing on the foundation 

of the theory, namely, the nature of macro-events. 

2.3.3.2 Moltmann’s (1997) part and whole semantics of events 

Starting with a critique of extensional mereology, Friederike Moltmann develops her 

own part and whole semantics of events. Moltmann argues that events exhibit 

multidimensional part structures, which include both spatial and temporal part structures, 

participant-related part structure, event qualities and event-type-related part structure 

(Moltmann 1997: 178). Her part and whole semantics emphasizes the context dependence of 

the part relation and the fundamental role the notion of integral whole plays in the part 

structure of an event. Moltmann points out that semantic theories have usually employed an 

extensional mereological notion of part structure, but not other relations among parts which 

could establish integrity (Moltmann 1997: 3). Following Simons (1987), she isolates and 

formally defines R-integrated-wholes (R-INT-WHs), which attributes their integrity to the 

presence of a relation holding among their distinct subparts (Moltmann 1997:25). INT-WHs 

have a number of properties, such as that integrity is a matter of degree, the integrity of an 

entity varies according to the dimensions at hand, etc.  

Moltmann (1997: 3) proposes that the notion of integrated whole is involved in the 

lexical meaning of expressions like together, alone, whole, and individual. In addition, the 

information provided by the predicate determines the dimensions which are relevant to 

integrity: (i) action predicates determine the dimension ‘being-coagent’, e.g., together in (20a) 

is an adnomimal part structure modifier, which allows for readings related to the content of 
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the predicate when they are in focus. It specifies, for example, John and Mary as co-agents of 

the event of solving a problem. The tasks that they executed may be of the same event type or 

different types; they may carry out the task at the same spatio-temporal location or different 

spatio-temporal locations, but their sharing the task is emphasized. The dependence and 

concomitance relations were emphasized between the tasks which was undertaken by John 

and Mary respectively. (ii) Individual-activity predicates determine ‘cooperating in 

performing a particular type of action’ or ‘being at the same time’. The participants may take 

part in the same type of event, but they act individually and independently. e.g., the adverbial 

together in (20b) relating to an agentive subject may display a cooperated-action reading. In 

(20c), together has a reading in which John took the exam at the same time as Mary (temporal 

proximity reading). (iii) location predicates determine temporal or spatial proximity, e.g., in 

(20d) together means that John and Mary were sitting close to each other. 

(20) a. John and Mary together solved the problem. 

b. John and Mary thought about the problem together. 

c. John and Mary took the exam together (in different cities). 

d. John and Mary sat together.                          (Moltmann 1997: 166) 

It can be inferred that, firstly, the function of together enforces a collective reading of the 

predicates or a notion of macro-events. Moltmanns’ integrated whole events are equivalent to 

Talmy’s (1991) action correlating macro-events. Notably, she analyzes the different semantic 

behaviors of part-structure modifiers in terms of their position in clauses and shows that 

part-structure modifiers exhibit different constructing patterns of action correlating 

macro-events by their subevents, basically in terms of three types: participant-related, 

action-related and space-time related readings. Moltmann successfully proves the usefulness 

of the idea that part structures and integrity conditions for macro-events are dimension- 

dependent (Pianesi 2002). She touched briefly on the phenomena about event integration 

derived from dependence and concomitance relations, the same event type, and spatial or 

temporal proximity. However, different events may be conceptually integrated into a 

macro-event based on other factors, such as certain relations between events indicated by 

Talmy (1991), or the same participant in different events discussed by Givón (1984/2001). 

Thus, Moltmann’s analysis on mechanisms of event integration is far from comprehensive.  
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Secondly, Moltmann argues that events exhibit a rich array of dimension-dependent part 

structures and each part structure in a particular dimension may have its own degree of 

integrity (Moltmann 1997: 181). However, the way to measure the degree of integrity of 

macro-events has not been explicated. Moreover, Moltmann did not pay much attention to the 

linguistic representation of event integration. 

2.3.3.3 Givón’s (1984/2001, 2009) theory of event integration and clause union 

Givón takes event integration theory an important step further. Like Talmy, Givón 

(1984/2001: 44; 2009) proposes that event integration theory comprises semantic (or 

conceptual) and syntactic dimensions. For Givón, grammatical complementation serves the 

purpose of signaling the semantic integration between events. A high degree of semantic 

integration is also morphosyntactically reflected: “The stronger is the semantic bond between 

the two events, the more extensive will be the syntactic integration of the two clauses into a 

single though complex clause” (Givón 1984/2001: 40).  

Givón (1980) proposes a ‘binding hierarchy’, further developed in Givón (2001), a 

three-overlapping semantic scale of event integration, which is defined by three semantic 

types of the complement-taking predicates (CTPs): manipulative verbs (e.g., ‘make’, ‘force’, 

‘order’), modality verbs (e.g., ‘want’, ‘begin’, ‘try’), and perception-cognition-utterance 

(PCU) verbs (e.g., ‘think’, ‘know’,’say’). Givón’s predicate scale is given in (a), which 

evaluates the degree of event integration such that the highest predicate class shows the 

highest degree of event integration. 

(a) The complementation scale of event integration (Givón 2001: 59) 

successful intended causation= accomplishment > attempted manipulation= attempt > 

weaker manipulation = intent/obligation > preference/fear > ability/know-how > 

preference/aversion > epistemic anxiety > epistemic certainty > edited citation > unedited 

citation 

The cross-relation between two events goes under the name of semantic integration. 

Successful intended causation represented by manipulative predicates such as ‘make’ involves 

the maximal degree of semantic integration between the linked states of affairs, which are 

most likely be integrated as a single event, while unedited citation encoded by utterance 

predicates involves minimal event integration or no semantic integration at all, meaning the 
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two events are normally considered as distinct. 

Givón’s syntactic scale of complementation structures is displayed in (b). The tightest 

morphosyntactic connection between an embedding predicate and its complement is that of 

co-lexicalization as one verb (or predicate raising). The least integrated structure is that of a 

direct quote. 

(b) Syntactic scale of clausal arguments (Givón 2001: 43) 

co-lexicalization > bare stem > infinitive > for-to > subjunctive > indirect quote > 

direct quote 

In addition, Givón explicitly proposes that the major semantic dimension of event 

integration includes referential integration (the sharing of referents between the two events), 

temporal integration (simultaneity or direct temporal adjacency of the two events), spatial 

integration (the sharing of the same location between the two events) and causation 

(successful vs. intended causation; intentional vs. accidental causation; direct vs. indirect 

causation) (Givón 2009: 85). Givón (1984/2001: 44) identifies co-temporality as a necessary 

cognitive pre-condition for considering two events as a single, though complex, event. He 

proposes the following principles: 

(c) Co-temporality and unified eventhood (Givón 1984/2001: 45) 

The more co-temporal the two events are, the higher is the probability that they are not 

independent of each other, but rather constitute a single if complex event. 

(d) Referential cohesion and event integration (Givón 1984/2001: 50) 

The more two events share their referents, the more likely they are to be semantically 

integrated as a single event; and the less likely the complement clause is to be coded as 

an independent finite clause. 

In sum, Givón’s work makes a great contribution to the development of event integration 

theory. However, there are some criticisms of his theory. Firstly, according to him, the 

syntactic processes of clause-union is an iconic reflection of the cognitive-semantic process of 

event integration (Givón 1984/ 2001: 89). The degree of morphosyntacitc integration between 

the finite verb and its complement can be seen as iconically coding the degree of semantic 

integration of two single events into a single complex event structure. The semantics of the 

CTPs determines the grammatical form of the complement, in other words, determines and 
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motivates the semantic and syntactic integration of the complement into the matrix clause. To 

some extent, Givón zooms in on the morphosyntactic integration more than on people’s 

conceptual integration of events. Although he argues that dimensions underlying semantic 

integration include temporal integration, spatial integration, and referential integration, the 

relation between events is ignored, except in terms of causation. Furthermore, the 

spatio-temporal contiguity between two events and involvement of the same participant in 

two distinct events does not contribute to semantic integration, thus spatio-temporal 

contiguity and referential integration are neither necessary nor sufficient conditions for 

semantic integration (Cristofaro 2003: 119). The category of complex event, amenable to 

conceptual integration as a single macro-event, needs to meet the condition that such events 

must bear certain relations to the whole complex and to each other (Talmy 2000b: 217). 

Further subdivisions of each dimension leading to event integration also need be specified.  

Secondly, according to Givón, the degree of semantic integration is determined by the 

semantic class of the main verb: manipulation and modality verbs involve higher semantic 

integration than cognition-utterance verbs. Concomitant influential factors include the control 

exerted by the agent of the main event on the embedded agent, the success of manipulation, 

the commitment and preference of the agent of the main event with respect to the outcome 

encoded in the complement clause, sharing the same referents and spatio-temporal 

connectedness (Downing & Stiebels 2012). Semantic integration is higher if the agent of the 

main event can control the realization of the dependent event. The higher the preference of the 

agent, the higher the degree of semantic integration. The closer the two events are, the more 

are they likely to be highly integrated. As we can see, the notion of binding extends into a 

number of different semantic domains, depending on the specificity of the CTPs (Kaleta 

2016). However, such evaluation criteria are a set of overlapping dimensions, which are 

subjective and not quantifiable without a unified standard system. It is difficult to judge some 

circumstances, such as perceptive and cognitive constructions, as marking a higher degree of 

semantic integration than others, like utterance verbs. 

 There exists a considerable amount of important theoretical and empirical work which 

suggests that the event integration needs some constraints. Not just any two events can be 

construed as single macro-events. We agree with that. However, considering 
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multi-compositions of events, for instance, the temporal structure, spatial structure, event 

participants and event types, the shortcomings of current research are shown in the following: 

to begin with, only a few scholars, such as Talmy (1991), Moltmann (1997), and Givón 

(1984/2001, 2009), speak of some aspects for event integration. Moreover, the existing 

semantic cognitive dimensions for event integration are too broad and general, which cannot 

be used to explain which events can be integrated or fused and which cannot, owing to the 

lack of a comprehensive and highly applicable model. Thus, the cognitive-semantic 

dimensions triggering event integration are often far from obvious, and hence, the cognitive 

integration processes are still not well understood. 

In addition, on the level of conceptual integration, owing to the multidimensional part 

structures of events (Moltmann 1997: 163; Radvansky & Zacks 2014) and various 

relationship between events (Talmy 1991, 2000b), a number of factors may trigger the 

integration of events. Thus, macro-events have various formation patterns by multiple 

subevents and the derived macro-events can be conceptualized at different levels of 

abstraction, and thus they take on different degrees of complexity and granularity. However, 

another problem faced by researchers in this area is how to count the degree of complexity 

inside the structure of macro-events. 

2.4 Summary 

In conclusion, from the literature review on representative causation theories, onset and 

extended causation and theoretical background of event integration, three points need our 

attention. 

Firstly, following Talmy (1988, 2000a) and Croft (2012), an event-based, force-dynamic 

theory of causation is adopted in this study. Thus, onset causation and extended causation are 

logical relations between token-level events. It is proved that both onset causation and 

extended causation belong to two subtypes of direct causation. It is important to address how 

people judge the number of events in the situations involving onset causation and the 

situations with extended causation respectively, and whether there are any particular linguistic 

expressions which are confined to onset causation or extended causation only.  
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Secondly, a number of scholars discuss the representation of onset and extended 

causation in English, while in Mandarin Chinese, few studies have been conducted 

systemically on these two types of causation. Besides, no matter in English or Mandarin, 

empirical research is rare on their linguistic forms of encoding.  

Finally, the current limited literature only focuses on the completion of the causing event 

when discussing onset and extended causation; few scholars explore the integration of the 

causing event and the caused event, and thus the integration of endpoints of two subevents. 

Semantically, while onset causation is characterized by the telicity of the causing event and 

the temporal precedence of the agent’s role over the change of theme, extended causation 

does not have such a property for the causing event (Talmy 2000a: 308; Rappaport Hovav 

2008). Copley and Harley (2014: 1) even propose that “telicity is launching (onset causation) 

and atelicity is entrainment (extended causation)”. Unfortunately they use onset and extended 

causation to represent telicity and atelicity by using force instead of event. They also did not 

focus on the temporal relationship between the causing event and the caused event. Two 

questions which arise in the context of this enterprise are as follows: what aspectual property 

does the causing event of extended causation have? What is the relationship between the 

endpoints of the causing event and the caused event in onset and extended causation and how 

is such a relationship represented in linguistic forms? Solving such interesting questions will 

be beneficial to conceptualize these two notions.  

This dissertation attempts to explore the cross-linguistic differences in how temporal 

relationships of the causing event and the caused event of two types of causal chains are 

realized and conceptualized. How English or Mandarin package the boundary information of 

the causing event and the caused event will also be investigated. The present study is expected 

to extend and deepen the scope of causation theories, which is meaningful to the investigation 

of causality across languages, helping to shed light on the conceptual structure of extended 

causation and onset causation and on the relationship between the conceptual-perceptual and 

linguistic representation of macro-events. 
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Chapter 3  A Four-Dimensional Model for Event Integration 

 

Drawing insight from previous studies, we are trying to formulate an event integration 

model, proposing restrictions on the semantic or conceptual integration of events and 

establish the mapping relationship between conceptual event integration and syntactic 

integration. We zoom in on event integration of causation and measuring the degree of 

complexity of different types of causal event integration. 

This chapter is structured as follows: section 3.1 introduces the four-dimension model of 

event integration, which falls into two parts: conceptual/semantic event integration and 

syntactic integration. Section 3.1.1 is devoted to the elaboration on the four dimensions 

triggering event integration illustrated by English and Mandarin Chinese. Section 3.1.2 

proposes the diagnostic criteria of monoclausality and summarizes a variety of typical 

monoclausal syntactic structures. Section 3.2 visualizes different patterns of conceptual event 

integration with their morphosyntactic realizations by using a Space Time Cube. Section 3.3 

proposes the complexity degree continuum of macro-events of causation, and section 3.4 

dwells on event-integration- degree assumption about onset causation and extended causation.   

3.1 Building a four-dimensional model for event integration 

It is not trivial to bring two events together. It is not just any two events that can 

integrate as a single macro-event. Events like Amy was dancing and Amy went out of the room, 

typically can be construed as a single event if they occur co-temporally in the same space and 

there is an action-manner relation between them: Amy danced out of the room, but events like 

Cary was reading and mother was cooking are construed as separate events and never 

integrate, even if they occur at the same spatio-temporal location. In this dissertation, we will 

focus on physical events, such as motion events and state-change events, because they are 

“first learned, most frequently used, and conceptually dominant” (Miller & Johnson-Laird 

1977: 527), owing to their universality and basicness in the physical domain. Mental and 

speech events with evidentiality and epistemic markers such as ‘think’ (I think he is right), 

‘say’(I say she has come), ‘hear’ (they heard someone was talking), or ‘understand’ (I 
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understand grandma is leaving) will not be discussed here. 

We agree with Talmy (1991) and Givón (1997, 2001) on the fact that event integration 

includes two strata: conceptual integration and syntactic integration of clauses. As to the 

semantic dimensions triggering the conceptual event integration, we get inspiration from the 

following aspects. Firstly, the relation between events is a vital factor for event integration. 

Talmy (1991, 2000b) proposes that cross-event relations, such as Precursion, Enablement, 

Cause, Manner, Concomitance, Purpose, and Constitutiveness, may enable subevents to be 

universally “amenable to conceptualization as a single fused event and to expression by a 

single clause” (Talmy 2000b: 213). Moreover, Bennett (2002:56) emphasizes direct causation 

as one of the restricting principles for event integration and Givón (2009:85) stresses that 

different types of causation between subevents, such as successful vs. intended causation, 

intentional vs. accidental causation, direct vs. indirect causation, constitute a dimension which 

may lead to event integration conceptually. Secondly, conceptual event integration can not do 

without spatial and temporal relation between different events. Mereotopologically, Cervesato 

and Montanar (2000) claim that there are four macro-event structures (MES): sequence, 

alternative, parallelism and iteration. Chaudet (2005) points out that the spatial structure for 

representing macro-events includes the categories: externally connected, identical, tangential 

proper part, non-tangential proper part and partially overlaps. In addition, temporal structure 

includes sequentiality, iteration and simultaneity. Givón (2009:85) also proposes that 

temporal integration and spatial integration are two major semantic dimensions for event 

integration. Thirdly, Moltmann (1997:178, 181) asserts that events have multidimensional 

part structures, including both spatial and temporal part structures, participant-related part 

structure, quality-related part structures and event-type-related part structures. Moreover, 

Givón (2009:85) also proposes that referential integration is a dimension for event integration. 

Inspired by their works, we assume that event-type and the participant are another two main 

factors for conceptual event integration. 

With these preliminaries regarding the dimensions triggering event integration, we can 

proceed to the main issue of this chapter — the building of an event integration model. On the 

level of the conceptual, we divide the dimensions triggering event integration into four main 

categories: spatial and/or temporal integration, participant integration, event-type integration 
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and relation integration, which themselves contain various sub-dimensions.  

Specifically, in terms of spatial and/or temporal integration, we believe that there are six 

types of spatial and temporal relation between two subevents that may make it possible to 

generate event integration: the same space, simultaneity, same space combined with 

simultaneity, contiguity, iteration of the same event type in the same space with contiguity in 

time, and alternation of spatio-temporal locations of two events. The first two sub-types are 

only part of spatio-temporal integration. It is important to point out that the spatial and/or 

temporal integration will not guarantee the conceptual integration of two distinct events; other 

conditions need to be met, such as coreference between the two events or certain relations 

existing between the given events.  

 In regard to relation integration, we propose that relations leading to event integration 

includes action-manner, purpose, mutual exclusion, inclusion (part-whole), dependence and 

causation. Owing to the complexity of causation itself and the spatio-temporal relation 

between the causing event and the caused event, we classify causation further into extended 

causation (the caused event occur simultaneously with the caused event in the proximal/same 

location, e.g., John dragged a bag out of the house.), onset causation (the causing event is 

spatio-temporally contiguous to the caused event, e.g He kicked away a ball.) and 

antecedent/indirect causation (the causing event is antecedent to and spatio-temporally 

separated from its caused event, e.g., His smoking caused his lung cancer). Dependence 

relations include either functional dependence between e1 and e2, which form an integrated 

whole, or temporal dependence, which means e1 occurs depending upon the occurrence of e2 

in time. 

Furthermore, participant integration means the two events share the same referent, which 

involves three sub-dimensions: a participant repeating an event (with the same patient object), 

a participant playing the same role in multiple different events, and a participant playing 

different roles in multiple events.  

Finally, event-type integration means the same event type expressed by the verb or 

adjective occurs in different situations, which includes a participant repeating an event (with 

the same patient object), multiple participants in subject position performing the same event, 

multiple participants in object position involving the same event, and multiple participants in 
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both subject and object position performing the same event together. 

In this model, four main dimensions are used independently or used together to 

determine the patterns of conceptual integration of events. As long as only one of the 

sub-dimensions of a particular category is met, two subevents could be conceptualized as a 

single ‘conceptual event’. In other words, macro-events involve different patterns of 

integration, which display different event-semantic configurations.  

On the level of syntactic integration, the counterpart of morphosyntactic realization of 

conceptual event integration is clause union into a monoclausal structure. Clause union is a 

notion borrowed from Relational Grammar2 . Distinct events are typically syntactically 

represented by a complex of distinct clauses, for example: in the form of complex sentences 

or compound sentences. But the same body of content is conceptually integrated so as to be 

represented syntactically by a single clause. A number of constructions with monoclausal 

predication contribute to semantically complex events, including directional verb 

constructions, lexical causatives, periphrastic causatives, resultative constructions, serial verb 

constructions, coverb constructions, tense-aspect-modal constructions, light verb 

constructions, verb particle combinations, etc. We will discuss this in Section 3.1.2. 

Aiming to delimit the range of possible patterns of event integration, the 

four-dimensional model of event integration provides a detailed examination of the 

macro-event structures of various types and syntactic integration of clauses. See Figure 3.1.  

The next discussion will set the stage for a specific analysis of the sub-dimensions 

leading to conceptual event integration. Dimensions and different patterns of event integration 

are illustrated in detail with the examples from English, an embedding language, and 

Mandarin Chinese, a serial-verb language — a distinction given by Givón (2001: 78). As to 

the corpus source, the Chinese examples have four sources: the Center for Chinese Linguistics 

PKU Corpus (CCL, http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/); the Beijing Language and 

Culture University Chinese Corpus (BCC, http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/), existing published 

research, and the researcher’s introspection. The English examples have three sources: the 

British National Corpus (BNC), previous published studies, and the researcher’s introspection. 

The examples which are produced by the researcher are not marked in the dissertation.  

 
2 See the literature on clause union, such as Aissen and Perlmutter (1983) and Gibson and Raposo (1986). 
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Figure 3.1 A four-dimensional model for event integration 

3.1.1 Dimensions of conceptual event integration 

3.1.1.1 Spatial and/or temporal integration 

Events are particulars located in space and time, thus the spatio-temporal relation 

between events is indispensable. The spatial location conveys the region where an event takes 

place, while the temporal location is the time interval in which an event is unfolding. Events 

have participants which are spatiotemporally located. The spatial location of an event is the 

merelogical sum of the locations of its participants (Borghini & Varzi 2006: 318) and the time 

frame is defined by the activities carried out by the agents involved in a spatiotemporal 

framework (Radvansky & Zacks 2014: 20). For example,  

(1)The man hit a golf ball and it went into the hole. 

There are two sequential subevents involved here: a collision event and a moving event. 

Thus the space of the macro-event is composed of the man and a golf ball and the time is the 

merelogical sum of time during which the collision between two participants and the ball’s 

movement lasts. 

A number of mereotopological studies propose that the spatio-temporal framework of a 

macro-event is defined by the concurrence of a kind of spatial connection and temporal 
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connection between subevents (Hazarika & Cohn 2001; Chaudet 2005). Contrary to this point 

of view, we support the position that not only two subevents will integrate as a single 

macro-event owing to their integrating into each other both spatially and temporally, but also 

the integrity of the subevents may be established separately with respect to either time or 

space (Bennett 2002: 56; Givón 2001: 44; Givón 2009; Moltmann 1997: 164).  

From a participant in an event type with the same patient object, to a participant 

conducting different events, multiple participants in the same role engaging in one event, to 

multiple participants conducting different events — every sub-event has its own 

spatial-temporal features. There are at least five types of spatial and/or temporal integration 

between component events in macro-events represented by component conceptual and 

semantic structures. 

I. Two contiguous events in space and time. When the two events occur successively, 

they may not be conceptualized as a single macro-event, unless other conditions are met. For 

example, there may be some kinds of relation between them, such as onset causation, such as 

(1a-b), or they may share the same participant as in (1c-d), as illustrated below: 

(1) a. 他一脚踢飞了面前的纸板。(CCL) 

tā yī jiǎo tī fēi le miàn qián de zhǐ bǎn 

he one foot kick fly-LE face front DE paper board. 

‘He kicked away the paper board in front of him with one kick.’  

b. I batted the puck across the ice.           (Talmy 2000b: 45) 

c. 申大夫说完转身走了。（CCL） 

shēn dà fū shuō wán zhuǎn shēn zǒu le 

Shen doctor speak finish turn back walk-LE 

‘Docter Shen turned away after saying that.’  

d. Sara went to bed immediately after dinner.   (BNC) 

In (1a-b), the caused event occurs immediately after the end of the causing event. ‘His 

kicking’ directly causes the paper board’s moving away in (1a) and ‘my batting’ first leads to 

‘the puck going across the ice’ at once in (1b). The onset causation results in the 

conceptualization of the two subevents into a single macro-event (Talmy 2000b: 45), which 

are represented by resultative construction ‘tī fēi’ (‘kicked away’) and ‘batted sth. + PP’. 
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A serial of subevents represented by serial verb construction (SVC) in Mandarin Chinese, 

for example, ‘shuō’ (talk), ‘zhuǎn shēn’ (turn) and ‘zǒu’ (walk) in (1c) take place one after 

another. The ‘going to bed’ event occurs right after the ‘having dinner’ event. Such distinct 

events are integrated into a single macro-event owing to the sharing participant Doctor Shen 

and Sara. In English, the first event ‘dinner’ is nominalized following the preposition after 

acting as the adverbial of the second event represented by the predicate ‘going to bed’.  

II. Same space and simultaneity of two events. When two events happen 

simultaneously in the same space with a certain relationship between them, they can be 

construed as single macro-events. Such macro-events have different conceptual 

configurations. For example, in (2a-b), the participants do different things together in the 

same spatial-temporal location: someone is taking charge of the meeting, someone speaking 

and someone making a record as in the example of (2b). People conceptualize those events 

into a macro-event with a more coarse-granular notion, having dinner and having a meeting. 

Extended causation exists in (2c-d), with the causing events My squeezing event and the 

caused event toothpaste coming out in (2c), and the causing event ‘tā tuō’ (her dragging) and 

the caused event ‘dà kuāng chū lái’ (a big basket going out) in (2d) taking place at the same 

time.   

(2) a. We had dinner at a restaurant (some people drank and ate food, while others drank 

only). 

b. 领导班子在开会。（有人主持，有人发言，有人做记录）   (CCL) 

lǐng dǎo bān zǐ zài kāi huì (yǒu rén zhǔ chí，yǒu rén fā yán，yǒu rén zuò jì lù) 

leading group-DUR open meeting (have person take the chair, have person speak, have 

person make notes) 

‘The leading group are having a meeting’ (with someone taking charge of the meeting, 

someone speaking and someone making a record). 

c. I squeezed the toothpaste out of the tube.       (Talmy 2000b: 45) 

d. 她从长条沙发下面拖出一个大筐。（CCL） 

tā cóng zhǎng tiáo shā fā xià miàn tuō chū yī gè dà kuāng 

  she from long sofa underneath drag exit one-CLn big basket 

  ‘She dragged out a big basket from underneath the sofa’. 
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Macro-events may also derived from the cooperation between or among multiple 

participants doing different subevents in the same spatio-temporal location. For example, 

(3)  a. 夫妻二人合演了一出双簧戏。                   (BCC) 

   fū qī èr rén hé yǎn le yī chū shuāng huáng xì 

   husband and wife two people co-star-LE one CLn two-man comic show 

   ‘The husband and wife co-starred in a two-man comedy show. ’ 

b. The band played the national anthem.    (BNC） 

In (3a-b), husband and wife’s co-starring and the band members’ playing events make a 

contribution to the whole performance. Each of them conducts different events in the same 

activity, but every one of them is indispensable and plays an essential role in the show or 

performance. The same spatio-temporal location, and the cooperation between the members 

leading to the dependence relation between subevents, fuse the integrity of the subevents into 

a macro-event.  

III. Alternative of two events’ spatio-temporal location. When e1 occurs, e2 cannot 

occur or when e2 occurs, e1 cannot occur. E1 and e2 are exclusive events, so they could not 

happen simultaneously, just as you cannot have your cake and eat it too, as the saying goes. It 

is characterized by the feature that the denial of one member of the pair implies the assertion 

of the other and the assertion of one means the denial of the other. In other words, it is a 

matter of either one or the other. For example,  

(4) a. 姑娘赖着不走。          （CCL） 

gū niáng lài zhe bù zǒu  

girl stay-ZHE not leave 

‘The girl stayed here.’ 

b. 星爷被狗咬着不放。    （https:v.qq.comxpagep0559ovo3sr.html?） 

xīng yé bèi gǒu yǎo zhe bù fàng 

Xingye bei dog bit-ZHE not let go 

‘Xingye was bitten by a dog.’  

c. - Did you work or take care of the baby at home yesterday?   

- I worked yesterday (I didn’t take care of the baby at home). 

d. He stood still (He didn’t move). 
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In (4a-b), the first subevents are represented by verbs in the progressive and the second 

subevents are represented by bare verbs, which are exclusive or opposite semantically in 

Mandarin Chinese, for example, ‘lài zhe’(staying) and ‘zǒu’ (leaving), ‘yǎo zhe’(biting) and 

‘fàng’ (letting go) cannot occur at the same time. If they are put together, the second event 

should be in the negative form. In other words, when added with negative adverb ‘bù’ (not), 

the second verbs are synonymous with the first one.  

In English, 4 (c-d) includes two the subevents, one event represented by the sentence 

itself and the other represented by the negation of its opposite. He stood still means that he 

stopped and didn’t move. For the same situation, he cannot stand still and move at the same 

time. The choice relation between ‘I worked yesterday’ and ‘I took care of the baby at home’ 

couldn’t occur simultaneously. Thus, the alternative spatio-temporally sub-events with the 

same agent are integrated into a macro-event. 

IV. Iteration of the same event type in the same space with contiguity in time. If the 

same event happens many times continuously in the same space during a certain time, in 

many cases such multiple events which are described by semelfactive verbs are construed to 

be a single-stage event (Smith 1997: 30). We further classify iteration of the same event type 

in a continuous period of time into: the repetition of a participant conducting an autonomous 

event, including an atomic event without object, the repetition of an event with the same 

object, and the repetition of cross-events with onset causation or extended causation, in which 

the patient undergoes the same change. For example,  

(5) autonomous event 

a. I jumped a hundred times non-stop. 

b. 他咳嗽了一阵。   (BCC) 

tā ké sòu le yī zhèn 

he cough-LE a while 

‘He coughed for a while.’ 

c. Mary knocked (at the door) for five minutes.  (Smith 1997: 30) 

d. 她在狗背上轻轻拍了一会儿。   (BCC) 

  tā zài gǒu bèi shàng qīng qīng pāi le yī huì ér 

  she at dog’s back on lightly pat-LE for a while  
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‘She patted the dog lightly on his back for a while.’ 

Cross-events with onset causation 

e. The boy bounced a ball on the floor for several minutes. 

f. 我踢了一下午的球。 

wǒ tī le yī xià wǔ de qiú 

I kick-LE one afternoon DE ball 

  ‘I played football for an afternoon.’ 

Cross-events with extended causation 

g. He worked out with a barbell for half an hour. 

h. 他 5 分钟做了 27 个引体向上。 

tā 5 fēn zhōng zuò le 27gè yǐn tǐ xiàng shàng 

he 5 minutes do-LE 27 CLn chin ups 

‘He did 27 chin-ups in 5 minutes’. 

All these examples represent the macro-events derived from the repetition of certain 

event types. Each subevent occurs continuously in the same space. However, these 

macro-events have different conceptual and semantic configurations. 

(5a-b) depict the macro-events whose component events are represented by intransitive 

verbs ‘jumping’ and ‘coughing’. The component events of macro-events in (5c-d) are 

represented by transitive verbs such as ‘knocking’ and ‘patting’ with the same patient objects. 

Each individual sub-event takes place one after another. Packaged by an adverbial ‘non-stop’, 

‘for five minutes’ and ‘for a while’, a series of such sub-events may be interpreted as 

multiple-event activities or a single macro-event, in which each ‘knocking’ or ‘kicking’ occurs 

in sequence. 

(5a-d) represent the repetition of agents’ autonomous events, while (5e-h) represent the 

repetition of cross-events with a causal relation between them. The cross-events with causal 

relation themselves may be conceptualized as a macro-event. On a more coarse level, the 

iterative occurrence of macro-events with causal relation may be integrated into a bigger 

macro-event. (5e-f) represent the repetition of the cases involving onset causation in which 

the causing event, a boy’s bouncing [a ball] and my kicking, precede the caused events, the 

ball’s jumping and the football’s moving. While (5g-h) represent the repetition of the cases 
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involving extended causation in which the caused events co-occur with the causing events. 

The causing event ‘his raising barbell’ and the caused event ‘location change of the barbell’, 

‘pulling using an overhand-grip’ and ‘the body’s moving beyond the chin and touching the 

sternum to the bar’ in chin-ups happen simultaneously. Both of them are conflated into a 

macro-event with extended causation. In addition, the continuous macro-events with extended 

causation are packaged into a more coarse macro-event by adverbial phrase ‘for half an hour’ 

and ‘in 5 minutes’.  

In these cases, the individual subevent of the same type occurs one after another, which 

may be conceptualized as more complex single macro-events. The integrity of macro-event 

construing is established by the same event type, the participant sharing, the same space and 

the contiguity of time. 

V. Same space or simultaneity of different events. We will discuss this in section 

3.1.1.3 Event type integration. 

3.1.1.2 Participant integration 

The sharing of participants in multiple events will lead to the integration of events 

(Givón 2001: 44; 2009). we further specify that participant integration includes the following 

subtypes: 

I. A participant playing the same role in multiple events. A participant takes part into 

multiple separate events, which may occur one after another spatial-temporally, or 

simultaneously with overlapping spaces, or simultaneously with the same space location and 

temporally dependent. In addition, a certain relation holds them together. Such subevents are 

conceptualized as single macro-events. Specifically, 

(i) One participant, playing the same role (agent or patient) in different simple events, 

which take place successively. For example, 

(6)  a. 我去商店买东西。          (CCL)          

wǒ qù shāng diàn mǎi dōng xi。 

   I go shop buy groceries 

   ‘I went to the shop to buy some groceries. ’ 

b. He went to bank to get the money yesterday. 
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c. 他吃过饭散步去了。            

tā chī guò fàn sàn bù qù le 

he eat-ASP rice walk go-LE 

‘They walked outside after having supper.’ 

d. A bottle broke on the floor.  

The difference lies in that in (6a), ‘going to the shop’ and ‘buying some groceries’ 

happen in succession with the former as the purpose of the latter; while in (6c) there is no 

purpose between the two subevents represented by a SVC, such as ‘chī fàn’ (having supper) 

and ‘sàn bù’ (having a walk). The telic aspectual makers ‘guò’ indicates the endpoints of the 

first events. The serialization of verbs here correspond iconically to the order of real world 

events (cf. Haiman 1985: 75-76).  

In English, the macro-events with a purposive relation between subevents are encoded 

by V+ to do constructions, such as ‘go to the bank to get money’, which show that the 

subevents represented by V (going to the bank) occur before the subevent represented by 

infinitives (e.g. to get money) in (6c). The second sub-event is enabled by, or is the purpose of, 

the first sub-event, thus the sequence of subevents cannot be reversed. However (6d) entails a 

precursory breaking of the bottle and a succedent motion event, which are conflated into a 

‘verb + directionals’ construction. In such case, one participant performs different simple 

events within a continuous short period of time with only a temporally prior relationship 

between them, thus the sequence of subevents can be changed. As Talmy (2000b: 42) points 

out, some bottle could have fallen onto the floor without having first broken. The breaking of 

the bottle preceded, but didn’t cause, the motion of the bottle onto the floor. The shared 

participant leads to the integration of the subevents. 

(ii) The same participant performs separate events simultaneously in the same location 

with a relation of concomitance between them. For example, 

(7) a. 吴丽芳坐在沙发上看书。    （BCC） 

wú lì fāng zuò zài shā fā shàng kàn shū。 

wu Lifang sit ZAI at sofa on read a book.  

‘Lifang Wu was reading on a sofa.’ 

b. 他被人指着鼻子骂。             (CCL)   
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   tā bèi rén zhǐ zhe bí zǐ mà 

   he bei point-ZHE at nose curse 

   ‘He was scolded by having his nose pointed at.’ 

c. I slept all the way to New York.   

d. She wore a green dress to the party.   (Talmy 2000b: 46)            

The component events in this type of macro-event occur simultaneously with the same 

participant role and spatial location. In Mandarin Chinese, the complex predicate represented 

by the SVCs in (7a-b) is composed of two single atomic events; in (7c-d), ‘Verb + directional’ 

constructions in English also include two events: one event represented by the verb ‘sleep’ 

and ‘wear’ and the motion event represented by directionals ‘to’. The single events happen 

simultaneously at the same location and are concomitantly related. One point needs to be 

noticed, that except (7b), in which he is the patient in both the ‘having his nose pointed at’ 

event and the ‘being scolding’ event, the subjects act as the agent in both two subevents in the 

other three examples in (7).   

In these cases, each individual event takes place separately without the occurrence of 

other events, for example, the ‘sitting on a sofa’ event and the ‘reading’ event in (7a), the 

‘sleeping’ event and the ‘going to New York’ event in (7c). They could just as readily take 

place by themselves, without any effect on each other. In (7a), the position of the participant 

is indicated with the posture verb ‘sit’, which can be replaced by ‘stand’, ‘lie’, ‘lean’, ‘squat’, 

or ‘bend’, used as first verbs in an SVC and followed by a major verb. In these two situations, 

single atomic events are rather understood as more or less separated, which is reflected in the 

following question and answer test: the spontaneous answer to the question “What is she 

doing?” was ‘She was reading a book’ without the first verb ‘sit’. The atomic event ‘read’ is 

understood in the answer as a main event that may be separated from the other (Talmy 2000b: 

46; Kilian-Hatz 2006: 112), but the concomitance relation is more obviously represented in 

Mandarin Chinese than in English because of the durative aspect “zài” and continuative 

aspect marker “zhe”. 

(iii) The same agent performs multiple events simultaneously and these subevents have 

the same location and must be temporally dependent with one subevent having an incremental 

theme, which is predicted of an entity that is a participant in all the subevents. These 
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characteristics knit the subevents into a cohesive and tight macro-event. For example, 

(8)  a. The rock rolled down the hill.      (Talmy 2000b: 30) 

b. The buzzard came flying.          (Hale 1991:7) 

c. 他们登上珠峰。                (Li 2018: 15) 

tā men dēng shàng zhū fēng 

they climb up Everest summit 

‘They have climbed up the summit of Everest.’ 

d. 他跑出教室。(BCC)  

   tā pǎo chū jiào shì。 

   he run out classroom. 

   ‘He ran out of the classroom.’ 

All examples in (8) can be conceptualized as unitary macro-events containing multiple 

subevents, which happen simultaneously with one subevent temporally dependent on and 

acting as the manner of the other event. In English, in the ‘Verb+preposition’ construction in 

(8a), the main verb ‘roll’ expresses the manner of the motion event, and the directional 

‘down’ expresses the path. In (8b), the main verb ‘came’ expresses the motion, while ‘flying’ 

expressing the adverbial of manner. In Mandarin Chinese, the two events in (8c-d) are 

represented by a directional motion verb and one transitive (8c) or intransitive verb (8d), 

which comprise the “V+C” construction.  

According to Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1999), the constituent subevents involve 

event co-identification, when the subevents are necessarily temporally dependent on the same 

location and one subevent has the property of measuring out that subevent in time; this 

property is expected of an entity that is necessarily a participant in both subevents. Take (8d) 

for example: it can be paraphrased as He went out of the classroom by running. A manner 

relation exists between the subevents ‘run’ and ‘go out of the classroom’. The running event 

co-occurs with the motion event and is conceptualized as an additional activity that the 

participant exhibits, which directly pertains to the motion event but that is different from it. 

Morpho-syntactically, the clause-union in (8c-d) is either the grammaticalization or 

co-lexicalization of one predicate in the two precursor clauses that are merged.  

(iv) The same participant performs multiple events simultaneously with extended 
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causation between the subevents, or engages in events contiguously with onset causation 

between them, or participates in events successively with antecedent/indirect causation 

between subevents. For example, 

(9) Extended causation 

a. 老奶奶痛得直叫唤。    (CCL) 

lǎo nǎi nǎi tòng dé zhí jiào huàn   

Old granny ached DE cried 

‘The old granny cried with pain.’ 

b. The water froze into a solid block of ice.    (Talmy 2000b: 251) 

Onset causation 

c. 球员受伤被抬到场外。      (CCL) 

  qiú yuán shòu shāng bèi tái dào chǎng wài 

  player get injured bei carry arrive field outside 

  ‘The player was carried off the field with injuries.’ 

d. It slipped into the water.          (BNC) 

Antecedent/indirect causation 

e. 19 岁的小伙砌墙成了百万富翁。 (http://www.sohu.com/a/209933504_744121) 

  19 suì de xiǎo huǒ qì qiáng chéng le bǎi wàn fù wēng 

  19 years DE young man erect wall become-LE millionaire 

  ‘A 19-year-old young man become a millionaire by erecting walls.’ 

f. He had a headache from drinking.   

In (9a-b), multiple subevents share one agent with extended causation between the them. 

The causing events represented by the first verbs (e.g., ‘tòng’, and ‘freeze’) and caused events 

represented by VP (‘jiào huàn’) and V+prepositional phrase (‘moving into a solid block of ice’) 

occur simultaneously. 

Different from (9a-b), (9c-d) represent onset causation, which depict a situation wherein 

the agent is performing one event which immediately causes another event to occur as the 

result right after the endpoint of the first event. The player got injured (the causing event) and 

he was carried off the field (a resulting event), which is represented by a SVC in Mandarin 

Chinese. The ‘slipping’ of something results in an immediate effect that it went into the water, 
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which is represented by ‘V+ preposition’ in English. The two sub-events are integrated into a 

macro-event by the same participant as the patient subject in (9c) or agent subject in (9d) of 

two sub-events and onset causation between them.  

(9e-f) describe antecedent/indirect causation, whose causing event is antecedent to the 

caused event and the two are temporally separated from each other. (9e) originates from a 

piece of news that a 19-year-old Chinese young man won the championship in a masonry 

project of the world technical competition by erecting 3 high-quality walls and was awarded 

1.5 million RMB. His erecting 3 high-quality walls, as the causing event, causes the result 

that he was awarded the money, during which other events are involved, such as the young 

man’s works were graded by the judges and he won the championship in the end. Similarly, in 

(9f), as it is well known that alcohol causes drunkenness, he may drink the alcohol and feel 

dizzy after ten minutes or half an hour. Some related chemical reactions take place during this 

process. In such situations, the integrity between the causing event and one of its resulting 

events is established by antecedent/ indirect causation and having the same participant as the 

agent subject of two sub-events. The macro-event is represented by a SVC in Mandarin 

Chinese ‘qì qiáng chéng le’ and the predicate verb as the result with preposition +Ving ‘from 

drinking’ as the causing event in English. 

(v) The same participants perform multiple events simultaneously or one after another, 

with one event as part of the other or one event including another. Macro-events with 

inclusion relations are realized by tense-aspect-model auxiliaries. Morphosyntactically, one of 

the representing forms is ‘V+ to do/doing/to be done’ constructions. Verbs, which are used to 

represent major events, include implicative verbs such as ‘start’, ‘stop’, ‘continue’, ‘iterate’, 

‘finish’, ‘manage’, etc. (Talmy 2000b: 231; Givón 2001: 56). The infinitive complements and 

participial complements are conceptualized as the minor events. Such macro-events usually 

share the event participant or even spatio-temporal location. For example, 

(10) a. 他开始观察眼前的这个姑娘。(CCL) 

tā kāi shǐ guān chá yǎn qián de zhè gè gū niáng  

he start observe eye before DE this CLn girl 

‘He started to observe this girl in front of him.’ 

b. John finished reading the book.         
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In such cases, the integrity of the events is established by the same participant role in 

different events and the inclusion relation between events. (10a-b) are events of temporal 

contouring in Talmy’s taxonomy of event integration. ‘Guān chá (observe)’ and ‘reading’ are 

the framing event relative to the whole macro-event in that they determine the overall 

temporal framework within which the whole has occurrence. ‘Kāi shǐ (start)’ and ‘finished’ 

are the co-events, which bear a constitutive relation with ‘guān chá (observe)’ and ‘reading’ 

respectively in terms of temporal contouring. They are the parts of the overall temporal 

framework, ‘filling in’ the conceptual region outlined by the temporal contour represented by 

the second verb (Tamly 2000b: 232). Thus, they can be construed as a macro-event. 

II. A participant playing different roles in multiple events. The integrity of two 

different events may be established when those events share a participant acting as agent in 

one-event and patient in the other sub-event. The relations between those events fall into 

different categories. Specifically,  

(i) The sub-events may occur in chronological order, such as (16a-d), or co-temporal 

order, such as (16e-h). For example,   

(11) a. 他从警校毕业分配到法院。    (CCL) 

  tā cóng jǐng xiào bì yè fēn pèi dào fǎ yuàn。 

  he from Police Training school graduate assign to court 

  ‘He was assigned to court after graduating from Police Training school.’ 

b. 他入伍半年被选为五好战士。  （Lin 1983） 

tā rù wǔ bàn nián bèi xuǎn wéi wǔ hǎo zhàn shì 

  he join army half year bei elected as Five Merit Soldier 

  ‘He was elected to be a Five Merit Soldier after joining the army half a year later. ’ 

c. He left without being punished.  

d. It disappeared before even being discovered.  

e. 他一直躺着被抬到了楼上的床上。   (BCC) 

  tā yī zhí tǎng zhe bèi tái dào le lóu shàng de chuáng shàng  

  he keep lay-ZHE bei carry arrive-LE upstairs DE bed on 

  ‘He was laying there and was carried upstairs on the bed.’ 

f. 3 个月孩子被奶奶捆起来睡。(http://www.sohu.com/a/126887551_226699) 
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  3 gè yuè hái zǐ bèi nǎi nǎi kǔn qǐ lái shuì 

  3 Cln month kid bei grandma tie raise sleep 

  ‘A 3-month-old kid slept, tied by his grandma.’ 

g. She was found sleeping on a pillow of leaves. 

h. He was caught shoplifting.                  

Macro-events represented by SVCs in Mandarin Chinese may represent both the 

successive chronological order, e.g., 11(a-b) and simultaneity, e.g., 11(e-f), between 

subevents. For example, he ‘was assigned to court’ after ‘he graduated’ in 11(a), and he ‘was 

was carried upstairs on the bed’ while he ‘was laying’ in 11(e).  

In English, the temporal order of subevents is reflected by the prepositions ‘before’ and 

‘after’, e.g., 11(c-d). The co-temporary occurrence between sub-events is realized by one 

subevent acting as the adverbial adjunct of the other subevent represented by the predicates or 

the attributes of the shared participant. In 11(g-h), sleeping and shoplifting are the adverbial 

adjuncts accompanying the subevent of she was found and his being caught in .  

The shared participant is the agent of the first subevent and patient of the second 

subevent as in (11a, c, d), or the patient of the first subevent and agent of the second subevent 

as in (11b). The integrity between those subevents is established by one participant shared in 

different subevents, which may occur simultaneously or one after another. 

(ii) The chronological order with a purposive relation between events, for example,   

(12) a. 他被拉去当兵。         (CCL) 

tā bèi lā qù dāng bīng 

he bei yank go become soldier 

‘He was pulled into joining the army.’  

 b. 去年 10 月，他去医院动了手术。          (CCL) 

qù nián 10 yuè，tā qù yī yuàn dòng le shǒu shù 

Last year October, he go hospital perform LE operation 

‘Last October, he went to the hospital for an operation.’  

c. I was very kindly invited to attend the opening by the Princess Royal.   (BNC) 

d. I came here to be employed as a companion.   (BNC) 

The shared participant, the subject tā (he) and I, is the agent of the first subevent and 
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patient of the second subevent as in (12b, d), or the patient of the first subevent and agent of 

the second subevent as in (12a, c). A purposive relation exists between the subevents, which 

is represented by SVCs in Mandarin Chinese and infinitive ‘to do/be done’ as a purposive 

adverbial in English. 

(iii) A participant playing different roles in multiple events with onset causation or 

extended causation between events. For example, 

(13) Onset causation 

a. 小板凳被踢飞了。    (CCL) 

xiǎo bǎn dèng bèi tī fēi le 

little bench bei kick fly-LE 

‘A little bench was kicked away.’ 

b. The napkin blew off the table.       (Talmy 2000b: 28)  

Extended causation 

c. 衣服被染红了。(BCC) 

yī fú bèi rǎn hóng le   

Clothes bei dyed red-LE 

‘The clothes were dyed red.’ 

d. The candle blew out.              (Talmy 2000b: 243) 

In Mandarin Chinese, macro-events with onset causation, sharing one participant, are 

encoded as ‘V1+V2’ as in (13a). V1 is the causing event and V2 is the caused event. A little 

bench is the patient of the event represented by V1 ‘tī’ (kick) and the agent of the event 

represented by V2 ‘fēi’ (fly) respectively. The participant flew after being kicked. 

Macro-events with extended causation are represented by a resultative construction ‘rǎn hóng’ 

in (13c). The causing event encoded by V ‘rǎn’ (dyeing) occur at the same time with the 

caused events ‘biàn hóng’ (redden). 

In English, the bare XP resultative pattern ‘V+ preposition phrase/particle’ represents 

both onset and extended causation as in (13b) and (13d). The subject, the napkin, and the 

candle, went off the table or went out because something blew on them. Resultative 

constructions belong to switch-subject clause unions: in all examples in (13), the object of V1 

is semantically the subject of V2.  
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3.1.1.3 Event-type integration 

Another dimension leading to event integration is event-type integration, which includes, 

a participant repeating one event; multiple participants in subject or object position in an 

event; and multiple participants in both subject and object position performing the same event 

together. The first sub-dimension has been discussed in section 3.1.1 IV. This section will 

focus on the last three sub-dimensions. 

I. Multiple participants in subject position in an event-type. If there are multiple 

participants performing the same event, then the predicate describes multiple individual 

activities or events. Considering the space-time factor and cross-event relations, multiple 

participants in subject position in one event-type leading to event integration includes the 

following subtypes. 

(i) Multiple participants conduct the same event type successively. Different participants 

performing the same type of event successively can also be construed as a macro-event, which 

may have various conceptual configurations. For example, 

(14) autonomous event 

a. One by one they went away. 

b. 乳牙逐个脱落了。 

  rǔ yá zhú gè tuō luò le 

  Baby tooth one by one fall off-LE 

  ‘The baby teeth fell out one by one.’ 

Cross-events with onset causation 

c. Three riflemen A, B, and C take turns shooting at a target. 

d. 运动员们轮流发球。 

   yùn dòng yuán men lún liú fā qiú 

   Sportsmen take turns serve 

  ‘The players alternate in serving.’ 

Cross-events with extended causation 

e. They took turns driving the car. 

f. 他手下的兵轮流扛着那条大枪。 

   tā shǒu xià de bīng lún liú káng zhe nà tiáo dà qiāng  
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   he hand DE soldiers take turns carry-ZHE that CLn big gun. 

‘His soldiers took turns carrying the big gun.’   

(14a-b) depict the macro-events composed of a successive of autonomous events 

represented by VP ‘going away’ and ‘falling out’, which may occur at separated 

spatio-temporal locations. (14c-d) depict the cases of macro-events composed of iterative 

sub-macro-events with onset causation. The causing event ‘riflemen A’s shooting’ and caused 

event ‘the bullet’s moving from the gun’ are conceptualized as a macro-event with onset 

causation, in which the caused event occurs right after the ending of the causing event. The 

riflemen B and C’s individual shootings are conceptualized as other macro-events with onset 

causation. These three contiguous macro-events are construed as a more coarse macro-event. 

While (14e-f) depict the cases of macro-events composed of iterative sub-macro-events with 

extended causation, each of which includes the causing event one agent’s ‘driving’ or 

‘carrying’ event occurring simultaneously with the caused event the car or the big gun’s 

moving.  

We know that a participant doing a type of event iteratively can be construed as a 

macro-event. The integrity of the macro-events in (14) is established by the same type of 

events performed successively by different participants in subject position. 

(ii) Multiple participants taking part in the same event type in the same space or at the 

same time or both in the same spatio-temporal location. For example,  

(15) a. 所有的邻居都听到了。   (BCC) 

suǒ yǒu de lín jū dōu tīng dào le 

all DE neighbors hear-LE 

‘All the neighbors heard it. ’ 

b. Six boys often sleep on one bed. 

c. 我和他都在那个教室上过课。 

wǒ hé tā dōu zài nà gè jiāo shì shàng guò kè 

I and he both at that classroom have-ASP course 

‘Both I and he have had classes in that classroom.’ 

d. Mum and her daughter-in-law slept in the hospital in turn. 

e. 除夕夜，很多中国人都在家看春节联欢晚会。 
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  chú xī yè，hěn duō zhōng guó rén dōu zài jiā kàn chūn jiē lián huān wǎn huì 

New Year’s Eve, many Chinese all at home watch Spring Festival Gala. 

‘At New Year’s Eve, many Chinese stay at home watching the Spring Festival Gala.’ 

f. John and Mary took the exam together (in different cities).  (Moltmann 1997: 166) 

Syntactically, the predicate describes individual activities of the subjects. In (15a-b), 

owing to the same event-type that all the participants are taking part in, the same space and 

simultaneity of the individual events, multiple subjects may be conceptualized as a whole and 

the cases are construed as single macro-events.  

The integrity of macro-events may also be established when the same space is involved 

at different times, or events occur in different places at the same time, as part of the property 

of spatio-temporal integration (Bennett 2002: 56; Givón 2001: 44; 2009). Examples (15c-d) 

stress the proximity or the identity of places where two subevents occur, such as my having 

class and his having class in the same classroom, or all the boys sleeping together on the same 

bed. While (15e-f) emphasize that the participants take part in events co-temporaneously, 

such as taking the exam or watching Spring Festival Gala at the same time in different places. 

In these cases, event integration is specified by both the event type described by the predicate 

and the location, or both the predicate and the time. 

(iii) Multiple participants as subject conduct or experience the same event-type 

simultaneously which includes different relations between events. For example, 

(16) Temporal contiguity 

a. 孩子们听完故事哈哈大笑起来。 

   hái zǐ men tīng wán gù shì hā hā dà xiào qǐ lái 

   Kids listen-ASP story burst into laughter rise 

   ‘Kids burst into laughter after listening to the story.’ 

b. The staff and nurses went home after finishing their long shift. 

Purpose 

c. 我们来这里是解决问题的。 

wǒ men lái zhè lǐ shì jiě jué wèn tí de  

   we come here is for solve problems DE. 

   ‘We came here to solve the problems.’ 
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d. The retired women go to the square together to dance in the evening. 

Onset causation 

e. 众人合力推倒墙。 

zhòng rén hé lì tuī dǎo qiáng  

  Crowd together push down wall 

  ‘The crowd pushed the wall down.’ 

f. We pushed a boat out into the current. 

Extended causation 

g. 十个人吃了一锅饭。 

   shí gè rén chī le yī guō fàn  

   ten CLn person ate-LE one pot rice 

   ‘Ten people ate one pot of rice.’ 

h. Brother and sister jointly pulled a drowning girl toward the river bank. 

In (16a-b), event ‘listening to the story’ and ‘laughing’, event ‘finishing long shift’ and 

‘going home’ occur contiguously, sharing the same agents. Participants perform two 

subevents in each case almost at the same time. Thus, the integrity of the subevents are 

established by participant integration, event-type integration and spatio-temporal integration. 

In (16c-d), multiple participants as co-agents are engaged in two sub-events with a purposive 

relation between them: the ‘coming’ event and the ‘solving the problem’ event, ‘going to the 

square’ and the ‘dancing’ event. There may be a temporal lag between the subevents. The 

integrity of the subevents is established by the same participants, the same event-types and 

purposive relation between them. 

In (16e-h), multiple co-agents act on one participant, which plays the role of patient in 

multiple sub-events. (16e-f) represent cases of onset causation, in which the causing events, 

‘the crowd’s pushing’ and ‘our pushing’, precede the caused events the ‘wall’s falling down’, 

the ‘boat’s moving out into the current’; (16g-h) represent the cases of extended causation, in 

which the causing events, ‘ten people’s eating’ and ‘firefighters and neighbors’ 

extinguishing’, occur co-temporaneously with the caused events: the ‘rice’s being eating up’ 

and the ‘fire’s quenching’.  

 In such cases, multiple participants as subjects play the same role in the macro-events. 
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For one thing, the predicate describes individual activities of the subjects; for another, such 

types of macro-events tend to package the plural subjects as a whole. As to the 

spatio-temporal properties, the subevents occur contiguously one after another in (16a-f) or 

they occur simultaneously in (16f-h). Subevents are integrated spatio-temporally. All the 

participants cooperate in conducting the same event to another participant, which is the case 

of event-type integration and participant integration. In addition, there are certain relations 

between subevents. Grounded in all these factors, the multiple events are conceptualized as 

single macro-events.   

II. Multiple participants in object position in one event-type. This category involves 

one agent acting on multiple patient objects in object position, causing them to undergo the 

same change, which may be construed as engaged in the same type of event. Such cases are 

more often seen in motion events with causal relations. For example, 

(17) Onset causation 

a. His poking made the wasps fly around. 

b. 他碰倒了一堆纸杯子。 

tā pèng dǎo le yī duī zhǐ bēi zǐ  

He knocked fall-LE one pile paper cups 

‘He knocked down a pile of paper cups.’  

Extended causation 

c. Dad took home a bag of apples. 

d. 他把一堆书搬到书房。 

tā bǎ yī duī shū bān dào shū fáng 

He ba one pile books carry arrive study 

‘He carried a pile of books into the study.’ 

Contrary to (16e-h), which represent cases in which multiple agents cause the change of 

one patient, (17a-d) represent cases where one agent causes the change of multiple patients. 

The wasps’ flying around and a pile of paper cups’ falling down is caused by the same 

causing event, the sharing agent’s poking and knocking. A bag of apples and a pile of books’ 

movement is caused by dad’s taking and his carrying. (17a-b) represent the cases of onset 

causation, in which the caused event occurs right after the occurrence of causing event. (17c-d) 
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represent the cases of extended causation, in which the caused event happens simultaneously 

with the caused event.  

 In such cases, multiple participants in object position play the same patient role in the 

macro-events. For one thing, the predicate lexicalizes individual change of the objects; thus 

(17a-d) may be construed as a number of cross-events with a causal relation. For another, the 

multiple patients change their locations or states simultaneously due to the same agent. They 

may also be packaged as a whole of patients. In a word, the multiple subevents are 

conceptualized as single macro-events by the spatio-temporal integration, participant 

integration and event-type integration. 

III. Multiple participants in both subject and object position in one event-type. 

Multiple participants in subject or object position in one event-type may establish event 

integration. In a more complex situations, multiple participants in both subject and object 

positions in one event type may also establish event integration, which combines 

spatio-temporal integration, participant integration and relation integration. For example,  

(18) autonomous events 

a. The Browns visited us last weekend. 

b. 两队队员相互微笑。 

liǎng duì duì yuán xiàng hù wēi xiào  

Two team member mutually smile 

‘The two teams smiled at each other.’ 

Cross-events with onset causation 

c. The children shook down the chestnuts from the tree. 

d. 他们把那些麻雀给吓跑了。 

tā men bǎ nà xiē má què gěi xià pǎo le     

they ba those sparrows scare run-LE   

‘They scared away those sparrows.’ 

Cross-events with extended causation 

e. A gang of poachers were eaten by a pride of hungry lions. 

f. 6 万鸡苗被村民们一抢而空。  

6 wàn jīmiáo bèi cūn mín men yī qiǎng ér kōng 
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60 thousand chicken bei villagers snatch away 

‘60 thousand chickens were snatched away by villagers.’ 

In these examples, the participants in both subject and object location are plural. 

Multiple agents as subjects conduct the same type of event to multiple patients almost 

simultaneously and in the same space. On one hand, the predicates describe the individual 

sub-events of each participant as subject or patient is involved. On the other hand, both 

subjects and objects may be construed as two wholes. (18a-b) represent the macro-events 

composed of a number of autonomous sub-events, such as ‘visiting’, ‘smiling’ performed by 

agents or both agents and patients, which take place at the same spatio-temporal location. The 

integrity of macro-events of such cases is established by the same spatio-temporal location 

and double event-type integration. 

 (18c-d) represent the cases of onset causation, in which caused events ‘chestnuts’ 

falling down’ occurs right after the children’s shaking, sparrows’ flying away occurs after 

their scaring. While (18e-f) represent the cases of extended causation, in which the caused 

events, a gang of poaches and 60 thousand chicken’s disappearing, occur simultaneously 

with the causing events, a pride of hungry lions’ eating and villages’ snatching. The 

predicates—such as the directional verb construction ‘shake down’, resultative constructions 

‘xià pǎo (scare away)’ and ‘bei qiang kong (snatch away)’ and the lexical causative 

construction ‘eat’ conflate the individual activity of each agent and patient— are often 

analyzed as describing single but complex events, consisting of a causing sub-event and a 

caused sub-event (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1999). Those sub-events performed by agents 

and patients are conceptualized as macro-events due to the same spatio-temporal location, 

double event-type integration, and onset causation or extended causation between the agent 

whole and patient whole.  

3.1.1.4 Relation integration 

In our general theoretical model of event integration, except for eight relations 

(action-manner, purpose, mutual exclusion, inclusion, dependence, antecedent/indirect 

causation, onset causation and extended causation) that trigger event integration, time order 

relations can also be found between every two events, such as priority, contiguity and 

co-temporal relations. 
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In this section, we will focus on the circumstances without the involvement of 

spatio-temporal integration, participant integration, and event-type integration. Merely certain 

relations between events trigger the conceptualization of event integration: namely, 

antecedent causation between subevents. When the causing event is antecedent to, and 

temporally separated from, the caused event, by initiating some process that in the normal 

course of things terminates in its effect, an agent carries out a subtle and sometimes 

imperceptible change of state in a patient by means of indirect manipulation. Or in other 

words, the agent does not get physically involved in the execution of the caused event. During 

this process, a series of causal chain may be involved. This is call indirect causation (Fodor 

1970; Goldberg 1995). We call such situations ‘antecedent causation’, when two events are 

conceptualized as a single macro-event. For example, 

(19) a. 郭子民吃坏了肚子。(CCL) 

    guō zǐ mín chī huài le dù zǐ 

    Guo Zimin eat ache-LE tummy 

    ‘Zimin Guo ate something bad, causing stomach pain.’ 

b. Sara caused the door to open. (Wolff 2003) 

c. 饮酒会引起高血压。 

   yǐn jiǔ huì yǐn qǐ gāo xuè yā 

   Drink alcohol will cause high blood pressure 

   ‘Drinking alcohol causes high blood pressure.’ 

d. He made his wife cry.  

We will see that the causing event occurs before the caused events and a temporal gap 

between these two events is left in situations depicted by the sentences in (19). ‘Stomach 

pain’ or ‘high blood pressure’ set in some time after exposure to bad food or drinking alcohol. 

A succession of causal chains are involved that lead from the causing event to the caused 

event via a number of smaller steps. Owing to the causal relation, they can still be 

conceptualized as a macro-event, although the possibility is less than the situation involving 

direct simultaneous causation (Wolff 1999, 2003).  

At least 41 patterns of macro-events which are derived from the integration of their 

subevents can be identified. Their conceptualization configurations are visualized within the 
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Space-Time Cube and their corresponding syntactic integration constructions are illustrated in  

both English and Mandarin Chinese. See Appendix 1 for a detailed description. 

3.1.2 Syntactice integration: monoclausality 

When talking about the syntactic integration of two or more different events represented 

by two or more clauses, one essential step is to define and identify monoclausality. 

Monoclausality, or clause union (Cole & Sridhar 1977; Gibson & Raposo 1986; Givón 2001, 

2009), “clause fusion” (Harris & Campbell 1995: 172-194), “complex predication” (Alsina 

et al. 1997; Amberber et al. 2010) or “grammatical blending” (Mandelblit 2000; Mandelblit 

& Fauconnier 2000), refers to the synchronic or diachronic derivational process in which a 

biclausal surface structure, such as a coordinated clause, complement clause, and subordinate 

clause, becomes a monoclausal pattern, or refers to the notion that two semantically distinct 

clauses collapse into a single syntactic clause (Aissen 1974: ix). After clauses integrate 

syntactically into one single independent clause, more than one ‘simplex event’ in 

monoclausal structures is used to express a single ‘conceptual event’.  

3.1.2.1 The criteria of monoclausality 

Monoclausal and biclausal constructions are often distinguished syntactically. However, 

the criteria or diagnostic test for determining monoclausality may vary across languages, 

depending on the internal structure and organization of the language in question (Butt 2010: 

57; Cleary-Kemp 2015: 116; Haspelmath 2016: 298). How can we define a clause as a 

universally applicable comprehensive concept?  

There is an abundant literature on monoclausality and a bewildering variety of 

phenomena are discussed, which occur in typologically divergent languages (Givón 1991; 

2001; Mandelblit 2000; Blom 2005; Butt 2010; Amberber et al. 2010). Previous event-based 

studies of cross-linguistic variation adopted linguistic properties of grammatical structures to 

define what a ‘single event’ is. Aissen and Perlmutter (1983) show that clause union in 

Spanish and Italian can be diagnosed by phenomena such as clitic climbing. Butt (1995) also 

shows that object agreement, anaphora, and control are good tests for monoclausality in Urdu. 

However, such tests must be applied on a language-internal basis, since a test like clitic 

climbing will not apply to languages without pronominal clitics and the Urdu object 
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agreement test will not work for a language which does not allow object agreement (c.f. Butt 

2010: 59). Pawley (1987) compares the way speakers cognize or package unitary ‘events’ 

(conceptual events), defined as the meaning of a clause containing a single ‘event classifier’, 

i.e. verb, to provide lexical evidence for the single versus multiple event status of various 

types of clauses in Kalam and English; while Givón (1991) refutes that Pawlay’s (1987) 

‘conceptual event’ is based on language-specific criteria and the lexical features selected turn 

out to be less cognitively significant as well as less universal. Thus, he proves that 

intonational properties are the more reliable indication of speaker’s cognitive packaging of 

events. But this is also a problematic criterion, because intonation can reflect a lot of different 

aspects of language structure (Bohnemeyer et al. 2007). Haspelmath (2016) uses negation as 

the defining notion for monoclausality, following Bohnemeyer et al. (2007: 501), who “rely 

on the criterion of lack of independent negation as a cross-linguistically applicable test for 

clausehood”. He suggests that we cannot negate part of a clause; we always have to negate the 

entire clause. However, Haspelmath’s argument was disputed by von Prince (2017). She 

points out that negation can be narrow: parts of a clause can be negated while the rest is 

asserted. For example, ‘She gave the number not to the police (but to the medics).→She gave 

the number to someone.’ and there are cases of structures with narrow negation from Daakaka 

that are hard to test for monoclausality.  

In view of the problems above, our proposal here is the ‘macro-event property’ (MEP), a 

semantic property of syntactic constructions used in motion event descriptions, based on a 

sample of 18 languages and introduced by Bohnemeyer et al. (2007), is the most promising 

and relevant criteria suggested in typological studies so far (Bisang 2009; Cleary-Kemp 2015: 

122) to serve as a universal property for a cross-linguistically valid description of 

single-eventhood: 

Macro-event property (MEP): An event-denoting construction has the MEP iff it combines only with 

those time-positional or durational operators that have scope over all sub-events it entails. 

(Bohnemeyer et al. 2010: 48) 

The property of constructions disallowing modifiers access to subevent expressions is 

called the macro-event property. If temporal operations such as adverbials, temporal clauses, 

and tenses necessarily have scope over all subevents encoded by the construction, then the 
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construction has the MEP and the constructions with MEP are identified as descriptions of 

single events. In other words, if the component subevent of a complex event can be located 

separately in time in a syntactic construction, then the construction lacks the MEP and is 

identified as a description of multiple events. For example, 

(20) a. Floyd pushed the door shut. 

   b. Floyd pushed the door and it shut. 

Only in (20b), can the subevents of the complex event be separated out and individually 

modified by temporal adverbials. 

(21)a. Floyd pushed the door shut instantly. 

   b. Floyd pushed the door and it shut instantly. 

c. Floyd pushed the door instantly and it shut . (Bohnemeyer et al. 2007) 

In (21a), the time adverbial instantly has scope over the combination of push and shut. In 

(21b), it only refers to the second shutting event and its temporal relation to the first event of 

pushing. Finally, it refers to the pushing event plus another previously mentioned event. Thus, 

the operation behavior with the temporal adverbs is evidence that the construction in (20a) has 

the MEP while that in (20b) lacks it.  

The advantage of employing the MEP as the primary criterion in a typology of event 

segmentation is its sensitivity to the syntactic ‘packaging’ of event reference (Bohnemeyer et 

al. 2010: 49). Bohnemeyer et al. (2010) further apply MEP to the segmentation of 

causal-chain events in four languages (i.e. Ewe, Japanese, Lao, Yukatek) in order to explore 

to what extent there is uniformity or variation in the parts of the stimulus events that are 

segmented as “macro-events” (i.e. described by expressions that have the MEP). In light of 

the constraints imposed by individual languages on the information about an event that can be 

packaged into certain constructions, the application of the MEP to the segmentation of causal 

chains in this study offers evidence to support that event segmentation is a function of the 

interaction of lexicalization patterns and the availability of morphosyntactic constructions 

(Bohnemeyer et al. 2010: 65).  

In this research, the MEP is also adopted as a heuristic and criteria to examine the 

encoding of causal chains in English and Mandarin Chinese with respect to the question as to 

which type of causal chains (onset or extended causal chains) are more likely to be encoded in 
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constructions that have the MEP and what the syntactic patterns are. 

3.1.2.2 Typical monoclausal syntactic structures 

The product of conceptual event integration is a macro-event, ‘a single simplex event’. 

This notion here is not syntactically constrained by the number of predicates involved. Instead, 

our understanding of macro-event, as a single event, is related to the cognitive and cultural 

construction of the temporal world, i.e. it is limited to the predicates whose occurrences have 

some logical relation, temporal contiguity or share temporal properties, such as the beginning, 

the duration and the end within a single clause. The notion is realized as a monomorphemic 

predicate, such as lexical causatives break, open, freeze, dry, which are transitive verbs with 

the compound semantic structure of ‘action+ result’ and causative meaning, or as a complex 

predicate which designates a construction that involves two or more predicational elements 

(such as verbs, nouns, and adjectives) which predicate as a single unit, i.e. their arguments 

map onto a monoclausal syntactic structure (Butt 2010: 49). Syntactic monoclausality is a 

hallmark for a single conceptual event in linguistic representation. 

A number of constructions are analyzed as coherent, mono-clausal constructions, such as 

serial verb constructions in Mandarin Chinese, tense-aspect-modal constructions, coverb 

constructions, light verb constructions, directional verb constructions, lexical causatives, 

periphrastic causatives, verb particle combinations, etc. Their defining features, typical 

morphosyntactic forms and examples are demonstrated as follows. 

(1) Resultative constructions. We analyze resultative constructions (RC) at the clausal 

level rather than at the compound verb level. Based on Wang (1943/1985: 78), Liu (1998: 3), 

Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1999), Mezhevich (2003) and Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004), 

we consider resultative construction in this study as a generalized category or ‘a family of 

constructions’, which include “action+result”, which describe an activity and a result caused 

by this activity, like chi-bao ‘eat full’, wipe the table clean, and “action+direction”, in which 

the goal PP and directional verb represents an event resulting from directed motion, like ti-jin 

‘kick into’, dance across the room. Directional verb constructions in Mandarin Chinese can 

be categorized as resultative constructions because the complement representing location or 

direction in fact is a result as well (Liu 1998:3). 
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There are five types of resultative constructions in English (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 

1999; Yin 2011: 61-81). Specifically, (i) NP1+Vt+NP2+R(=Adj./PP).  

e.g., (a) Kelly wiped the table clean.   

(b) The man broke the glass into pieces. 

(ii) NP1+ Vt +Reflective Pronoun+R (=Adj./PP). The resultatives in (i-ii) are based on 

transitive verb and the postverbal NP, the patient, is subcategorized by the verb. 

e.g., (a) He drank himself silly.   

(b) He drank himself to death. 

(iii) NP1+Vi+NP2+R (=Adj./PP)     

e.g., (a) The joggers ran the ground flat.  

(b) He sneezed the napkin off the table.  (Goldberg 1995: 152) 

(iv) NP1+Vi + Reflective Pronoun+R (=Adj./PP)    

e.g., (a) She yelled herself hoarse.   

(b) He chanted himself into a trance. 

(v) NP1+Vi+R (=Adj./PP), which is called bare XP resultatives. The resultatives in (iii-v) are 

based on intransitive verbs. 

e.g., (a) The cloth flapped dry in the wind.    

(b) She waltzed out the classroom. 

For these five types, NP1 is the Agent, acting as the subject in the clause and NP2 is the Patient, 

acting as the object. Verb (Vt and Vi) indicates an action and adj/PP indicates the result of 

that action. While each sentence (a) with an adjective as resultative and each sentence (b) with 

a PP as resultative complement represents a change of state (a state-change event), each 

sentence (c) with a PP as resultative complement represents a change of location (a 

location-change event). The first four types are two-argument predicates, while the last type is 

a one-argument predicate. 

By contrast, RCs are more semantically complex with elusive thematic roles in Mandarin 

Chinese than in English. There are at least seven types of resultative constructions (Yin 2011: 

75; Shi 2008: 90-91). 

(i) NP1+Vi+R (=Adj./PP/Vi): (NP1+Vi) + (NP1+R) 

e.g., 水变清了。/老师走进了教室。/他走累了。 
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shuǐ biàn qīng le /lǎo shī zǒu jìn le jiāo shì /tā zǒu lèi le 

Water become clear-LE/teacher walk enter-LE classroom/he walk get tired-LE 

‘The water became clear./The teacher walked into the classroom./He walked and felt 

tired.’ 

(ii) NP1+Vi+R (=Adj./PP) +NP2 : (NP1+Vi) + (NP2+R)  

e.g., 她哭湿了手帕。/他跑出了一身汗。 

tā kū shī le shǒu pà /tā pǎo chū le yī shēn hàn 

she sob wet-LE hanky/he run come out-, LE sweat all over 

‘She sobbed her hanky wet./He ran, sweating all over.’ 

(iii) NP1+Vi +R (=Vt) +NP2 : (NP1+Vi) + (NP1+R+NP2) 

e.g.,  他玩忘了一件事。/他跑丢了十块钱。 

tā wán wàng le yī jiàn shì /tā pǎo diū le shí kuài qián   

he play forget-LE one CLn thing/he run lose LE ten yuan money 

‘He played and forgot something./He ran and he lost ten yuan.’ 

(iv) NP1+Vt+R (=Adj./PP/Vi) +NP2 : (NP1+Vt+NP2) + (NP2+R)  

e.g.: 他穿坏了三双鞋。/他踢进了一个球。/爸爸叫醒了我。 

tā chuān huài le sān shuāng xié tā bǎ qiú tī dào le chǎng wài/bà bà jiào xǐng le wǒ 

he wear break-LE three pair of shoe/he kick enter-LE a ball /Dad call wake-LE me 

‘He wore out three pairs of shoes./He kicked a goal./Dad woke me up.’ 

(v) NP1+Vt1 +R (=Vt2) +NP2 : (NP1+Vt +NP2) + (NP1+R+NP2) 

e.g., 他学会了英语。/他读懂了文章。 

tā xué huì le yīng yǔ /tā dú dǒng le wén zhāng  

he study speak-LE English/he read comprehend-LE article 

‘He studied English and he can speak English./He read the article and he comprehended 

it.’  

(vi) NP1+Vt+R (=Adj.) +NP2 : (NP1+Vt +NP2) + (NP1+R) 

e.g., 小王喝醉了酒/他看腻了球赛。 

    xiǎo wáng hē zuì le jiǔ/ tā kàn nì le qiú sài 

    xiao Wang drink drunk-LE wine./ he watch get tired-LE football match 

    ‘Xiao Wang drank wine and he got drunk./He watched football match and he got tired.’ 
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(vii) NP1+Vt+R(=Adj.): (someone+Vt +NP1) + (NP1+being+R) 

e.g., 衣服洗干净了。/刀砍钝了。/他的手写酸了。 

yī fú xǐ gàn jìng le / dāo kǎn dùn le / tā de shǒu xiě suān le 

cloth wash clean-LE/knife chop blunt-LE/his hand write sore-LE 

‘The cloth was washed clean./The knife was chopped blunt./His hand was written sore’. 

In this case, the subject NP1 has different thematic role. In 衣服洗干净了(“The cloth 

was washed clean.”), ‘cloth’ is the patient. ‘knife’ is the instrument in 刀砍钝了(“The knife 

was chopped blunt”), ‘his hand’ is the body part of the Agent in 他的手写酸了(“His hand 

was written sore” [meaning he wrote until his hand hurt]). 

 Resultative constructions are predicate-complement constructions, while adjectives and 

prepositional phrases act as the complement in English; in addition, adjectives and 

prepositional phrases, transitive verbs, intransitive verbs and directional verbs can also act as 

the complement in Mandarin (Chao 1968: 435-440; Li & Thompson 1981). 

The directional verb constructions (DVC) are usually considered as resultative 

constructions, because the directional verbs (Dv) which indicate the change of moving 

direction is the result of the action. Dvs in Mandarin are a closed set of words, which are 

collocated with other verbs in a direction complement, indicating which direction the action 

of the verb is going in (Liu 1998; Li 2018: 11). 

There are three types of directional verbs: 

Type a: 来(lái ‘come’), 去(qù ‘go’) 

Type b: 上(shàng ‘up’), 下(xià ‘down’), 进(jìn ‘in’), 出(chū ‘out’), 回(huí ‘back’), 过

(guò ‘past’), 起(qǐ ‘rise’), 开(kāi ‘away’), 到(dào ‘to’). 

Type c is produced by merging Type a and b, which includes: 上来(shàng lái ‘come up’), 

上去(shàng qù ‘go up’), 下来(xià lái ‘come down’),下去(xià qù ‘go down’), 进来(jìn lái 

‘come into’), 进去(jìn qù ‘go into’)，出来(chū lái ‘come out’), 出去(chū qù ‘go out’), 回来

(huí lái ‘return come’), 回去(huí qù ‘go back’), 过来(guò lái ‘come over’), 过去(guò qù ‘go 

over’), 起来(qǐ lái ‘get up’), 开来(kāi lái ‘away’), 开去(kāi qù ‘away’), 到……来(dào…lái 

‘come to’),V 到……去(dào…qù ‘go to’)  

The syntactic patterns of DVC with object have two types. Specifically, Type a is V+ Dv 

+ NP. 
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e.g., 他拿起一支笔。 

tā ná qǐ yī zhī bǐ 

he carry up one -CLn pen 

‘He carried up a pen.’ 

Type b has three syntactic patterns, including (i) Dv+V+NP, (ii) V+NP+Dv and (iii) V+ Dv+ 

NP. 

e.g., 他来拿西瓜。/拿证据来！/他拿来一支笔。 

tā lái ná xī guā /ná zhèng jù lái/tā ná lái yī zhī bǐ 

he come take watermelon/take evidence come/he take come one-CLn pen 

‘He came to take a watermelon’./‘Provide the proof!’/‘He took a pen’. 

Type c has four syntactic patterns, which including (i) V+Dv1+Dv2+NP, (ii) V+Dv1+NP+Dv2, 

(iii)V+NP+Dv1+Dv2, and (iv) bǎ+ NP+ V+ Dv1+Dv2 (Zhang & Fang 1995: 91). 

e.g., 踢进去一个球/走出一个人来/推车过去/把车推过去 

 tī jìn qù yī gè qiú /zǒu chū yī gè rén lái / tuī chē guò qù /bǎ chē tuī guò qù  

kick into go one-CLn ball/walk out one-CLn person come/ push bike go over/bǎ bike 

push pass go   

‘ kick a ball in’/ ‘walk a person out’/‘push a bike over’/‘push over the bike’ 

(2) Lexical causative constructions (LCC). A lexical causative, such as break, freeze, 

dry, is associated with direct causation. Moreover, a time or place adverbial can modify it 

only to signify an entire single event. Thus, a lexical causative is a linguistic representation of 

conceptualization as a single cohesive event of an experience associated with a certain 

causative situation. (Shibatani 1973b: 296). The syntactic pattern with object of lexical 

causatives is NP1+ VP + NP2. For example, John broke the glass. 

In Mandarin Chinese, there are three categories of lexical causatives. Two of them are: (a) 

the causativization of nouns, adjectives and intransitive verbs, and (b) transitive verbs with 

the compound semantic structure of ‘action+ result’ and causative meaning, among which 

monosyllabic synthetical verbs boast the largest number.  

e.g., (a)彭泽横琴/(b)这个消息振奋人心。 (Li et al. 2017a) 

    péng zé héng qín/zhè gè xiāo xī zhèn fèn rén xīn 

    Ze Peng lay Chinese zither/ this news encourage people heart 
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    ‘Ze Peng laid a Chinese zither down/This news encouraged people.’ 

In addition, the resultative contruction is taken as the third category of lexical causatives 

in Mandarin (Li et al. 2017a). The examples are shown above in (1). 

(3) Periphrastic causative constructions (PCC). ‘Periphrastic’ means here that the 

causation is indirect or distant. Specifically, the periphrastic causative (or ‘analytic causative’ 

in Comrie’s (1981/1989:160) term) often involves action on the part of the ‘causee’, (i.e. the 

patient which undergoes the change in the causative situation) (Shibatani 1973b: 282-283). 

Furthermore, typical periphrastic causatives tend to use embedding constructions with 

causative light verbs (i.e. make, let, have). A periphrastic causative is a linguistic 

representation of the conceptualization as a single event which is derived from event 

integration, in cognitive terms, and clause union, syntactically (Givón 1984/2001: 45-48, 

2009). The syntactic pattern with object of periphrastic causatives is V1 NP1 (to)V2 (NP2). For 

example, She let him go home./She caused him to switch jobs. (Givón 2009: 85). 

(4) Serial verb constructions (SVC). SVC are special structures in the languages of 

West Africa, Oceania and Asia. They are monoclausal and are used to conceptualize a single 

event, whose intonational properties are the same as those of a monoverbal clause. SVCs have 

only one tense, aspect, and polarity value. (Aikhenvald 2006; Haspelmath 2016). Their 

syntactic pattern with object is V1 (NP1)V2 (NP2).  

e.g., 他拿刀切了肉。 

tā ná dāo qiē le ròu 

He take knife cut-LE meat 

‘He took a knife (and) cut the meat.’ 

(5) Tense-aspect-modal auxiliary verb constructions. Tense-aspect-modality (TAM) 

auxiliary verbs belong to the grammatical system of language that covers the expression of 

tense (relate the time of a situation described to the time of speaking, as in past, present and 

future tenses), aspect (the beginning, middle or end of an event is being referred to, repetitive 

or single occurrence of the event, and whether the event is completed or possibly left 

incomplete) and mood or modality (degree of necessity, obligation, probability, ability) 

(Bybee et al. 1994). A TAM auxiliary verb construction is defined here as a monoclausal 

structure minimally consisting of a lexical verb element that contributes lexical content to the 
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construction and an TAM auxiliary verb element that contributes some grammatical or 

functional content to the construction (Anderson 2006: 7), denoting a single event (Givón 

1984/2001: 79, 2009: 83; Talmy 2000b: 230-237). 

e.g.,  He will eat the apple./He finished writing his homework. 

我吃完了饭。/他咳嗽了一阵。(BCC) 

wǒ chī wán le fàn/ tā ké sòu le yī zhèn。 

I eat finish-LE rice/ he cough-LE a while 

‘I finished eating my meal./He coughed for a while.’ 

(6) Verb particle constructions (VPC). VPC or phrasal verbs are made up of two 

components: a verb and a particle. Phrasal word formation is a productive process in English. 

But while the number of verbal elements in the construction is unrestricted, the particles are a 

closed set of words, and all of them are homonymous with prepositions (the particles have 

properties that are not consistent with prepositions and in certain cases the particles are not 

prepositions at all) or with spatial adverbs. A list for present-day English would at least 

include the following particles: aback, aboard, about, above, across, after, ahead, along, 

apart, around, ashore, aside, astray, asunder, away, back, behind, by, down, forth, forward(s), 

home, in, off, on, out, over, past, round, through, to, under, up (Thim 2012: 11).  

VPC are monoclausal structures, which may represent an activity or state without 

causative meaning, such as he worked abroad/ they talked on/ she sang along, or represent 

causation involving a change of location or state of the patient, such as I’ve used up the ink 

/the log burned up in 1 hour (Talmy 2000b: 242-250). Both cases denote single events. 

The syntactic pattern with object of VPC in English is V+NP+P or V+P+NP. The 

particle may appear before the NP or after it. For example, John threw out the dog. /John 

threw the dog out. 

(7) Coverb constructions (or ‘preverb constructions’). The two predicational elements 

of a coverb construction satisfy the definition of a complex predicate, “which jointly predicate 

and the arguments map onto a monoclausal structure”, denoting a single event (Amberber et 

al. 2007: 209; Rhys 2000: 70). Coverbs are a type of word that shares the features of verbs 

and prepositions which take an object or complement and form a phrase that is restricted to 

the preverbal position in the clause. A coverb appears to be subordinate to a main verb and 
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fulfills a function similar to that of a preposition. 

In Mandarin Chinese, the coverb is a class of morphemes including 跟 gēn ‘with’, 从

cóng ‘from’ , 朝 cháo ‘facing’, 沿 yán ‘along’, 离 lí ‘be apart from’ 在 zài ‘at’, etc. (Chao 

1968: 335; Li & Thompson 1981: 356). The Syntactic form of coverb construction is coverb 

+NP1 + V (NP2). 

e.g.., 我要跟他说话。 

wǒ yào gēn tā shuō huà   

I want with 3sg talk speech 

‘I want to talk with him.’   

(8) Light verb constructions (LVC). LVC are complex predicates in which the verb is 

semantically bleached, and merely expresses aspect, directionality or Aktionsart of the 

predicate. The complex predicate as a whole assigns the semantic roles outside of itself. Some 

common examples crosslinguistically are the verbs for ‘come’, ‘go’, ‘take’, ‘hit’, ‘give’, 

‘throw’, ‘rise’, ‘fall’, and ‘do/make’. Their lexical semantic specifications are so general that 

they can be used in many contexts (Butt 2010: 72). Take a walk describes the same kind of 

event as the base verb to walk. The event nominal walk is part of the predicate within a 

complex predicate. The subject of the sentence is not only understood as the Agent of the verb 

take, but also as the Agent of the event nominal walk. The light verb and event nominal 

sharing arguments correspond to a syntactically monoclausal structure, denoting a single 

event (Givón 1984/2001: 79, 2009:83). The syntactic pattern with an object of an LVC is 

LV+NP.  

e.g., (a) She had a rest/gave a sigh/took a nap. 

    (b) 他给箱子一个推力。 

      tā gěi xiāng zǐ yī gè tuī lì 

      he give box one CLn push force 

‘He gave the box a push.’  

It should be pointed out that no precise and clear-cut line of demarcation can be drawn 

among these categories however, and here we see that even where, in purely formal terms, a 

construction may seem to belong clearly to one or the other type. For example, in Chinese 

grammar, both directional verb constructions such as qǔ chū lái ‘take out-come’/‘take out’, i.e. 
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main verbs followed with directional complements, and resultative constructions like chī-bǎo 

‘eat-full’ and dǎ-sǐ ‘hit-die’ are called predicate-complement construction generally, which 

have certain similar semantic and syntactic properties (Chao 1968: 435-440; Li & Thompson 

1981). In this study, when dealing with Mandarin data, we distinguish these two types and 

analyze them individually. Mandarin resultative constructions are also often lumped together 

with SVCs (Aikhenvald 2006:16), resultative constructions with markers bǎ and bèi in 

Mandarin Chinese are also sometimes referred to as coverb constructions (e.g., Li & 

Thompson 1981: 356) and Mandarin directional verb constructions are treated the same as 

light verb constructions (Butt 2010: 61).  

By employing the MEP as the primary criterion, the results show that the predicates in 

all those constructions describes a single event and not a sequence of conjoined events, 

because the temporal adverbs have scope over the entire predicate, not just one of its predicate 

elements.  

To conclude, conceptually, certain restraints should be satisfied when two events are 

integrated as a single macro-event, for example: some logical relations between them, sharing 

participants, spatial and/or temporal integration or involving the same event-type. Our 

four-dimensional model of event integration argues that macro-events have various 

derivational patterns according to the propertiyes of their multiple subevents, and the derived 

macro-events can be conceptualized at different levels of abstraction, thus they take on 

different degrees of complexity and granularity. For example, ‘The leading group are having 

a meeting’, which contain a number of distinct subevents (someone is taking charge of the 

meeting, someone is speaking and someone is taking notes), is more coarse than he ran out of 

the room, which contains only two events. The number of participants, together with events 

that they performed, determine the number of subevents to be integrated. Correspondingly, 

macro-events are represented by a single clause syntactically.  

To investigate whether the conceptualization of event integration is equivalent to 

syntactic integration in language is of great significance for studying the relationship between 

language and cognition. For example, scholars have paid attention to the integration of 

causative events and the union of the clauses expressing this (Talmy 2000a; Givón 2001; 

Wolff 1999, 2003). Giving attention to the coextensiveness of the causing event with the 
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resulting event (Tamly 2000a: 473; Shibatani 1973a), we classify causation into 

antecedent/indirect causation, onset causation and extended causation. However, relatively 

little (if any) research focuses on the empirical study of the integration of causal events with 

onset causation and those with extended causation. Do the diverse spatio-temporal properties 

of causing events and caused events make a difference in people’s cognition of the integration 

of causal chains and the linguistic encoding thereof? In other words, all other things being 

equal, with which type of causation are two events more likely to be conceptualized as a 

single macro-event and represented by one clause, antecedent/indirect causation, onset 

causation or extended causation? 

The four-dimensional model of event integration in this study is put forward mainly on 

the conceptual and semantic levels; its parallels on the syntactic level are yet to be mapped 

and developed. Meanwhile, this model requires further verification for various syntactic 

patterns from psychological empirical research. Taking causation between events as a case 

study, section 3.2 is devoted to the mapping between conceptual integration and syntactic 

realization of event integration patterns.  

3.2 Event integration model of causation and its patterns 

The integration of cause and effect is a central feature of perception and it is widely 

accepted that a causing event and a caused event may be conceptualized as a macro-event (e.g. 

Michotte 1946/1963; Fauconnier & Turner 2000; Talmy 1991/2000b; Wolff 1999, 2003). 

Based on the general theoretical model of event integration in section 3.1, we extract event 

integration models of causation. Similarly, there are four dimensions triggering the conceptual 

integration of causal chains: causation, spatio-temporal integration, participant integration, 

and event-type integration. As we have discussed in section 2.3.1, three possible 

mereotopological relationships exist between the causing event and the caused event: same 

space and simultaneity, spatio-temporal contiguity, and spatio-temporal antecedence and 

separation, which are corresponding to three types of causation: extended causation (the 

causing event overlapped with the caused event spatio-temporally), onset causation (the 

causing event is contiguous with its caused event), and indirect causation (or antecedent 
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causation in which the causing event is antecedent to and temporally separated from its 

caused event by initiating some process that in the normal course of things terminates in its 

effect). The first two types are the instances of spatio-temporal integration of the causing 

event and the caused event. Participant integration includes a participant in a causal chain 

playing the same role in the causing event and the caused event, and a participant in the a 

causal chain playing different roles. Lastly, event-type integration includes multiple agents in 

a causal chain, multiple patients in a causal chain and both multiple agents and multiple 

patients in a causal chain. See Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Conceptual event integration models of causation 

In the event integration model of causation, the sub-dimensions of event-type, participant, 

spatio-temporal properties and relation permeate throughout and are mingled with each other.  

Seventeen conceptual configurations of event integration of causation which are visualized 

within the Space-Time Cube and their corresponding syntactic integration constructions are 

demonstrated in Table 3.1. The Space-Time Cube (STC) was initially designed by 

Hägerstraand in 1970, and it uses a standard three dimensional image to present 

spatio-temporal data, with X and Y axes being used to visualize space and the Z axis being 

used to present time instead of height (Hägerstraand 1970). STC here represents and records 
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participants in real-world events, the change of their spatial location over time and patterns 

within and the mutual relation between different events. Within the tube, pure colour dots, 

such as , , ,  represent participants with the same participant roles (e.g., agent, patient, 

or instrument) in different sub-events, while mixed colour dots  in black and blue 

represent participants acting as different participant roles (e.g., agent in one subevent and 

patient in another subevent) in macro-events. Line segments A1A2, B1B2, C1C2 etc. stand for 

individual sub-events. Lines in different colour, such as , , , represent different event 

types in space and time. Symbols  represents causal relation between different sub-events. 

The star (*) refers to certain sub-dimensions which establish the event integration. The 

number of stars stands for the number of sub-dimensions that the macro-event possesses or 

the number of the sub-dimensions that the causing event and the caused event integrate.  

Table 3.1 The patterns of event integration of causation (EIC) 

Conceptualization configuration 

of EIC  
Syntactic integration construction Space Time Cube 

Dimensions 

of EIC 

Relation between 

sub-events 

i. Spatial and/or temporal integration 

 

 

multiple 

participants 

conducting 

different 

events 

 

1.same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation 

** 

a. I squeezed the toothpaste out of the tube.  

b. 她从长条沙发下面拖出一个大筐。 

tā cóng zhǎng tiáo shā fā xià miàn tuō chū 

yī gè dà kuāng 

  she from long sofa underneath drag exit 

one-CLn big basket 

  ‘She dragged a big basket out from 

underneath the sofa’. 

A1

time

space
B1

A2 B2

 

2.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

** 

a. I batted the puck across the ice. 

b. 他一脚踢飞了面前的纸板。 

tā yī jiǎo tī fēi le miàn qián de zhǐ bǎn 

he one foot kick fly-LE face front DE 

paper board. 

‘He kicked away the paper board in front 

of him with one kick.’  

A2

A1

B1

B2time

space
 

 

3.same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

a. She cleaned the dish with a rag. 

b. 他拿刀切开了西瓜。 

tā ná dāo qiē kāi le xī guā  

he use knife cut open-LE watermelon. 

‘He cut the watermelon with a knife.’  A1B1C1

time

space

A2B2C2

 

4.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

a.He knocked away a football with a racket. 

b.他用棍子把桌球捅到桌洞里了。 

tā yòng gùn zǐ bǎ zhuō qiú tǒng dào zhuō 

dòng lǐ le  

he use stick BA billard poke arrive 

hole-LE. 

‘He poked the billiard into the hole with a 

stick..’  

A2B2

A1B1

C1

C2time

space
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ii. Participant integration 

a participant 

playing the 

same role in 

multiple 

events 

5. same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation 

*** 

a. The shirt flapped dry in the wind.  

b. 老奶奶痛得直叫唤。 

lǎo nǎi nǎi tòng dé zhí jiào huàn   

Old granny ached DE cried 

‘The old granny cried with pain.’ 

time

space
A3

A1

A2 A4

 

6. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a. He slipped into the water.  

b. 球员受伤被抬到场外。  

  qiú yuán shòu shāng bèi tái dào chǎng wài 

  player get injured BEI carry arrive filed 

outside 

   ‘The player was carried off the field with 

injuries.’ 

A2

A1

A3

A4time

space
 

7. 

antecedent/indirect 

causation 

** 

a. He had a headache from drinking. 

b. 19 岁的小伙砌墙成了百万富翁。 

  19 suì de xiǎo huǒ qì qiáng chéng le bǎi 

wàn fù wēng 

  19 years DE young man erect wall 

become- LE millionaire 

  ‘A 19-year-old young man become a 

millionaire by erecting walls.’ 

A1

A2

A4time

space

A3

 

a participant 

playing 

different roles 

in multiple 

events 

8. same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation 

*** 

a. The candle blew out.  

b. 衣服被染红了。 

yī fú bèi rǎn hóng le   

Clothes bei dyed red-LE 

‘The clothes were dyed red.’ 

time

space
A3

A4A2

A1

 

9. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a. The napkin blew off the table.  

b. 小板凳被踢飞了。 

xiǎo bǎn dèng bèi tī fēi le 

little bench bei kick fly-LE 

‘A little bench was kicked away.’ 

A2

A1

A3

A4time

space

 

10.  

antecedent/indirect 

causation 

** 

a. The old man was murdered by drinking 

arsenic in his coffee. 

b. 鸟被打死了。 

   niǎo bèi dǎ sǐ le  

   Bird bei shoot die -LE 

  ‘The bird was shot to death.’ 

A2

A1

A3 A4

time

space

 

iii. Event-type integration 

multiple 

agents of one 

event type in 

a causal chain 

11. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a.We pushed a boat out into the current. 

b. 众人合力推倒墙。 

zhòng rén hé lì tuī dǎo qiáng  

  Crowd together push down wall 

 ‘The crowd pushed the wall down.’ 

D2
D1

time

space
A1B1C1

A2B2C2

 

12.same space & 

simultaneity, 

extended causation 

*** 

a. Brother and sister jointly pulled a 

drowning girl toward the river bank.. 

b. 十个人吃了一锅饭。 

   shí gè rén chī le yī guō fàn  

   ten CLn person ate-LE one pot rice 

   ‘Ten persons ate one pot of rice.’ 

D2

D1

time

spaceA1B1C1

A2B2C2
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multiple 

patients of 

one event type 

in a causal 

chain 

13.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a.His poking made the wasps fly around. 

b.他碰倒了一堆纸杯子。 

tā pèng dǎo le yī duī zhǐ bēi zǐ  

He knocked fall-LE one pile paper cups 

‘He knocked down a pile of paper cups.’  

B2C2D2

A2

A1

time

space

B1C1D1

 

14.same space & 

simultaneity, 

extended causation 

*** 

a. Dad took home a bag of apples. 

b. 他把一堆书搬到书房。 

tā bǎ yī duī shū bān dào shū fáng 

He BA one pile books carry arrive study 

‘He carried one pile of books into the 

study.’ 

A2

A1

time

space
B1C1D1

B2C2D2

 

both multiple 

agents and 

patients in one 

causal chain 

15. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

event-type 

integration twice, 

contiguous onset 

causation 

**** 

a. The children shook down the chestnuts 

from the tree. 

b.. 他们把那些麻雀给吓跑了。 

tā men bǎ nà xiē má què gěi xià pǎo le     

they BA those sparrows scare run-LE   

‘They scared away those sparrows.’ 

time

space

D2E2F2

D1E1F1

A1B1C1

A2B2C2

 

16.same space & 

simultaneity, 

event-type 

integration twice, 

extended causation 

**** 

a. A gang of poachers were eaten by a pride 

of hungry lions. 

b. 6 万鸡苗被村民们一抢而空。 

6 wàn jīmiáo bèi cūn mín men yī qiǎng ér 

kōng 

60 thousand chicken BEI villagers snatch 

away 

‘60 thousand chickens were snatched away 

by villagers.’ 

time

space

D2E2F2

D1E1F1A1B1C1

A2B2C2

 

iv. relation integration 

multiple 

participants 

engaging in 

different 

events 

successively 

in different 

place 

17. antecedent/ 

indirect causation 

* 

a. Sara caused the door to open. 

b. 郭子民吃坏了肚子。 

guō zǐ mín chī huài le dù zǐ 

  Guo Zimin eat ache-LE tummy 

  ‘Zimin Guo ate something bad, causing 

stomach pain.’ A1

A2

B2time

space

B1

 

 

 Table 3.1 shows that the situations involving extended causation are 1, 4, 5, 8, 12, 14, 16. 

The situations involving onset causation are 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15 and the situations involving 

indirect causation are 7, 10, 17. Even in the same category, the compositionally derived 

macro-events have different patterns of internal structure. Some macro-events with causation 

satisfy one sub-dimension, some satisfy two, some satisfy four. If only one of sub-dimensions 

is met, two events could be conceptualized as a single event.  

3.2.1 Complex degree continuum of macro-event structure with causation 

In terms of the number of sub-dimensions that has been met and integrating patterns, we 

recognize a scale of complexity of the internal structure of macro-events, set out in Figure 3.3. 

It reveals a correlation between various dimensions establishing event integration in the 

conceptualization configuration and the complex degree of macro-event structures.  
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Figure 3.3 The complex degree continuum of macro-event structure with causation 

Specifically, a causing event and a caused event may be conceptualized as a single 

macro-event by satisfying one sub-dimension, such as the macro-events in Group A. In 

(17a-b), the causing event and the caused event occur successively and separately in different 

spatial locations: Agent Sara conducts something which caused the Patient, the door, to open. 

Zimin Guo eating something bad, which initiates some process that in the normal course of 

things terminates in the caused event, his stomach hurting. Conceptually, the 

antecedent/indirect causation links the agent and patient together. Syntactically, the 

periphrastic causative construction ‘cause...to do’ in English and the resultative construction 

‘chī huài’ in Mandarin Chinese packages the causing event and the caused event into a single 

conceptual event. 

Event integration of causation may occur by meeting two sub-dimensions, such as the 

instances 1, 2, 7, 10 in Group B. For one thing, spatio-temporal integration and relation 

integration (e.g., 1 and 2). If multiple participants, Agent and Patient, conduct different events 

simultaneously in the same spatial location, for example, the causing event my squeezing the 

toothpaste by Agent I and the caused event the toothpaste coming out of the tube in (1a), and 

the causing event ‘tā tuō yī gè dà kuāng’ (her dragging a big basket) and the caused event ‘dà 

kuāng cóng zhǎng tiáo shā fā xià miàn chū lái’ (the big basket moving from the underneath 

the sofa) in (1b) may be fused together into single macro-events owing to the extended 

causation between them. Or when Agent exerts force on the Patient, the causing event my 

hitting the puck conducted by Agent I and the caused event the puck moving across the ice in 

(2a), and the causing event ‘tā tī zhǐ bǎn’(his kicking at the paper board) conducted by the 

Agent he and the caused event ‘zhǐ bǎn fēi le’(the paper board flying) occur contiguously. 

Onset causation between them triggers the conceptual integration of a macro-event from two 

of them. Syntactically, the resultative construction ‘squeeze...out of ...’ and ‘bat ...across ...’ in 

English, directional verb construction ‘tuō chū’ and resultative construction ‘tī fēi’ in 

(15, 16) (3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 

11, 12, 13, 14) 
(17) 

 

 

 

 

(1, 2, 7, 10) 

      [*]    <    [**]     <     [***]     <    [****] 
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Mandarin Chinese encode the causing event and caused event into a single clause. 

For another, participant integration and relation integration (e.g., 7, 10). A participant 

takes part in the causing event and the caused event successively and separately, if there is 

antecedent or indirect causation between them, then the two events may be construed as a 

macro-event. The participant can be the Agent or Patient in both the causing event and the 

caused event; for example, he is both the agent of the causing event drinking and the caused 

event having a headache in (7a), 19-year-old young man is both the agent of the event of 

erecting wall and event of becoming a millionaire in (7b). The participant can also be the 

agent in one subevent and the patient in other subevent. For example, the old man is the agent 

of the causing event drinking arsenic in his coffee and the patient of the caused event his 

being murdered in (10a). 

Macro-events may be derived from event integration in the combination of three 

dimensions, such as the cases in Group C. To begin with, spatio-temporal integration,  

dependence relation and causal relation may appear together to establish the integration of 

causal events. For example, instances 3 and 4 are cases of causal chain with an instrument, 

which may be conceptualized as macro-events derived from three subevents: the event or 

process of agent using a tool, the tool acting on the patient, and patient undergoing change. A 

dependence relation exists between the agent and the instrument. All such three subevents, 

her moving a rag, rag scrubbing on the dish, dish becoming clean in (3a) and his 

manipulating a knife, knife cutting the watermelon, watermelon coming apart in (3b) take 

place at the same temporal and spatial location, which comprise an extended causal chain. 

While in (4a-b), the event of the agent using a tool and the tool acting on the patient occur 

co-temporarily and the caused event patient undergoing change takes place immediately at the 

endpoint of them. His using a racket and racket hitting a football happen simultaneously, the 

causing event the football moving away takes place the former two subevents, which compose 

an onset causal chain.  

Furthermore, spatio-temporal integration, participant integration and causation may 

combine together to establish the integration of causal events (e.g., 5, 6, 8, 9). A participant 

plays the role of Agent in both the causing event (the shirt flapping, the old granny feeling 

pain) and the caused event (the shirt becoming dry, the old granny crying)in (5a-b) or acts as 
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Patient in both the causing event (qiú yuán shòu shāng ‘the player being hurt’) and the caused 

event (bèi tái dào chǎng wài ‘the play being carried off the field’) in (6b) or acts as Patient in 

the causing event (someone blowing on the candle; someone dying the clothes) and Agent of 

the caused event (the candle going out; the clothes becoming red) in (8-9). Situations in (5) 

and (8) involve extended causation, in which the causing event and the caused event occur 

simultaneously, while situations in (6) and (9) involve onset causation, in which the caused 

event occur contiguously to the causing event.  

In addition, spatio-temporal integration, event-type integration and causation may 

combine together to establish the integration of causal events (e.g., 11, 12, 13, 14). In 

particular, multiple co-agents act on the same patient in a causal chain in (11-12), causing it to 

change, or one agent act on multiple patient objects in object position, causing them to 

undergo the same change in (13-14). The agent’s application of force and the change of the 

patient may occur contiguously (11, 13) or the same time (12, 14). (11, 13) are cases of onset 

causation, whose caused event (a boat’s moving into the current, qiáng dǎo ‘wall coming 

down’, wasps flying around, a pile of paper cups going down) occur immediately after the 

causing event (our pushing, zhòng rén hé lì tuīqiáng ‘the crowd pushing the wall’, his poking 

and his knocking); by contrast, (12, 14) are cases of extended causation, whose causing event 

(brother and sister jointly pulling, ten persons eating, dad’s taking and his carrying) takes 

place at the same time with the caused event (a drowning girl floating toward the river bank, 

one pot of rice being gone, a bag of apples moving home and one pile of books moving into 

the study).  

Syntactically, lexical causative constructions (3a), periphrastic causative constructions 

(13a), verb+adj. (5a), directional verb constructions (4a, 6a, 12a, ), and verb particle 

combinations (8a, 9a, 11a, 14a) in English are employed to package the causing event, the 

caused event and the tool-using event (if any) into the monoclausal structures. In Mandarin 

Chinese, serial verb constructions (3b, 4b, 6b, 11b), ‘de’ construction (5b), resultative 

constructions (8b, 9b, 13b), lexical causative constructions (12b), and directional verb 

constructions (14b) are employed to package multiples events in causal chains into a single 

conceptual macro-event. 

Event integration may be established by meeting four sub-dimensions: the combination of 
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spatio-temporal integration, double event-type integration, and relation integration, such as 

the cases in Group D. Multiple agents as subjects conduct the same type of event to multiple 

patients almost in the same spatio-temporal location, causing the patients to change their 

location or state contiguously or simultaneously, for example, in macro-events 15 and 16. 

Both subjects and objects are construed as two wholes. The sub-events are conceptualized as 

macro-events by the same spatio-temporal location, double event-type integration, and 

contiguous onset causation or extended causation between the agent-whole and patient-whole.  

In summary, macro-events with causation have various patterns of integration and 

different scales of complexity of their internal structure. It is safe to say that the more 

dimensions of conceptual event integration are met, the more complex the internal structure of 

the derived macro-events will be. However, one point that needs to be made clear is that the 

scale of complexity is not the same as the degree of integrity. Whether the derived 

macro-events, by satisfying the four sub-dimensions, have more compactness or are tighter 

than those satisfying only one sub-dimension, needs more empirical investigation. 

3.2.2 An event-integration hypothesis on onset and extended causation 

The degree of clause integration will be taken as indicative of the degree of event 

integration (Givón 2001, 2009). How are onset and extended causation represented in 

language? How are onset and extended causation represented in cognition? According to 

event integration theories, in both cases, a whole causal sequence of events may be 

conceptually integrated as a single macro-event owing to spatio-temporal proximity and the 

causal relation between them (Whitehead 1929; Talmy 1991; Moltmann 1997; Levin & 

Rappaport Hovav 1999; Cerversato & Montanar 2000; Givón 2001, 2009) and syntactically 

integrated into a single clause-structure construction. However, different degrees of 

spatio-temporal proximity of the causing event and the caused event in causal chains results in 

two patterns of event integration. In onset causal chains, the caused event occurs immediately 

after the ending of the causing event (Talmy 2000a: 308 note 7). Thus, conceptually, onset 

causal chains have two temporal endpoints. By contrast, the causing event and the caused 

event occur simultaneously in extended causal chains; thus, two endpoints of the causing 

event and the caused event overlap into one.  
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Various types of integration of onset causal chains and extended causal chains are 

demonstrated in Table 3.1. In this study, we will focus on the first four types, because we 

consider that Type 1 and 2 represent the integration of prototypical non-instrumental extended 

causal chains and onset causal chains respectively, and Type 3 and 4 represent the integration 

of prototypical instrumental extended causal chains and onset causal chains respectively. In 

addition, Type 1 and 2 have the same degree of complexity; and Type 3 and 4 have the same 

degree of complexity. And both pairs differ in terms of different spatio-temporal relations 

between the causing event and the caused event. 

We propose the hypothesis of event integration of extended and onset causal chains, 

which says: 

Onset causal chains are more likely to be construed as two or more events and 

represented by more than one clause due to the contiguity of the endpoint of the 

causing event and the starting point of the caused event; while extended causal chains 

are more likely to be construed as one event and encoded by a monoclausal structure 

owing to the coextensiveness of the causing event and caused event. 

One of the research objectives of this study is to investigate whether there is any difference in 

the integration of subevents of onset causal chains and extended causal chains both 

conceptually and linguistically. Confirmation of the hypothesis of conceptual and linguistic 

integration of a causal sequence of events in these two types of causal chains is a critical step 

towards this goal. We will test this hypothesis with empirical studies, reported on in Chapter 5 

and 6. 

3.3 Summary 

In summary, this chapter has improved and developed the current theories on event 

integration (for example, Talmy 1991; Moltmann 1997; Givón 1984/2001, 2009) by 

proposing a four-dimensional model for event integration to explain which events can be 

conceptualized as a single macro-event and encoded with a monoclausal construction as well. 

This model is defined by four constructs or dimensions: spatial and/or temporal integration, 

participant integration, event-type integration and relation integration, which are used 
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independently or used together to determine the patterns of conceptual integration of events.  

One of the basic advantages of this four-dimensional model is that it delimits the range of 

possible patterns by providing a detailed examination of the macro-event structures of various 

types and syntactic integration of clauses. This model is at work under a wide range of 

divergent situations because as long as only one of the sub-dimensions of a particular 

dimension is met, two subevents could be conceptualized as a single macro-event. The second 

advantage is that the model makes it possible and applicable to compute the complexity 

degree and granularity of events. Finally, it establishes the link between language and 

cognition. It is recognized that languages differ in how they encode cross-related events, 

including causative events (Bohnemeyer et al. 2007, 2010). Many questions about the 

interface between event conceptualization and language production can be discussed and 

explained within the framework of this four-dimensional model, for example, whether event 

conceptualization/integration is affected by the perceiver’s native language? Is the judgment 

of event integration in cognition consistent with syntactic integration in language? 

In this dissertation, we will focus on cross-linguistic differences on the conceptual 

integration and morphosyntactic representations of causal events between Mandarin and 

English speakers, specifically onset causal chains of events and extended causal chains of 

events, and the relation between the speakers’ cognitive packaging of different types of causal 

chains and their linguistic encodings. 
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Chapter 4  Methodology 

 

In this chapter, the elicitation method and contrastive analysis for the current dissertation 

are elaborated. Specifically, the present study follows the elicitation paradigm of event 

representation developed by Language and Cognition Group, Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics (see Bohnemeyer et al. 2007, 2010). The aim is to bring evidence to attest 

the psychological reality regarding event integration. Section 4.1 introduces elicitation 

method and section 4.2 elaborates contrastive analysis method. The main methodology is 

illustrated as follows. 

4.1 Elicitation method 

According to Bohnemeyer (2014), elicitation is an approach to data gathering which 

involves maximally three principal components: a stimulus, a task, and a response. In any 

kind of linguistic elicitation, the stimulus may be a target language utterance, a contact 

language utterance, a linguistic representation of some state of affairs, a nonverbal 

representation of some state of affairs, or a combination of any of the above. The response 

may consist of a target language utterance produced by the speaker, a judgment of 

well-formedness, truth conditions, etc., or again a linguistic (e.g., paraphrase) or nonlinguistic 

(e.g., demonstration, act-out tasks) representation of some state of affairs. All possible tasks 

may then be defined as mappings between possible stimuli and possible responses 

(Bohnemeyer 2014: 15).   

Elicitation methods include direct and indirect methods (Olson & Biolsi 1991). Direct 

methods refer to direct reporting of verbalizable knowledge, which include techniques such as 

interviews, questionnaires, observation of task performance, and think out aloud protocols. 

Indirect methods involve inferences about knowledge based on other behavior, such as 

multidimensional scaling, hierarchical clustering, repertory grid analysis additive trees, 

general weighted networks, etc. 

In event research, oral elicitation is one of the frequently used methods. For example, in 

Berman & Slobin (1994), an oral elicitation method was designed in which the story of the 
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wordless picture book Frog Where Are You? was used as a stimulus to collect motion 

expressions. The process was videotaped or recorded when participants were narrating the 

frog story and then all the narratives were transcribed for the convenience of extracting 

motion expressions. Bohnemeyer et al. (2007) used 11 short animated videos representing 

complex motion events for a production task to elicit motion constructions from 18 languages. 

These stimuli consist of animated clips of geometric shapes (e.g. circle, square, U-shape 

container, etc.) that participate in different scenarios involving change of location or change 

of state. Bohnemeyer et al. (2010) used both the Event Integration Questionnaire and Event 

Complexity (ECOM) video clips as stimuli to elicit narratives of casual chains in Ewe, 

Japanese, Lao and Yukatek. The oral data were then analyzed in terms of MEP, syntactical 

properties and lexicalization patterns. In Slobin et al.’s (2014) event naming task, motion 

descriptions were collected from speakers of five languages: English, Polish, French and 

Spanish, and Basque. Participants were all native speakers of the language. The stimuli were 

34 video clips of 7–10 seconds showing people moving about in real environments.   

Elicitation, as a widely used experimental method, has several advantages. Firstly, the 

speakers are prompted to produce spontaneous, authentic and mostly natural language. The 

researchers can get access to the lexical and syntactic choices according to their standards in 

their natural linguistic and visual contexts, thus ensuring the ‘ecological validity of the 

investigation’. Secondly, elicitation method allows the researcher to control the experiment. 

All participants describe the same stimulus; therefore, their lexical and syntactic choices can 

be compared across groups and languages (Pavlenko 2011: 205). Thirdly, the responses of the 

elicitation method produced by the speaker may be in various forms, such as linguistic 

utterances, a judgment, truth conditions, or demonstration, etc., which reflect the speakers’ 

on-line linguistic encoding and thinking and cognitive processing. Thus different responses 

may be employed to study the relationship between language and cognition.   

However, it cannot be denied that the elicitation method has some weaknesses as well. 

The scope of the data is limited to the third person description due to the constraint of the 

online time pressure of oral description and the controlled nature of the visual stimuli, but 

some participants may avoid mentioning particular external referents owing to the narrative 

nature of the task (Pavlenko 2011: 205). Nevertheless, the strengths of this method outweigh 
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its weaknesses and questionnaire or other non-linguistic tasks and increased numbers of 

participants may make up missed information. In this study, the elicitation method was 

employed to collect data.  

4.1.1 Stimuli 

In order to test the theoretical framework of event integration, 36 standardized video 

clips were designed for the cross-linguistic comparison, each 2- to 8-seconds long, showing a 

great variety of motion events performs by humans, which included 18 videos involving onset 

causation (12 of them without instrument and 6 with instrument) and 18 videos involving 

extended causation (12 of them without instrument and 6 with instrument). Most of them 

were filmed by the researcher with the cooperation of the members of Cognitive Linguistic 

Research group in Beihang University. Some of the videos were generously offered by Prof. 

Jürgen Bohnemeyer and his colleagues from University at Buffalo, the State University of 

New York (SUNY at Buffalo) in the 2016 summer workshop of Beihang University in 

Beijing. These were originally designed for the project on Causality Across Languages (CAL) 

with the aim of assessing the relation between the semantic and syntactic complexity of causal 

representations across languages. Inspired by their investigation, we added the instrument 

parameter in the causal chain and the temporal parameter between a causing event and a 

caused event in order to investigate conceptual and linguistic integration of a causal sequence 

of events in extended causal chains and onset causal chains.  

The stimuli depicting causal chains all display an agent (young man or middle-aged 

woman, boy or girl, clearly visible) actively exerting a force on a clearly identifiable object or 

person and causing certain change to the object or person. 

Thus, linguistic encoding of the two types of causal chains and the conceptual judgment 

of the same events provide a good testing ground to see whether there is any similarity or 

difference in conceptual event structure and syntactic construction of causative events 

between English and Mandarin Chinese. 

Those video clips were used in a pilot study in 2017. Participating in the were 31 English 

speakers, including 8 Britons, 16 Americans, 5 Canadians, and 3 New Zealanders. Through 

the pilot study, some typical problems about the experiment were revealed. For example, in a 
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scene involving extended causation — a man walking into the classroom, turning around, 

and pushing a door closed with his hand — some participants were inclined to describe every 

component action (walking, turning, and pushing), while some just focused on the major 

events, closing the door. We were only interested in the causal chains in which the causing 

event is the only one necessary and sufficient condition leading to the occurrence of the 

caused event, like a man’s pushing event leading to the door’s closing directly; however, the 

extra events, such as the man’s walking and turning, may definitely affect the result of their 

judgment of subevent numbers in the particular video clip. Thus, we re-edited the video and it 

only involved a man pushing a door closed with his hand. In this case, unnecessary disturbing 

factors were excluded so as to ensure the consistency of the variable for the whole group of 

stimuli.  

Another problem was that during the pilot study, when requiring the participants to judge 

the number of events which occur in each video clip, the investigator was asked one question 

quite often that ‘what do you mean by event?’. Thus, it is necessary for the researcher to 

explain the definition of ‘events’ first. The answer may be like this: ‘By event, we mean 

certain changes, including location change or state change as it occurs to an entity, an object, 

or a person’. It is common that we understand “change” in different ways and construe the 

same event with different granularity. It is for this reason that we can discuss about 

participants’ conceptualization of causal chains and the integration of causative events. 

This pilot study had implications for the formal experiments. Considering those 

problems, we redesigned the videos. Table 4.1 is a detailed illustration of 12 non-instrumental 

extended causal chains (Clip Number 1-12) and 6 instrumental extended causal chains (Clip 

Number 13-18 in blue box) and Table 4.2 is a description of 12 non-instrumental onset causal 

chains (Clip Number 19-30) and 6 instrumental onset causal chains (Clip Number 31-36 in 

blue box). 
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Table 4.1 Clip descriptions for non-instrumental and instrumental extended causal chains 

G. N. Causing event Resulting event 
N

o
n

-i
n

st
ru

m
en

ta
l 

g
ro

u
p
 

1 Man opened a door Door opened 

2 Woman inflated a balloon Balloon expanded 

3 Man lifted a blanket A corner of the blanket rose 

4 Woman walked a bike  Bike moved onto the slope 

5 Woman opened a book  Book opened 

6 Man plucked a flower Flower broke off the stem 

7 Man dragged a box Box moved outside the room 

8 Boy piggybacked a girl upstairs Girl moved upstairs 

9 Man pulled a weed Weed came out from the ground 

10 Man closed a door Door closed 

11 Man drew the curtains Curtains got shut 

12 Boy tore a cloth  Cloth ripped into 2 pieces 

In
st

ru
m

en
ta

l 
g
ro

u
p
 13 Man pierced a tomato with a chopstick Tomato got perforated 

14 Man crushed a bottle with a brick  Bottle became flat 

15 Man took off a T-shirt with a poke  T-shirt moved off the clothesline 

16 Man broke a plate with a broom head Plate broke 

17 Woman cut a paper Paper was divided into 2 halves 

18 Man chopped a carrot with a knife Carrot broke into 2 halves 

  

Table 4.2 Clip descriptions for non-instrumental and instrumental onset causal chains 

G. N. Causing event Resulting event 

N
o
n

-i
n
st

ru
m

en
ta

l 
g
ro

u
p
 

19 Woman kicked a football Ball rolled outside the door 

20 Sportsman touched a trophy Trophy fell 

21 Man pushed a sofa Sofa hit against a wall 

22 Man pulled a curtain Curtain was closed  

23 Boy threw a basketball Basketball landed in the net 

24 Man pushed a swing Swing swung to and fro 

25 Man moved a box by giving it a pull Box moved away 

26 Man hit the stacked cups Cups overturned  

27 Woman blew on a bottle Empty bottle fell off the piano 

28 Man gave a door a push Door closed 

29 Woman punched a man in the stomach Man bled 

30 Warrior kicked a messenger Messenger fell into a pitch 

In
st

ru
m

en
ta

l 
g
ro

u
p
 

31 Man cut an apple with a pair of scissors Apple fell into a basket 

32 Golf player hit a golf ball lightly Golf ball moved into the hole  

33 Man touched a swing with a racket Swing swayed 

34 Man sent an iceblock with a fork Iceblock floated to another man 

35 Man overturned a cup tower with a 

broom 

Cups overturned  

36 Man hit the football away with a racket Ball rolled to the tree 

file:///D:/installed/Dict/8.5.3.0/resultui/html/index.html#/javascript:;
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4.1.2 Participants 

There are two groups of participants. Group 1: The participants were 30 juniors of 

different majors from Hubei Polytechnic University, all native Chinese speakers, ranging 

from 20 to 23 years old, consisting of 11 males and 19 females. All participants completed the 

elicitation sessions with full consent and were rewarded with prepared gifts. 

Group 2: The participants were 34 undergraduates at the University of Birmingham or 

Newman University (UK), including 16 males and 18 females, ranging from 19 to 25 years 

old, with English as their mother tongue. All the participants gave their consent before the 

elicitation and received 10 pounds as payment for their participation.   

4.1.3 Tasks 

The participants were instructed to (1) judge the number of events which occur in each 

video clip (event judgment task to indicate conceptual event integration) and name the 

subevents succinctly (to make clear the relation between events); (2) overtly describe what 

happened in the video clips presented and use full sentences (online event description). The 

goal of task 1 is to investigate whether speakers package the causing event, the resulting event, 

and the instrument-using event (if any) into one single conceptual event and the goal of task 2 

is to elicit as wide a range of causative constructions as possible from their causality-entailing 

descriptions of the clips. We are interested in particular in monoclausal responses that have a 

single or complex predicate. 

Gennari et al. (2002) find that language-specific patterns can mediate event 

categorization performance. In their experiment, when Spanish or English speakers were 

asked to describe the events in their mother tongue first and then to perform similarity 

judgments for motion events, it turned out that the linguistic encoding affected their choices. 

In order to avoid the influence of linguistic naming on event categorization, we, therefore, 

required both Mandarin and English speakers to describe the situation involving extended or 

onset causal chains immediately after the event segmentation task.  

4.1.4 Procedures 

The researcher conducted the experiment from July 26 to 28, 2018, in the hall of Library 

T2 of Hubei Polytechnic University (PRC) for Mandarin speakers and carried out the 
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experiment from November 15 to 19, 2018, in the libraries of the University of Birmingham 

and Newman University (UK) for English speakers. All participants performed the tasks 

individually in a single 20-minute session. They were seated in front of a laptop screen. The 

whole procedure is as follows: 

Firstly, they were given a consent copy (available separately) which was written in the 

target language and they signed their names on the form if they were willing to take part in 

the experiment.  

Secondly, in order to ensure the participants have the same language background, the 

demographic questionnaire available as a separate document was completed with each 

participant and their details were entered in the demographic data log (spreadsheet). This 

information was tied to a participant ID.  

Thirdly, both Mandarin and English speakers were tested in their native language. The 

researcher gave them the instructions in either Mandarin Chinese or English as follows: 

在这次实验中，您将观看一系列短视频。每段视频，您需要完成两个任务：第一，判断这个视频中

发生了几件事情。如果有包含多个事件，请简要说出事件的名称；第二，描述视频中发生了什么事

情？请尽量使用自然的、随意的口语化的语言，不要用科学的或技术性的语言描述出每一个动作。

请选用较普遍的表达，又可以指代视频中发生的整个事件。如果有必要，我可以重复播放。需要注

意的是，这些视频非常简单，而我们将会在英国寻找英国人做同样的实验，所以请不要担心您的答

案听起来很明显以及重复。 

In this experiment you will watch a series of short video clips. For each clip, you need to finish two tasks. 

Firstly, judge how many events occurred within this clip. If there is more than one event, please name them 

concisely; secondly, describe ‘what happened’ in the video. Please try to provide natural, casual and 

colloquial descriptions, not scientific or technical answers. You may watch the clip repeatedly if you need. 

Note, a similar version of this experiment will be run with a Chinese group, so please do not be concerned if 

the clips are pretty easy and your answers seem obvious and repetitious. 

 

After the instruction, the participants were asked whether they had any questions. Then 

they watched two practice videos as the training phrase, one of which included onset 

causation and the other included extended causation. Participants were again given the chance 

to ask questions.  

Fourthly, the researcher played each video on the laptop for the participants and if the 

researcher thought the participant might not have caught the whole thing, she played it again 

as many times as necessary. All participants viewed the videos in random order. The task was 

audio-recorded and then transcribed and analyzed in the original language.  
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4.1.5 Data collection and transcription 

The study involved an event-number judgment task for conceptual event integration and a 

production task for the purpose of eliciting extended causal event constructions and onset 

causal event constructions. The initial transcripts of English-speakers were completed by the 

author and those of Mandarin-speakers were accomplished by the cooperation of the author 

and a postgraduate of China University of Geosciences, Beijing. Two proofreaders, a native 

Mandarin speaker working as assistant professor in Corpus Linguistics in a Chinese 

university and a native English speaker who is a doctor of history in Northumbria University, 

did the word-by-word and line-by-line revisions for the Mandarin and English transcripts 

respectively. 

4.1.6 Data coding 

The causative constructions produced by Mandarin and English speakers in task 2 were 

transcribed. All descriptions elicited were coded and classified according to Bohnemeyer’s3 

system. The initial output of this analysis is an inventory of causative descriptions categorized 

into response types (RTs) and analyzed to determine the type of their central causative coding 

device. The data coding procedures were as follows. 

Step 1: List all valid descriptions which have been elicited. A description of a stimulus 

clip can be considered a valid response to the task to the extent that it can be treated as 

expressing or implicating the causal relation between the causing and caused events 

represented in the clip. 

According to Bohnemeyer3, the descriptions should be causal chain entailing sentences. 

That is, they entail the existence of the causing event (involving the CAUSER), the resulting 

event, and a causal link between the two. Both the CAUSER and the AFFECTEE must be 

invoked in the description. Some expressions provided by the participants did not contain 

resulting events, which were deleted as invalid data. For example: 

S30V14 He hit the bottle with a brick.         (Instrumental extended causal chain) 

S6V26 He knocked the cups with his hands.    (Non-instrumental onset causal chain) 

S23V36 The man hit the football with a tennis racket. (instrumental onset causal chain) 

 
3Jürgen Bohnemeyer, Training Workshop Program on Causality Across Languages (CAL), Beihang University, Beijing, 

China, 22-27 June 2016. 
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Step 2: Identify the central causative coding device (CCCD) of the descriptions and 

classify the nuclei. A ‘nucleus’ expresses an event predicate, although all lexical categories 

can serve as nuclei of syntactic projections. In the following examples, blue was used for 

nuclei that encode the causing event, red for nuclei that encode the caused event, and green 

for nuclei that encode both: 

S19V26 A man knocked over a stack of cups. 

S23V34 He used a stick to push the ice.  

S15V31 A man cut an apple, causing it to fall into a basket.  

S16V25 The cart moved because he pulled it. 

P10V24 男人故意使秋千荡起来。 

  nán rén gù yì shǐ qiū qiān dàng qǐ lái  

  man on purpose make swing swing rise 

  ‘A man made the swing start to swing on purpose.’ 

P17V2 一个人把气球吹大了。 

yī gè rén bǎ qì qiú chuī dà le  

one CLn bǎ balloon blow big-LE 

‘A person blew up the balloon.’ 

P30V20 一个足球运动员用手将奖盘掰到了地上。 

 yī gè zú qiú yùn dòng yuán yòng shǒu jiāng jiǎng pán bāi dào le dì shàng 

 One CLn football sportsman use hand jiāng trophy move arrive-LE ground 

 ‘A football sportsman used his hand to move the trophy to the ground.’ 

P14V33 一个人用一个网球拍把秋千打了一下，秋千晃动起来。 

yī gè rén yòng yī gè wǎng qiú pāi bǎ qiū qiān dǎ le yī xià, qiū qiān huǎng dòng qǐ lái 

one CLn person use one CLn tennis racket bǎ swing hit-LE one CLv, swing  

waggle rise 

‘A person used a tennis racket to hit a swing, it started to waggle.’ 

Step 3: Identify the cores represented by the nuclei and any causal connectives (‘clause 

linkers’). A ‘core’ comprises a nucleus, its syntactic arguments and modifiers, and the 

‘operators’ — function words and inflections — expressed by this clause. Causal connectives 

are causative devices and they facilitate the combination of clauses. In the following, square 
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brackets were used to demarcate the cores. Those underlined are causal connectives. 

S19V26 [A man knocked over a stack of cups]. 

S23V34 [He used a stick to push the ice].  

S15V31 [A man cut an apple], [causing it to [fall into a basket]].  

S16V25 [The cart moved ] because [he pulled it]. 

P17V2 [一个人把气球吹大了]。 

yī gè rén bǎ qì qiú chuī dà le  

one CLn bǎ balloon blow big-LE 

‘A person blew up the balloon.’ 

P30V20 [一个足球运动员用手将奖盘掰到了地上]。 

 yī gè zú qiú yùn dòng yuán yòng shǒu jiāng jiǎng pán bāi dào le dì shàng 

 One CLn football sportsman use hand jiāng trophy move arrive-LE ground 

 ‘A football sportsman used his hand to move the trophy to the ground.’ 

P14V33 [一个人用一个网球拍把秋千打了一下]，[秋千晃动起来]。 

yī gè rén yòng yī gè wǎng qiú pāi bǎ qiū qiān dǎ le yī xià, qiū qiān huǎng dòng qǐ lái 

one CLn person use one CLn tennis racket bǎ swing hit-LE one CLv, swing  

waggle rise 

‘A person used a tennis racket to hit a swing, it started to waggle.’ 

Step 4: Categorize the response type, which is a set of causative expressive devices 

included in the CCCD and the morphosyntactic relations among them. The MEP test was 

used as the criteria for determining monoclausality. Different forms of temporal modification 

such as a moment later or at eight thirty, were used to test the acceptability of the 

causal-chain representations and whether they belong to the monoclausal structure or have the 

MEP or not. Table 4.3 lists the CCCDs and RTs of the above examples. The oral data were 

then analyzed in terms of subevent integration patterns, syntactical properties and 

lexicalization patterns. 
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Table 4.3 CCCD and RTs of some examples 

Example CCCD RT label MEP 

S19V26 [A man knocked over a stack of 

cups]. 
knocked over 

Verb particle 

construction 

Yes 

S23V34 [He used a stick to push the ice]. 
He used a stick to push the ice. 

V+to do 

construction 

Yes 

S15V31 [A man cut an apple], [causing it 

to [fall into a basket]].  

A man cut an apple, causing it to fall into 

a basket. 

non-restrictive 

attributive clause 

No 

S16V25 [The cart moved] because [he 

pulled it]. 
The cart moved because he pulled it. 

adverbial clause No 

P17V2 [一个人把气球吹大了]。 

yī gè rén bǎ qì qiú chuī dà le  

one CLn bǎ balloon blow big-LE 

‘A person blew up the balloon.’ 

把......吹大 bǎ constructions 

(+resultative 

construction) 

Yes 

P30V20 [一个足球运动员用手将奖盘掰

到了地上]。 

 yī gè zú qiú yùn dòng yuán yòng shǒu 

jiāng jiǎng pán bāi dào le dì shàng 

 One CLn football sportsman use hand 

jiāng trophy move arrive-LE ground 

 ‘A football sportsman used his hand to 

move the trophy to the ground.’ 

一个足球运动员用手将奖盘掰到了地

上。 

serial verbal 

constructions 

Yes 

P14V33 [一个人用一个网球拍把秋千

打了一下]，[秋千晃动起来]。 

yī gè rén yòng yī gè wǎng qiú pāi bǎ qiū 

qiān dǎ le yī xià, qiū qiān huǎng dòng qǐ lái 

one CLn person use one CLn tennis 

racket bǎ swing hit-LE one CLv, swing 

waggle rise 

‘A person used a tennis racket to hit a 

swing, it started to waggle.’ 

一个人用一个网球拍把秋千打了一下，

秋千晃动起来。 

progressive 

compound clauses 

No 

 

When coding the data, it is important to note that the description the speaker provided 

without encoding the resulting event intended for the clip was considered as invalid. 

Therefore, we have two semantic raters for each language group judge whether those 

sentences of task 2 in Mandarin and English involve the resulting event or not. The semantic 

raters agreed with each other with a Pearson correlation of .835** and .964** (p = .000) for 

Mandarin data and English data respectively (correlation is significant at the 0.01 level, 

2-tailed), which were relatively high. The total data number for each group are shown in 

Table 4.4. The numbers in the brackets ([]) are the sum of invalid data. 
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Table 4.4 The total valid data number of elicitation task 

                            Tasks 

   Language groups 

 

 

Causal chains 

Task 1:  

Event-number judgment 

(cognition) 

Task 2:  

Linguistic description  

(language) 

Mandarin 

speakers  

(N= 30) 

English 

speakers 

(N= 34) 

Mandarin 

speakers  

(N= 30) 

English 

speakers 

(N= 34) 

non-instrumental extended causal chains (I
－

ECC) 360 408 359 [-1] 408 

instrumental extended causal chains ( I
＋

ECC) 180 204 175 [-5] 203 [-1] 

non-instrumental onset causal chains ( I
－

OCC) 360 408 359 [-1] 406 [-2] 

instrumental onset causal chains ( I
＋

OCC) 180 204 177 [-3] 195 [-9] 

4.1.7 Data analysis tools 

This study used IBM SPSS Statistics 2.0 to conduct the following tasks. 

(1) The Chi-square statistic, a non-parametric (distribution free) tool, was used to analyze 

whether the type distribution is even or not, such as the distribution of 1-event, 2-event and 

3-event types in event segmentation tasks and the distribution of 1-clause and 2-clause types 

in clausal structures of causal chains in both Mandarin and English groups.  

(2) Independent Sample T-tests in order to compare the mean proportion of the 

single-event classifications and that of the single-clausal constructions for two types of causal 

chains. 

(3) One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) to reveal a significant or insignificant 

difference between the single-event and multiple-event classifications and between the 

monoclausal and bi-clausal constructions for each type of causal chain in the Mandarin- or 

English-speaking groups. 

(4) A Pearson product-moment correlation to assess the relationship between the 

proportion of the single-event classifications and that of the mono-clausal encoding forms for 

various causal chains. 

(5) A simple linear regression was calculated to predict the proportion of the single-event 

classifications based on that of the monoclausal constructions and to predict the proportion of 

the monoclausal constructions based on that of the single-event classifications.  

In addition, the counts and percentages of proportions are put on bar charts to show the 

variance between or among the items and to add quantitative evidence to the relevant 

qualitative analyses. MATLAB (2018a) is used to plot the data points on a chart and fit 

regression model.  
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4.2 Contrastive analysis 

 ‘Contrastive analysis’ and ‘contrastive linguistics’ are often used indiscriminately, but 

the latter is the more general term and may be used to include developments from applied 

contrastive analysis (Johansson 2003: 41 note 3). Following Ebeling and Ebeling (2013), we 

consider that contrastive analysis (CA) is not a theoretical school within linguistics, such as 

cognitive linguistics, and neither is it aimed at studying a particular area of language, as 

psycholinguistics. Rather it is a practice-oriented linguistic research methodology, which 

systematically compares two or more languages at a particular level in the context of a chosen 

theoretical framework, with the aim of describing and explicating their similarities and 

differences (Fisiak 1981; Johansson 2007: 1; Ebeling & Ebeling 2013: 13). Researchers 

involved in doing contrastive work prefer different terms, such as contrastive analysis (James 

1980), contrastive studies (Krzeszowski 1990) or simply cross-linguistic analysis or study 

(Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 1999; Hasselgård 2012). All three terms mean more or less the 

same (Ebeling & Ebeling 2013: 13), and are regarded as synonymous for the purpose of this 

study. 

Based on the aims of contrastive studies (CS), Fisiak (1981) divides CS into “theoretical” 

and “applied” contrastive studies. According to him, theoretical contrastive studies are 

performed for their own sake, while applied contrastive studies are performed for the purpose 

of some application, especially applications in language teaching. In another sense, a 

contrastive study may be theoretical, without any immediate application, or it may be applied, 

i.e. carried out for a specific purpose. Fisiak also stresses that theoretical contrastive studies 

“do not investigate how a given category present in language A is represented in language 

B...they look for the realization of a universal category X in both A and B” (Fisiak 1981: 2). 

CA is not a unified field of study, which can be conducted on different levels, for example, 

phonology, syntax, morphology, semantics, lexis, text, discourse-pragmatics, culture, 

conceptual structures (Lado 1957; James 1980; Brdar-Szabó & Brdar 2003; Goddard & 

Wierzbicka 2008).  

Language comparison and contrast is of great interest in both a theoretical and an applied 

perspective. “It reveals what is general and what is language specific and is therefore 
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important for the understanding of language in general and for the study of the individual 

languages compared” (cf. Johansson 2007: 1). Contrastive analysis is not merely relevant for 

second language teaching but it can also make useful contributions to machine translation and 

linguistic typology. However, CA has faced some criticisms on its theoretical foundation and 

methodological practice. One of these criticisms is that language learning cannot be 

understood by a purely linguistic study. Besides, contrastive analysis can predict only some of 

the learning problems. These problems are related to interference. So those who were 

concerned with language teaching turned instead to the new disciplines of error analysis, 

performance analysis or interlanguage studies, and contrastive analysis was rejected by many 

as an applied discipline (Johansson 2007: 2). 

In spite of the criticism of applied contrastive analysis, contrastive studies were continued 

and their scope was broadened. Along with the rise of cognitive science since the 1980s, we 

witness a revival of interest in contrastive studies due to the mutual cross-fertilization 

between contrastive studies and cognitive linguistics. Cognitive linguistics is not only capable 

of providing a healthy theoretical platform for contrastive analysis, but also opening new 

research issues that have not been within the scope of contrastive analysis. At the same time, 

contrastive linguistic research has immense potential in validating or falsifying some claims 

put forward by cognitive linguistics, which is inherently biased towards stressing the more 

universal aspects of language (Brdar-Szabó & Brdar 2003). A large number of event 

researchers have investigated cross-linguistic event conceptualization and lexicalization 

patterns from a contrastive analysis point of view (Talmy 1972, 1985b, 1991; Pawley 1987; 

Berman & Slobin 1994; Aikhenvald 2006; Amberber et al. 2010; Slobin et al. 2014; 

Papafragou 2015; Haspelmath 2016, just to name a few). 

This dissertation is a theoretical contrastive study, looking for the conceptualization and 

linguistic realization of two universal categories—onset causation and extended causation—in 

English and Mandarin Chinese in the context of the framework of event integration. The 

languages being compared have an equal status. The text for contrastive analysis here comes 

from two tasks of elicitation experiments: event-number judgment and event description, 

which are used to explore conceptual event integration and syntactic integration of subevents 

in onset causal chains and extended causal chains.  
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According to James (1980), doing a contrastive analysis involves two steps: description 

and comparison (James 1980: 63). In this study, firstly, we describe Mandarin and English 

data individually and exhaustively under the same theoretical model—the framework of event 

integration. Secondly, we contrast the relevant forms, including their physical properties, their 

meanings, and their distributions of conceptual event integration and syntactic integration,  

and identify the similarities and differences existing among the two languages. The 

comparison focuses on types and structures rather than tokens. Specifically, the properties of 

conceptual event integration and syntactic integration are compared on both the interlingual 

and intralingual levels: 

① Conceptual event integration (CEI): In the mind of Mandarin speakers and English 

speakers, which case is more inclined to be conceived as a single event: 

• a non-instrumental extended causal chain (I
－

ECC) or a non-instrumental onset 

causal chain (I
－
OCC)?  

• an instrumental extended causal chain (I
＋
ECC) or an instrumental onset causal 

chain (I
＋
OCC)? 

② Syntactic integration (SI): In Mandarin and English, in which case is a whole causal 

sequence of events linguistically more likely integrated into a single clause-structure 

construction: 

• a non-instrumental extended causal chain (I
－

ECC) or a non-instrumental onset 

causal chain (I
－
OCC)?  

• an instrumental extended causal chain (I
＋
ECC) or an instrumental onset causal 

chain (I
＋
OCC)? 

③ Is there any difference between an instrumental extended causal chain (I
＋
ECC) and a 

non-instrumental extended causal chain (I
－
ECC), or an instrumental onset causal chain (I

＋

OCC) and a non-instrumental onset causal chain (I
－

OCC), in terms of CEI and SI?  

④ Mapping from CEI to SI: within Mandarin and English, in which case does speakers’ 

cognitive packaging of events map to their linguistic encoding best? In other words, are 

conceptual integrations of various types of causal chains universal and independent of their 

syntactic integration? Or are the two kinds of integration linked with language shaping 

thought? 
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⑤ What are the similarities or differences between Mandarin Chinese and English in 

terms of CEI, SI, and the mapping from CEI to SI of four types of causal chains? 

The first three kinds of contrastive analysis were conducted within-language, Mandarin 

or English, while the fourth and last kind was conducted between Mandarin and English. Such 

an analysis will reveal the similarities and differences with respect to the five layers in the 

languages compared in this study, Mandarin and English.  

4.3 Summary 

In this study, our empirical focus is the conceptual integration of causal events and the 

syntactic integration of their encoding in Mandarin- and English-speaking participants 

through elicited production tasks, comparing these results to investigate the similarities and 

dissimilarities in event integration of extended causal chains and onset causal chains. The 

elicitation procedures for the current study have been explained and levels of contrastive 

analysis have been visualized in this chapter. The results and discussion concerning the above 

questions will be given in Chapter 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Specifically speaking, Chapter 5 

focuses on the results and discussion about the conceptual integration of the causing event, 

the caused event and a tool-using event, if any. Chapter 6 focuses on the results and 

discussion about the syntactic integration of their linguistic representation. Chapter 7 reports 

the results of the question of in which case the speakers’ cognitive packaging of events is 

more consistent with their linguistic encoding and analysis the underlying cognitive 

mechanisms. 
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Chapter 5  Conceptual Event Integration of Onset and Extended 

Causal Chains 

 

In task 1, both Mandarin and English speakers gave their judgment on the number of 

events associated with extended causal chains and onset causal chains. Our purpose was to 

ensure that both groups would identify the events according to a similar procedure and the 

goal of the task was to test whether they would differ in terms of their conceptualizations of 

the event integration and their reflective judgment of extended/onset causal chains as a single 

event or more events.  

Section 5.1 reports the findings of contrastive analysis for task 1: conceptual event 

integration of onset and extended causal chains (I
－
OCC, I

＋
OCC, I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC). Section 

5.2 is the discussion and section 5.3 summarizes this chapter. 

5.1 Results 

The intra-linguistic and cross-linguistic results of the conceptual event integration of 

various causal chains are presented as follows.  

5.1.1 Overview of total number of judgement made per group 

What are the speakers’ preferences in event type (macro-or subevents, single or multiple 

events) when judging the causally-related events depicted in the video stimuli? Table 5.1 and 

Figure 5.1 show the mean proportion of single-event classifications (as opposed to 

multiple-event classifications) for both Mandarin and English speakers who saw 

non-instrumental extended and onset causal chain (I
－

ECC and I
－

OCC) events, and 

instrumental extended and onset causal chain ( I
＋

ECC and I
＋
OCC) events.  

     Clearly, causal chains were classified in different ways. In their conceptualization, 

speakers judged causal chains as macro-events and multiple sub-events. A non-parametric 

chi-square test was conducted, which showed that single-event vs. multiple-event judgments 

for I
＋

OCC in Mandarin-speaking group, those for I
－

ECC, I
＋

ECC and I
－

OCC in both 

language groups reveal an uneven distribution, X4a
2 (1, N = 180) = 64.80, p4a < 0.05; X1a

2 (1, 
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N = 360) = 5.38, p1a < 0.05; X2a
2 (1, N = 180) = 42.71, p2a < 0.05; X3a

2 (1, N = 360) = 170.84, 

p3a < 0.05; X1b
2 (1, N = 408) = 357.66, p1b < 0.05; X2b

2 (1, N = 204) = 145.02, p2b < 0.05; X3b
2 

(1, N = 408) = 10.04, p3b < 0.05. However, the percentages of single-event vs. multiple-event 

judgments of I
＋
OCC for English speakers did not differ, X4b

2 (1, N = 204) = 0.02, p4b = 0.89 > 

0.05. 

Table 5.1 Proportion of event-segmentation patterns of causal chains in Mandarin and English group 

         Types of cc 
 N.of events 

 

 

language groups 

extended causal chains onset causal chains 

1. I
－

ECC  2. I
＋

ECC 3. I
－

OCC  4. I
＋

OCC 

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 

a.Mandarin 

speakers 

1 event 202 56.1 66 36.7 56 15.6 36 20 

2 events 158 43.9 107 59.4 296 82.2 123 68.3 

3 events 0 0 7 3.9 8 2.2 21 11.7 

Total 360 100 180 100 360 100 180 100 

b.English 

speakers 

1 event 395 96.8 188 92.2 236 57.8 101 49.5 

2 events 13 3.2 16 7.8 170 41.7 101 49.5 

3 events 0 0 0 0 2 0.5 2 1 

Total 408 100% 204 100 408 100 204 100 

    Descriptive analyses in Table 5.2 show that for Mandarin speakers, while single-event 

classifications (M1a = 16.83, SD1a = 3.30) were marginally higher than multiple-event 

classifications (M1b = 13.17, SD1b = 3.30) for I
－
ECC, single-event classifications (M2a = 4.67, 

SD2a = 3.42; M3a = 11.33, SD3a = 7.99; M4a = 6.33, SD4a = 4.23) were lower than 

multiple-event classifications (M2b = 25.33, SD2b = 3.42; M3b = 18.67, SD3b = 7.99; M4b = 

23.67, SD4b = 4.23) for I
－

OCC, I
＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC.  

By contrast, in English-speaking group, single-event classifications (M5a =32.92, SD5a = 

1.56; M6a = 19.67, SD6a = 8.42; M7a = 31.33, SD7 = 2.80) were dramatically higher than 

multiple-event classifications (M5b = 1.08, SD5b = 1.56; M6b = 14.33, SD6b = 8.42; M7b = 2.67, 

SD7b = 2.80) for I
－

ECC, I
－

OCC and I
＋

ECC, single-event classifications (M8a = 16.67, SD8a = 

8.14) were just marginally lower than multiple-event classifications (M8b = 17.33, SD8b = 8.14) 

for I
＋
OCC.  
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Table 5.2  Proportion of single-event vs. multiple-event classifications of causal chains 

Types of causal chains N. 
Total 

Freq.   
Freq. % Min. Max. Mean St.D 

M
an

d
ar

in
-s

p
ea

k
er

s 

1. I
－

ECC 
a. single event 12 

360 
202 56.1 12 23 16.83 3.30 

b. multiple events 12 158 43.9 7 18 13.17 3.30 

2. I
－

OCC 
a. single event 12 

360 
56 15.6 0 13 4.67 3.42 

b. multiple events 12 304 84.4 17 30 25.33 3.42 

3. I
＋

ECC 
a. single event 6 

180 
66 36.7 4 22 11.33 7.99 

b. multiple events 6 114 63.3 8 26 18.67 7.99 

4. I
＋

OCC 
a. single event 6 

180 
36 20 0 10 6.33 4.23 

b. multiple events 6 144 80 20 30 23.67 4.23 

E
n
g
li

sh
 s

p
ea

k
er

s 

5. I
－

ECC 
a. single event 12 360 

 

395 96.8 29 34 32.92 1.56 

b. multiple events 12 13 3.2 0 5 1.08 1.56 

6. I
－

OCC 
a. single event 12 360 

 

236 57.8 2 30 19.67 8.42 

b. multiple events 12 172 42.2 4 32 14.33 8.42 

7. I
＋

ECC 
a. single event 6 180 

 

188 92.2 28 34 31.33 2.80 

b. multiple events 6 16 7.8 0 6 2.67 2.80 

8. I
＋

OCC 
a. single event 6 

180 
101 49.5 4 26 16.67 8.14 

b. multiple events 6 103 50.5 8 30 17.33 8.14 

N.：the number of samples (video clips). 

Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted to reveal a significant difference 

between single-event and multiple-event classifications for I
－

ECC, I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in 

Mandarin speaker, F1 (1, 22) = 7.42, p1 < 0.05; F2 (1, 22) = 219.09, p2 < 0.05; F4 (1, 10) = 

50.45, p4 < 0.05; while no significant difference between single-event classifications and 

multiple-event classifications was found for I
＋
ECC in the Mandarin-speaking group, F3 (1, 10) 

= 2.53, p3 > 0.05. By contrast, a significant difference was confirmed between single-event 

and multiple-event classifications for I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC in the group of English speakers; F5 

(1, 22) = 2484.78, p5 < 0.05; F7 (1, 10) = 313.39, p7 < 0.05; while no significant difference 

between single-event classifications and multiple-event classifications was found for I
－
OCC 

and I
＋
OCC in the group of English speakers, F6 (1, 22) = 2.41, p6 > 0.05; F8 (1, 10) = 0.02, 

p8 > 0.05 (see Figure 5.1). 
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Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 5.1 Mean proportion of event-segmentation patterns of causal chains 

The conclusion is that Mandarin speakers were more likely to classify I
－
ECC as single 

events instead of multiple events; they were more prone to classified I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as 

multiple events instead of single events. Roughly half of the Mandarin participants classified 

the videos containing I
＋

ECC as referring to single events while the other half classified them 

as referring to multiple events.  

In contrast, English speakers were more likely to classify I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC as single 

events instead of multiple events. However, the distribution for I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC for 

English speakers was bimodal: roughly half of the them classified the videos containing I
－

OCC or I
＋
OCC as referring to single events while the other half classified them as referring to 

multiple events. 

5.1.2 Single-event classifications within a language group: extended causal chains vs. 

onset causal chains  

The descriptive data show that for the Mandarin speakers, single-event classifications for 

I
－
ECC (M1a = 16.83, SD1a = 3.30) were higher than I

－
OCC (M2a = 4.67, SD2a = 3.42) and the 

mean proportion of single-event classifications for I
＋
ECC (M3a = 11.33, SD1a = 7.99) were 

slightly higher than I
＋

OCC (M4a = 6.33, SD4a = 4.23). Similarly, for English speakers, by 

comparison, single-event classifications for I
－
ECC (M5a = 32.92, SD5a = 1.56) were also 

higher than I
－

OCC (M6a = 19.67, SD6a = 8.42) and single- event classifications for I
＋
ECC 
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(M7a = 31.33, SD7a = 2.80) were higher than I
＋
OCC (M8a = 16.67, SD8a = 8.14).  

As shown in Figure 5.2, independent Samples t-tests were conducted to compare the 

mean proportion of single-event classifications between I
－
ECC and I

－
OCC, between I

＋
ECC 

and I
＋

OCC. The analyses revealed the difference in terms of single-event classifications for I

－
ECC vs. I

－
OCC is significant in both Mandarin- and English-speaking groups; t1 (22) = 8.87, 

p1 = 0.00; t3 (11.76) = 5.36, p3 = 0.00, two-tailed.  

 

Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 5.2  Mean proportion of single-event classifications for extended and onset causal chains 

There was also a significant difference in terms of single-event classifications for I
＋
ECC 

vs. I
＋
OCC in English-speaking group; t4 (6.17) = 4.17, p4 = 0.01, two-tailed. However, no 

significant difference was found between I
＋
ECC vs. I

＋
OCC in the Chinese group; t2 (7.59) = 

1.36, p2 = 0.21, two-tailed.  

The comparative results support that both Mandarin and English speakers were more 

likely to classify I
－
ECC than I

－
OCC as single events. English speakers are more likely to 

classify I
＋
ECC than I

＋
OCC as single events. By contrast, as to I

＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC, the 

difference was not significant in term of being judged as single events by the Mandarin 

speakers.  
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5.1.3 Single-event classifications within a language group: non-instrumental causal 

chains vs. instrumental causal chains 

Independent Samples t-tests were conducted to compare the mean proportion of 

single-event classifications for I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC and compare that for I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. 

For Mandarin-speakers, there was no significant difference in the proportion of single-event 

classifications for I
－
ECC (M1a = 16.83, SD1a = 3.30) vs. I

＋
ECC (M3a = 11.33, SD3a = 7.99); t1 

(5.87) = 1.6, p1 = 0.16, two-tailed and I
－

OCC (M2a = 4.67, SD2a = 3.42) vs. I
＋
OCC (M4a = 

6.33, SD4a = 4.23); t2 (16) = − .90, p2 = 0.38, two-tailed. Similarly, in English-speaking group, 

no significant difference was found in the proportion of single-event classifications for I
－
ECC 

(M5a = 32.92, SD5a = 1.56) vs. I
＋
ECC (M7a = 31.33, SD7a = 2.80); t3 (6.60) = 1.29, p3 = 0.24, 

two-tailed and I
－
OCC (M6a = 19.67, SD6a = 8.42) vs. I

＋
OCC (M8a = 16.67, SD8a = 8.14); t4 (16) 

= 0.72, p4 = 0.48, two-tailed. 

The results show that, for extended and onset causal chains, both Mandarin and English 

speakers classify non-instrumental types and instrumental types (I
－
ECC, I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and 

I
＋

OCC) as single-events with the same proportion. The variable of instrument does not have 

any effect on event-number judgments when perceiving scenes involving extended causal 

chains and onset causal chains (See Figure 5.3). 
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Note: no star  means no significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 5.3 Mean proportion of single-event classifications for non-instrumental and instrumental causal 

chains 
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5.1.4 Single-event classifications of causal chains: cross-linguistic differences 

Independent sample t-tests show that the performance of Mandarin and English speakers 

yielded wide differences in single-event classifications of various types of causal chains, 

namely I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC, I

＋
ECC, I

＋
OCC. The English speakers were overwhelmingly more 

likely to classify causal chains as as single events than Chinese speakers were; t1 (15.7) = 

−15.3, p1 = 0.00; t2 (14.53) = − 5.72, p2 = 0.00; t3 (6.21) = − 5.78, p3 = 0.00; t4 (10) = − 2.76, 

p4 = 0.02, two-tailed. 

Taken together, the results show that single-event classifications for causal chains are 

language-specific. The language used strongly correlates with the type of conceptual event 

integration. Specifically, English speakers show a higher proportion of integrating the 

subevents in various types of causal chains as a macro-event (See Figure 5.4). 

        

Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 5.4 Mean proportion of single-event classifications on causal chains between Mandarin and 

English speakers 

5.2 Discussion 

The conceptualization of causal chains is in essence event conceptualization, whose main 

conceptual task is to build up conceptual entities representing spatio-temporal constellations 

of the external world. Causal chains emerge from multiple kinds of dynamic input data, e.g., 

auditory and spatial, which are segmented by the conceptual system into meaningful units. 

Similarly, event integration of causally-linked events in cognition can be investigated through 

the cognitive processing of visual and dynamic events. Both segmentation and integration 
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take place before being transformed into linguistic expressions.  

Levelt’s (1989: 9, 1999) model of language production studies the interface between 

linguistic and conceptual knowledge. Four main components have been distinguished in the 

process of language production from a psychological perspective: the conceptualizer, the 

formulator, the articulator and self-monitoring. The conceptualizing subprocess involves the 

construction of a ‘preverbal message’ (discrete propositional output) that can be encoded 

linguistically, on the basis of an internal, perceived event conceptualization. In other words, 

the conceptualizer transforms the encyclopedic knowledge relevant to the speaker’s 

communicative intention into a format which is expressible in a given language (Carroll et al. 

2003: 4). To meet such demands, three subtasks have to be solved: (1) subdividing a 

continuous multimodal input stream into ‘perceptual units’; (2) building up conceptual 

representations from these ‘percepts’, (3) combining the conceptual representations to 

preverbal messages (Guhe et al. 2000). All these tasks have to be solved before specific 

linguistic devices at the levels of lexical and syntactic knowledge are activated (Levelt 1999).  

Following Levelt’s model, Habel and Tappe (1999) propose a more detailed theory of 

the different processes that take place in the conceptualizer, According to them, these 

processes involved in event conceptualization include segmentation, selection, structuring, 

and linearization (cf. also von Stutterheim & Nüse 2003). The segmentation process combines 

principles of separation and principles of grouping. It operates on the (perceptual) input that is 

segmented into meaningful basic units (segmentation), and two or more of these units are 

integrated together to form more complex entities (grouping or integration) if possible (Habel 

& Tappe 1999: 131; Guhe et al. 2000: 86). The structuring process builds up multilevel 

hierarchical structures from these meaningful basic units. Selection, includes choosing the 

components of every individual event that the speaker wishes to represent. In this subprocess, 

components are understood as conceptual building blocks, such as entities, spaces, times, 

properties, actions/states that can be described in terms of propositional units. As can be 

inferred, the processes of segmentation and selection relate to what the speaker chooses to 

verbalize – that is, the content of the verbalization. Structuring is a process which involves 

choosing a specific frame of reference with respect to the event components of time, space 

and person. Three conceptual components are entailed in the process of temporal structuring: 
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predicated type and argument roles representing the event; a timeline that consists of an 

abstract sequence of temporal intervals; and the subject who conceptualizes, the 

observer/speaker. The conceptualizer has to decide how to link substance to time structure 

and how the events should be related to each other (von Stutterheim & Nüse 2003: 865). 

Finally, linearization ensures that the units selected for verbal representation can be presented 

in a format which conforms with the one-dimensional medium of language. A speaker in this 

stage needs to decide what to say first, what to say next, etc. (Levelt 1989: 138). The 

linearization process thus involves word ordering. 

Some empirical evidence shows that the preverbal message has to be constructed on the 

basis of language-specific principles of information organization in the conceptualizer. When 

dealing with a linguistic task, these principles act as a filter that guides the speaker’s 

allocation of attention, determines the type of information selected and how this is structured 

at the macro- and micro-structural level (cf. Habel & Tappe 1999; von Stutterheim & Nüse 

2003; Flecken et al. 2013).  

Based on perceived stimuli from video clips and stored knowledge about the external 

world, the event-number-judgment task concerns itself with processes of conceptualization of 

events, which was used to test how speakers conceptualize extended and onset causal chains 

of events when purely counting events. Combined with the significant differences found in 

single-event classifications (vs. multiple-event classifications) for various causal chains in the 

Mandarin- and English- speaking groups, the results were analyzed separately for each 

language group in order to verify whether they similarly conceptualize the same scenes  

which involve extended causation or onset causation.  

In what follows, three planning processes or cognitive aspects will be illustrated in detail 

to investigate the conceptual event integration, namely segmentation (integration), temporal 

and instrument structuring.  

5.2.1 The Mandarin and English speakers’ event segmentation patterns of causal chains 

 Following Habel and Tappe (1999: 131) and Guhe et al. (2000: 86), we hold that 

segmentation includes both principles of separation and principles of integration. The former 

refers to the process of decomposing complex situations into smaller events, processes or 
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states. The latter refers to the process of grouping subevents into a more complex and 

hierarchical macro-event, or fusing shorter processes or states into a longer process or state, in 

accordance with their features of temporal boundedness. The first and most obvious 

observation is that when conceptualizing extended causal chains and onset causal chains, 

speakers of Mandarin and English resort to different event-construal methods. Looking at the 

level of granularity with which causal chains were segmented conceptually in the minds of the 

two language groups, different integration patterns showed up for the four types of causal 

chains. 

Table 5.1 showed that, when segmenting I
－
ECC, the Mandarin speakers and the English 

speakers had almost the same preference for patterns of event conceptualization. In 

Mandarin-speaking group, 56.1% of the speakers construed I
－
ECC as a single event and 

43.9% segmented them as 2 subevents. Similarly, the vast majority of English speakers 

(96.8%) integrated I
－

ECC as a single event and just 3.2% of the English speakers 

individuated them as 2 subevents. However, by and large, the Mandarin and the English 

speakers differed in the patterns of event conceptualization in which they segmented I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. While three segmentation patterns showed up in Mandarin speakers, only 

two patterns were used by the English speakers (only a small percentage of the English 

speakers segmented I
－
OCC [0.5%] and I

＋
OCC [1%] as 3 subevents, which may be ignored). 

Specifically, in the Chinese group, for example, 36.7% of the Mandarin speakers segmented I

＋
ECC as a single event, 59.4% segmented them as 2 subevents and 3.9% segmented them as 

3 subevents. By contrast, the majority of English speakers (92.2%) integrated I
＋
ECC as single 

event and just 7.8% of them construed I
＋

ECC as 2 subevents.   

When exposed to the same visual stimulus, in the case of the I
－
ECC, video clip 2 “a 

woman blew up a balloon”, for instance, the Chinese participant N. 17 segmented the 

situation in the following way: 

P17V2: “这个视频里有一个事件：女人吹大气球。” 

‘One thing occurred in this video: the woman blew up a balloon.’ 

British subject N. 7 also segmented the situation in the same way: 

S7V2: “ There is one thing in this video clip: she blew up the balloon.” 

For Mandarin speakers N. 17 and English speakers N. 7, the non-instrumental extended causal 
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chain was integrated as an independent and indivisible event. Lots of data about the causal 

chain were merged into one macro-event, including the causing event, the caused event and 

causal relation, entities such as agent, patient and instrument (if any). However, some 

Mandarin and English speakers, gave a more fine-grained resolution to the scene. For 

example,  

P9V2: “这个视频里有两个事件：一是这个女的吹气球；二是气球被吹大了。” 

‘There are two events in this video, the one thing is this woman blew up a balloon; 

the other thing is the balloon was blown up.’ 

S1V2: “there are two events in this video: event Number 1: her blowing up the 

balloon; event Number 2: the balloon’s expanding” . 

For P9 and S1, the non-instrumental extended causal chain were two separate subevents, the 

causing event and the caused event. 

Another example, in the case of the I
＋
OCC, video clip 33 “a man swung a swing by 

using a racket’, some Mandarin speakers and English speakers segmented the situation as one 

macro-event:  

P11V33: “这个视频里有一个事件：这个人用网球拍推动秋千。” 

“There is one thing in this video clip: This man used a racket to push a swing.” 

S10V33: “ One event occurred here: He pushed the swing with a tennis racket.” 

Some participants individuated it as two subevents, the causing event and the caused event: 

P12V33: “这个视频里有两个事件：1. 这个人推一下秋千；2. 秋千摇摆。” 

“Two events here: first, the man gave an push to a swing; second, the swing swung.” 

S15V33: “Two events are here: a man pushed the swing and the swing moved.” 

Some participants even segmented it more specifically into three subevents, including the 

tool-manipulating event, agent’s action and the caused event, the patient’s change of state. 

P17V33: “这个视频里有三个事件：一、男人用网球拍；二、（他）推； 三、

秋千荡起来。” 

“There are three events here: first, the man used a racket; second, he pushed; and 

third, the swing started to move.” 

S3V33: “There are three events here: N. 1: event is the man held a racket; N.2: he 

pushed the swing. N.3: the swing moved.” 
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The differences in segmentation patterns may be referred to as differences with respect to 

granularity (von Stutterheim & Nüse 2003). The definition of event granularity is given in 

section 1.3.4. People view the world at different levels of granularity, which means they 

profile events or entities at different levels of precision in conceptualization. Conceptualizing 

events at different granularities and our ability and to switch among these granularities is 

fundamental to our intelligence and flexibility (Hobbs 1985). When participants consider a 

complex dynamic situation involving an extended causal chain or onset causal chain as an 

integrated whole and conceptualize it as one macro-event, they looked at the causal chain at a 

coarse-grained size. As they alternate among the granularities, moving from a coarse-grained 

perspective to a more fine-grained perspective, the event conceptualization of causal chains 

become more complex. Then the same extended causal chain or onset causal chain can be 

construed as two or more small, simple, and detailed micro-events or subevents.  

The general tendency was such that the Mandarin speakers segmented I
－
OCC and I

＋

OCC in a more fine-grained way, as multiple events, while they segmented I
－
ECC more 

coarse-grained and as single events. There was no significant difference in the proportion of 

single-event classifications and that of multiple-event classifications as to I
＋
ECC. Whereas, 

for British subjects, I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC were segmented more coarse-grained and as single 

events. There was no significant difference in the proportion of single-event classifications 

and that of multiple-event classifications for I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. The differences among the 

four types of causal chains with respect to the degree of integrity in the two language groups 

can be diagrammed as follows: 

 
Figure 5.5 The continuum of integrity degree of causal chains in Mandarin- and English-speaking group 

respectively 

Mandarin speakers 

multiple events a single event 

I
－
ECC I

＋
ECC 

I
＋

OCC  

I
－

OCC  

English speakers 

multiple events a single event 

I
－
ECC  

I
＋
ECC 

  

I
－

OCC   I
＋
OCC 
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5.2.2 Event segmentation and temporal structuring of causal chains 

Next, attention will be directed to temporal contours of causal chains. We assume 

that different temporal structuring of causal chains plays a role in event conceptualization 

patterns and event integration. The second obvious observation is that both Mandarin and 

English speakers preferred to construe I
－

ECC as single events, compared to I
－
OCC, and they 

were more prone to conceptualize I
＋
ECC as single events, compared to I

＋
OCC. The main 

reason may lie in the different temporal relation between component events. Figure 5.6 

schematically depicts the real situations that subevents occur in in extended and onset causal 

chains.  

a.  

 

b. 

 

Non-instrumental extended causal chain (I
－

ECC) Non-instrumental onset causal chain (I
－

OCC) 

c. 

 

d. 

 

Instrumental extended causal chain (I
＋

ECC) Instrumental onset causal chain (I
＋

OCC) 

＊Note: x, y, z are instances of events. x refers to agent’s causative action; z refers to tool-effect event; y refers to 

patient’s changing event. 

Figure 5.6 Temporal structuring of four types of causal chains 

As visualized in Figure 5.6 (also within the Space Time Cube in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3), 

a non-instrumental extended and onset causal chain consists of two subevents: a causing event 

and a caused event. For the former, the causing event and the caused event occurred 

simultaneously; for the latter, the caused event starts immediately at the endpoint of the 

causing event. An instrumental extended and onset causal chain consists of three subevents: 

an agent’s tool-manipulating event, a tool-functioning event and a caused event. The first two 

subevents together are usually contrued as a causing event. For instrumental extended causal 

chains, the three subevents occur cotemporarily and cover exactly the same time stretch; 

whereas with instrumental onset causal chains, the subevents of agent’s manipulating the tool 

and the tool functioning on the patient occur simultaneously. The caused event takes place 

y 
x 
z 

x 
y x 

y 

x 
z 

y 
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right after the end of them. Therefore, in an extended causal chain, whether with instrument or 

not, the starting point of the causing event is exactly the starting point of the caused event. 

The entire overlap in the temporal dimension of the causing event and the caused event 

permits people to conceptualize them as exactly the same single event. By contrast, the 

causing event completely precedes and occurs contiguously to the caused event in onset 

causal chains. Their sequential order of occurrence, on the one hand, permits people to 

construe an onset causal chain as a single event, with the endpoint of the causing event and 

starting point of the caused event merged into the same one. On the other hand, the sequential 

temporal organization of an onset causal chain, whether with instrument or not, makes a small 

number of participants separate one event from another and describe them as two independent 

events.  

To summarize, the results regarding temporal structuring of extended causal chains and 

onset causal chains in event-integration patterns showed that both Mandarin and English 

speakers basically behaved similarly. Compared with onset causal chains, whether with 

instrument or not, extended causal chains showed a significant preference to be construed as 

single macro-events compared with onset causal chains, in which causally-linked events 

merged into an integrated segmentation pattern with a low degree of granularity. Thus, the 

contrastive results of the experiment for speakers of Mandarin and English in the current 

study support our predictions of event integration of extended and onset causal chains (in 

Chapter 3) that the temporal sequence of the occurrence of the causing event and the caused 

event correlate with the conceptualization of causal chains and the integration of 

causally-linked events in cognition. 

5.2.3 Presence of an instrument or not and event integration of causal chains 

In the on-line event apprehension and classification task, no significant difference was 

found between the number of single-events segmented for non-instrumental causal chains and 

instrumental causal chains in both language groups in terms of the integration of 

causally-linked events. In other words, I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC exhibited the 

same degree of event granularity in both languages. The appearance of an instrument or not 

made no difference for people’s event segmentation and event integration of causal chains in 
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cognition.  

 In Croft’s idealized cognitive model (ICM), he emphasizes that if an instrument is 

present, it is an integral part of the action of an event (cf. Smith 1997: 21). According to him, 

when a causal chain is used for representing events, the essential components include agent, 

instrument, patient, and action, besides cause and effect (Croft 1991: 166; 2012: 222). At the 

same time, causal chains without instruments pervade throughout the life. Thus, both types of 

causal chains are very typical for human being, which may explain why the presence of an 

instrument or not made no difference for both Mandarin- and English-speaking groups in 

terms of event-number judgement of causal chains in cognition.  

5.3 Summary 

The present chapter centers around the conceptual event integration for extended and 

onset causal chains in the mind of Mandarin speakers and English speakers. The findings are 

as follows: firstly, when conceptualizing extended and onset causal chains, speakers of 

Mandarin and English resort to different event-construal methods. The difference was that the 

Mandarin speakers tended to classify I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC as multiple events, but they were 

more likely to judge I
－

ECC as single events. No significant difference were found in the 

proportion of single-event classifications and that of multiple-event classifications for I
＋
ECC. 

By contrast, the English-speakers were more likely to classify I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC as single 

macro-events. No significant difference were found in the proportion of single-event 

classifications and that of multiple-event classifications for I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. Secondly, the 

spatial-temporal structure of causally-related events did affect how an onset causal chain and 

extended causal chain are conceptually construed in terms of event integration. In both 

Mandarin- and English-speaking groups, compared with onset causal chains, extended causal 

chains show a significant preference to be construed as single macro-events with a low degree 

of granularity, i.e., I
－
ECC > I

－
OCC; I

＋
ECC > I

＋
OCC (‘>’ means the percentage is higher). 

Thirdly, the appearance of an instrument or not made no difference in people’s event 

segmentation and event integration of causal chains in cognition.  
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Chapter 6  Syntactic Integration of Onset and Extended Causal 

Chains 

 

In task 2, both Mandarin and English speakers gave their linguistic description of the 

video clips associated with extended causal chains and onset causal chains. By eliciting their 

causative constructions on the stimuli, we tested whether their linguistic representations of 

extended and onset causal chains were single clauses or multiple clauses so as to investigate 

whether they would differ in terms of the event integration on the morphosyntactic level in 

this chapter.  

Section 6.1 reports the findings of task 2: syntactic integration of onset and extended 

causal chains (I
－
OCC, I

＋
OCC, I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC). Section 6.2 is the discussion and section 

6.3 is the summary. 

6.1 Results 

Linguistically, causation is commonly expressed by one single clause, but it can also be 

expressed by complex sentences consisting of a main and a subordinate clause, or expressed 

by two coordinate clauses. An overview of data points is depicted in section 6.1.1 below. 

6.1.1 Overview of total number of clauses generated per group 

The clausal structures of extended and onset causal chains in Mandarin Chinese, 

including non-instrumental type and instrumental type, are illustrated in Table 6.1 - 6.4. 

Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1 show the overall distribution of syntactic encoding forms of I
－

ECC in Mandarin. As indicated, the distribution of different causative constructions is uneven 

X2 (4, N = 359) = 51.99, p < 0.05. We see that all of the syntactic patterns for I
－

ECC are 

monoclausal structure (100%), including bǎ constructions, jiāng constructions, bèi 

constructions, resultative constructions, and serial verbal constructions. Instances of bǎ 

resultative constructions show the highest rate, at 34%, followed by jiāng constructions, 

resultative constructions and serial verbal constructions at 20.1%, 19.2% and 15% 

respectively. The bèi constructions were ranked the lowest. 
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Table 6.1 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

ECC in Mandarin 

clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

single 

clause 

(100%) 

bǎ 

constructions 
122 34 

P6V1 他把门打开了。 

 tā bǎ mén dǎ kāi le. 

 He bǎ door open-LE 

  ‘He opened the door.’ 

Yes 

jiāng 
constructions 

72 20.1 

P13V2 一个女子将气球吹大了。 

yī gè nǚ zǐ jiāng qì qiú chuī dà le. 

one CLn girl jiāng balloon blow big-LE. 

‘A girl blew the balloon.’ 

Yes 

bèi 
constructions 

42 11.7 

P27V1 门被一个男生打开了。 

mén bèi yī gè nán shēng dǎ kāi le 

door bèi one CLn boy open-LE 

‘The door was opened by a boy.’  

Yes 

resultative 

constructions 
69 19.2 

P21V2 这个女人吹大了气球。 

      Zhè gè nǚ rén chuī dà le qì qiú 

      This CLn woman blow big-LE ballon 

     ‘This woman blew a balloon.’ 

Yes 

serial verbal 

constructions 
54 15 

P13V1 一个男子用右手将门拉开。 

yī gè nán zǐ yòng yòu shǒu jiāng mén lā kāi. 

One CLn man use right hand jiāng door open. 

      ‘A man opened the door with his right hand.’ 

Yes 

Total 359 100  
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of linguistic forms of I

－
ECC in Mandarin 

Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2 show the overall distribution of linguistic expressions of I
＋
ECC 

in Mandarin, including first 5 types of single clauses (97.2%) and 1 type of two-clauses 

(2.8%): progressive compound clauses. Clearly, the six types of causative constructions reveal 
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an uneven distribution, X2 (5, N = 175) = 420.03, p < 0.05. Serial verbal constructions show 

the largest percentage, at 74.3%, followed by bèi constructions, bǎ constructions, jiāng 

constructions and resultative constructions, at 8%, 6.3%, 4.6% and 4% respectively. 

Progressive compound clauses were ranked the lowest (2.8%). 

Table 6.2 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

ECC in Mandarin 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

single 

clause 

(97.2%) 

bǎ 

construction

s 

11 6.3 

P3V13 那个男子把番茄戳穿了。 

Nà gè nán zǐ bǎ fān qié chuō chuān liǎ le 

That man bǎ tomato pierce broke-LE 

‘That man pierced through the tomato.’ 

Yes 

jiāng 
construction

s 

8 4.6 

P16V18 男子一刀将萝卜砍了两半。 

nán zǐ yī dāo jiāng luó bo kǎn le liǎng bàn 

The man one knife jiāng carrot cut-LE two halves. 

‘The man cut the carrot (once and it broke) into two 

halves with a knife.’  

Yes 

bèi 

construction

s 

14 8 

P6V18 胡萝卜被他切开了。 

hú luó bo bèi tā qiē kāi le 

Carrot bèi him cut open-LE 

‘The carrot was cut by him.’ 

Yes 

resultative 

construction

s 

7 4 

P15V16 她敲破了盘子。 

tā qiāo pò le pán zǐ 

She hit broke-LE plate 

‘She broke a plate.’ 

Yes 

serial verbal 

construction

s 

130 74.3 

P7V13 男士用筷子把番茄戳穿了。 

    nán shì yòng kuài zǐ bǎ fān qié chuō chuān le. 

    Man use chopstick bǎ tomato pierce broke-LE 

    ‘A man pierced through a tomato with a stick.’ 

Yes 

two 

clauses 

(2.8%) 

progressive 

compound 

clauses 

5 2.8 

P30V16 女人用扫把打盘子，盘子碎了。 

Nǚ rén yòng sào bǎ dǎ pán zǐ， pán zǐ suì le. 

Woman use broom hit plate, plate broke-LE. 

‘A woman hit a plate with a broom and the plate broke.’        

No 

Total 175 100  
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Figure 6.2 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

ECC in Mandarin 

As indicated in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3, linguistic encoding forms of I
－

OCC in 

Mandarin were much more various than those of I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC. They show the overall 

distribution of syntactic encoding forms of I
－

OCC in Mandarin, including 7 types of single 

clauses (60.2%), bǎ constructions, jiāng constructions, bèi constructions, resultative 

constructions, serial verbal constructions, periphrastic causative constructions, verb-coping 

constructions, and 4 types of two-clauses (39.8%): progressive compound clauses, causal 

clauses, temporal complex clauses, and condensed clauses. Clearly, the 11 types of causative 

constructions reveal an uneven distribution, X2 (10, N = 359) = 473.48, p < 0.05. Progressive 

compound clauses show the largest percentage, at 35.1%, followed by bǎ constructions, jiāng 

constructions, resultative constructions and bèi constructions, at 21.2%, 15.3%, 10.9% and 

6.7% respectively. Verb-coping constructions, temporal complex clauses, condensed clauses, 

and periphrastic causative constructions level off at a much lower rate, at 0.5%, 0.5%, 1.1% 

and 1.4% respectively. 
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Table 6.3 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

OCC in Mandarin 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

Single 

clause 

(60.2%) 

bǎ constructions 76 21.2 

P25V19 她把足球踢出门外。 

tā bǎ zú qiú tī chū mén wài 

She bǎ football kick out door outside 

‘She kicked the football out of the door.’  

Yes 

jiāng constructions 55 15.3 

P10V21 一个男人将座椅推到了墙边。 

yī gè nán rén jiāng zuò yǐ tuī dào le qiáng biān 

    One CLn man jiāng seat push arrive-LE wall 

    ‘A man pushed a seat to the wall.’ 

Yes 

bèi constructions 24 6.7 

P2V29 男人被女人打得吐血了。 

nán rén bèi nǚ rén dǎ dé tù xiě le 

    Man bèi woman beat dé spit blood-LE 

    ‘A man was hit by a woman and spit blood..’  

Yes 

resultative 

constructions 
39 10.9 

P2V2 男人用力地拉上了窗帘。 

nán rén yòng lì de lā shàng le chuāng lián  

Man violently push up-LE curtain 

‘A man violently pushed the curtain closed.’ 

Yes 

serial verbal 

constructions 
15 4.2 

P18V19 女生用脚把球踢到了后面。 

nǚ shēng yòng jiǎo bǎ qiú tī dào lehòu miàn 

    Girl use foot bǎ football kick arrive-LE behind 

    ‘The girl kicked the ball behind with her foot.’ 

Yes 

periphrastic 

causative 

constructions 

5 1.4 

P18V24 男人故意让秋千荡起来。 

nán rén gù yì ràng qiū qiān dàng qǐ lái 

Man intentionally make swing swing 

‘A man intentionally made a swing swing.’ 

Yes 

verb-coping 

constructions 
2 0.5 

P7V23 男生投篮投中了。 

nán shēng tóu lán tóu zhòng le 

Boy shoot at the basket shoot in-LE 

‘A boy shot a basketball into the hoop.’ 

Yes 

Two 

clauses 

(39.8%) 

progressive 

compound clauses 
126 35.1 

P28V19 一个女人将球颠过头顶，球飞出去了。 

yī gè nǚ rén jiāng qiú diān guò tóu dǐng，qiú fēi chū qù le 

One CLn woman jiāng ball kick pass head, ball fly go out-LE 

‘A woman kicked the ball over her head, then it flew out of the 

room’. 

No 

causal clauses 11 3.1 

P24V20 男子摸了一下奖牌，以致奖牌摔到地上。 

nán zǐ mō le yī xià jiǎng pái, yǐ zhì jiǎng pái shuāi dào dì shàng 

    Man touch-LE once trophy, consequently trophy fall arrive the 

ground 

    ‘A man touched the trophy, consequently it fell to the ground’. 

No 

temporal complex 

clauses  
2 0.5 

P8V20 运动员摸了一下奖牌后，奖牌倒了。 

yùn dòng yuán mō le yī xià jiǎng pái hòu, jiǎng pái dào le 

Sportsman touch-ASP once trophy after, trophy fall-LE 

‘After the sportsman touched the trophy, it fell over.’ 

No 

condensed clauses 4 1.1 

P7V20 奖盘因为运动员的触碰而掉落到地上。 

    jiǎng pán yīn wèi yùn dòng yuán de chù pèng ér diào luò dào dì 

shàng 

    Trophy because of sprtsman DE touching and fall arrive ground 

    ‘The trophy fell to the ground because of the sportsman’s 

touching it.’ 

No 

Total 359 100  
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Figure 6.3 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

OCC in Mandarin 

Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4 show the overall distribution of linguistic expressions of I
＋
OCC 

in Mandarin, including 5 types of single clauses (72.3%), bǎ constructions, jiāng 

constructions, bèi constructions, resultative constructions, serial verbal constructions, and 2 

types of two-clauses (27.7%): progressive compound clauses and causal clauses. Clearly, the 

seven types of causative constructions reveal an uneven distribution, X2(6, N = 177) = 286.23, 

p < 0.05. The same with I
＋
ECC, serial verbal constructions show the largest percentage 

among all the encoding forms of I
＋

OCC, at 54.8%, followed by progressive compound 

clauses, bǎ constructions, jiāng constructions at 24.9%, 8.5%, 5.6% respectively. bèi 

constructions, resultative constructions and causal clauses level off at a much lower rate, at 

1.7%, 1.7% and 2.8% respectively. 
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Table 6.4 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

OCC in Mandarin 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

Single 

clause 

(72.3%) 

bǎ 

construction 
15 8.5 

P29V35 男士不小心把桌上的杯塔打掉了。 

nán shì bù xiǎo xīn bǎ zhuō shàng de bēi tǎ dǎ diào le 

Man with incaution bǎ table up DE cup tower hit fall-LE 

‘A man knocked over the cup tower on the table out of 

carelessness.’ 

Yes 

jiāng 

construction 
10 5.6 

P9V32 高尔夫球运动员将球打进了洞里。 

gāo ěr fū qiú yùn dòng yuán jiāng qiú dǎ jìn le dòng lǐ 

Golf sportsman jiāng ball hit enter-LE hole inside 

‘A sportsman hit a golf ball into a hole.’ 

Yes 

bèi 

construction 
3 1.7 

P25V32 高尔夫球被他打进了洞里。 

gāo ěr fū qiú bèi tā dǎ jìn le dòng lǐ 

golf bèi he hit enter-LE hole inside 

‘A golf ball was hit into the hole by him.’ 

Yes 

Resultative 

construction 
3 1.7 

P24V31 他在树上剪掉苹果。 

tā zài shù shàng jiǎn diào píng guǒ 

He at tree on cut fall apple 

‘He cut down an apple from the tree.’  

Yes 

Serial 

verbal 

construction 

97 54.8 

P28V33 一个人用网球拍推动了秋千。 

yī gè rén yòng wǎng qiú pāi tuī dòng le qiū qiān  

one CLn man use racket pat move-LE swing 

‘A man pushed a swing with a racket.’ 

Yes 

Two 

clauses 

(27.7%) 

Progressive 

compound 

clauses 

44 24.9 

P3V34 工人推了一下冰块，冰块慢慢地向前滑动。 

gōng rén tuī le yī xià bīng kuài, bīng kuài màn màn de 

xiàng qián huá dòng 

Worker push-LE once icebox, icebox slowly forward 

slide 

‘The worker pushed an icebox once, it moved forward 

slowly.’ 

No 

Causal 

clauses 
5 2.8 

P13V31 男子用刀剪苹果，致使苹果落在筐里面。 

nán zǐ yòng dāo jiǎn píng guǒ, zhì shǐ píng guǒ luò zài 

kuāng lǐ miàn 

Man use scissors cut apple, causing apple fall at basket 

inside 

‘A man cut an apple with scissors, causing the apple to 

fall into the basket.’ 

No 

Total 177 100  
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Figure 6.4 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

OCC in Mandarin 

The clausal structures of extended causal chains and onset causal chains, including 

non-instrumental type and instrumental type, in English are illustrated in Table 6.5 - 6.8. 

Table 6.5 and Figure 6.5 show the overall distribution of linguistic expressions of I
－
ECC 

in English, including 5 types of single clauses (98.77%), lexical causatives, resultative 

constructions, verb particle constructions, passive constructions and light verb constructions, 

and 1 type of multiple-clause (1.23%): coordinate clauses, which including conjunctions such 

as so, and, then. Clearly, the six types of causative constructions reveal an uneven distribution, 

X2 (5, N = 408) = 522.09, p < 0.05. Lexical causative constructions show the largest 

percentage among all the encoding forms of I
－

ECC, at 55%, followed by resultative 

constructions and verb particle constructions at 22.55%, 15.20% respectively. Passive 

constructions, light verb constructions and coordinate clauses level off at a much lower rate, 

at 2.94%, 2.94% and 1.23% respectively. Two clauses accounted for a very small percentage. 
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Table 6.5 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

ECC in English 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

Single 

clause 

(98.8%) 

lexical 

causatives 
225 55 

S2V1He opened the door. 

S6V3Somebody lifted a rug. 
Yes 

resultative 

constructions 
92 22.55 

S5V1The man pulled open the door. 

S2V4She pushed a bike up a ramp. 
Yes 

verb particle 

constructions 
62 15.20 

S2V2She blew up a balloon. 

S23V9 He pulled the weed out. 
Yes 

passive 

constructions 
12 2.94 

S14V12A clothes was torn by the man. 

S21V9 The weed was pulled. 
Yes 

light verb 

constructions 
12 2.94 

S12V8 A man gave a woman a piggyback ride 

upstairs. 

S9V8He gave someone a piggyback ride upstairs. 

Yes 

Two 

clauses 

(1.2%) 

Coordinate 

clauses 
5 1.23 

S1V2She blew up a balloon and it expanded. 

S12V9 He bent over and pulled a plant from the 

ground. 

No 

Total 408 100  
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Figure 6.5 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

ECC in English 

Table 6.6 and Figure 6.6 show the overall distribution of linguistic expressions of I
＋
ECC 

in English. The distribution of different causative constructions is uneven, X2 (5, N = 203) = 

361.27, p < 0.05. Lexical causatives ranks the highest at 62.56%, followed by resultative 

constructions at 26.11%. Verb particle constructions, V + to do constructions, and coordinate 
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clauses level off at a much lower rate, at 3.94%, 2.96%, and 3.45% respectively. The passive 

constructions were ranked the lowest (0.98%). 

Table 6.6 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

ECC in English 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

Single 

clause 

(96.55%) 

lexical 

causatives 
127 62.56 

S5V15 A man unhooked the T-shirt. 

S17V18 The man sliced a carrot. 
Yes 

resultative 

constructions 
53 26.11 

S34V15 He took the clothing off the rail. 

S28V17 The girl cut a piece of paper in half. 
Yes 

verb particle 

constructions 
8 3.94 

S29V15 The man took a top down from a rail. 

S30V15 He took down a T-shirt with a prong. 
Yes 

V + to do 

constructions 
6 2.96 

S11V14 He used a brick to push a bottle flat. 

S27V15 The man used the pole to take the hanger off the 

pole. 

Yes 

passive 

constructions 
2 0.98 

S1V15 The shirt was taken from the hanger. 

S1V18 The carrot was chopped. 
Yes 

Two 

clauses 

(3.45%) 

coordinate 

clauses 
7 3.45 

S1V14 He lifted a brick and smashed the bottle. 

S27V16 She hit the plate and it smashed. 
No 

Total 203 100  
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Figure 6.6 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

ECC in English 

As indicated in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.7, the same with Mandarin, non-instrumental 

onset causal chains (I
－

OCC) were represented by the most diversified patterns of expressions 

of in English. The table shows the overall distribution of syntactic encoding forms of I
－
OCC, 

including 6 types of single clauses (62.81%), lexical causatives, resultative constructions, 
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verb particle constructions, passive constructions, periphrastic causatives, V + to do 

constructions, and 3 types of two-clauses (37.19%): coordinate clauses, non-restrictive 

attributive clauses, adverbial clauses. The 9 types of causative constructions clearly reveal an 

uneven distribution, X2 (8, N = 406) = 650.5, p < 0.05. Resultative constructions show the  

largest percentage, at 38.18%, followed by coordinate clauses, lexical causatives, and verb 

particle constructions at 34.24%, 15.52%, and 6.65% respectively. Non-restrictive attributive 

clauses, passive constructions, periphrastic causatives, V + to do constructions, and adverbial 

clauses level off at a much lower rate, at 2.71%, 1.23%, 0.74%, 0.49% and 0.24% 

respectively. 

Table 6.7 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

OCC in English 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

Single 

clause 

(62.81%) 

lexical 

causatives 
63 15.52 

S7V28 He closed the door. 

S2V22 He shoved a curtain. 
Yes 

resultative 

constructions 
155 38.18 

S22V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 

S16V28 A man pushed the door shut. 
Yes 

verb particle 

constructions 
27 6.65 

S30V20He accidentally knocked over a trophy. 

S10V26 He knocked some cups over with his hands. 
Yes 

passive 

constructions 
5 1.23 

S1V20 The trophy was knocked over. 

S27V30 The man was kicked into the hole. 
Yes 

periphrastic 

causatives 
3 0.74 

S1V28 He let the door shut. 

S14V28 He let a door closed. 
Yes 

V + to do 

constructions 
2 0.49 

S6V25 The man pulled the trolley to spin it.  

S27V28 The man pushed the door to close. 
Yes 

Two 

clauses 

(37.19%) 

coordinate 

clauses 
139 34.23 

S3V19 She kicked a ball and the ball went outside. 

S27V20 He touched the plate and then it fell off. 
NO 

non-restrictive 

attributive 

clauses 

11 2.71 

S22V29 She punched the man in the stomach, causing 

him to bleed. 

S8V30 He got kicked in the chest, which made him fall 

into the hole. 

NO 

adverbial 

clauses 
1 0.25 S16V25 The cart moved because he pulled it. NO 

Total 406 100  
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Figure 6.7 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
－

OCC in English 

The overall distribution of causative constructions for (I
＋

OCC in English are displayed 

in Table 6.8 and Figure 6.8. As indicated, the distribution of different expressions is uneven, 

X2 (7, N = 195) = 188.06, p < 0.05. Coordinate clauses rank the highest at 34.36%, followed 

by resultative constructions, verb particle constructions and lexical causatives at 30.26%, 

13.85% and 13.33% respectively. V + to do constructions, non-restrictive attributive clauses, 

adverbial clauses and passive constructions level off at a much lower rate, at 3.59%, 3.07%, 

1.03% and 0.51%. 

Table 6.8 Overall distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

OCC in English 

Clausal structures Freq. % Examples MEP 

Single 

clause 

(61.54%) 

lexical 

causatives 
26 13.33 

S15V32 A man putted a golf ball. 

S6V34  He moved the ice with a ice-pick. 
Yes 

resultative 

constructions 
59 30.26 

S25V35 He hit the cups off the table. 

S20V36 He knocked the football onto the floor. 
Yes 

verb particle 

constructions 
27 13.85 

S26V35 He knocked over the cups. 

S22V34 He pushed an ice block away with a hook. 
Yes 

V + to do 

constructions 
7 3.59 

S12V33 He used a tennis racket to push the swing. 

S23V34 He used a stick to push the ice. 
Yes 

passive 

constructions 
1 0.51 

S1V34 The ice was swept through the water with an ice 

pick. 
Yes 

Two 

clauses 

(38.46%) 

coordinate 

clauses 
67 34.36 

S5V31 He cut down the apple and it fell into the basket.  

S2V33 He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung.  

No 

non-restrictiv

e attributive 

clauses 

6 3.07 

S17V31 The man sliced off the apple, which fell into 

the basket.   

S8V36  The man hit the football with a tennis racket, 

No 
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which made the ball roll down the bench. 

adverbial 

clauses 
2 1.03 

S26V34 He hit the ice so that it moved down the river. 

S1V35 The cups were knocked over as he swung his 

broom. 

No 

Total 195 100  
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Figure 6.8 Distribution of linguistic forms of I
＋

OCC in English 

Next, the clausal structures of different types of causal chains will be described. The 

intra-linguistic and cross-linguistic representation of various causal chains are presented as 

follows. 

Table 6.9 plots the mean proportion of single-clausal constructions (as opposed to 

bi-clausal constructions) of I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in Mandarin and English. 

We see that the distribution for I
－

ECC was unimodal in Mandarin: all Chinese speakers 

consistently encode I
－
ECC by employing single clauses. A non-parametric chi-square test 

reveals an uneven distribution for single-clausal vs. bi-clausal constructions of I
－

ECC in 

English, X1b
2 (1, N = 195) = 388.25, p1b < 0.05. Similarly, the distribution of single-clausal vs. 

bi-clausal constructions is also uneven for I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in both Mandarin and 

English, X2a
2 (1, N = 175) = 155.57 , p2a < 0.05; X2b

2 (1, N = 203 ) = 175.97, p2b < 0.05; X3a
2 

(1, N = 359) = 14.84, p3a < 0.05; X3b
2 (1, N = 408) = 26.64, p3b < 0.05; X4a

2 (1, N = 177) = 
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35.26, p4a < 0.05; X4b
2 (1, N = 195) = 10.39, p4b < 0.05.  

Table 6.9  Proportion of monoclausal vs. bi-clausal encodings of causal chains 

Types of causal chains N. 
Total 

Freq. 
Freq. % Min. Max. Mean St.D 

M
an

d
ar

in
-s

p
ea

k
er

s 

1. I
－

ECC 
a. single clause 12 

359 
359 100 30 30 30 0 

b. two clauses 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. I
－

OCC 
a. single clause 12 

359 
216 60.2 6 26 18 6.86 

b. two clauses 12 143 39.8 4 23 11.92 6.71 

3. I
＋

ECC 
a. single clause 6 

175 
170 97.2 25 30 28.33 2.25 

b. two clauses 6 5 2.8 0 4 0.83 1.6 

4. I
＋

OCC 
a. single clause 6 

177 
128 72.3 14 27 21.33 5.5 

b. two clauses 6 49 27.7 3 14 8.17 4.96 

E
n
g
li

sh
 s

p
ea

k
er

s 

5. I
－

ECC 
a. single clause 12 

408 
403 98.8 32 34 33.58 0.67 

b. two clauses 12 5 1.2 0 2 0.42 0.67 

6. I
－

OCC 
a. single clause 12 

408 
255 62.8 2 30 21.25 9.08 

b. two clauses 12 151 37.2 4 32 12.58 9.21 

7. I
＋

ECC 
a. single clause 6 

203 
196 96.5 31 34 32.83 1.47 

b. two clauses 6 7 3.5 0 3 1.67 1.47 

8. I
＋

OCC 
a. single clause 6 

195 
120 61.5 9 31 20 10.73 

b. two clauses 6 75 38.5 3 25 12.5 9.35 

N.：the number of samples (video clips). 

Descriptive analyses show that in Mandarin, while monoclausal structures (M1a = 30, 

SD1a = 0) (as opposed to bi-clausal encoding (M1b = 0, SD1b = 0)) were employed to encode all 

the video clips involving I
－

ECC; moreover, monoclausal structures (M2a = 18, SD2a = 6.86) 

were relatively higher in proportion than bi-clausal constructions (M2b = 11.92, SD2b = 6.71) 

for I
－
OCC. By contrast, in English, while monoclausal structures (M5a = 33.58, SD5a = 0.67; 

M6a = 21.25, SD6a = 9.08) were overwhelmingly higher in proportion than bi-clausal 

constructions (M5b = 0.42, SD5b = 0.67; M6b = 12.58, SD6b = 9.21) for I
－
ECC and I

－
OCC. In 

both Mandarin and English, the monoclausal structures of I
＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC (M3a = 28.33, 

SD3a = 2.25; M7a = 32.83, SD7a = 1.47; M4a = 21.33, SD4a = 5.5; M8a = 20, SD8a = 10.73 

respectively) were higher than their bi-clausal constructions (M3b = 0.83, SD3b = 1.6; M7b = 

1.67, SD7b = 1.47; M4b = 8.17, SD4b = 4.96; M8b = 12.5, SD8b = 9.35 respectively).  

ANOVAs confirmed a significant difference between monoclausal and bi-clausal 

constructions for I
－

OCC, I
＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC in Mandarin, F2 (1, 22) = 4.82, p2 = 0.04; F3 (1, 

10) = 594.4, p3 < 0.05; F4 (1, 10) = 18.97, p4 < 0.05. By contrast, a significant difference was 
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confirmed between monoclausal and bi-clausal constructions for I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
ECC 

in English, F5 (1, 22) = 14766.5, p5 < 0.05; F6 (1, 22) = 5.39, p6 < 0.05, F7 (1, 10) = 1388.5, p7 

< 0.05. However, no significant difference between monoclausal and bi-clausal constructions 

for I
＋
OCC in English was revealed, F8 (1, 10) = 1.67, p8 > 0.05.  

In summary, as to these four types of causal chains, including extended causal chains 

and onset causal chains, no matter with instrument or not (I
－
ECC, I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC, I

＋
OCC), 

the Mandarin speakers were more willing to encode the causing event and the caused event, 

and tool-using event (if any) into single-clausal constructions. By contrast, the English 

speakers were more willing to encode the subevents of causal chains, including I
－
ECC, I

＋

ECC, I
－
OCC into single-clausal constructions, while roughly half of the English speakers 

used single-clausal constructions to encode I
＋
OCC while the other half used multiple clauses 

(see Figure 6.9).  

 

Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 6.9 Mean proportion of single-clausal and bi-clausal constructions for causal chains 

6.1.2 Monoclausal encodings within a language group: extended causal chains vs. onset 

causal chains 

In order to explore the syntactic-integration properties of onset and extended casual 

chains, given the difference in terms of clausal patterns (single clause vs. two clauses) 

observed in Table 6.9, we were only interested in whether there is any difference in the 
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and onset causal chains within the Mandarin and English language group. 

The descriptive data show that the mean proportion of single-clausal constructions for 

encoding extended causal chains (M1a = 30, SD1a = 0; M3a = 28.33, SD3a = 2.25; M5a = 33.58, 

SD5a = 0.67; M7a = 32.83, SD7a = 1.47 respectively) were higher than those for encoding onset 

causal chains (M2a = 18, SD2a = 6.86; M4a = 21.33, SD4a = 5.5; M6a = 21.25, SD6a = 9.08; M8a = 

20, SD8a = 10.73 respectively). It means that single-clausal constructions were used far more 

often to encode extended causal chains than onset causal chains in both the Mandarin- and 

English-speaking groups. 

The Independent Samples t-tests did reveal a significant difference between I
－
ECC vs. I

－

OCC, between I
＋
ECC vs. I

＋
OCC in terms of single-clausal constructions in both Mandarin 

and English; t1 (11) = 6.06, p1 = .00; t2 (6.63) = 2.89, p2 = .025; t3 (11.12) = 4.69, p3 = .00; t4 

(5.19) = 2.9, p4 = .032, two-tailed. The comparative results support that both Mandarin and 

English speakers were more willing to encode I
－
ECC than I

－
OCC by using mono-clausal 

constructions and both groups of them were more willing to employ single clauses to 

represent I
＋
ECC than I

＋
OCC (see Figure 6.10). 

 

Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 6.10 Mean proportion of single-clausal constructions for extended and onset causal chains 
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6.1.3 Monoclausal encodings within a language group: non-instrumental causal chains vs. 

instrumental causal chains 

We are also interested in whether an instrument in a causal chain would affect 

participants’ description in Mandarin and English. The descriptive data showed mean 

proportions for individual participants’ single-clausal constructions for I
－
ECC (M1a = 30, 

SD1a = 0; M5a = 33.58, SD5a = 0.67) were marginally higher than those for I
＋
ECC (M3a = 28.33, 

SD3a = 2.25; M7a = 32.83, SD7a = 1.47) in both Mandarin and English, and that for I
－
OCC (M6a 

= 21.25, SD6a = 9.08) were marginally higher than those for I
＋

OCC (M8a = 20, SD8a = 10.73) 

in English. However, the mean proportions for individual participants’ single-clausal 

constructions for I
－

OCC (M2a = 18, SD2a = 6.86) is a slightly lower than those for I
＋
OCC (M4a 

= 21.33, SD4a = 5.5) in Mandarin. 

Independent Samples t-tests show that no significant difference was found between I
－

ECC vs. I
＋
ECC and between I

－
OCC vs. I

＋
OCC in both Mandarin and English speaking 

groups, t1 (5) = 1.81, p1 = .129; t2 (16) = -1.03, p2 = .32; t3 (6.06) = 1.19, p3 = .28; t4 (16) = 

0.26, p4 = .80, two-tailed (see Figure 6. 11). 
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Note: No star  means no significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 6.11 Mean proportion of single-clausal constructions for non-instrumental and instrumental causal 

chains 

The results may thus be interpreted as indicating that, on average, both Mandarin and 

English speakers tended to use the same percentage of single-clausal constructions when 
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encoding extended causal chains and onset causal chains, no matter with instrument or 

without. An instrument in a causal chain would not affect participants in encoding different 

types of causal chains in the two languages. 

6.1.4 Monoclausal encodings of causal chains: cross-linguistic differences 

An independent t-test found that there was a significant difference in the single-clausal 

constructions for encoding I
－

ECC and I
＋

ECC between Mandarin-speaking groups and 

English-speaking groups; t1 (11) = − 18.57, p1 = .00; t3 (10) = − 4.1, p2 = .002, two-tailed. The 

Mandarin speakers were more willing to represent the scenes involving these two types of 

causal chains with single-clausal constructions than the English speakers. However, the 

difference was not significant in the single-clausal constructions for encoding I
－
OCC and I

＋

OCC between the Mandarin-speaking groups and the English-speaking groups; t2 (22) = 

− 0.99, p2 = .33; t4 (7.46) = 0.27, p4 = .79, two-tailed. See Figure 6.12. 

 

Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics. 

Figure 6.12 Mean proportion of single-clausal constructions on causal chains between Mandarin and 

English group 

6.2 Discussion 

The above analysis gave us a picture of how our Mandarin and English speakers 

expressed themselves when describing the scenes involving four types of causal chains (see 
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Figure 6.12). The results yield a distinction that is potentially puzzling. Mandarin-speakers 

provide a higher proportion of using mono-clausal constructions to encode I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC 

than do English speakers. In the analyses that follow, we ask what these cross-linguistic 

differences are in terms of linguistic behaviors. Specifically, the Mandarin speakers employed 

five (5/175) progressive compound clauses to encode clip V16 and V17 involving I
＋
ECC, 

which are as follows:  

P22V16  女士倒拿着扫帚，打碎了桌上的盘子。 

nǚ shì dǎo ná zhe sǎo zhǒu, dǎ suì le zhuō shàng de pán zǐ 

lady upside down hold-ZHE broom, hit smash-LE table on DE plate 

‘A lady held a broom upside down, and broke a plate on the table.’ 

P11V16  女子握着扫把的底部，用扫把的尖端打碎了盘子。 

nǚ zǐ wò zhe sǎo bǎ de dǐ bù, yòng sǎo bǎ de jiān duān dǎ suì le pán zǐ 

lady hold-ZHE broom DE bottom, use bottom DE top end hit smash-LE plate 

‘A lady held the bottom of a broom, and broke a plate by using the top of the 

broom.’     

P30V16  女人用扫把打盘子，盘子碎了。 

nǚ rén yòng sǎo bǎ dǎ pán zǐ，pán zǐ suì le 

lady use broom hit plate, plate break-LE 

‘A lady used a broom to hit a plate, and the plate broke.’ 

P4V16  这个人打碟子，碟子碎掉落地上去了。 

zhè gè rén dǎ dié zǐ, dié zǐ suì diào luò dì shàng qù le  

this CLn person hit plate, plate smash fall ground on go-LE 

‘This person hit a plate, and the plate broke on the ground.’ 

P4V17  一个女人用剪刀剪纸张，将完整的纸张剪成了两半。 

yī gè nǚ rén yòng jiǎn dāo jiǎn zhǐ zhāng, jiāng wán zhěng de zhǐ zhāng jiǎn 

chéng le liǎng bàn 

one CLn woman use scissors cut paper, JIANG complete paper cut become-LE 

two halves 

‘A woman used scissors to cut a piece of paper, and cut it into two halves.’ 

In the above sentences, the tool-using events were highlighted except in P4V16. For 
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example, 倒拿着扫帚dǎo ná zhe sǎo zhǒu ‘hold the broom upside down’, 握着扫把的底部

wò zhe sǎo bǎ de dǐ bù ‘hold the bottom of the broom’, 用扫把 yòng sǎo bǎ ‘use a 

broom’, and 用剪刀 yòng jiǎn dāo ‘use scissors’. This suggests that the tool-using event 

attracted their attention and thus they encoded them explicitly. 

By contrast, the English speakers used five coordinate clauses (5/408) to encode I
－
ECC, 

which are as follows: 

S1V1  He opened the door with his hand and held it open. 

S11V1  He pulled a door and left it open. 

S1V2  She blew air into a balloon and it expanded. 

S11V8  A man carried a woman and they walked upwards.  

S12V9  He bent over and pulled a plant from the ground. 

They used seven coordinate clauses (7/203) to encode I
＋
ECC, which are as follows: 

S1V14  He lifted a brick and smashed the bottle. 

S24V14  He hit a water bottle with a brick and it crushed. 

S33V14  He hit the bottle using a brick and the bottle was crushed. 

S10V15  A man took a T-sheet and brought it down to his level. 

S1V16  She swung the broom down and broke the plate. 

S10V16  She hit the plate with a broom handle and it smashed. 

S27V16  She hit the plate and it smashed. 

We can see that English speakers were more sensitive to the contents in the scenes (V1, 

V2, V8, V9, V14, V15, V16) and described almost every detailed change that they saw. 

Normally, they identified the enabling condition of the causing event, such as “bent over” in 

S12V9 and they also mentioned the tool-using events such as “lifted a brick” and “swung the 

broom” in S1V14 and S1V16 respectively. Quite often, they split the clips into causing event 

and caused event, such as S1V1.  

Summarizing these findings, the English speakers were more likely than the Mandarin 

speakers to adjust their verbal description of I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC in separate clauses instead of 

in a single clause. However, the difference was not significant in the single-clausal 

constructions for encoding I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC between the Mandarin speakers and the 

English speakers. These results can be interpreted as some English speakers were more prone 
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than others to understood the causal chains to be initiated by an intentional agent progresses 

through the sequence of subevents, including the actions of the agent, a tool-using event and 

the state changing of the patient. Those particular small changes in the clips involving I
－
ECC 

and I
＋
ECC attracted their attention and were represented morph-syntactically. 

In addition, at the level of linguistic representation, it was found that when encoding 

extended causal chains and onset causal chains, our speakers of Mandarin and English resort 

to different clausal structures. No matter which type of causal chains, I
－
ECC, I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC 

and I
＋

OCC, speakers of both languages showed a preference to choose a single clause instead 

of two clauses. Their percentages of single clauses were ranked in the following order: I
－

ECC > I
＋

ECC > I
＋

OCC> I
－
OCC in Chinese, whereas the percentages of single clauses were 

ranked as I
－
ECC > I

＋
ECC > I

－
OCC > I

＋
OCC in English. The only difference lay in the fact 

Mandarin speakers showed a preference for encoding I
＋

OCC rather than I
－
OCC by using 

monoclausal structures; by contrast, English speakers preferred to encode I
－

OCC rather than I

＋
OCC by using monoclausal structures. Next, we will analyse the above results from three 

aspects, namely, the event granularity in syntactic encoding patterns of causal chains, the 

linearization and multidimensional temporal structuring of causal chains and the word order 

of their linguistic representation. 

6.2.1 Event granularity in syntactic encoding patterns of causal chains   

Participants not only segmented the causal chains at different granularity levels, but also 

articulated the causal chain at differently grained levels. The degree of granularity in language 

production can be quantified by comparing the number of events in a dynamic situation 

expressed by a one or several predicates (Noyau et al. 2005: 159). Generally speaking, a 

single clause headed by a verb denotes a single event; causal, temporal, additive and other 

relations between events are assumed to hold between clauses. However, individuals interact 

causally as well in a monoclausal event, which unfolds in temporal phases (Croft et al. 2016). 

From task 2, the first observation from the comparative results is that, except I
－

ECC in 

Mandarin, other types of causal chains, I
－

ECC in English, I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in both 

Mandarin and English, were mostly encoded in mono-clausal constructions, in a more 

coarse-grained way, but also a small number of them were represented by bi-clausal 
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constructions, in a more fine-grained way, as illustrated in Tables 6.1-6.4 in Mandarin and 

Tables 6.5-6.8 in English. 

As shown in Table 6.9, the distribution of bi-clausal constructions for four types of 

causal chains in two languages is as follows:  

Mandarin: I
－
ECC (0%),   I

＋
ECC (2.8%),  I

－
OCC (39.8%),  I

＋
OCC (27.7%);  

English:  I
－
ECC (1.2%),  I

＋
ECC (3.5%),  I

－
OCC (37.2%),  I

＋
OCC (38.5%). 

Observations of the elicited data above showed that, firstly, the percentages of bi-clausal 

constructions to encode I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC, were much higher than those of I
－
ECC and I

＋

ECC in both Mandarin and English. Given that speakers of Mandarin and English generally 

produced more clauses when encoding instrumental and non-instrumental onset causal chains 

(I
＋
OCC and I

－
OCC), they thus select a finer level of granularity systematically throughout 

the narration.  

In Mandarin, bi-clausal constructions encoding causal chains include causal clauses, 

progressive compound clauses, temporal complex clauses, and condensed clauses. For 

example (note: the underlined verb phrases in the following examples represent single events 

or macro-events): 

I
＋
ECC: 

(i) progressive compound clauses 

1) P22V16 女士倒拿着扫帚，打碎了桌上的盘子。 

nǚ shì dǎo ná zhe sǎo zhǒu, dǎ suì le zhuō shàng de pán zǐ 

lady upside down hold-ZHE broom, hit smash-LE table on DE plate 

‘A lady held a broom upside down, and broke a plate on the table.’ 

2) P30V16 女人用扫把打盘子，盘子碎了。 

nǚ rén yòng sǎo bǎ dǎ pán zǐ，pán zǐ suì le 

lady use broom hit plate, plate break-LE 

‘A lady used a broom to hit a plate, and the plate broke.’ 

I
－

OCC: 

(i) progressive compound clauses 

3) P19V22 一个男的拉了一下窗帘，窗帘滑了过去。 

yī gè nán de lā le yī xià chuāng lián，chuāng lián huá le guò qù 
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one CLn man pull-ASP once curtain, curtain slide-LE pass go 

‘A man gave a pull to the curtain, and it slid to the other side.’ 

4) P11V23 男生用手投球，球进了。 

nán shēng yòng shǒu tóu qiú, qiú jìn le 

boy use hand throw ball, ball enter-LE 

‘The boy used his hand to throw a ball, and the ball went into the hoop.’ 

(ii) causal clauses 

5) P21V20 运动员轻轻摸了一下奖盘，所以奖盘倒了。 

yùn dòng yuán qīng qīng mō le yī xià jiǎng pán, suǒ yǐ jiǎng pán dǎo le 

sportsman gently touch-ASP one CLv trophy, so trophy fall-LE 

‘A sportsman touched the trophy gently, so it fell over.’ 

6) P1V19 一个人颠球，致使球飞出门外。 

yī gè rén diān qiú, zhì shǐ qiú fēi chū mén wài 

one CLn man head ball, cause ball fly exit door out 

‘A man headed a ball, causing it fly out of the door.’  

(iii) temporal complex clauses 

7) P8V20 运动员摸了一下奖牌后，奖牌倒了。 

yùn dòng yuán mō le yī xià jiǎng pái hòu, jiǎng pái dǎo le 

sportsman touch-ASP one CLv trophy after, trophy fall-LE 

‘After a sportsman touched the trophy, it fell over.’ 

8) P1V28  男人轻轻地推了一下门后，门就关上了。 

nán rén qīng qīng dì tuī le yī xià mén hòu，mén jiù guān shàng le 

man gently push-ASP one CLv door after, door close-LE 

‘After the man gently pushed the door, it closed.’ 

(iv) condensed clauses 

9) P7V20 奖盘因为运动员的触碰而掉落到地上。 

jiǎng pán yīn wéi yùn dòng yuán de chù pèng ér diào luò dào dì shàng 

trophy because of sportsman DE touch ér fall arrive ground 

‘The trophy fell down to the ground because of the sportsman’s touching.’   

10) P25V20 他一不小心就将奖牌打倒在地。 
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tā yī bú xiǎo xīn jiù jiāng jiǎng pái dǎ dǎo zài dì 

he one careless jiù jiāng trophy hit fall at ground 

‘He accidentally knocked the trophy to the ground.’  

I
＋

OCC: 

(i) progressive compound clauses 

11) P14V33 一个人用一个网球拍把秋千打了一下，秋千晃动起来。 

yī gè rén yòng yī gè wǎng qiú pāi bǎ qiū qiān dǎ le yī xià, qiū qiān huǎng dòng qǐ lái 

one CLn person use one CLn tennis racket bǎ swing hit-LE one CLv, swing  

waggle rise 

‘A person used a tennis racket to hit a swing, it started to waggle.’ 

12) P21V32 他轻轻一推，球就进洞了。 

tā qīng qīng yī tuī, qiú jiù jìn dòng le 

he gently one push, ball once enter hole-LE 

‘He pushed the ball gently, it moved into the hole immediately.’ 

(ii) causal clauses 

13) P13V31 男子用刀剪苹果，致使苹果落在筐里面。 

nán zǐ yòng dāo jiǎn píng guǒ, zhì shǐ píng guǒ luò zài kuāng lǐ miàn 

man use knife cut apple, cause apple fall at basket inside 

‘A man used a knife to cut an apple, causing it to fall into the basket.’ 

14) P5V31 光头强剪掉了树枝上的苹果，使苹果掉到地上。 

guāng tóu qiáng jiǎn diào le shù zhī shàng de píng guǒ, shǐ píng guǒ diào dào dì 

shàng 

the bald strong cut fall-LE branch on DE apple, cause apple fall arrive ground 

‘The bald, strong man cut off the apple on the branch, causing it to fall on the 

ground.’ 

In English, bi-clausal constructions include coordinate clauses, progressive compound 

clauses, non-restrictive attributive clauses and adverbial clauses. For example, 

I
－
ECC: 

(i) coordinate clauses 

15) S1V1   He opened the door with his hand and held it open. 
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16) S1V2   She blew up a balloon and it expanded. 

I
＋
ECC: 

(i) coordinate clauses 

17) S24V14  He hit a water bottle with a brick and it crushed. 

18) S1V16   She swung the broom down and broke the plate. 

I
－

OCC: 

(i) coordinate clauses 

19) S3V19  She kicked a ball and the ball went outside. 

20) S27V27  The lady blew the bottle, so it fell. 

(ii)non-restrictive attributive clauses 

21) S8V30   He got kicked in the chest, which made him fall into the hole. 

22) S15V30  A man kicked another man, causing him to fall backwards. 

(iii) adverbial clauses 

23) S16V25   The cart moved because he pulled it. 

I
＋

OCC: 

(i) coordinate clauses 

24) S29V33  The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and it moved. 

25) S21V33  He hit a swing with a tennis racket and it swung consistently. 

(ii)non-restrictive attributive clause 

26) S8V31  He cut the apple from the tree, which fell into the basket.  

27) S15V33 A man hit a swing with a tennis racket, causing it to move back and forth. 

(iii) adverbial clause 

28) S26V34  He hit the ice so that it moved down the river. 

29) S1V35   The cups were knocked over as he swung his broom. 

The bi-clausal constructions above intuitively refer to a sequence of multiple events, 

which allow the speaker to “time” the subevents independently of one other. For example, 

P1V19 一个人颠球，致使球飞出门外。 

→ 一个人颠球，致使球(在下一秒钟之后)飞出门外。 

yī gè rén diān qiú，zhì shǐ qiú (zài xià yī miǎo zhōng zhī hòu) fēi chū mén wài  

one CLn man head ball, cause ball fly exit door out after one minute 
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‘A man headed a ball, causing it fly out of the door after one minute.’  

S8V31 He cut the apple from the tree, which fell into the basket.   

→ He cut the apple from the tree (quickly), which fell into the basket (at once).  

In Mandarin, progressive compound clauses and temporal complex clauses entail a 

precedent temporal relation between subevents. As to causal clauses, condensed clauses in 

Mandarin and non-restrictive attributive clauses and adverbial clauses in English, the event 

encoded in the dependent clause is not strictly tied to the time interval asserted via the tensed 

finite verb of the main clause, because the event encoded in the dependent clause does not 

have an assertion time in explicit terms, since it is in a subordinate relation to the main clause 

(Carroll & von Stutterheim 2011: 71). Therefore, such bi-clausal constructions refer to 

different times of subevents and do not have MEP.  

Both language groups mention more small events in multiple clauses when encoding I
－

OCC and I
＋
OCC, while they prefer to mention one larger event by using a single clausal 

construction when encoding I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC. Why did this happen? The main reason is 

that onset causal chains and extended causal chains have different temporal relations between 

or among their subevents. We have seen that e1 and e2 are causally related events. The 

situation in which e1 is completely within the temporal extent of e2 is more easily to be 

construed to involve a single event than the situation in which e1 is contiguous to e2 and both 

of them have their separate temporal dimensions. A semantic principle of linear order is 

widely recognized in Haiman (ed.) (1985), which says the order of clauses in coherent 

discourse will tend to correspond to the temporal order of the occurrence of the depicted 

events. The number of clauses and their linear order in the data, to a large extent, reflected 

people’s experience of the temporal structure of the situation. Therefore, iconicity between 

human beings’ conceptualization of causative situations and its linguistic encoding may 

explain why the percentages of more fine-grained bi-clausal constructions to encode I
－
OCC 

and I
＋
OCC were much higher than those of I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC in both Mandarin and English.  

Furthermore, at a more fine-grained level of granularity, speakers’ language choices will 

be more expressive, clear, and accurate. However, as to the four kinds of causal chains, I
－

ECC, I
－
OCC, I

＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC, the data also showed a predominant phenomenon that both 

Mandarin and English groups exhibited an overall preference for mapping causal information 
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about the situation into a single clause over multiple clauses (Tables 6.1－6.4). This overall 

preference for mono-clausal constructions could reveal a principled asymmetry in event 

representation and syntactic integration.  

Specifically speaking, the highly frequent monoclausal constructions, namely bǎ 

constructions, jiāng constructions, bèi constructions, resultative constructions, and serial verb 

constructions in Mandarin were used to represent four kinds of causal chains (see Table 6.10). 

By contrast, the highly frequent monoclausal constructions such as lexical causatives, 

resultative constructions, verb particle constructions and passive constructions in English, 

were used to represent four kinds of causal chains. In addition, the monoclausal construction 

V+ to also represents I
＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC (see Table 6.11).  

Table 6.10 Common constructions representing extended and onset causal chains in Mandarin 

Common 

constructions 
Instances 

1. bǎ constructions 

I
－

ECC-P17V2 一个人把气球吹大了。 

yī gè rén bǎ qì qiú chuī dà le  

one CLn bǎ balloon blow big-LE 

‘A person blew up the balloon.’ 

(Explanation: ‘A person blew the air into the balloon and it expanded.’) 

I
－

OCC-P6V19 她把足球踢出了门外。 

 tā bǎ zú qiú tī chū le mén wài 

 she bǎ football kick exit -LE door out 

 ‘She kicked the football out of the door.’ 

 (Explanation: ‘She kicked the football and it moved out of the door.’) 

I
＋

ECC-P3V13 那个男子把番茄戳穿了。 

nà gè nán zǐ bǎ fān qié chuō chuān le 

that CLn man bǎ tomato poke through-LE 

That man pierced the tomato. 

(Explanation: ‘That man poked the tomato and it punctured.’) 

I
＋

OCC-P11V32 男人把高尔夫球打进洞了。 

 nán rén bǎ gāo ěr fū qiú dǎ jìn dòng le 

 man bǎ golf ball hit enter hole-LE 

 ‘The man hit the golf ball into the hole.’ 

 (Explanation: ‘The man hit the golf ball and it moved into the hole.’) 

2. jiāng constructions 

I
－

ECC-P12V4 一位女士将自行车推上坡。 

yī wèi nǚ shì jiāng zì háng chē tuī shàng pō  

one CLn lady jiāng bike push up slope 

‘A lady pushed a bike up a ramp.’ 

 (Explanation.: ‘A lady pushed a bike and it went up the slope.’) 

I
－

OCC-P14V19 这个女的将球踢到了门外。 
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zhè gè nǚ de jiāng qiú tī dào le mén wài  

this woman jiāng football kick exit-LE door out 

‘This woman kicked the football out of the door.’ 

(Explanation: ‘This woman kicked the ball and it rolled out of the door.’) 

I
＋

ECC-P5V17 女人将一张纸剪成两半。 

nǚ rén jiāng yī zhāng zhǐ jiǎn chéng liǎng bàn 

woman jiāng one CLn paper cut become two halves 

‘A woman cut a piece of paper into two halves.’ 

(Explanation: ‘A woman cut a piece of paper and it became two halves.’) 

I
＋

OCC-P24V32 高尔夫球员将高尔夫球打进洞。 

gāo ěr fū qiú yuán jiāng gāo ěr fū qiú dǎ jìn dòng   

golfer jiāng golf ball hit enter hole 

‘The golfer hit the golf ball into the hole.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The golfer hit the golf ball and it rolled into the hole.’) 

3. bèi constructions 

I
－

ECC-P17V5 书被一个人翻开了。 

shū bèi yī gè rén fān kāi le 

book bèi one CLn person open-LE 

‘The book was opened by someone.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The page was turned and the book was open.’) 

I
－

OCC-P8V21 座椅被男人轻轻地推开了。 

zuò yǐ bèi nán rén qīng qīng dì tuī kāi le  

sofa bèi man gently push away-LE 

‘The sofa was gently pushed away by the man.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The sofa was gently pushed by the man and the sofa moved 

away.’) 

I
＋

ECC-P6V18 胡萝卜被他切开了。 

hú luó bo bèi tā qiē kāi le  

carrot bèi he cut apart-LE 

‘The carrot was cut apart by him.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The carrot was cut by him and it came apart.’)  

I
＋

OCC-P25V32 高尔夫球被他打进了洞里。 

gāo ěr fū qiú bèi tā dǎ jìn le dòng lǐ   

Golf ball bèi he hit enter-LE hole inside 

‘The golf ball was hit into the hole by him.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The golf ball was hit by him and it rolled into the hole .’)  

4. resultative 

constructions 

I
－

ECC-P24V6  男子摘走了花。 

nán zǐ zhāi zǒu le huā  

man pick away-LE flower 

‘The man plucked the flower away.’  

(Explanation: ‘The man plucked the flower and walked away.’)  

I
－

OCC-P7V25 男生拉动了音箱。 

nán shēng lā dòng le yīn xiāng  

man pull move-LE loudspeaker 

‘The man pulled the loudspeaker.’ 
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(Explanation: ‘The boy pulled the loudspeaker and it moved.’) 

I
＋

ECC-P20V15 男生从阳台上取下衣服。 

nán shēng cóng yáng tái shàng qǔ xià yī fú   

Boy from the balcony on take off his clothes 

‘The boy took off his clothes from the balcony.’  

(Explanation: ‘The boy took his clothes from the balcony and the clothes 

came down.’) 

I
＋

OCC-P24V31 光头强在树上剪掉苹果。 

guāng tóu qiáng zài shù shàng jiǎn diào píng guǒ   

the bald strong at tree on cut fall apple  

‘The bald, strong man cut off an apple on the tree.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The bald, strong man cut an apple on the tree and the apple 

fell off.’) 

5. serial verbal 

constructions 

I
－

ECC-PP2V8 男人背着女朋友上了楼。 

nán rén bēi zhe nǚ péng yǒu shàng le lóu 

man carry-ZHE girl friend up-LE stairs 

‘The man climbed the stairs, carrying his girl friend on his back.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The man carried his girl friend and walked upstairs.’) 

I
－

OCC-P30V20 一个足球运动员用手将奖盘掰到了地上。 

    yī gè zú qiú yùn dòng yuán yòng shǒu jiāng jiǎng pán bāi dào le dì shàng 

    One CLn football sportsman use hand jiāng trophy move arrive-LE ground 

    ‘A football sportsman used his hand to move the trophy to the ground.’ 

   (Explanation: ‘A football sportsman used his hand to touch the trophy and it 

fell down to the ground.’) 

I
＋

ECC-P3V14 男生用砖头把瓶子拍扁了。 

nán shēng yòng zhuān tóu bǎ píng zǐ pāi biǎn le  

Boy use brick bǎ bottle pat flat-LE 

‘The boy flattened a bottle with a brick.’ 

(Explanation: ‘The man used a brick and flattened a bottle.’) 

I
＋

OCC-P12V36 他拿网球拍子把球打跑了。 

tā ná wǎng qiú pāi zǐ bǎ qiú dǎ pǎo le 

he take tennis racket bǎ ball hit run-LE 

‘He hit a ball away with a tennis racket.’ 

(Explanation: ‘He used a tennis racket to hit a ball and it ran away.’) 

Bi-clausal 

constructions: 

 

Progressive 

compound clauses 

I
＋

ECC-P22V16 女士倒拿着扫帚，打碎了桌上的盘子。 

nǚ shì dǎo ná zhe sǎo zhǒu, dǎ suì le zhuō shàng de pán zǐ 

lady upside down hold-ZHE broom, hit smash-LE table on DE plate 

‘A lady held a broom upside down and broke a plate on the table.’ 

I
＋

OCC-P27V33 男人推了一下秋千，秋千晃了起来。 

nán rén tuī le yī xià qiū qiān，qiū qiān huǎng le qǐ lái 

man push-LE one CLv swing, swing sway-LE rise 

‘A man gave a push to the swing it started to swing.’ 
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Table 6.11 Common constructions representing extended and onset causal chains in English 

Common constructions Instances 

monoclausal 

construction 

1. lexical 

causative 

constructions 

I
－

ECC-S2V1 He opened the door. 

I
－

OCC-S4V22 The guy closed a curtain. 

I
＋

ECC-S29V13 A man pierced a tomato with a stick. 

I
＋

OCC-S22V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 

2. resultative 

constructions 

I
－

ECC-S5V11  He pulled a curtain shut. 

I
－

OCC-S7V19 She kicked the ball above her head. 

I
＋

ECC-S26V17 She cut the piece of paper in half. 

I
＋

OCC-S2V32 He hit a golf ball into the hole. 

3.verb particle 

constructions 

I
－

ECC-S3V2 She blew up a balloon. 

I
－

OCC-S15V20 A man knocked over a trophy. 

I
＋

ECC-S29V15 The man took a top down from a rail. 

I
＋

OCC-S11V35 He knocked off cups with a broom. 

4.passive 

constructions 

I
－

ECC-S29V3  The mat was lifted up. 

I
－

OCC-S1V20 The trophy was knocked over. 

I
＋

ECC-S1V15 The shirt was taken from the hanger. 

I
＋

OCC-S1V34 The ice was swept through the water with an ice pick. 

5.V+ to do 

constructions 

I
＋

ECC-S11V14 He used a brick to push a bottle flat. 

I
＋

OCC-S12V31 The character used pliers to cut an apple down from the 

tree. 

bi-clausal 

construction 

6.coordinate 

clauses 

I
－

ECC-S1V2 She blew up a balloon and it expanded. 

I
－

OCC-S3V19 She kicked a ball and the ball went outside. 

I
＋

ECC-S10V16 She hit the plate with a broom handle and it smashed. 

I
＋

OCC-S24V31 He cut the apple stalk and the apple fell into a basket. 

Why were a large number of monoclausal syntactic forms chosen to encode different 

types of causal chains? Without special emphasis, speakers will prefer to give descriptions 

which blur the temporal relation between the causing event and the caused event (including 

the temporal relation among agent’s causative action, tool-effect events and the patient’s 

changing state) and the manner by which agent exerts force on patient. In other words, when 

“coarse-grained” monoclausal constructions were employed, details and distinctions between 

extended causal chains and onset causal chains below the more “coarse-grained” level would 

be ignored at a coarse level of granularity, such as the form of physical force-exerting contact 

of between causer and affectee, tool involvement, or the temporal interval between subevents. 

This kind of syntactic preference is reminiscent of Zipf's (1949) Principle of Least Effort, 

reflected on the level of cognition and language. Compared with a bi-clausal construction, a 

mono-clausal construction shows economical encoding because it is shorter with fewer words 

and fewer segments or otherwise requires less articulatory effort. 
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6.2.2 Linearization and multidimensional temporal structuring of causal chains  

The temporal structure of events is very important in information selection and 

structuring, as it provides one of the foundations on which a description is built. A causal 

chain as an entire event has a complex temporal structure. It consists of multiple subevents 

and states that are temporally related. When encoding a causal chain, we need to think about 

the temporal structuring in it.  

In Figure 5.6, since their subevents take place at the same time, the temporal relations of 

subevents of non-instrumental and instrumental extended casual chains depicted in situation a 

and c respectively constitute a non-linear event structure. Simultaneous subevents do not 

possess a chronological order that can be verbally expressed straightforwardly. People are 

capable of perceiving and conceiving changes in a dynamic situation as individual 

simultaneous events; however, we are unable to verbalize these individual events 

simultaneously (Habel & Tappe 1999: 127). In order to solve this problem, speakers have 

different manners of representation in linearizing and subsequently verbalizing the 

simultaneous subevents in extended causal chains. Generally speaking, on the syntactic level, 

a single clause headed by a verb denotes a single event (Croft et al. 2016), which may be 

defined as an independent syntactic unit. Two or more clauses representing multiple causative 

events either by subordination or by coordination may be integrated into a single macro-event 

and represented by one single clause, just like multiple parallel events existing all at once. 

Then, the individual simultaneous subevents in extended causal chains, including I
－
ECC and 

I
＋
ECC, could be verbalized in the same one clause, such as the Mandarin and English 

examples in Tables 6.10－6.11. Or they may also describe the simultaneous subevents one 

after another by the juxtaposition of clauses. For example, the coordinate clauses in examples 

15)－16) illustrated how the English-speaking participants depicted the causing event and the 

caused event one by one in I
－
ECC which occurred co-temporarily. Progressive compound 

clauses, a type of bi-claussal constructions, in examples 1)－2) above in Mandarin and 

coordinate clauses in examples 17)－18) in English illustrate how two groups of speakers 

depicted the causing event and the caused event in I
＋
ECC one after another, including agent’s 

action, a tool-effect event and a patient-changing event, which took place at the same time. 
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As far as non-instrumental and instrumental onset casual chains are concerned, their 

causing event and caused event take place contiguously, constituting a linear temporal 

relation, as depicted in situation b and d respectively (I
＋
OCC has a more complex event 

structure, whose causing event and caused event occur contiguously. Furthermore, a causing 

event is composed of an agent’s act of manipulating a tool and the tool-effect event, which 

occur simultaneously). Naturally, the chronological sequencing of events in the real world 

may influence speakers in choosing a linear description of such sequences by employing 

bi-clausal constructions: that if e1 comes before e2 in the model of reality, then clause1 

representing e1 comes before clause2 representing e2 in the expression. For example, the 

progressive compound clauses, causal clauses, temporal complex clauses, and condenses 

clauses in 3)－10) were used to encode I
－
OCC and progressive compound clauses and causal 

clauses in example 11)－14) were used to encode I
＋

OCC in Mandarin. Noticeably, 

progressive compound clauses were mentioned most frequently and ranked the highest (see 

Fig.s 6.3－6.4). By contrast, coordinate clauses, non-restrictive attributive clauses, and 

adverbial clauses in example 19)－24) and 25)－30) were used to encode I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC 

respectively in English. Significantly, coordinate clauses were ranked the highest (see Fig. 

6.7-6.8). However, they may also choose non-linear, hierarchical representations to describe 

the linear temporal sequence of I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC, by integrating their subevents into a 

single macro-event as per the examples in Tables 6.10-6.11. 

In summary, from the proportion and types of constructions used to express extended 

and onset causal chains in our empirical data, we found that, for one thing, both the linear 

event structure of I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC and simultaneous event structure of I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC 

may be mapped onto and described by a linear order of clauses, namely, progressive 

compound clauses in Mandarin and coordinate clauses in English (except I
－
ECC in Mandarin, 

which haven’t been represented by bi-clausal constructions). That is because the syntactic 

relationships between clauses in progressive compound clauses and coordinate clauses 

possess two kinds of syntactic iconicity: chronological sequencing and juxtaposition (Leech 

& Short 2007: 188-196). The principles of chronological sequencing or temporal iconicity 

predicts that, in production, speakers describe events in the order in which they occurred; 

indeed, the bi-clausal causatives permit a causing event, sometimes with an instrument, in 
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which the agent’s action and the means-event precedes the caused event (Fodor 1970). When 

bi-clausal constructions were used to encode I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC, the order of mention 

coincided with the order of occurrence. As Greenberg (1966: 103) observes “the order of 

elements in language parallels that in physical experience or the order of knowledge.” As 

such, a sequence of clauses is interpreted in terms of succession and consequence.  

Moreover, motivation for juxtaposition can account for a number of syntactic 

phenomena involving a linear order of clauses in Mandarin and English encoding I
－
ECC and 

I
＋

ECC. The juxtaposing of two clauses here as a linking device to represent causation 

consists of two categories: (i) there is an explicit connective or conjunction between two 

clauses, such as because, and, so, and (ii) two (or more) clauses are chained by just placing 

one after the other or side by side without using an overt formal means, but the causally 

semantic dependence between two clauses can still be realized. This means that a sequence of 

clauses are interpreted as clausal juxtaposition representing two or more events unfolding at 

the same time, which evoke an impression of locative connectedness, simultaneity or 

psychological closeness (Leech & Short 2007: 193, 201).  

Furthermore, both the linear event structure of I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC and simultaneous 

event structure of I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC may also be mapped onto and described by non-linear, 

hierarchical mono-clausal constructions. Such economic encoding may be partially due to the 

Principle of Least Effort, and partially because of subevents in four types of causal chains 

being integrated and conceptualized as single macro-events, thus encoded in monoclausal 

constructions. In this sense, our results support Habel and Tappe’s assumption: the 

linearization process was not solely determined by the sequence of the states of affairs in the 

causal chains, but rather, it involves a high proportion of conceptualization and planning 

(Habel & Tappe 1999: 150). The processes of event segmentation, event integration and 

temporal structuring could affect speakers’ linearization and subsequent verbalization of 

different causal chains. 

Another finding is that besides the common encoding forms with I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC has 

more, and various, syntactic encoding forms than I
－
ECC does in both languages, such as 

mono-clausal constructions, including periphrastic causative constructions and verb-coping 

constructions, and four types of bi-clausal constructions: progressive compound clauses, 
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causational complex clauses, temporal complex clauses, and condensed clauses (see Table 

6.12) in Mandarin. By contrast, other monoclausal constructions, such as periphrastic 

causative constructions and V + to do constructions, and two more types of bi-clausal 

constructions — non-restrictive attributive clauses, adverbial clauses — were used to encode I

－
OCC in English (see Table 6.13).  

Table 6.12 Specific constructions representing I
－

OCC only in Mandarin 

Constructions Instances 

monoclausal 

construction 

1. 

periphrastic 

causative 

constructions 

I
－

OCCP10V24 男人故意使秋千荡起来。 

   nán rén gù yì shǐ qiū qiān dàng qǐ lái  

   man on purpose make swing swing rise 

   ‘A man made the swing start to swing on purpose.’ 

I
－

OCCP20V24 男人使秋千摇晃。 

nán rén shǐ qiū qiān yáo huàng 

man make swing swing 

‘A man made a swing swing.’ 

2.  

verb-coping 

constructions 

I
－

OCCP7V23 男生投篮投中了。 

   nán shēng tóu lán tóu zhōng le  

   boy shoot basket hit the shot-LE 

   ‘The boy scored a shot.’ 

bi-clausal 

construction 

3. 

progressive 

compound 

clauses 

I
－

OCCP15V19 一个女生踢了一下球，球蹦到了外面。 

yī gè nǚ shēng tī le yī xià qiú, qiú bèng dào le wài miàn 

one CLn girl kick-LE one CLv football, ball jump arrive-ASP outside 

‘A girl kicked the football and the ball jumped to the outside.’ 

I
－

OCCP30V22 男生拉了一下窗帘，窗帘关上了。 

nán shēng lā le yī xià chuāng lián, chuāng lián guān shàng le 

boy pull-LE one CLv curtain, curtain close up-ASP 

‘The boy pulled the curtain and the curtain closed.’ 

4. causal 

clauses 

I
－

OCCP21V20 运动员轻轻摸了一下奖盘，所以奖盘倒了。 

yùn dòng yuán qīng qīng mō le yī xià jiǎng pán, suǒ yǐ jiǎng pán dǎo le 

Sportsman gently touch-ASP one CLv trophy, so trophy fall-LE 

‘The sportsman touched the trophy, so it fell over.’ 

I
－

OCCP15V27 因为女生吹了一下瓶子，所以瓶子掉到地上去了。 

yīn wéi nǚ shēng chuī le yī xià píng zǐ, suǒ yǐ píng zǐ diào dào dì shàng 

qù le 

Because girl blow-LE one CLv bottle, so bottle fall arrive ground 

go-LE 

‘Because the girl blew at the bottle, it fell down to the ground.’ 

5. temporal 

complex 

clauses 

I
－

OCCP8V20 运动员摸了一下奖牌后，奖牌倒了。 

yùn dòng yuán mō le yī xià jiǎng pái hòu, jiǎng pái dǎo le 

sportsman touch-ASP one CLv trophy after, trophy fall-LE 

‘After a sportsman touched the trophy, it fell over.’ 

I
－

OCCP1V28 男人轻轻地推了一下门后，门就关上了。 
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nán rén qīng qīng dì tuī le yī xià mén hòu，mén jiù guān shàng le 

man gently push-ASP one CLv door after, door close-LE 

‘After the man gently pushed the door, it closed.’ 

6. condensed 

clauses 

I
－

OCCP25V20 他一不小心就将奖牌打倒在地。 

tā yī bú xiǎo xīn jiù jiāng jiǎng pái dǎ dǎo zài dì 

he one careless jiù jiāng trophy hit fall at ground 

‘He accidentally knocked the trophy to the ground.’  

I
－

OCCP7V20 奖盘因为运动员的触碰而掉落到地上。 

jiǎng pán yīn wéi yùn dòng yuán de chù pèng ér diào luò dào dì shàng 

trophy because of sportsman DE touch ér fall arrive ground 

‘The trophy fell down to the ground because of the sportsman’s 

touching it.’   

Table 6.13 Specific constructions representing I
－

OCC only in English 

Constructions Instances 

monoclausal 

construction 

periphrastic 

causative 

constructions 

I
－

OCCS1V28 He let the door shut. 

I
－

OCCS14V28 He let a door closed. 

V+to do 

constructions 

I
－

OCCS6V25 The man pulled the trolley to spin it.  

I
－

OCCS27V28 The man pushed the door to close it. 

bi-clausal 

construction 

non-restrictive 

attributive clauses 

I
－

OCCS18V25 A man pulled a wheeled box across the floor, 

causing it to slide. 

I
－

OCCS1V29 She punched the man in the stomach, which caused 

the blood to come out of his mouth. 

adverbial clauses 
I
－

OCCS16V25 The cart moved because he pulled it. 

I
－

OCCS27V27 The lady blew the bottle, so it fell.  

Similarly, besides the same surface constructions with I
＋
ECC, I

＋
OCC have more various 

syntactic encoding forms than I
＋

ECC in both languages: causal clauses and a type of 

bi-clausal constructions, which were used to encode I
＋
OCC in Mandarin only. By contrast, 

two more types of bi-clausal constructions—non-restrictive attributive clause and adverbial 

clause—were used to encode I
＋
OCC in English only (see Table 6.14).  

Table 6.14 Specific constructions representing I
＋

OCC only in Mandarin and English 

Bi-clausal construction Instances 

Mandarin causal clauses 

I
＋

OCCP13V31 男子用刀剪苹果，致使苹果落在筐里面。 

nán zǐ yòng dāo jiǎn píng guǒ, zhì shǐ píng guǒ luò zài kuāng lǐ miàn 

man use knife cut apple, cause apple fall at basket inside 

‘A man used a knife to cut an apple, causing it to fall into the basket.’ 

I
＋

OCCP10V33 一个人用网球拍把秋千推了一下，使秋千晃荡了起来。 

yī gè rén yòng wǎng qiú pāi bǎ qiū qiān tuī le yī xià, shǐ qiū qiān huǎng 

dàng le qǐ lái 

one CLn man use tennis racket bǎ swing push-LE one CLv, cause swing 

waggle-LE rise 

‘A person used a tennis racket to pushed a swing, causing it to start to 
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waggle.’ 

English 

non-restrictive 

attributive 

clauses 

I
＋

OCCS15V33 A man hit a swing with a tennis racket, causing it to move 

back and forth. 

I
＋

OCCS8V36 The man hit the football with a tennis racket, which made the 

ball roll down the bench. 

adverbial 

clauses 

I
＋

OCCS20V31 He cut an apple from the tree, so it fell into the basket. 

I
＋

OCCS26V34 He hit the ice so that it moved down the river. 

As illustrated in Tables 6.13-6.14, we can see that onset causal chains are represented by 

many more various and more complicated patterns of syntactic patterns. According to 

Haspelmath’s iconicity of complexity, which says “more complex meanings are expressed by 

more complex forms” (Haspelmath 2008: 1), it provides proof that situations involving onset 

causation are more complex than those involving extended causation, which is a basic 

causative situation, since onset causation contains a point-durational basic causative situation 

together with an autonomous event (Talmy 2000a: 499). 

6.2.3 Word order of linguistic representation of causal chains 

 The basic word order is Subject + Verb + Object (known as SVO) in Mandarin (Sun & 

Givón 1985), as it is in English. For example: 

(1)   a. I
－
ECC-P26V1 一名男士打开了门。 

           yī míng nán shì dǎ kāi le mén 

           one CLn gentleman open-LE door 

           ‘A gentleman opened the door.’             (resultative construction) 

 b. I
－

OCC-P20V28 一个男人关上了门。 

yī gè nán rén guān shàng le mén   

one CLn man close-LE door 

‘A man closed the door.’                     (resultative construction)   

c. I
－
OCC-S20V20  He knocked over the trophy.    (verb particle constructions) 

d. I
－

OCC-S4V22  The guy closed a curtain.        (lexical causatives) 

In (1), the resultative constructions in Mandarin (a-b) and lexical causatives (1c) and 

verb particle constructions (1d) in English are quite similar.  

In the examples found in our corpus, Mandarin Chinese word orders of the causative 

constructions for encoding extended and onset causal chains are quite different from those in 

English in a lot of ways in terms of monoclausal constructions of syntactic integration.  
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First of all, a number of examples were found in SOV word order with the direct 

object-markers (OM for short) bǎ and jiāng in Mandarin, such (2a-b) (with 54.1% in the 

encoding forms of I
－
ECC, 36.5% in those of I

－
OCC, 10.9% in those of I

＋
ECC and 14.1% in 

those of I
＋
OCC). More examples can be seen in Table 6.1. Among them, SOV-ordered 

clauses with OM bǎ and jiāng were ranked the highest in the overall distribution of linguistic 

forms of I
－
ECC and I

－
OCC.  

(2) a. I
－

ECC-P17V2 一个人把气球吹大了。 

yī gè rén bǎ qì qiú chuī dà le  

one CLn bǎ balloon blow big-LE 

‘A person blew up the balloon.’ 

b. I
＋
ECC-P5V17 女人将一张纸剪成两半。 

nǚ rén jiāng yī zhāng zhǐ jiǎn chéng liǎng bàn 

woman jiāng one CLn paper cut become two halves 

‘A woman cut a piece of paper into two halves.’ 

Two important distributional properties of the bǎ/jiāng construction have been generally 

recognized by Chinese linguists (Mei 1978; Lǚ 1999: 176-198). One is that the referential 

properties of the NP after bǎ and jiāng can be definite (2b) or indefinite (2a); however only 

the definite reading of the nominal after bǎ and jiāng is acceptable. The other is that the 

temporal structure of the bǎ and jiāng constructions is necessarily telic and bounded: the 

event must have an endpoint (cf. Sun 1996: 53), which may be realized by the co-occurrence 

constraint between the telic aspectual marker LE and the bǎ and jiāng constructions (e.g. 2a) 

or the VP following the direct object is a verbal resultative construction (e.g. 2b). 

Another major difference lies in serial verbal constructions (SVCs), a special syntactic 

structure in Mandarin as compared with English. A serial verbal construction is a monoclausal 

costruction consisting of multiple independent verbs with no element linking them and with 

no predicate-argument relation between the verbs (Haspelmath 2016: 296). Specifically 

speaking, SVCs fall into three categories of syntactic structures: (i) S + V1 + O1 + V2 + O2, (ii) 

S + V1 + O1+ bǎ / jiāng + O2 + V2, and (iii) S + V1 + zhe + O1 + V2 + O2. V1 and V2 in SVCs 

share the same subject. For example, 

(i) S + V1 + O1 + V2 + le + O2 
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(3) a. I
－

ECC-P25V1 他用一只手打开了房门。 

tā yòng yī zhī shǒu dǎ kāi le fáng mén  

     he use one CLn hand open-LE door 

     ‘He opened the door with one hand.’ 

    b. I
＋
ECC-P6V16 一个女子用扫把打破了桌上的盘子。 

yī gè nǚ zǐ yòng sǎo bǎ dǎ pò le zhuō shàng de pán zǐ 

one CLn woman use broom break-LE table on DE plate 

‘A woman broke a plate on the table by using a broom.’ 

    c. I
－
OCC-P30V26 一个人用手推翻了桌上叠起来的纸杯。 

yī gè rén yòng shǒu tuī fān le zhuō shàng dié qǐ lái de zhǐ bēi 

one CLn person use hand overturn-LE table on stack up DE paper cup 

‘A person overturned the paper cup stacked on the table by using his hand.’  

d. I
＋

OCC-P21V33 一个人用网球拍推动了秋千。 

yī gè rén yòng wǎng qiú pāi tuī dòng le qiū qiān 

one CLn person use racket push-LE swing 

‘A person pushed a swing by using a racket.’ 

(ii) S + V1 + O1 + bǎ / jiāng + O2 + V2 + le 

(4) a. I
－

ECC-P22V4 女孩用力将摩拜单车推上了坡。 

nǚ hái yòng lì jiāng mó bài dān chē tuī shàng le pō   

girl put forth one's strength jiāng Mobike push up-ASP ramp 

‘A girl exerted her strength to push a Mobike up the ramp.’ 

    b. I
＋
ECC-P3V14 男生用砖头把瓶子拍扁了。 

nán shēng yòng zhuān tóu bǎ píng zǐ pāi biǎn le  

Boy use brick bǎ bottle pat flat-LE 

‘The boy flattened a bottle with a brick.’ 

    c. I
－
OCC-P30V20 一个足球运动员用手将奖盘扳到了地上。 

yī gè zú qiú yùn dòng yuán yòng shǒu jiāng jiǎng pán bāi dào le dì shàng 

one CLn football-player use hand jiāng trophy knock arrive LE ground on   

‘A football-player knocked a trophy down to the ground by using his hand.’  

d. I
＋

OCC-P12V36 他拿网球拍子把球打跑了。 
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tā ná wǎng qiú pāi zǐ bǎ qiú dǎ pǎo le 

he take tennis racket bǎ ball hit run-LE 

‘He hit a ball away with a tennis racket.’ 

(iii) S + V1 + zhe + O1 + V2 + O2 

(5) a. I
－

ECC-P2V8 男人背着女朋友上了楼。 

nán rén bēi zhe nǚ péng yǒu shàng le lóu 

man carry-ZHE girl friend up-LE stairs 

‘The man climbed the stairs, carrying his girlfriend on his back.’ 

b. I
－
ECC-P3V4 她推着自行车上坡。 

tā tuī zhe zì háng chē shàng pō 

she pull-ZHE bicycle walk up ramp 

‘She walked uphill, pushing a bicycle.’ 

In (i) and (ii), V1 means use, O1 plays the instrument role in the causal chain, O2 is the 

patient, V2 is a verbal resultative construction itself. For scenarios involving I
＋
ECC and I

＋

OCC, (i) and (ii) were mentioned with the highest proportion. In (iii), the first verb is a 

causative verb describing an activity which causes a change in the patient and there is a 

durative aspectual marker zhe following it. ‘V1 + zhe + O1’ is the accompanying action or the 

manner of subject when doing V2. As we can see, no matter which categories are involved, 

SVCs are basically a the combination of SVO plus SOV or SVO plus SVO.  

Kemmerer (2012) argues that two main principles may account for the overwhelming 

preference for SOV and SVO cross-linguistically. For one, according to the subject salience 

principle, subjects usually precedes objects — a syntactic pattern that reflects the temporal 

profile of the flow of energy from agent to patient. For another, no matter whether VO or OV 

word order, according to the verb-object contiguity principle, verbs and object are usually 

adjacent, a syntactic pattern that mirrors the close causal relationship between the agent’s 

action and its effect on the patient. These two principles embody certain conceptual aspects of 

the prototypical transitive action scenario in an iconic or isomorphic way. 

The comparison of the oral data between Mandarin and English showed that Mandarin 

had more various word orders for causative constructions for both extended and onset causal 
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chains, whereas English is less flexible with respect to word order. Nearly all the utterances 

were in the order of SVO, except the passive voice structures (OVS).  

6.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we analyzed and discussed syntactic integration of causal chains from 

three perspectives. Firstly, speakers of each language showed a preference to choose single 

clauses instead of two clauses to represent I
－

ECC, I
＋

ECC, I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC. Their 

percentage of single clauses were ranked as follows: I
－
ECC > I

＋
ECC > I

＋
OCC> I

－
OCC in 

English, whereas their percentage of single clauses were ranked as I
－
ECC > I

＋
ECC > I

－

OCC > I
＋
OCC in English. Secondly, due to the Principle of Least Effort and the integration 

of subevents in causal chains, both the linear event structure of I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC and 

simultaneous event structure of I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC may also be mapped onto and described by 

non-linear, hierarchical mono-clausal constructions. Both the linear event structure of I
－
OCC 

and I
＋
OCC and simultaneous event structure of I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC may be mapped onto and 

described by a linear order of clauses, namely, progressive compound clauses in Mandarin 

and coordinate clauses in English, which may be explained by two kinds of syntactic iconicity: 

chronological sequencing and juxtaposition (Leech & Short 2007: 188-196). Furthermore, 

because of the iconicity of complexity (Haspelmath 2008), onset causal chains are represented 

by much more various and more complicated syntactic patterns. Finally, the causative 

constructions for encoding extended and onset causal chains in more various word orders in 

Mandarin, whereas those in English is less flexible with respect to word order. 

Speakers not only view the world at different levels of granularity, but also articulated 

the causal chain at different degree of specificity. Talmy claims that the morphosyntactic 

features of causative expressions are not universal. The patterns in which causal events are 

described appear to be language specific and context dependent (Talmy 1991, 2000b). After a 

careful examination of the proportion of encoding patterns for onset and extended causal 

chains, some differences and similarities between these two language groups have been 

revealed in the above results.  
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Chapter 7  Mapping between Conceptual Event Integration and 

Syntactic Integration 

 

Based on the results of chapter 5 and 6, the mapping between conceptual event 

integration and syntactic integration of clauses was analyzed in this chapter, aiming to 

investigate whether cross-linguistic variability in causal-event encoding affects the way 

speakers of different languages conceive event integration and their products, namely 

macro-events. 

Section 7.1 reports the findings of simple linear regression analysis between task 1 and 

task 2 and section 7.2 discusses about the relationship between causal-chain segmentation and 

clause type . 

7.1 Results 

The preliminary results of the independent samples t-test showed that, there is a 

significant difference for the mean proportion between single-event classifications and that of 

single-clausal encodings in terms of I
－

OCC and I
＋
OCC, I

－
ECC and I

＋
ECC in Mandarin 

group, t1 (11) = − 13.83, p1 < 0.05; t2 (5.79) = − 5.02 , p2 < 0.05 ; t3 (22) = 6.02, p3 < 0.05 ; t4 

(10) = − 5.3, p4 < 0.05, two-tailed. However, no differences between single-event 

classifications and single- clausal encoding for these four types of causal chains were found in 

the English group, t5 (14.89) = − 1.36, p5 > 0.05; t6 (10) = − 1.16 , p6 > 0.05 ; t7 (22) = − 0.44, 

p7 > 0.05 ; t8 (10) = − 0.61, p8 > 0.05, two-tailed. Results were graphed separately for the 

comparison between syntactic integration in the linguistic task and event integration in the 

non-linguistic task in Fig. 7.1.  

To investigating whether or not there is a relationship between the proportion of 

single-event classifications and that of monoclausal constructions for four types of causal 

chains (I
－
ECC, I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC) in Mandarin- and English-speaking groups, we 

began by plotting these data points on a chart in MATLAB (2018a), see Figure 7.2. 
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Note: the star  refers to a significant difference found in statistics.  

Figure 7.1 Mean proportion comparison between single-event classifications and single-clausal 

construction for causal chains 

Mandarin-speaking group English-speaking group 
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Figure 7.2 Scatterplots of number of single-clausal constructions vs. number of single-event classifications 

On one hand, in Figure 7.2, we plot bear the number of single-event classifications (y) 

against bear the number of single-clausal constructions (x). Three different types of 

relationship between these two variables were identified. Specifically, firstly, a positive linear 

relationship between them (e.g.: d. f. h). We see that the proportion for single-event 

classifications of I
＋

ECC, I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC for English speakers does tend to increase as the 

proportion of single-clausal constructions increase. We can see an upward slop and a 

straight-line pattern in the plotted data points. Secondly, a negative linear relationship 

between them (e.g: c). As the proportion of single-clausal constructions increases, the 

proportion for single-event classifications of I
＋
ECC for Mandarin speakers decreases. Thirdly, 

no correlation between the two variables (e.g.: a, b, e, g). When the number of single-clausal 

constructions changes, it does not influence the proportion of single-event classifications of I
－

ECC, I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC for Mandarin speakers and I

－
ECC for English speakers. We can see 
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that there is no straight-line relationship and the points on a scatterplot do not show any 

pattern. 

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to quantify the strength 

and direction of the relationship between the mean proportion of single-event classifications 

and that of mono-clausal encoding forms for various causal chains. There was indeed a 

positive correlation between the two variables for I
＋
ECC (r = 0.888*, n = 6, p = 0.018 < 0.05), 

I
－

OCC (r = 0.901**, n = 12, p = 0.000 < 0.01) and I
＋
OCC (r = 0.909*, n = 6, p = 0.012 < 

0.05) in English-speaking group, a negative correlation between the two variables for I
＋

ECC 

(r = − .986**, n = 6, p = 0.00 < 0.01) in the Mandarin speaking group and no correction was 

found between them for I
－
ECC (a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient can not be 

computed, because the proportion of mono-clausal constructions of video clips involving I
－

ECC is constant), I
－
OCC (r = .473, n = 12, p = 0.121 > 0.05), I

＋
OCC (r = .347, n = 12, p = 

0.501 > 0.05) in the Mandarin speaking group and I
－
ECC (r = 0.485, n = 12, p = 0.11 > 0.05) 

in English-speaking group.  

A simple linear regression was calculated to predict the number of single-event 

classifications based on the number of monoclausal constructions. Through the simulation and 

regression analysis of numerical results by MATLAB and SPSS software, a linear regression 

model of the number of single-clausal constructions vs. the number of single-event 

classifications was fitted for I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. According to the fitting data of 

linear equations and the actual data, the residual diagrams are made (see (a1), (b1), (c1) and 

(d1) in Fig. 7.3).  
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Note: E: Number of single-event classifications; C: Number of single-clausal constructions 

Figure 7.3 Residual plots and simple linear regression model of number of single-clausal constructions vs. 

number of single-event classifications 
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In the Mandarin-speaking group, a significant regression model was found for I
＋

ECC, E 

= − 3.5 * C + 110.5 (F(1, 4) = 137.926, p < 0.00), with an R2 of .972. Participants’ predicted 

number of single-event classifications is equal to 110.5 − 3.5 (the number of single-clausal 

constructions) when the number of single-clausal constructions is measured. Participants’ 

average proportion of single-event classifications decreased 3.5 for each time a single-clausal 

construction was used (see a2). The R2 value and residual analysis (a1) show that the model 

has a good fit and accurate prediction. 

By contrast, in the English-speaking group, a significant regression model was found for 

I
＋
ECC, E = 2.04 * C − 35.22 (F(1, 4) = 14.938, p < 0.05), with an R2 of .789. Participants’ 

predicted number of single-event classifications is equal to − 24.231 + 1.692 (the number of 

single-clausal constructions) when the number of single-clausal constructions is measured. 

Participants’ average proportion of single-event classifications increased 1.692 for each time a 

single-clausal construction was used (see b2). From the residual analysis, the fitting accuracy 

of the fifth data in (b1) is poor.  

A significant regression equation was found for I
－
OCC, E= 0.87 * C +  (F(1, 10) = 

43.228, p < 0.05), with an R2 of .812. Participants’ predicted number of single-event 

classifications is equal to 1.893 + .836 (the number of single-clausal constructions) when the 

number of single-clausal constructions is measured. Participants’ average proportion of 

single-event classifications increased .836 for each time a single-clausal construction was 

used (see c2 in Fig. 7.3). From the residual analysis, the fitting accuracy of the twelfth data in 

(c1) is poor.  

As to I
＋

OCC, a linear regression equation is obtained, E = 0.69 * C + 2.88 (F(1, 4) = 

18.967, p < 0.05), with an R2 of .826. Participants’ predicted number of single-event 

classifications is equal to 2.882 + .689 (the number of single-clausal constructions) when the 

number of single-clausal constructions is measured. Participants’ average proportion of 

single-event classifications increased .689 for each time of a single-clausal construction was 

used. The R2 value and residual analysis (see d2 in Fig. 7.3) show that the model has a good 

fit and accurate prediction. 

The results may thus be interpreted as the proportion of the single-clausal constructions 

did not interact significantly with that of the single-event classifications in terms of I
－

ECC, I
－
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OCC and I
＋
OCC in the Mandarin group. As to the situations involving I

＋
ECC, the more 

frequently Mandarin-speakers used the single clauses to describe them, the lower the 

probability they would classify them as macro-events. In other words, the Mandarin speakers 

were prone to encode I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC by using single-clausal constructions; 

however, they were more likely to judge the vast majority of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as 

multiple events. More than half of them classified I
－
ECC as single events, whereas they 

represented them 100% of the time by using monoclausal constructions. 

By contrast, the mean proportion of single-event classifications matched well with that 

of single-clausal constructions in English-speaking group in terms of I
＋

ECC, I
－
OCC and I

＋

OCC. English speakers judged these three types of causal chains as single-events and encoded 

them by using single-clausal constructions as well.  

On the other hand, we plot the number of single-clausal constructions (y) against the 

number of single-event classifications (x). Similarly, we found a positive linear relationship 

between the number of single-event classifications and that of single-clausal constructions for 

I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in the English group, a negative linear relationship between these 

two variables for I
＋

ECC in the Mandarin group, and no correlation between them for I
－
ECC, 

I
－

OCC and I
＋
OCC in the Mandarin group and I

－
ECC in the English group. The relationships 

between scatterplots and the regression straight-line were plotted in Figure 7.4 (a2, b2, c2, 

d2). 
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Figure 7.4 Residual plots and simple linear regression model of number of single-event classifications vs. 

single-clausal constructions 

The linear regression models were fitted and the residual diagrams are also given in Fig. 

7.4. In the Mandarin-speaking group, a significant regression model was found for I
＋
ECC, 
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C= − 0.28 * E + 31.48 (F(1, 4) = 137.926, p < 0.00), with an R2 of .972. Participants’ 

predicted the number of single-clausal constructions is equal to 31.48 − 0.278 (the number of 

single-event classifications) when the number of single-event classifications is measured. 

Participants’ average proportion of single-clausal constructions decreased 0.278 for each time 

of a single-event classification appeared (see a2). The R2 value and residual analysis (a1) 

show that the model has a good fit and accurate prediction. 

By contrast, in the English-speaking group, a significant regression model was found for 

I
＋
ECC, C = 0.48 * E + 17.54 (F(1, 4) = 14.938, p < 0.05), with an R2 of .789. Participants’ 

predicted number of single-clausal constructions is equal to 18.229 + 0.466 (the number of 

single-event classifications) when the number of single-event classifications is measured. 

Participants’ average proportion of single-clausal constructions increased 0.466 for each time 

of a single-event classification appeared (see b2). From the residual analysis, the fitting 

accuracy of the fifth data in (b1) is poor.  

A significant regression equation was found for I
－
OCC, C= 1.06 * E − 0.54 (F(1, 10) = 

43.228, p < 0.05), with an R2 of .812. Participants’ predicted number of single-clausal 

constructions is equal to 2.154 + .971 (the number of single-event classifications) when the 

number of single-event classifications is measured. Participants’ average proportion of 

single-clausal constructions increased .971 for each time English-speakers judged situations 

involving I
－
OCC as a macro-event (see c2 in Fig. 7.3). From the residual analysis, the fitting 

accuracy of the twelfth data in (c1) is poor.  

As to I
＋
OCC, a linear regression equation is obtained, C=1.2 * E + 0.03 (F(1, 4) = 

18.967, p < 0.05), with an R2 of .826. Participants’ predicted number of single-clausal 

constructions is equal to 0.03 + 1.198 (the number of single-event classifications) when the 

number of single-event classifications is measured. Participants’ average proportion of 

single-clausal constructions increased 1.198 for each time of a single-event classification 

occurred. The R2 value and residual analysis (see d2 in Figure 7.3) show that the model has a 

good fit and accurate prediction. 

The results may thus be interpreted as the proportion of the single-event classifications 

did not interact significantly with that of the single-clausal constructions in terms of I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in the Mandarin group. As to the situations involving I

＋
ECC, the more 
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frequently the Mandarin-speakers classified them as macro-events, the less likely they would 

use the single clauses to describe them. By contrast, the proportion of the single-clausal 

constructions matched well with that of the single-event classifications in English-speaking 

group in terms of I
＋

ECC, I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC. As the proportion of the single-event 

judgments increased, the proportion of single-clausal constructions increased for the English 

speakers.  

Taken together, the existence of multiple regression equations shows that there is an 

interactive relationship between the number of single-clausal constructions and that of 

single-event classifications in terms of I
＋

ECC in Mandarin group and I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋

OCC in English group. The change of the proportion of single-clausal constructions will 

influence that of single-event classifications, and vice versa, the change of the proportion of 

single-event classifications will affect that of single-clausal constructions. 

7.2 Discussion 

The experiment reported in this dissertation introduced and explored a novel tool for 

investigating the language-thought interface by cross-linguistically analyzing participants’ 

conceptualization and lexicalization as they inspected ongoing dynamic causative events. Our 

findings suggest that, first of all, specific syntactic patterns might affect event 

conceptualization and event integration of causal chains, even when language-specific 

regularities were not made salient (Slobin 1996; Papafragou & Selimis 2010). The Mandarin 

speakers’ choices concerning the number of events in the judgment task were consistent with 

the feature of Mandarin being a serial verb language: the native Chinese speakers selected 

monoclausal constructions including bǎ constructions, jiāng constructions, bèi constructions 

and resultative constructions (RC) and a RC is embedded in all bǎ constructions, jiāng 

constructions and bèi constructions. Mandarin RC are in the form of V1V2, the first verb (V1) 

specifying the causal action and the second verb (V2) the result, which can be illustrated with 

the examples in Table 6.10. The explanation of the constructions mentioned in this table 

reveal the semantic relation between the two verbs. Traditionally, the term ‘serial verb 

constructions’ (SVC) refers to a sequence of verbs or verb phrases in a sentence in which 
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there is no intervening conjunction. The RC are etymologically derived from SVC (Zhao 

2000; Liu 2017). Therefore, all the monoclausal constructions in the Mandarin-speaking 

group can be considered SVC. Although causing events and caused events, represented by 

two clauses, were condensed into a single serial-verb clause, the juxtaposition of two verbs, 

V1 and V2, is still easy to identify and retrieve morpho-syntactically in the mental lexicon4. 

The two verbs are semantically related, yet independent. This could be the reason why 

Mandarin speakers used a majority number of single clausal constructions to encode I
－
ECC, I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC; however, they were less likely to classify them as single events 

(or macro-events). 

By contrast, English speakers’ event number choices in the judgment task were consistent 

with the feature of English being an embedding language: the three most frequently used 

monoclausal constructions representing extended and onset causal chains include lexical 

causative constructions, resultative constructions and verb particle constructions. The 

causative events were completely conflated into a causative verb in lexical causative 

constructions V ＋ adj./ PP in resultative constructions and V ＋ particle in verb particle 

constructions. The constituents adj./ PP and post-verbal incorporated prepositions are 

semantically parts of the verb, though they have not yet fully incorporated into the verb 

morpho-syntactically (Givón 2009: 110). Thus the syntactic pattern of this conflation and 

incorporation may shape English speakers’ event number classifications. In a word, the 

meanings of the subevents (i.e. the causing event and the caused event) in a causal chain are 

mainly lexicalized in a state-change verb or a lexical causative construction, or conflated in a 

verb+adj./PP/particle construction, while the meanings of the subevents in a causal chain are 

respectively encoded with a separate verb in a Mandarin RC (SVC). Such differences in 

forms result in different event conceptualizations in cognition. Just as Finkbeiner et al. (2002) 

state: “It seems eminently plausible that findings of language affecting behavior arise in just 

those cases when language is used, even covertly” (Finkbeiner et al. 2002: 456). 

Secondly, there is strong evidence that meanings assigned to linguistic expressions that 

encode events are tied very closely to the underlying abstract event conceptualizations 

(Jackendoff 1990; Pinker 1989; Talmy 2000b). The proportion of the single-clausal 

 
4 This perspective comes from the discussion with Monique Flecken in October, 5th. 2018 in Radboud University Nijmegen.  
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constructions matched well with that of the single-event classifications in English-speaking 

group in terms of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. Our findings also reveals how cross-linguistic 

differences in the conceptual event integration of causal chains affect the choice of syntactic 

structures. When encoding information about the causal chains of events in the environment, 

the human mind creates structured representations of events that capture the types of 

participants (agent, causer, patient, instrument), certain characteristics of those participants, 

spatial, temporal and causal relation among them. Thus, English speakers developed a 

preference for monoclausal constructions due to their increased means responses of 

integrating causative events as macro-events.  

Finally, our results from Mandarin speakers suggest that linguistic encoding and 

conceptual representation of causal chains are separate and dissociable, which support the 

underspecification hypothesis proposed by Gleitman and Papafragou (2005) and Papafragou 

(2008). The vast majority of the Mandarin speakers judged I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as 

multiple events, whereas they were more likely to encode them by using single-clausal 

constructions. A little more than half of them classified I
－

ECC as single events and 

represented them 100% by using monoclausal constructions. Moreover, a large number of 

monoclausal constructions with the same syntactic structure in both Mandarin and English 

can represent four different kinds of causal chains (see Tables 6.1-6.2). Therefore, “language 

seems to underspecify thought and to diverge from it regarding the treatment of ambiguity, 

paraphrase and deictic reference” (Gleitman & Papafragou 2005: 653).  

7.3 Summary 

 Within the theoretical framework of the event integration model of causation, for the 

first time, our study reveals how cross-linguistic differences in causal-chain encoding relate to 

the way speakers integrating different subevents and event components. It also reveals how 

cross-linguistic differences in event integration of causal chains affect the morph-syntactic 

encodings of causal chains. In terms of event conceptualization in cognition, the 

decompositional analysis of macro-event conceptualization allows us to not only integrate the 

space, time and participants of subevents within single macro-events, but also assign the 
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space, time, and participants of subevents into separate events. In term of linguistic labeling, 

the decompositional analysis of mono-clausal representation enables us to not only integrate 

different temporal and causal relations in extended causal chains and onset causal chains 

within single clauses, but also express temporal and causal relations in extended causal chains 

and onset causal chains in separate clauses.  
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Chapter 8  Conclusions 

 

Building on previous work, the main contribution of this dissertation was to construct an 

event integration model for the combination of conceptual integration in cognition and 

syntactic integration in language. The conceptual integration level focuses on the dimensions 

triggering the event integration, which include spatial and/or temporal integration, participant 

integration, event-type integration and relation integration. These dimensions themselves 

further fall into various sub-dimensions. Event integration at the linguistic level is 

characterized by the monoclausality of clause union. Distinct events are typically represented 

by a complex of distinct clauses, which are conceptually integrated so as to be represented 

formally by a single clause. Events with extended causation and onset causation were 

investigated as a case study. Syntactic integration was analyzed in terms of integrating 

patterns of causal chains, i.e. how causative events are linguistically expressed in one clause.  

In this chapter, section 8.1 is a summary of the main findings of the present research on 

event integration from a cross-linguistic event-number classification task and a linguistic 

description task. Section 8.2 demonstrates the contributions and the imitations of the current 

study. Finally, additional areas of event research that could be carried out in the future are 

suggested in section 8.3. 

8.1 Main findings 

The current dissertation has explored conceptual event integration in cognition and 

clause structure of event representation within the theoretical framework of the event 

integration model of causation. The main findings are illustrated by answering the research 

questions proposed in Chapter 1. 

(1) What are the ontological differences between onset causation and extended 

causation? 

Onset causation and extended causation are different in four aspects, such as the 

components of the situation, temporal relation between the causing event and the caused event, 
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kind of physical force-exertional contact between the causer and the affectee and the 

completion of the causing event and the caused event. 

(2) Does the type of causation affect the conceptual event integration (single-event 

classifications) and syntactic integration (monoclausal encodings) of causal chains in a 

language group? 

Results from Task 1 show that the temporal structure of the component events did affect 

how an onset causal chain and extended causal chain is construed in terms of event 

integration. In both Mandarin- and English-speaking groups, onset causal chains, in contrast 

with extended causal chains, show a significant preference to be construed as single 

macro-events with a low degree of granularity, i.e., I
－
ECC > I

－
OCC; I

＋
ECC > I

＋
OCC. The 

results from Task 2 also reveal that the temporal structure of the sub-events affect how an 

onset causal chain and extended causal chain are described. Similarly, speakers of both 

languages show a preference to choose a single clause instead of two clauses to encode an 

extended causal chain, compared with an onset causal chain, i.e., I
－
ECC > I

－
OCC; I

＋
ECC > I

＋
OCC.  

In short, the data support the main predictions of the hypothesis of event integration of 

extended and onset causal chains, which says: onset causal chains are more likely to be 

construed as two or more events and represented by more than one clause due to the 

contiguity of the endpoint of the causing event and the starting point of the caused event; 

while extended causal chains are more likely to be construed as one event and encoded by a 

monoclausal structure owing to the coextensiveness of the causing event and caused event. It 

can be inferred that the integrity degree of extended causation is higher than that of onset 

causation. 

(3) Does the presence of an instrument or not make a difference when speakers 

conceive onset and extended causal chains as single events and encode them by using 

monoclausal constructions in a language group? 

 The results show that, for extended and onset causal chains, both Mandarin and English 

speakers classified non-instrumental types and instrumental types as single-events with the 

same proportion. Linguistically, both Mandarin and English speakers tended to use the same 

percentage of single-clausal constructions when encoding non-instrumental and instrumental 
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causal chains. Therefore, the variable ‘instrument’ does not have any effect on event-number 

judgments when perceiving scenes involving extended causal chains and onset causal chains. 

It also does not affect participants in terms of mono-clausal constructions when encoding 

non-instrumental and instrumental causal chains in the two languages.  

(4) Whether the conceptual event integration and the syntactic integration of onset 

causal chains and extended causal chains are different across the speakers of different 

languages? 

The results show that, in terms of conceptual event integration (the single-event 

classifications), English speakers showed a higher proportion to integrate the subevents in 

various types of causal chains (I
－

ECC, I
＋

ECC, I
－

OCC and I
＋

OCC) as a macro-event, 

compared with the Mandarin speakers. In light of the syntactic integration (monoclausal 

encodings), the Mandarin speakers were more willing to encode I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC by using 

single-clausal constructions than the English speakers; however, the two language groups 

exhibited no substantial difference in the proportion of using mono-clausal constructions 

when encoding I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. 

(5) Is the cognitive judgment of event integration consistent with the syntactic 

integration speakers express linguistically?  

The results of a simple linear regression show that there is an interactive relationship 

between the number of single-clausal constructions and that of single-event classifications in 

terms of I
＋

ECC in Mandarin group and I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in English group. The 

change of the proportion of single-clausal constructions will influence that of single-event 

classification, and vice versa, the change of the proportion of single-event classifications will 

affect that of single-clausal constructions. 

For one thing, the proportion of the single-clausal constructions did not interact 

significantly with that of the single-event classifications in terms of I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋

OCC in the Mandarin group. As to the situations involving I
＋
ECC, the more frequently 

Mandarin-speakers used the single clauses to describe them, the lower the probability they 

would classify them as macro-events. In other words, the Mandarin speakers were prone to 

encode I
＋

ECC, I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC by using single-clausal constructions; however, they were 

more likely to judge the vast majority of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as multiple events. More 
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than half of them classified I
－
ECC as single events, whereas they represented them 100% of 

the time by using monoclausal constructions. By contrast, the mean proportion of single-event 

classifications matched well with that of single-clausal constructions in English-speaking 

group in terms of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. English speakers judged these three types of 

causal chains as single-events and encoded them by using single-clausal constructions as well. 

For another, the proportion of the single-event classifications did not interact 

significantly with that of the single-clausal constructions in terms of I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋

OCC in the Mandarin group. As to the situations involving I
＋

ECC, the more frequently the 

Mandarin-speakers classified them as macro-events, the less likely they would use the single 

clauses to describe them. By contrast, the proportion of the single-clausal constructions 

matched well with that of the single-event classifications in English-speaking group in terms 

of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. As the proportion of the single-event judgment increased, the 

proportion of single-clausal constructions increased for the English speakers.  

Taken together, this suggests that, firstly, according to the salience hypothesis, specific 

syntactic patterns might affect event conceptualization and event integration of causal chains, 

although when language-specific regularities were not made salient (Slobin 1996; Papafragou 

& Selimis 2010). Mandarin speakers’ event number choices in the judgment task were 

consistent with the feature of Mandarin being a serial verb language. Although a causing 

event and a caused event, and sometimes a tool-using event, if any, represented by two 

clauses were condensed into a single serial-verb clause, the juxtaposition of two verbs is still 

easy to identify and retrieve morpho-syntactically in the mental lexicon. By contrast, English 

speakers’ event number choices in the judgment task were consistent with the feature of 

English being an embedding language: the three most frequently used monoclausal 

constructions representing extended and onset causal chains include lexical causatives, 

resultative constructions and verb particle constructions. The syntactic pattern of the 

conflation and incorporation of multiple events in single clauses may shape English speakers’ 

event number classifications. 

Secondly, the differences in the conceptual event integration of causal chains may affect 

the choice of syntactic structures. When encoding information about the causal chains of 

events in the environment, the human mind creates structured representations of events that 
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capture the types of participants (agent, causer, patient, instrument), certain characteristics of 

those participants, spatial, temporal and causal relation among them. English speakers 

developed a preference for monoclausal constructions due to their increased means responses 

of integrating causative events as macro-events.  

Finally, linguistic encoding and conceptual representation of causal chains are separate 

and dissociable, which supports the underspecification hypothesis proposed by Gleitman and 

Papafragou (2005) and Papafragou (2008). A large number of monoclausal constructions with 

the same syntactic structure in both Mandarin and English can represent four different kinds 

of causal chains, and the vast majority of the Mandarin speakers judged I
＋

ECC, I
－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as multiple events, whereas they were more likely to encode them by using 

single-clausal constructions.  

8.2 Contributions and limitations 

This dissertation has made three major contributions. Firstly, in Chapter 2, based on the 

differentiation between direct and indirect causation, this study argues that direct causation 

can be further divided into two subtypes: onset causation and extended causation. Therefore, 

direct causation is not an indivisible unit anymore. Furthermore, based on a large amount of 

literature from philosophy, psychology and cognitive linguistics, a comprehensive distinction 

was made between onset causation and extended causation, which may have implications for 

the categorization of the notion of ‘causation’ in cognitive linguistics and the development of 

causation theory. The classification of causation may be illustrated in Figure 8.1. 

Secondly, this dissertation also contributes to the study of events by reviewing and 

evaluating the theoretical background on event integration from mereotopological, 

philosophical and cognitive linguistic approaches in Chapter 2; this provides a panoramic  

 

causation 

indirect/antecedent causation 

direct causation 

extended causation 

onset causation 
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Figure 8.1 The classification of causation 

view of event integration studies. The most important point is that it attempts to set up a 

theoretical model of event integration and proposes specific dimensions that could trigger 

event integration conceptually (see Chapter 3), which may be considered a criteria to judge 

the possibility and the complexity of event integration. Within such framework, at least 41 

types of situation can be integrated as macro-events (in appendix 1). Events with extended 

and onset causation were taken as an example, and the dissertation demonstrates the methods 

of analysis on both the cognitive and linguistic levels through a contrastive study. Therefore, 

this dissertation not only makes a theoretical contribution to event studies, but also introduces 

a novel and practical approach to analyze different kinds of event integration. 

Finally, this dissertation has also contributed to better understanding relations between 

language and cognition from the perspective of event integration. It touched upon the 

mapping between causal-chain segmentation and clause types within individual languages, i.e. 

Mandarin and English, and across the two languages. Within Mandarin and English, in terms 

of I
－
ECC, I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC, we were interested in whether speakers’ judgment of 

event integration in cognition is consistent with syntactic integration in language. Across 

Mandarin and English, the question was whether there are any similarities or differences in 

the mapping of conceptual event integration and syntactic integration. In other words, are 

conceptual integrations of various types of causal chains universal and independent of their 

syntactic integration? Or are the two kinds of integration linked with language shaping 

thought? This dissertation suggests that both views are partially correct. On one hand, specific 

syntactic patterns might affect event conceptualization and event integration of causal chains 

in Mandarin and English, although when language-specific regularities were not made salient; 

on the other hand, the conceptual integration of causal chains accessed during the 

event-number classification task are not influenced by the syntactic integration of their 

clauses. 

Beyond the contributions of the dissertation, there are also some limitations which may 

be summarized as follows. First of all, clause-integration patterns of different types of casual 

chains is one of the foci in the study. However, only several types of monoclausal 

constructions were analyzed in detail, such as resultative constructions, serial verb 
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constructions in Mandarin, and lexical causatives, resultative constructions and verb particle 

constructions in English. Other types of monoclausal construction, such as periphrastic 

causative constructions, verb-coping constructions and bi-clausal constructions, etc were 

given less attention. Additional investigations into their syntactic patterns may reveal new 

significant findings. 

The second obvious limitation was the types of situation involving extended and onset 

causation. Within the framework of the event integration model of causation, 17 situations 

involving causation were identified in section 3.2, including 7 situations involving extended 

causation, 7 situations involving onset causation and 3 situations involving antecedent 

causation. In order to explore the effect of temporal relation between a causing event and a 

caused event and the variable of an instrument on event integration, we only investigated the 

first four types of situations in Table 3.1, considering that Type 1 and 2 represent prototypical 

I
－
ECC and I

－
OCC respectively and Type 3 and 4 represent prototypical I

＋
ECC and I

＋
OCC 

respectively. Further supporting evidence for our hypothesis needs to be found from more 

types of situations involving extended causation and onset causation.  

Third, the sample size of the dissertation is small. The relationship between 

causal-chain integration and clause type remains to be verified with a bigger data set. 

8.3 Future research 

The present study on the event integration model might shed some light more generally 

on the study on events, especially causally-related events. Besides the areas mentioned above, 

this study may have far-reaching implications for research in cognitive linguistics, as 

suggested below.  

First, our general theoretical model of event integration proposes four main dimensions 

as triggering event integration in conception, as well as the complexity degree continuum of 

macro-events. Related empirical studies on event integration may be designed to test some 

patterns of event integration in the model, for instance: the integration of a series of events 

performed by the same participant, or the integration of the same type of events conducted by 

different participants in a short time. The research also provides a theoretical foundation for 
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corpus-based empirical study of the linguistic representation of event integration. 

Second, the perception and representation studies can be conducted on participant 

information (such as agent, patient or instrument) or the relation between participants. 

According to Croft (2012), the correlation between participants in event structure is reflected 

in the argument structure. Based on our model of event integration, whether the change, 

decrease or increase of certain participants in the same situation will be realized on the level 

of linguistic representation, sheds light on the relation between perceptual cognition and 

language. This field is also connected with studies on argument realization. 

Third, based on the event integration model, how can one conceptualize the endstates of 

macro-events after integration and represent them linguistically? Different languages have 

various ways to encode space, motion and participant roles; thus there might be great 

differences in lexical-syntactic structure in terms of encoding event integration and the 

resultant endstates after the integration of sub-events. Empirical research across languages 

provides more convincing explanations on how event perception relates to language use. 

Finally, it would be interesting to explore the relationship between multiple variables 

(nationality/language, type of causality and instrumentality) and event-number classification 

/syntactic encoding. The fitted model can predict the weight of impact of different variables 

on event-number classification and syntactic encoding patterns.  
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Appendix 1: 41 patterns of conceptual event integration visualized by the Space Time 

Cube 

Note: The items in gray are event-integration instances of antecedent causation, onset 

causation and extended causation. 

 
Conceptualization configuration 

of Event integration (EI) 

Syntactic integration construction Space Time Cube 
Dimensions 

of EI 

Relation 

between 

sub-events 

i. Spatial and/or temporal integration 

 

 

multiple 

participants 

conducting 

different 

events 

 

1. same space & 

simultaneity 

* 

a. We are having dinner at a restaurant. 

(someone drinking, someone having rice） 

b. 学校的领导班子在开会。（有人主持，

有人发言，有人做记录） 

lǐng dǎo bān zǐ zài kāi huì (yǒu rén zhǔ 

chí，yǒu rén fā yán，yǒu rén zuò jì lù) 

leading group-DUR open meeting (have 

person take the chair, have person speak, 

have person make record) 

‘The leading group are having a meeting’ 

(with someone taking charge of the meeting, 

someone speaking and someone making a 

record). 

 

2.same space & 

simultaneity, 

dependence 

relation 

** 

a. The band played up the national anthem.  

b.夫妻二人合演了一出双簧戏。  

fū qī èr rén hé yǎn le yī chū shuāng huáng 

xì 

  husband and wife two people costar-ASP 

one CLn two-man comic show 

  ‘The husband and wife costarred in a 

two-man comic show.’ 
 

3.same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation 

** 

c. I squeezed the toothpaste out of the tube.  

d. 她从长条沙发下面拖出一个大筐。 

tā cóng zhǎng tiáo shā fā xià miàn tuō chū 

yī gè dà kuāng 

  she from long sofa underneath drag exit 

one-CLn big basket 

  ‘She dragged a big basket out from 

underneath the sofa’. 
 

4.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

** 

c. I batted the puck across the ice. 

d. 他一脚踢飞了面前的纸板。 

tā yī jiǎo tī fēi le miàn qián de zhǐ bǎn 

he one foot kick fly-ASP face front paper 

board. 

‘He kicked away the paper board in front 

of him with one kick.’   

 

5. same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

c. She cleaned the dish with a rag. 

d. 他拿刀切开了西瓜。 

tā ná dāo qiē kāi le xī guā  

he use knife cut open-ASP watermelon. 

‘He cut the watermelon with a knife.’  
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6.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

a.He knocked away a football with a racket. 

b.他用棍子把桌球捅到桌洞里了。 

tā yòng gùn zǐ bǎ zhuō qiú tǒng dào zhuō 

dòng lǐ le  

he use stick BA billard poke arrive 

hole-ASP. 

‘He poked the billiard into the hole with a 

stick..’  

A2B2

A1B1

C1

C2time

space

 

ii. Participant integration 

a participant 

playing the 

same role in 

multiple 

events. 

7.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

purpose relation 

*** 

a.He went to bank to get the money yesterday.  

b. 我去商店买东西。                   

wǒ qù shāng diàn mǎi dōng xi。 

   I go shop buy groceries 

   ‘I went to the shop to buy some 

groceries. ’ 

 

8.spatio-temporal 

contiguity 

** 

a. Glass splintered onto the carpet.  

b. 他吃过饭散步去了。 

tā men chī guò fàn sàn bù qù le 

they eat-ASP rice walk go-ASP 

‘They walked outside after having supper.’ 

 

9.same space & 

simultaneity, 

** 

a. I read comics all the way to New York.  

b. 吴丽芳坐在沙发上看书。 

wú lì fāng zuò zài shā fā shàng kàn shū。 

wu Lifang sit at sofa on read a book.  

‘Lifang Wu was reading on a sofa.’ 

 

10. proximal/same 

space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation 

*** 

a. The shirt flapped dry in the wind.  

b. 老奶奶痛得直叫唤。    (CCL) 

lǎo nǎi nǎi tòng dé zhí jiào huàn   

Old granny ached DE cried 

‘The old granny cried with pain.’ 

 

11. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a. He slipped into the water.  

b. 球员受伤被抬到场外。  

  qiú yuán shòu shāng bèi tái dào chǎng wài 

  player get injured BEI carry arrive field 

outside 

   ‘The player was carried off the field with 

injuries.’  

12. 

antecedent/indirect 

causation 

** 

c. He had a headache from drinking. 

d. 19 岁的小伙砌墙成了百万富翁。 

  19 suì de xiǎo huǒ qì qiáng chéng le bǎi 

wàn fù wēng 

  19 years old young man erect wall 

become- ASP millionaire 

  ‘A 19-year-old young man became a 

millionaire by erecting walls.’  
13.same space & 

simultaneity, 

temporal 

dependence 

relation, 

action-manner 

relation 

**** 

a. The bird flied back to the perch. 

b. 他跑出教室。 

tā pǎo chū jiào shì。  

   he run out classroom. 

   ‘He ran out of the classroom.’ 
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14.same space & 

simultaneity, 

inclusion relation 

*** 

a. Mary finished reading. 

b. 他开始观察眼前的这个姑娘。 

tā kāi shǐ guān chá yǎn qián de zhè gè gū 

niáng  

he start observe eye before this CLn girl 

‘He started to observe the girl before him.’ 

 

15. spatio-temporal 

alternative, 

mutual exclusion 

relation 

*** 

a. He stood still (He didn’t move).. 

b. 姑娘赖着不走。 

gū niáng lài zhe bù zǒu  

girl stay-ZHE not leave 

‘The girl is stuck here.’ 

 

a participant 

playing 

different roles 

in multiple 

events 

16.proximal/same 

space & 

simultaneity, 

** 

a.He was caught shoplifting.  

b.他一直躺着被抬到了楼上的床上。 

tā yī zhí tǎng zhe bèi tái dào le lóu shàng 

de chuáng shàng  

he keep lay-ZHE BEI carry arrive-ASP 

upstair bed on 

‘He was laying and was carried to the bed 

upstairs.’  

17.spatio-temporal 

contiguity 

** 

a. It disappeared without being discovered. .  

b. 他入伍半年被选为五好战士。 

tā rù wǔ bàn nián bèi xuǎn wéi wǔ hǎo 

zhàn shì 

  he join army half year BEI elected as Five 

Merit Soldier 

  ‘He was elected as a Five Merit Soldier 

after joining the army half a year later. ’  

18.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

purpose relation 

*** 

a. I came here to be employed as a 

companion.  

b. 他被拉去当兵。 

tā bèi lā qù dāng bīng 

he BEI yank to become soldier 

‘He was yanked into joining the army.’  

 

19.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

b. The napkin blew off the table.  

b. 小板凳被踢飞了。 

xiǎo bǎn dèng bèi tī fēi le 

little bench BEI kick fly-ASP 

‘The little bench was kicked away.’ 

 

20. same space & 

simultaneity,  

extended causation 

*** 

b. The candle blew out.  

b. 衣服被染红了。 

yī fú bèi rǎn hóng le   

Clothes BEI dyed red-ASP 

‘The clothes were dyed red.’ 
 

21.  

antecedent/indirect 

causation 

** 

a. The old man was murdered by drinking 

arsenic in his coffee. 

b. 鸟被打死了。 

   niǎo bèi dǎ sǐ le  

   Bird BEI shoot die -ASP 

  ‘The bird was shot to death.’ 

 

iii. Event-type integration 
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a participant 

repeating one 

event 

22.same space & 

contiguous time, 

participant 

integration  

*** 

a. I jumped to one hundred non-stop. 

b.他咳嗽了一阵。 

tā ké sòu le yī zhèn 

he cough-ASP a while 

  ‘He coughed for a while.’ 
    

 

23.same space & 

contiguous time 

with the same 

patient, 

participant 

integration  

*** 

a. Mary knocked for five minutes.  

b. 她在狗背上轻轻拍了一会儿。 

  tā zài gǒu bèi shàng qīng qīng pāi le yī huì 

ér 

  she at dog’s back on slightly pat-ASP for a 

while  

‘She patted the dog slightly on his back for a 

while.’ 

 

24.same space & 

contiguous time 

with the same 

patient in onset 

causation, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

a. The boy bounced a ball on the floor. 

b.我踢了一下午的球。 

wǒ tī le yī xià wǔ de qiú 

I kick-LE one afternoon ball 

 ‘I played football for an afternoon.’ 

 

 

25.same space & 

contiguous time 

with the same 

patient in extended 

causation, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

a.He did a barbell workout for half an hour. 

b. 他 5 分钟做了 27 个引体向上。 

tā 5fēn zhōng zuò le 27gè yǐn tǐ xiàng 

shàng 

he 5 minutes do-ASP 27 CLn chin ups 

‘He did 27 chin-ups in 5 minutes’. 

 

multiple 

participants in 

subject 

position in one 

event type 

26.spatio-temporal 

succession and 

separation 

* 

a. One by one they went away. 

b. 乳牙逐个脱落了。 

  rǔ yá zhú gè tuō luò le 

  Baby tooth one by one fall off-ASP 

  ‘The baby teeth fell out one by one. 

 

 

27.same space, 

iteration of onset 

causation 

**－ 

a. Three children A, B, and C take turns 

shooting at a goal. 

b. 运动员们轮流发球。 

   yùn dòng yuán men lún liú fā qiú 

   Sportsmen take turns serve 

 ‘The players take turns serving a ball.’ 

 

28.same space, 

iteration of 

extended causation 

**－ 

a.They drove the car by turns. 

b.他手下的兵轮流扛着那条大枪。 

   tā shǒu xià de bīng lún liú káng zhe nà 

tiáo dà qiāng  

   his soldiers take turns carry-ZHE that Cln 

big gun. 

‘His soldiers took turns carrying the big 

gun.’   
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29. simultaneity 

**－ 

a. John and Mary took the exam together (in 

different cities). 

b. 除夕夜，很多中国人都在家看春节联欢

晚会。 

chú xī yè，hěn duō zhōng guó rén dōu zài 

jiā kàn chūn jiē lián huān wǎn huì 

   New Year’s Eve, many Chinese all at 

home watch Spring Festival Gala. 

   ‘At New Year’s Eve, many Chinese stay at 

home watching the Spring Festival Gala.’ 

 

30. same space 

**－ 

a. Mum and her daughter-in-law slept in the 

hospital in turn. 

b. 我和他都在那个教室上过课。 

wǒ hé tā dōu zài nà gè jiāo shì shàng guò 

kè 

  I and he both in that classroom have-ASP 

course 

  ‘Both he and I have had classes in that 

classroom.’  

31. same space & 

simultaneity 

** 

a. Six boys often sleep on one bed. 

b. 在场的所有人都听到了。 

zài chǎng de suǒ yǒu rén dōu tīng dào le 

at present all the people hear-ASP 

‘All the people at present heard it.’ 

 

32.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

participant 

integration 

*** 

 

a.The staff and nurses went home after 

finishing their long shift. 

b. 孩子们听完故事哈哈大笑起来。 

  hái zǐ men tīng wán gù shì hā hā dà xiào qǐ 

lái 

  Kids listen finish story burst into laughter 

rise 

  ‘Kids burst into laughter after listening to 

the story.’ 
 

33. 

participant 

integration, 

purpose relation  

*** 

a.Many retired women go to square to dance 

in the evening. 

b. 我们来这里是为解决问题的。 

wǒ men lái zhè lǐ shì wéi jiě jué wèn tí de  

  we come here is for solve problems. 

  ‘We come here to solve the problems.’ 
 

34. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a.We pushed a boat out into the current. 

b. 众人合力推倒墙。 

zhòng rén hé lì tuī dǎo qiáng  

  Crowd together push down wall 

 ‘The crowd pushed the wall down.’ 

 

35.same space & 

simultaneity, 

extended causation 

*** 

c. Brother and sister jointly pulled a 

drowning girl toward the river bank. 

d. 十个人吃了一锅饭。 

   shí gè rén chī le yī guō fàn  

   ten CLn person ate-ASP one pot rice 

   ‘Ten people ate one pot of rice.’ 
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multiple 

participants in  

object position 

in one event 

type 

36.spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

onset causation 

*** 

a.His poking made the wasps fly around. 

b.他碰倒了一堆纸杯子。 

tā pèng dǎo le yī duī zhǐ bēi zǐ  

He knocked fall-ASP one pile paper cups 

‘He knocked down a pile of paper cups.’  

 

37.same space & 

simultaneity, 

extended causation 

*** 

a. Dad took home a bag of apples. 

b. 他把一堆书搬到书房。 

tā bǎ yī duī shū bān dào shū fáng 

He BA one pile books carry arrive study 

‘He carried one pile of books into the 

study.’ 
 

multiple 

participants in 

both subject 

and object 

positions in 

one event type 

38.same space & 

simultaneity, 

event-type 

integration twice 

*** 

a. The Browns visited us last weekend. 

b. 两队队员相互微笑。 

liǎng duì duì yuán xiàng hù wēi xiào  

Two team member mutually smile 

‘The two teams smiled at each other.’ 

 
 

39. spatio-temporal 

contiguity, 

event-type 

integration twice, 

onset causation 

**** 

a. The children shook down the chestnuts 

from the tree. 

b.. 他们把那些麻雀给吓跑了。 

tā men bǎ nà xiē má què gěi xià pǎo le     

they BA those sparrows scare run-ASP   

‘They scared away those sparrows.’ 

 

40.same space & 

simultaneity, 

event-type 

integration twice, 

extended causation 

**** 

b. A gang of poachers were eaten by a pride 

of hungry lions. 

b. 6 万鸡苗被村民们一抢而空。 

6 wàn jīmiáo bèi cūn mín men yī qiǎng ér 

kōng 

60 thousand chicken BEI villagers snatch 

away 

‘60 thousand chicken were snatched away 

by villagers.’ 
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iv. relation integration 

multiple 
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events 

successively in 

different place 

41.antecedent onset 

causation 

* 

c. Sara caused the door to open. 

d. 郭子民吃坏了肚子。 

guō zǐ mín chī huài le dù zǐ 

  Guo Zimin eat ache-ASP tummy 

  ‘Zimin Guo ate something bad, causing 

stomach pain.’ 
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Appendix 2: Chinese transcription data of responses to 18 videos involving extended 

Causation 

1. open a door (开门); 2. blow up a balloon (吹气球); 3. lift a carpet (掀毯子)；4. push a bike 

(推车); 5. open a book (翻开书本); 6. pluck a flower (摘花); 7. drag a box (拖箱子); 8. carry 

sb. upstairs (背上楼)；9. pull a weed (拔草); 10. close a door(关门); 11. draw the curtains (拉

窗帘); 12. rip a cloth (撕布); 13. pierce a tomato (刺穿西红柿); 14. crush a plastic bottle (拍

扁瓶子)；15. using a pole to take a T-shirt off a washing line (用晾衣杆取衣服)；16. breaking 

a plate with a broom head (用扫把头打碎盘子)；17. cut a paper (剪纸)；18. chop a carrot (切

胡萝卜) 

  

V1 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V1 一个男人轻轻地把门拉开了。 1 1.一个男人轻轻地把门拉开了  

P2V1 男人将门打开了。 1 1.男人将门打开了  

P3V1 男子轻轻地把门拉开了。 2 1.男子拉门；2.门被拉开  

P4V1 一个人把门打开。 1 1.男人开门  

P5V1 男人把门打开了。 1 1.男人把门打开  

P6V1 他把门打开了。 1 1.他把门打开了  

P7V1 男生轻轻地用手将门打开了。 1 1.男生开门  

P8V1 一个男人缓缓地用手将门拉开了。 1 1.一个男人用手拉开门 

P9V1 这个门被这个男的缓慢地拉开了。 1 1.门被男的拉开了  

P10V1 一个男人将门打开了。 2 1.一个男人开门；2.门被打开  

P11V1 男生把门拉开了。 2 1.男生拉门；2.门被拉开  

P12V1 一个人把门拉开了。 2 1.一个人拉门；2.门开了  

P13V1 一个男子用右手将门拉开。 1 1.一个男子用手将门打开  

P14V1 这个人将门打开。 1 1. 这个人将门打开  

P15V1 男人把门打开了。 2 1.男人开门；2.门被打开  

P16V1 男子轻轻地用手拉开了门。 2 1.男子用手拉门；2.门被拉开  

P17V1 一个人把门打开了。 1 1.人把门打开了  

P18V1 男士小心翼翼地把门拉开了。 1 1.男士拉开门  

P19V1 一个人轻轻地把门拉上。 1 1.人轻轻地拉上门  

P20V1 一个男人慢慢地拉开了门。 1 1.男人拉开门  

P21V1 他把门打开了。 2 1.他开门；2.门开了  

P22V1 门被一位背包男生拉开了。 2 1.男生摁门把手；2.把门拉开了  

P23V1 一名男同学将门打开。 2 1.开门；2.门开了  

P24V1 一个男子用右手拉开了门。 2 1.用手拧门把手；2.把门拉开  

P25V1 他用一只手打开了房门。 2 1.打开房门；2.房门被打开  

P26V1 一名男士打开了门。 2 1.男士开门；2.门被打开  

P27V1 门被一个男生打开了。 1 1.门被男生打开了  

P28V1 一个男人将门拉开了。 2 1.拉门；2.门开了  

P29V1 一个男生慢慢地把门打开了。 2 1.男生拉门；2. 门被拉开  
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P30V1 一个男生将门打开了。 1 1.把门打开  

    

V2 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V2 一个女生一口气把气球给吹了起来。 1 1.吹气球 

P2V2 一个女人把气球吹大了。 1 1.女人把气球吹大了 

P3V2 一个女生把气球吹大了。 2 1.女生吹气球；2.气球变大 

P4V2 一个人把一个红气球给吹大了。 1 1.女人吹大气球 

P5V2 这个女人把气球吹鼓了。 1 1.这个女人把气球吹鼓了 

P6V2 她一口气把气球吹大了。 2 1.吹气球；2.气球吹大 

P7V2 女生把气球吹大了。 2 1.女生吹气球；2.气球被吹大了 

P8V2 一个女人用力地把气球吹大了。 1 1.一个女人用力地把气球吹大了 

P9V2 这个女的把气球吹起来了。 2 1.女的吹气球；2.气球被吹大 

P10V2 一个女人将气球吹大了。 2 1.女人吹气球；2.气球被吹大了 

P11V2 女生把气球给吹大了。 1 1.女生吹大气球 

P12V2 一位女士吹起了一个不大不小的气球。 1 1.女士吹气球 

P13V2 一个女子将气球吹大。 1 1.女子将气球吹大 

P14V2 这个女生将气球吹起来了。 2 1.女生吹气球；2.气球被吹起来了 

P15V2 一个女的把气球给吹起来了。 2 1.女人吹气球；2.气球被吹起来了 

P16V2 女子吹起了气球。 1 1.女子吹气球 

P17V2 一个人把气球吹大了。 1 1.女人吹大气球 

P18V2 这个女职员一口气把气球吹大了。 2 1.女职员吹气球；2.气球被吹起来 

P19V2 气球被一个女人用力地吹了起来。 2 1.女人用力吹气；2.气球鼓起来 

P20V2 一个女人把气球吹起来了。 1 1.吹气球 

P21V2 这个女人吹大了气球。 2 1.女人吹气球；2.气球吹大了 

P22V2 女孩儿把气球吹大了。 1 1.女孩吹气球 

P23V2 女生一口气就吹出了一个气球。 2 1.女生吹气球；2.气球被吹大 

P24V2 女子一口气把气球吹大。 2 1.女子吹气球；2.把气球吹大 

P25V2 一个女孩在吹气球。 1 1.女孩吹气球 

P26V2 一位女生吹大了一个气球。 1 1.气球被吹大了 

P27V2 一个女生用力把气球吹大了。 2 1.吹气；2.气球变大 

P28V2 一个女人吹大了一个气球。 2 1.吹气；2.气球变大 

P29V2 一个女生把气球吹大了。 2 1.一个吹气球；2.气球被吹大了 

P30V2 女职员把气球吹大了。 2 1.吹气球；2.气球大了 

    

V3 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V3 男生慢慢地把地上的毯子掀开。 1 1.掀开毯子 

P2V3 一个男人用手把毯子掀开了。 1 1.男人把毯子掀开 

P3V3 男生把毯子掀开了。 1 1.男生把毯子掀开了 

P4V3 一男生将毯子掀开了。 1 1.一男生把毯子掀开 
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P5V3 男同学揭开了毯子。 1 1.男同学揭开了毯子 

P6V3 毯子被这个男人掀开了。 2 1.掀毯子；2.毯子被掀开 

P7V3 男生用手把垫子掀开了。 1 1.掀开垫子 

P8V3 一个男人缓缓地将地毯掀起来了。 1 1. 男人将地毯掀起来了 

P9V3 这个男的把这张毯子掀开了。 1 1.男的把这张毯子掀开了 

P10V3 男人揭起了地上的一块布。 2 1.男人揭地上的布；2.布被揭开 

P11V3 男生将地毯给抬掀起来了。 2 1.男生拿地毯；2.地毯被拿起 

P12V3 一个人轻轻地将地毯掀开。 2 1.一个人掀地毯；2.地毯被掀开 

P13V3 一个男子用手将地毯捡起了。 1 1.男子用手将地毯捡起了 

P14V3 这个人掀起了毯子。 2 1.人用手掀毯子；2.毯子被掀开 

P15V3 一个男人把地上的毯子揭开了。 2 1.男人揭毯子；2.毯子被男人揭开 

P16V3 男子掀起了毯子。 2 1.男子掀毯子；2.毯子被掀起来了 

P17V3 一个人把地毯翻开。 1 1.人翻地毯 

P18V3 这个男生把毯子掀开了。 1 1.男生掀开地毯 

P19V3 一个男的掀开一个地毯。 1 1.男的掀开地毯 

P20V3 一个男生把地毯揭了起来。 1 1.男生揭开地毯 

P21V3 毯子被这个男生掀开了。 2 1.男生用手掀毯子；2.毯子被掀开 

P22V3 男生掀起了地毯。 1 1.男生掀开地毯一角 

P23V3 男生掀起了地上的毯子。 1 1.男生掀毯子 

P24V3 同学掀开地毯。 2 1.掀地毯；2.地毯被掀开 

P25V3 他一手掀开了地毯。 2 1.掀地毯；2.地毯被掀开 

P26V3 一个男生拉开了地面上的一块毯子。 2 1.拉毯子；2.毯子被掀开 

P27V3 一个男生掀开了毯子。 1 1.掀开毯子 

P28V3 一个男人掀开了地上的毯子。 2 1.掀毯子；2.毯子被掀开 

P29V3 一个男生把地上的地毯掀开了。 2 1.一个男生掀地毯；2.地毯被掀开了 

P30V3 一个男生掀开了地毯。 2 1.掀；2.地毯开了 

    

V4 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V4 一个女生把一辆单车推上了坡。 1 1.女生推车  

P2V4 一个女人把单车推到了斜坡上。 1 1.一个女人推着单车在斜坡上走  

P3V4 女孩推着自行车上坡。 1 1.女孩推着自行车上坡  

P4V4 一个女生将自行车缓缓推上斜坡。 1 1.一个女生将自行车推上斜坡  

P5V4 女生用力地将自行车推上了坡。 1 1. 女生用力地将自行车推上了坡  

P6V4 她推着自行车上了坡。 1 1. 她推着自行车上了坡  

P7V4 女生把自行车推上了坡。 1 1.女生把自行车推上坡  

P8V4 一个女人将单车推上了斜坡。 1 1.一个女人将单车推上了斜坡  

P9V4 自行车被这个女生推上了坡。 1 1.自行车被这个女生推上了坡  

P10V4 一个女人推着小黄车上了缓坡。 2 

1.女人推小黄车爬上坡；2.车被推上了斜

坡  
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P11V4 女生用力将车推上了坡。 2 1.女生用力推车；2.车推上了坡  

P12V4 一位女士将自行车推上坡。 2 1.女士推自行车；2.自行车前进一段距离  

P13V4 一个女子将自行车从坡底推上坡来。 1 1.女子将自行车从坡底推上坡来  

P14V4 这个女孩推着车缓缓地走上了坡。 2 1.女孩推车；2.将车推到坡上  

P15V4 一个人推着自行车上了一个斜坡。 1 1.一女的把自行车推到了楼梯上面  

P16V4 女子将小单车推上了斜坡。 1 1.女子推小单车 

P17V4 一个女孩把单车推到坡上。 1 1.女子推车  

P18V4 女职员把车推上了斜坡。 2 1.女职员推车；2.车被推上斜坡  

P19V4 一个女的推着一辆共享单车上了斜坡。 2 1.推单车；2.上了斜坡  

P20V4 一个女生很费力地把单车推上了斜坡。 2 

1.一个女生推着一辆单车；2.单车推上斜

坡  

P21V4 这个女生用力将摩拜单车推上了坡。 2 1.女生推车；2.把车推上坡  

P22V4 女孩用力将摩拜单车推上了坡。 2 1.女孩推车；2.车被推上坡  

P23V4 女生将自行车沿斜坡推了上去。 2 1.女生推车；2.车被推上斜坡  

P24V4 女同学将共享单车推到坡上。 2 1.女同学推车；2.车被推到坡上  

P25V4 她用力把摩拜单车推了上来。 2 1.推单车；2.单车被推上来  

P26V4 一名女生吃力地把一辆自行车推上斜坡。 2 1.推自行车；2.车被推上斜坡  

P27V4 一个女孩将自行车推上了斜坡。 1 1.推单车上坡  

P28V4 一个女生将单车推上坡了。 1 1.推单车 

P29V4 一位女生把自行车推上斜坡。 1 1.女生推自行车  

P30V4 一个女生将自行车从坡下推到了坡上。 2 1.女生推自行车；2.车到了坡上 

    

V5 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V5 女生翻开了一本放在桌上的书。 1 1.女生翻书  

P2V5 一个女人翻开了一本书。 1 1.女人翻书  

P3V5 一个女同学翻开了书本。 1 1.女同学翻书  

P4V5 一个女生将书翻开。 1 1.女生翻开书  

P5V5 女同学打开了书。 1 1. 女同学打开了书  

P6V5 他把书翻开了。 2 1.翻书；2.书被翻开  

P7V5 女生把放在桌上的一本书翻开了。 1 1.女生翻开书 

P8V5 书被一个女人翻开了。 1 1. 书被一个女人翻开了  

P9V5 书被翻开了。 1 1. 书被翻开  

P10V5 一个女孩翻开了一本书。 1 1.一本书被女孩翻开 

P11V5 女生将书翻开了。 2 1.女生翻书；2.书被翻开  

P12V5 一个人翻开了书。 1 1.一个人翻书 

P13V5 一个女子翻开书本。 1 1.一个女子翻开书本  

P14V5 这个人将书翻开了。 1 1.人把书翻开了  

P15V5 一个人翻动放在桌子上的书。 1 1.女生翻书 

P16V5 女子打开了书。 1 1.女子打开书  
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P17V5 书被一个人翻开了。 1 1.书被翻开了  

P18V5 女孩翻开了书。 1 1.女孩翻开书  

P19V5 一个女的翻开台子上的一本书。 1 1.女的翻开台子上的一本书  

P20V5 一个女生在桌旁翻开了一本书。 1 1.翻书  

P21V5 这个女生翻开书。 1 1.女生翻书 

P22V5 女孩将书翻开了。 1 1.女孩子翻开书 

P23V5 女生将书翻开了。 1 1.翻书  

P24V5 女同学翻开书。 1 1 翻开书  

P25V5 她一把翻开了书本。 2 1.翻书；2.书被翻开  

P26V5 一个女生一把打开了一本书。 2 1.翻书；2.书被翻开  

P27V5 一个女生把书翻开了。 1 1.把书翻开  

P28V5 一个女生翻开了桌上的一本书。 2 1.翻书；2.书被翻开  

P29V5 一个女生把书翻开了。 2 1.女生翻书；2.书被翻开了  

P30V5 一个女生快速地将书翻开了。 2 1.女生翻书；2.书打开了  

    

V6 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V6 一个男生把一朵花从叶子上摘下来。 1 1.摘花  

P2V6 男人把花摘走了。 1 1.男人把花摘走了  

P3V6 男生把花摘下来了。 2 1.男子摘花；2.花被摘下来  

P4V6 一个男生将花摘走了。 1 1.一个男生将花摘走了  

P5V6 一个男同学掐掉了路边的一朵花。 2 1. 掐花；2. 花被掐掉  

P6V6 他把花摘下来了。 2 1.摘花；2.花被摘下来  

P7V6 男生把花给摘下来了。 2 1.男生看到花；2.把花摘下了  

P8V6 一个男人用手摘下了一朵花。 1 1. 男人摘下来花  

P9V6 这个人把这个花摘下来了。 1 1.这个人把这个花摘下来了  

P10V6 一个男人摘了一朵花。 2 1.一个男人摘一朵花；2.花被摘下  

P11V6 男生把花摘下来了。 2 1.男生摘花；2.花被摘下来  

P12V6 一个人将花朵摘下。 2 1.一个人摘花；2.花被摘下  

P13V6 男子将花摘走。 1 1.男子将花摘走  

P14V6 他把花从树枝上掐下来了。 1 1.他掐花 

P15V6 花让男人给摘了。 2 1.男人摘；2. 花被摘下  

P16V6 这名男人摘了一朵花。 1 1.花被摘了  

P17V6 一名男子摘了一朵花。 1 1.男子摘花  

P18V6 这个男生徒手把花摘了下来。 2 1.男人走过去；2.花被摘下来  

P19V6 一朵花被一个男的摘了下来。 2 1.男的摘花；2.花被摘了下来  

P20V6 一个男生摘走了路边的野花。 1 1.男生摘走了路边的野花  

P21V6 花被这个男生摘走了。 2 1.男生摘花；2.花被摘走了  

P22V6 一朵黄色的花被一位白色 T 恤男生摘走了。 2 1.男生看到花；2.把花摘走了  

P23V6 花被男子顺势摘走。 2 1.男子摘花；2.花被摘走  
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P24V6 男子摘走了花。 1 1.摘花 

P25V6 他把花摘了下来。 1 1.他摘花  

P26V6 一个男孩摘下了一朵花。 2 1.摘花；2.花被摘下  

P27V6 一个人把一朵花从树枝上给摘掉了。 1 1.人从树枝上摘掉花  

P28V6 一个男人摘了路边的一朵花。 1 1.摘花 

P29V6 一个男生用手把树枝上的花摘掉。 2 1.男生用手去摘花；2.花被摘掉  

P30V6 一个男生摘了一朵花。 2 1.掐花；2.花被掐掉了 

    

V7 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V7 

一个男生把一个箱子从门里慢慢地拉了出

来。 1 1.男生拉箱子  

P2V7 箱子被男人拉了出来。 2 1.男人拉箱子；2.箱子被拉了出来  

P3V7 男孩子慢慢地把箱子拉出来了。 1 1.男孩子把箱子慢慢地拉出来了  

P4V7 一个男生将箱子拖到门外来了。 1 1.一个男生将箱子拖到门外  

P5V7 男人费力地将箱子拉了出来。 1 1.男人费力地将箱子拉了出来  

P6V7 他把拖箱子拖出了门外。 1 1.他在拖箱子到门外  

P7V7 男生把音箱从房间拉到了走廊。 1 1.男生把音箱从房间拉到了走廊  

P8V7 箱子被这个男人挪了出来。 1 1.箱子被这个男人挪了出来  

P9V7 这个箱子被男生慢慢地拖到了走廊。 1 1.箱子被拖到了走廊  

P10V7 这个人从房间里拉出了一个保险箱。 2 1.男人拉箱子；2.箱子被拉出  

P11V7 男生把车子拉出来了。 2 1.男生拉车；2.车被拉出  

P12V7 一个人轻轻地将小车从 103 房间里拉出来。 2 1.一个人拉小车；2.人和车一起出来  

P13V7 一个男子将箱子从屋里拉向屋外。 1 1. 男子将箱子从屋里拉向屋外  

P14V7 这个人从房间里拉出了箱子。 2 1.人拉车；2.小车被拉出  

P15V7 男生把箱子拉了出来。 2 1.男生拉箱子；2.箱子往前被拉了出来  

P16V7 男子将箱子从房间里面拉了出来。 2 1.男子拉箱子；2.箱子被拉了出来  

P17V7 一个人把房间里的箱子拉了出来。 1 1.拉箱子到走廊  

P18V7 男同学小心翼翼的把箱子拉了出来。 1 1.男同学拉箱子  

P19V7 一个箱子被男人从房间里拖了出来。 2 1.男的拖箱子；2.箱子被拖出来  

P20V7 一个人从屋子里拖出来一辆小车。 2 1.一个人拖车；2.车被拖出来  

P21V7 男人将箱子拉出了门外。 2 1.男人拉箱子；2.拉出门外  

P22V7 一个男同学从教室拉出了一个箱子。 1 1.男孩拖箱子 

P23V7 他从房间里将箱子拉了出来。 2 1.拉箱子；2 箱子拉了出来  

P24V7 男生把箱子从房间里拉了出来。 1 1.男生拉箱子出来  

P25V7 他将箱子拖出门外。 2 1.拖箱子；2.拖出门外  

P26V7 一个男生把一个箱子从门里拖了出来。 2 1.拖箱子；2.箱子被拖出来  

P27V7 一个男生从屋内把音箱拉到了走廊上。 1 1.把音箱拉到走廊  

P28V7 男生将一个箱子从房间里拉了出来。 2 1.拉箱子；2.箱子位移  

P29V7 一位男生把屋里的箱子拉出了门外。 2 1.一位男拉箱子；2.箱子被拉出了门外  
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P30V7 一个人把箱子从屋里拽出来。 2 1.拉箱子；2.箱子被拉出来  

    

V8 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V8 男生把女生从楼梯下面背上了楼。 1 1.男生把女生背上楼  

P2V8 男人背着女朋友上了楼。 1 1.男的背着女朋友上了楼  

P3V8 男孩子把女孩子背上了楼。 1 1.男孩子把女孩子背上了楼  

P4V8 一个男生将女生缓缓地背上了楼梯。 1 1.男生将女生缓缓地背上了楼梯  

P5V8 男人把一个女人背上了楼。 1 1.男人把一个女人背上了楼  

P6V8 男人背着女人上楼。 1 1.男人背着女人上楼  

P7V8 男生把女生背上了楼梯。 1 1.男生把女生背上了楼梯  

P8V8 一个男人背着女人爬上了楼梯。 1 1.男人背着女人爬上了楼梯  

P9V8 这个女生被这个男生背上了楼梯。 1 1.女生被男生背上了楼梯  

P10V8 一个男人背着一个女人上了楼。 1 1.男人背着一个女人上了楼  

P11V8 男生把女生背上了楼。 2 1.男生背女生上楼；2.女生被背上了楼  

P12V8 男人把女人背上了楼。 1 1.男人背着女人上楼 

P13V8 一个男子将一个女子背上了楼。 1 1.男子背女子上了楼  

P14V8 这个男生背着女生上楼。 1 1.这个男生背着女生上楼  

P15V8 男生把女生背着上了楼梯。 2 1. 男生背女生；2.女生被背着上了楼梯  

P16V8 男子背女子上了楼。 2 1.男子背女子；2.背上了楼  

P17V8 一个男的背着一位女生上楼梯。 2 1.背着女士；2.上了楼梯  

P18V8 男士背女士上楼。 2 1.男士背女士；2.上了楼  

P19V8 女生被男生背着上了楼梯。 2 1.男背着女；2.背上了楼梯  

P20V8 一名男同学背一名女同学上楼。 1 1.背女生爬上楼梯  

P21V8 这个男生背女生上楼。 1 1.男生背女生上楼梯 

P22V8 女孩被一个男生背上了楼。 2 1.女生被背着；2.背上了楼  

P23V8 男生把女生背上了楼。 1 1. 男生把女生背上了楼  

P24V8 男生把女生背上了楼。 2 1.男生背女生上楼；2.女生被背上楼  

P25V8 女孩被男孩背着走上了楼梯。 1 1.男孩背着女孩上楼梯  

P26V8 一个男士把一名女士背上了楼。 2 1.男生背女；2.背上了楼  

P27V8 一个男的背着一个女的上楼梯。 1 1.背上楼梯 

P28V8 一个男生背着一个女生上了楼梯。 1 1.背着女生上楼梯  

P29V8 一位男生把一位女生背上了楼。 1 1.男生背女生上楼  

P30V8 一个男生将一个女生背上了楼梯。 2 1.男生背人；2.到了楼梯  

    

V9 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V9 一棵草被一个男人用力地从土里拔出来。 1 1.男生用力的拔草  

P2V9 草被男人连根拔起。 2 1.男人拔草；2.草被拔起  

P3V9 一个男子把草拔出来了。 1 1.男子拔草 

P4V9 一个男生将一株草拔了起来。 1 1.一个男生把草拔出来  
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P5V9 这个男将地上的一株草拔起来。 1 1.男同学把草拔起来  

P6V9 草被他拔出来了。 2 1.拔草；2.草被拔出来  

P7V9 一个人把草从地上拔起了。 1 1.男生拔草 

P8V9 一个人非常用力地将地上的草拔起来。 1 1.一个人拔起草  

P9V9 这个草被拔起来了。 1 1.这个草被拔起来了  

P10V9 一个人从地里拔起了一棵草。 1 1.一个人拔草 

P11V9 男生用力将草拔起来了。 2 1.男生拔草；2.草被拔起  

P12V9 一个人很轻松地将草丛土地里拔出。 2 1.一个人拔草；2.草被拔出  

P13V9 男子用双手将草拔起来。 1 1.男子拔起草  

P14V9 这个男生把草拔出来了。 1 1.人用力拔草 

P15V9 一个男生把地上的草拔了起来。 1 1.男人拔草 

P16V9 这个男生双手拔起了地上的草。 2 1.男生拔草；2.草被拔出  

P17V9 一个人把草拔出来。 2 1.人拔草；2.草被拔出来  

P18V9 男生徒手把草拔了出来。 2 1.男生用手拔草；2.草被拔出来  

P19V9 一个人用力拔起了一棵草。 1 1.草被拔起  

P20V9 

一个男人很费劲地把一棵草从空地上连根拔

起来了。 1 1.双手拔出草 

P21V9 草被这个男生拔起来了。 2 1.男生拔草；2.草被拔起  

P22V9 男生双手用力将草连根拔起。 1 1.拔草 

P23V9 地上的草被该男子连根拔起。 2 1.男子拔草；2.草被拔起  

P24V9 一个男子用劲把草连根拔起。 2 1.男子拔草；2.草被连根拔起  

P25V9 他一把将这个草拔了起来。 2 1.拔草；2.草被拔起来  

P26V9 一个男孩把一株草从地上拔了起来。 2 1.拔草；2.草被拔起来  

P27V9 一个人把草给拔起来了。 1 1.把草拔起来  

P28V9 一个人将一把草拔了起来。 1 1.拔草 

P29V9 一个男人猛地用手把草拔了起来。 2 1. 男生拔草；2. 草被拔了起来  

P30V9 一个男的将草拔起来了。 1 1.拔草 

    

V10 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V10 一个男人轻轻地把门给关上了。 1 1.男人关上门  

P2V10 男人轻轻地关上了门。 1 1.男人轻轻地关上了门  

P3V10 那个人轻轻地把门关上了。 1 1.一个人轻轻地关门 

P4V10 一个男人缓缓地将门带上了。 1 1.男人把门带上  

P5V10 男人缓缓的将门关上。 1 1. 男人缓缓的将门关上  

P6V10 他把门关上了。 1 1.他把门关上了  

P7V10 男生用手轻轻地把门合上了。 1 1.男生把门合上  

P8V10 男人用手把门关上了。 1 1.男人把门关上了  

P9V10 这个门被这个男人缓慢地关上了。 1 1.门被男人关上  

P10V10 一个男人将门轻轻地关上了。 2 1.一个男人关门；2.门被关上  
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P11V10 男生把门关了。 1 1.男生关门  

P12V10 一个人用手把门关上了。 1 1. 关上门  

P13V10 一个男子将门关上。 1 1.男子关上了门  

P14V10 这个人将门轻轻地关上。 1 1.人把门关上  

P15V10 一个男的把门给关了。 1 1.男人关门  

P16V10 男子用手轻轻地关上了门。 1 1.男子关门 

P17V10 男子轻轻地把门带上了。 2 1.男子带门；2.门关上  

P18V10 男士关上了门。 1 1.男士关门  

P19V10 一个男的轻轻地关了门。 1 1.关上门  

P20V10 一个男人很缓慢地关上了门。 1 1.关上门  

P21V10 这个男人轻轻地关上了门。 2 1.男人关门；3.门被关上  

P22V10 背包的男生将门推上了。 1 1.推上门  

P23V10 他将门轻轻地关上了。 2 1.关门；2.门关上了  

P24V10 男子把门轻轻合上。 1 1.男子关门  

P25V10 他轻轻将房门关上。 2 1.关房门；2.房门关上  

P26V10 一个男的缓慢的关上了一个门。 2 1.男的关门；2.门被关上  

P27V10 门被一个人轻轻关上了。 1 1.门被轻轻关上  

P28V10 一个男生用手关上了门。 2 1.关门；2.门被关上  

P29V10 一位男生轻轻地把门关上了。 2 1.一位男生关门；2.门被关上了  

P30V10 一个男生轻轻地用手将门关上了。 2 1.关门；2.门关了  

    

V11 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V11 一个人把窗帘拉上了。 1 1.拉窗帘 

P2V11 一个人用手把窗帘拉上了。 1 1. 拉上窗帘 

P3V11 一个人慢慢地把窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 男人拉窗帘；2. 窗帘合上了  

P4V11 一个同学拉上窗帘。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P5V11 一名男子关上了窗帘。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P6V11 窗帘被男子拉上了。 1 1. 关窗帘 

P7V11 男人将窗帘拉上了。 1 1. 关窗帘 

P8V11 男人把办公室里的窗帘拉上了。 1 1. 关窗帘 

P9V11 男人拉上了窗帘。 1 2. 关窗帘 

P10V11 一个男人用手缓缓地拉上了窗帘 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上  

P11V11 男人用手把窗帘拉上了。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P12V11 男同学用手将窗帘合上了。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上  

P13V11 窗帘被男同学慢慢地拉上了。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P14V11 男同学用一只手小心地关上了窗帘。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P15V11 男人关上了窗帘。 1 2. 拉窗帘 

P16V11 男生把窗帘关上了。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P17V11 男生关上了办公室的窗帘。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 
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P18V11 男生把窗帘关上了。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P19V11 男生把窗帘拉上了。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P20V11 男生用一只手将窗帘拉上了。 1 2. 拉窗帘 

P21V11 男生缓慢地拉上了窗帘。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P22V11 男人小心翼翼地将窗帘向右拉合上了。 1 3. 拉窗帘 

P23V11 窗帘被缓缓地拉上了。 2 1. 男生拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P24V11 同学慢慢把窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P25V11 他慢慢地将窗帘关上。 2 1. 关窗帘；2. 窗帘关上 

P26V11 一个男的慢慢地拉上了窗帘。 1 1.拉窗帘 

P27V11 窗帘被一个人轻轻关上了。 1 1. 关窗帘 

P28V11 一个男生缓缓地拉上了窗帘。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P29V11 一位男生慢慢地把窗帘拉上了。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P30V11 一个男生缓慢地将窗帘拉上了。 2 1.推窗帘；2.窗帘开了 

    

V12 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V12 一个男生用力地把布撕开了。 1 1.一个男生用力地把布撕开了  

P2V12 抹布被男人撕烂了。 2 1.男人撕抹布；2.抹布碎了  

P3V12 那个男生把布给撕开了。 2 1.男生撕布； 2.布被撕开了  

P4V12 一个男人将布撕成两半。 2 1.用手撕； 2.布撕成两半  

P5V12 男人用力地将布撕碎。 1 1.男人用力地将布撕碎  

P6V12 他把抹布撕开了。 1 1.他把抹布撕开了  

P7V12 抹布被男生艰难地撕成了两半。 2 1.男生扯抹布；2.抹布被撕成两半  

P8V12 一个男人非常用力地把布撕开了。 2 1.男人撕布；2.布被撕成两截  

P9V12 这个男的慢慢地把布条撕成了两半。 1 1.男的慢慢地把布条撕成了两半  

P10V12 一个男人把一块布给撕破了。 1 1.一个男人撕布  

P11V12 男生用力撕开了抹布。 2 1.男生用力撕布；2.布被撕开  

P12V12 他用力地将毛巾分成了两半。 2 1.他用手撕毛巾；2.毛巾被撕裂了  

P13V12 一个男子将抹布撕成两半。 1 1.男子将抹布撕成两半  

P14V12 毛巾被这个男人用力地撕破了。 2 1.男人用手撕毛巾；2.毛巾被撕破了  

P15V12 这个男的把抹布给撕了。 2 1. 男人撕布；2.布被撕破  

P16V12 男子用力撕开了抹布。 2 1.男子撕抹布；2.抹布被撕成两半  

P17V12 毛巾被一个人撕坏了。 2 1.撕毛巾；2.毛巾破了  

P18V12 男士用力把毛巾给扯破了。 2 1.扯毛巾；2.毛巾被扯破  

P19V12 一个男的撕开了一条抹布。 2 1.撕抹布；2.抹布被撕成两半  

P20V12 一个男人很吃力地撕开了一块抹布。 2 1.用力撕；2.抹布破了  

P21V12 这块布被那个男生撕成两半。 1 1.男生撕布  

P22V12 男生将一块蓝色抹布用力地撕成两块。 2 1.用力撕；2.布撕成两块  

P23V12 这块布被这个男生撕成了两半。 2 1.男生撕布；2.布被撕开  

P24V12 一个男生用劲的把一个布撕开。 2 1.男子撕布；2.把布撕开  
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P25V12 抹布被他扯烂了。 1 1.扯烂抹布 

P26V12 一个男的撕碎了毛巾。 1 1.撕毛巾  

P27V12 他把毛巾撕破了。 1 1.一个人把毛巾撕破了  

P28V12 一个男人将抹布撕开。 1 1.撕抹布  

P29V12 一个男生用手把布扯开了。 2 1.一个男生用手扯布；2.布被扯开了  

P30V12 一个小伙子将抹布撕破了。 1 1. 小伙子撕抹布 

    

V13 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V13 一个男人用一根筷子捅穿了西红柿。 1 1.一个男人用一根筷子捅穿了西红柿  

P2V13 男人用筷子插穿了西红柿。 2 1.用筷子插西红柿；2.西红柿被插穿了  

P3V13 那个男子把番茄戳穿了。 2 1.男子戳番茄；2.番茄戳穿了  

P4V13 这个男生用筷子将西红柿戳破了。 2 1.用筷子戳；2.番茄被戳破了  

P5V13 一个男子用筷子把西红柿戳破了。 2 1. 戳西红柿；2.西红柿戳破了  

P6V13 西红柿被他穿在了筷子上。 2 1. 插西红柿；2.西红柿被插在筷子上  

P7V13 男士用筷子把番茄戳穿了。 2 1.男士用筷子戳番茄；2.番茄被戳穿了  

P8V13 西红柿被男人用筷子穿透了。 1 1.西红柿被男人用筷子穿透了  

P9V13 这根筷子被这个男的戳进了西红柿里。 2 1.筷子戳西红柿；2.筷子被戳进了西红柿  

P10V13 一个男人用筷子将番茄穿透了。 2 1.一个男人用筷子插番茄；2.番茄被插穿  

P11V13 男生用筷子用力将西红柿戳破了。 2 1.用筷子戳西红柿；2.西红柿被戳破了  

P12V13 一个男士用筷子水平地将西红柿穿透了。 2 1.用筷子穿西红柿；2.西红柿被穿孔了  

P13V13 一个男子用一根筷子插穿了一个番茄。 1 1.男子用筷子插穿番茄  

P14V13 这个男人拿着筷子将西红柿戳穿了。 2 1.男人用筷子戳西红柿；2.西红柿被戳穿  

P15V13 这个男人用筷子把番茄给戳穿了。 2 1.用筷子戳番茄；2.番茄被戳一个洞  

P16V13 一个人把西红柿用筷子穿上。 2 1.用筷子串番茄；2.番茄被串在筷子上  

P17V13 一个人用一根筷子刺破了番茄。 2 1.用筷子刺番茄；2.番茄破了  

P18V13 这个男士用筷子把西红柿给戳穿了。 2 1.用筷子戳西红柿；2.西红柿被戳穿  

P19V13 一个男的用筷子穿过西红柿。 1 1.用筷子穿过西红柿  

P20V13 男人拿着一根筷子穿过了一个西红柿。 1 1.用筷子戳穿西红柿  

P21V13 西红柿被这个男人用筷子刺穿了。 2 1.男人用筷子刺西红柿；2.西红柿被刺穿  

P22V13 

西红柿被一个坐在椅子上的男人用筷子戳穿

了。 2 1.男人戳西红柿；2.西红柿被戳穿  

P23V13 西红柿被一个木筷子戳穿了。 2 1.用筷子戳西红柿；2.西红柿被戳穿  

P24V13 一个成年男子把筷子插进了西红柿。 1 1.把筷子插进了西红柿  

P25V13 男人用筷子从西红柿中间穿了过去。 2 1.用筷子转；2.转了一个洞  

P26V13 一个男的用一支筷子戳穿了一个西红柿。 2 1.用筷子戳；2.西红柿戳穿  

P27V13 一个人用筷子把西红柿给戳破了。 1 1.用筷子戳破西红柿  

P28V13 一个男人用筷子穿过了西红柿。 3 1.手动；2.筷子动；3.西红柿戳穿  

P29V13 一个男生用一根筷子戳穿了西红柿。 2 1.用筷子戳；2.西红柿被戳穿了  

P30V13 番茄被一个男生用筷子戳破了。 2 1. 用筷子戳番茄；2. 番茄破了  
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V14 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V14 一个男人用一块砖头把塑料瓶砸扁了。 1 1.一个男人用一块砖头把塑料瓶砸扁了  

P2V14 男人用手中的砖砸扁了矿泉水瓶。 2 

1.男人用砖块敲矿泉水瓶；2.矿泉水瓶被

砸扁了  

P3V14 男生用砖头把瓶子拍扁了。 2 1.男子用砖头拍瓶子；2.瓶子扁了  

P4V14 一个男生拿着砖头狠狠地将瓶子砸扁了。 2 1.用砖头砸；2.瓶子扁了  

P5V14 一个男人拿着板砖把矿泉水瓶拍扁了。 2 1.男的用砖头拍矿泉水瓶；2.水瓶扁了  

P6V14 他用砖头把水瓶拍扁了。 2 1.用砖头拍水瓶；2.瓶子扁了  

P7V14 矿泉水瓶被男生一砖头拍扁了。 1 1.他拍扁水瓶 

P8V14 一个男人用砖头把瓶子压扁了。 2 1.男人用砖头砸；2.瓶子扁了  

P9V14 这个瓶子被男生拿砖块砸瘪了。 1 1.男生拿砖块砸瘪了瓶子  

P10V14 一个男人用砖头把瓶子压扁了。 2 1.一个男人用砖头压瓶子；2.瓶子被压扁  

P11V14 男生用砖头把瓶子砸扁了。 2 1.男生用砖头砸瓶子；2.瓶子扁了  

P12V14 一个男生用砖头把矿泉水瓶拍扁了。 2 1.一个人用砖头拍瓶子；2.水瓶扁了  

P13V14 一个男子持砖头将瓶子给拍扁了。 2 1.男子用砖头拍瓶子；2.瓶子扁了  

P14V14 这个男人用砖头拍扁了塑料瓶。 2 1.男人用砖头砸塑料瓶；2.塑料瓶变形  

P15V14 一个男的举起砖头把矿泉水瓶拍瘪了。 2 1.男人用砖头拍水瓶；2.瓶子被拍扁  

P16V14 男子一板砖将空瓶子拍瘪了。 1 1.男子拍瘪了瓶子 

P17V14 一个人用砖头把水瓶砸扁了。 2 1.用砖头砸水瓶；2.水瓶扁了  

P18V14 男同学用砖头把矿泉水瓶给拍扁了。 2 1.拍矿泉水瓶；2.瓶子扁了  

P19V14 一个男的用砖头将矿泉水瓶砸扁了。 2 1.用砖头砸矿泉水瓶；2.瓶子扁了  

P20V14 一个人用一块砖头砸扁了一个空瓶子。 2 1.用砖头砸瓶子；2.瓶子扁了  

P21V14 这个男人用砖头把矿泉水瓶锤瘪了。 2 1.男人锤矿泉水瓶；2.瓶子瘪了  

P22V14 

一位半蹲的男生用一块板砖砸瘪了农夫山泉

的瓶子。 2 1.男生半蹲着；2.用板砖振向瓶子  

P23V14 这个瓶子被这位男士一砖头给打扁了。 1 1.男子把瓶子砸扁了  

P24V14 一个男生拿一个砖头将一个塑料瓶拍扁了。 2 1.男生拿着砖头；2.把塑料瓶拍扁  

P25V14 瓶子被他用砖头拍扁了。 2 1.捡砖头；2.拍瓶子  

P26V14 一个男生用砖块压扁了一个矿泉水瓶。 2 1.砸瓶子；2.瓶子扁了  

P27V14 一个人用砖头把瓶子给拍扁了。 1 1.人用砖头拍扁瓶子  

P28V14 一个男人用砖头将瓶子拍扁。 3 1.拍；2.砖头移动；3.瓶子扁了  

P29V14 一个男生拿一块砖把矿泉水瓶捶扁了。 2 1.捶；2.瓶子被捶扁了  

P30V14 一名男子用砖头把瓶子砸瘪了。 2 1. 用砖头拍瓶子； 2. 瓶子被拍扁了  

    

V15 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V15 

 一位男士用晾衣杆取下了挂在阳台上的衣

服。 1 1.取衣服 

P2V15 一个男的用撑衣杆取衣服。 1 1.取衣服 

P3V15 一个男人用晾衣杆把衣服取下来了。 1 1.取衣服 
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P4V15 男人拿着取衣杆取阳台上晾好的短袖。 2 1.拿晾衣杆； 2. 取衣服 

P5V15 一个男生用晾衣杆把衣服拿下来了。 1 1.取衣服 

P6V15 一个人在收衣服。 1 1. 收衣服 

P7V15 他拿晒衣杆收了一件白 T 恤。 2 1. 拿晒衣杆；2.收衣服 

P8V15 

一位男性拿着红色的晾衣杆收了一件白色 T

恤衫。 1 1.收衣服 

P9V15 一个人用撑衣杆取下了衣服。 1 1.取衣服 

P10V15 

一个小伙仰头迅速举起衣架流畅地收下衣

服。 1 1.收衣服 

P11V15 

一个男生用右手拿着晾衣钩从晾衣杆上撑下

来衣服。 1 1.收衣服 

P12V15 一个男人用衣叉把衣服从架子上叉下来了。 2 1. 用衣叉； 2. 取衣服 

P13V15 

 一个黑胖子用棒子去取一件高处风干了的

白色上衣。 2 1. 用棒子；2. 取衣服 

P14V15 

一个男生拿着破旧的晾衣杆迅速从衣架上取

下了一件白 T 恤。 1 1.取衣服 

P15V15 男人僵硬地取下了一件衣服。 1 1.取衣服 

P16V15 一个人在收衣服。 1 1.收衣服 

P17V15 男人在阳台用晾衣架收衣服。 2 1. 用晾衣架； 2. 收衣服 

P18V15 一个男生用撑衣杆取下一件白色短袖。 1 1.取衣服 

P19V15 男人收了件白色衣服。 1 1.取衣服 

P20V15 男生从阳台上取下衣服。 1 1.取衣服 

P21V15 一个中年男子用撑衣杆取下衣服。 1 1.取衣服 

P22V15 他用撑衣杆将白色 T 恤收下来了。 1 1. 收下衣服 

P23V15 一个白色中年男子在收衣服。 1 1. 收衣服 

P24V15 一个男生在收衣服。 1 1. 收衣服 

P25V15 一个男生在收衣服。 1 1.收衣服 

P26V15 一名男子在阳台用叉棍收下一件 T 恤。 2 1.拿撑衣杆；2.收下衣服 

P27V15 一个男生在阳台收下来一件衣服。 1 1.收衣服 

P28V15 一个男生拿晾衣杆收衣服。 3 

1. 男生收衣服；2. 衣服取下来了；3。用

撑衣杆 

P29V15 戴眼镜的男生用撑衣杆收了一件衣服。 1 1.收衣服 

P30V15 一个男的用衣杆把衣服取下来。 2 1. 用衣杆取衣服；2.衣服取下来。 

    

V16 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V16 她拿着扫把击碎了桌子上的盘子。 1 打碎盘子。 

P2V16 这个女人人拿个扫帚把盘子砸了。 1 砸碎盘子 

P3V16 女人拿个扫帚柄把个盘子磕破了。 1 打碎盘子 

P4V16 这个人打碟子，碟子碎掉落地上去了。 2 1. 打碟子；2.碟子破了掉到地上 

P5V16 这个人拿着扫帚打碎了盘子。 2 1.拿着扫帚；2. 她用扫帚打 
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P6V16 一个女子用扫把打破了桌上的盘子。 1 1. 打破盘子。 

P7V16 

一个绿衣女子双手握着扫把击碎了桌上的盘

子。 2 1. 绿衣女子手握扫把；2. 盘子击碎 

P8V16 一个女人故意拿扫帚将桌上的餐盘敲碎。 1 1. 敲碎盘子。 

P9V16 女子用扫把打碎了放在桌上的盘。 1 1. 打碎盘子 

P10V16 中年妇女用扫把打碎了一个碟子。 1 1. 打碎碟子。 

P11V16 

女子握着扫把的底部，用扫把的尖端打碎了

盘子。 2 1. 握着扫把；2.打碎盘子。 

P12V16 女士用扫把砸碎了桌上的餐盘。 1 1. 女士砸碎餐盘。 

P13V16 一个女人用扫把柄把桌子上的盘子敲碎了。 1 1. 敲碎盘子。 

P14V16 一个女士拿着扫帚故意敲碎了桌上的盘子。 1 1. 敲碎盘子。 

P15V16 她敲破了盘子。 2 1. 她敲盘子；2.盘子碎了。 

P16V16 女人故意用扫帚把桌上的盘子打碎。 1 1. 打碎盘子。 

P17V16 女士拿着一个扫把将桌子上的盘子打碎了。 1 1. 打碎盘子。 

P18V16 

女士手拿扫帚对准放在桌上的盘子用力将其

打碎。  3 1. 拿扫帚；2.敲击盘子；3. 盘子碎了。 

P19V16 女士拿着扫把把一个盘子打碎了。 2 1. 拿扫把；2. 打碎盘子 

P20V16 一个人手持一把扫帚敲碎了一个盘子。 1 1. 敲碎盘子。 

P21V16 女士拿着扫把把桌子上的盘子打碎了。 1 1. 打碎盘子。 

P22V16 女士倒拿着扫帚，打碎了桌上的盘子。 2 1. 拿着扫帚； 2. 打碎盘子。 

P23V16 女士用扫帚把桌上的盘子打破了。 1 1. 打碎盘子 

P24V16 女士拿起扫把打碎了盘子。 1 1. 打碎盘子 

P25V16 女士用扫帚打碎了桌面上的盘子。 1 1. 打碎盘子。 

P26V16 一位女士用扫帚打碎了桌上的碟子。 1 1. 打碎碟子。 

P27V16 

女士用扫帚的把手打碎了放置在桌上的碟

子。 

1 1. 打碎碟子。 

P28V16 一个女人故意用扫把打碎了桌子上的碟子。 1 1. 打碎碟子。 

P29V16 这个女士用扫帚把桌上的碗打碎了。 1 1. 打碎碗。 

P30V16 女人用扫把打盘子，盘子碎了。 2 1. 用扫把打；2 盘子碎。 

    

V17 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V17 一个女生拿一把剪刀把一张白纸剪成两半。 1 1.用剪刀把纸剪成两半 

P2V17 一个女生把纸剪碎了 1 1. 用剪刀把纸剪碎 

P3V17 一位女生用剪刀把纸剪开了。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸被剪开 

P4V17 

一个女人用剪刀剪纸张，将完整的纸张剪成

了两半。 2 1.女人用剪刀剪；2.纸片破了 

P5V17 女人将一张纸剪成两半。 1 1.将一张纸剪成两半 

P6V17 纸被她从中间剪开。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸被剪开 

P7V17 纸被女生剪成了两半。 2 1.女生剪纸；2.纸被剪成了两半 

P8V17 一个女人用剪刀剪开了一张白纸。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸被剪开 
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P9V17 这张纸被一个人用剪刀剪成了两半。 2 1.人剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P10V17 这个女人将一张纸剪成了两半。 2 1.一个女人用剪刀剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P11V17 一个女生用剪刀把纸剪成了两半。 1 1.女生剪纸 

P12V17 一名女士用剪刀将纸分成了两半。 2 1.女士用剪刀剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P13V17 一个女子用剪刀将纸剪成两半。 2 1.女子用剪刀；2.纸被剪成两半 

P14V17 这个女生将纸剪成两半。 1 1.剪纸 

P15V17 一张纸被一个女的剪成了两半。 2 1.一个女的剪纸；纸被剪成了两半 

P16V17 这名女子用剪刀剪了一张纸。 2 1.女子拿起剪刀剪纸；2.纸被剪开 

P17V17 一个人用剪刀把纸剪成了两半。 3 1.拿起剪刀；2.剪纸；3.纸被剪成两半 

P18V17 女职员把纸一分为二。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P19V17 一个女人用一把剪刀将纸分成两半。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P20V17 一个女生用一把剪刀剪开了一张 A4 纸。 1 1. 女生剪开 A4 纸 

P21V17 这个女人用剪刀将纸一分为二。 2 1.女人剪纸；2.纸被剪开 

P22V17 一张纸被女孩用剪刀一剪为二。 2 1.女孩剪纸；2.纸被一剪为二 

P23V17 纸被剪成两半了。 1 1.女生把纸一分为二 

P24V17 同学拿剪刀剪纸。 3 1.剪纸；2.使用剪刀；3.纸被剪 

P25V17 他用剪刀将白纸剪成了两半。 2 1.剪；2.纸被剪成两半 

P26V17 一个女生用一把剪刀把一张纸剪成两半。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P27V17 一个女生把纸剪破了。 1 1.把纸剪破了 

P28V17 一个女生拿起剪刀剪开了一张白纸。 3 1.拿起剪刀；2.剪纸；3.纸被剪开 

P29V17 一个女生把一张纸剪开了。 2 1.女生剪纸；2.纸被剪成两半 

P30V17 一个女生将纸剪破了。 2 1.剪纸；2.纸破了 

    

V18 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V18 一个男人一刀把胡萝卜切开了。 1 1.男人把胡萝卜切开了  

P2V18 男人切断了胡萝卜。 2 1.男人切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切断了  

P3V18 一个人把用刀把胡萝卜切成了两段。 2 1.男的切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切开  

P4V18 一个男人用刀将胡萝卜劈成两半。 2 1.男人劈胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜变成两半  

P5V18 男人用菜刀将胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1. 切胡萝卜；2.切成两半  

P6V18 胡萝卜被他切开了。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切开了  

P7V18 男士用刀把胡萝卜剁成了两半。 1 1.男士切胡萝卜 

P8V18 一个男人用刀把胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.男人切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切开  

P9V18 这个萝卜被这个男的用刀分成了两半。 2 1.男的切萝卜；2.萝卜被切开了  

P10V18 一个男人把胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.男人切胡萝卜；2.切成了两半  

P11V18 男生用刀把胡萝卜切成了两片。 2 1.用刀切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两片  

P12V18 他用刀把萝卜分成了两半。 2 1.男人用刀切萝卜；2.萝卜成了两半  

P13V18 一个男子将胡萝卜砍成了两半。 2 1.男子砍胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P14V18 男人拿菜刀将萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.拿菜刀切；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P15V18 一个人用刀把胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被男人拿刀切开了  
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P16V18 男子一刀将萝卜砍了两半。 1 1. 砍萝卜 

P17V18 男子一刀把胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.用刀切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P18V18 男士用菜刀把胡萝卜一切为二。 2 1.男士用菜刀切；2.胡萝卜被切为两半  

P19V18 一个男的用刀将胡萝卜切成两半。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.被切成两半  

P20V18 一个人拿刀切掉了一个胡萝卜。 2 1.男人切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两段  

P21V18 胡萝卜被这个男人用刀切成了两半。 2 1.男人用刀切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜成两半  

P22V18 萝卜被一个男人一刀切成了两半。 2 1.男人切萝卜；2.被切成两半  

P23V18 男子一刀把胡萝卜切断了。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P24V18 男子拿刀把胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P25V18 他一刀将胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P26V18 一个男的一刀切开了一个胡萝卜。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P27V18 一个人一刀把一个胡萝卜切成了两半。 1 1.把胡萝卜切成两半  

P28V18 一名男子用刀切开了胡萝卜。 2 1 .切；2.切断胡萝卜  

P29V18 一位男生把一段胡萝卜切成了两半。 2 1.切胡萝卜；2.胡萝卜被切成两半  

P30V18 萝卜被男生用刀切开了。 2 1.切萝卜；2.萝卜开了  
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Appendix 3: Chinese transcription data of responses to 18 videos involving onset 

causation 

19. kick a football (踢球); 20. knock over a trophy (碰倒奖杯); 21. push a sofa (推沙发); 22. pull a curtain (扯

一下窗帘); 23. shoot a basketball (投篮); 24. push a swing (推秋千); 25. drag a box (拖箱子); 26. hit the 

stacked cups (打翻杯塔); 27. blow a bottle off a piano (吹掉瓶子); 28. push a door (推门); 29. punch sb. in the 

stomach (拳头打肚子)；30. kick sb. into a well (踢进洞)；31. cut an apple with a pair of scissors (用剪刀剪断

苹果)；32. hit a golf ball (打高尔夫球); 33. hit a swing with a racket and it swayed (摇秋千); 34. send an ice 

cube with a fork (推送冰块); 35. overturn a cup tower with a broom head (用扫把打翻杯子塔); 36. hit the 

football away with a racket (打飞足球) 

 

V19 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V19 一个人颠球，致使球飞出门外。 2 1.颠球；2.球飞出门外 

P2V19 女人一脚踢飞了足球。 1 1.女人踢足球 

P3V19 女生把足球给踢出去了。 2 1.女生踢球；2.球飞出去了 

P4V19 一个女生用脚一踢，将球踢飞了。 2 1.用脚踢球；2.球飞了 

P5V19 女同学将球踢出了门外。 1 1.女生踢飞球 

P6V19 她把足球踢出了门外。 2 1.踢足球；2.足球飞出去了 

P7V19 女生一脚把球踢出了门外 2 1.女生把球踢向空中；2.球飞出了门外 

P8V19 一个人将球踢出了门外。 2 1.踢球；2.球弹到门外 

P9V19 这个女生把足球踢出了门外。 2 1.人踢足球；2.足球被踢出门外 

P10V19 一个女人将足球踢到了门外。 1 1.一个女人玩足球 

P11V19 女生用力踢足球，球被踢到了身后。 2 1.女生用脚踢足球；2.球被踢到身后 

P12V19 一名女士将球踢出门外。 3 1.抛足球；2.用脚踢足球；3.球被踢飞 

P13V19 一个女子踢足球，然后球滚到了外面。 2 1.踢足球；2.球滚到了外面 

P14V19 这个女的将球踢到了门外。 1 1.女的把球踢到外面 

P15V19 一个女生踢了一下球，球蹦到了外面。 2 1.女生踢了一下球；2.球被踢到了门外 

P16V19 球被这名女生踢出了门外。 2 1.女生踢球；2.球被踢出去了 

P17V19 这个球被这个女人踢出了门外。 2 1.女子踢球；2.球被踢出门外 

P18V19 女生用脚把球踢到了后面。 2 1.女生踢球；2.球飞到后面 

P19V19 一个女的将球踢在了门外。 1 1.女的踢球 

P20V19 一个女生把足球踢到了门外。 2 1.女生踢球；2.足球飞刀门外 

P21V19 球被这个女生踢到了门外。 2 1.女生踢球；2.球被踢到门外 

P22V19 一个黄色头发的女孩将足球踢到了门外。 2 1.女孩踢球；2 球被踢到门外 

P23V19 一个人踢了一下球，球跑到了门外。 2 1.踢球；2.踢到门外 

P24V19 女子将足球踢到门外。 2 1.女子踢足球；2.足球被踢（到门外） 

P25V19 她把足球踢出门外。 1 1.踢足球 

P26V19 一个女生踢球，把球踢出了门外。 2 1.女生踢球；2.球被踢出门外 

P27V19 一个人踢足球，足球被踢到了门外。 2 1.踢足球；2.踢到门外 

P28V19 一个女人将球颠过了头顶，球飞出去了。 2 1.颠球；2.球飞出去 

P29V19 一个女生把手里抛出的球踢出了门外。 2 1.女生抛球;2. 球被踢到门外 
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P30V19 一个女生颠球，将球颠飞了。 2 1.女生颠球；2.球飞了 

    

V20 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V20 
一个男人路过时用手碰了一下奖牌，奖牌掉

在了地上。 
2 

1.男人把手放在奖牌上；2.奖牌从台子上掉

了下来 

P2V20 运动员用手碰了一下奖杯，奖杯掉了。 2 运动员手碰了奖杯；奖杯落地 

P3V20 这位运动员扶了一下奖杯，奖杯掉了。 2 1.碰奖杯；2.奖杯掉了 

P4V20 一个男人将奖杯一掰，奖杯就掉在地上了。 2 1.一个男人将奖杯一掰；2.奖杯掉地上 

P5V20 
 这个男人走过来随手碰了一下奖盘，没想

到奖盘摔在了地上。 
2 1.男人碰盘子；2.盘子落地 

P6V20 他把放在桌上的奖盘碰倒了。 1 1.碰倒奖牌 

P7V20 奖盘因为运动员的触碰而掉落到地上。 2 1.运动员摸奖盘；2.奖盘掉在地上 

P8V20 运动员摸了一下奖牌后，奖牌倒了。 2 1.摸奖牌；2.奖牌掉在地上 

P9V20 奖杯被这个男的碰了一下掉下来了。 2 1.男的碰奖杯；2.奖杯掉下来 

P10V20 奖盘被一个男人从桌子上弄到地上去了。 2 
1.一个男人在欣赏一个盘子；2.盘子被碰到

地上 

P11V20 
一个运动员摸了一下奖牌，以致它掉在地

上。 
2 1.运动员摸了奖牌；2.奖牌掉在地上 

P12V20 
一个人用手轻轻地扶了一下奖盘，谁知奖盘

摔碎了。 
2 1.一个人手扶了一下奖盘；2.奖盘掉落； 

P13V20 
一个男子摸了一下奖杯，致使奖杯掉到了地

上。 
2 1.男子摸奖杯；2.奖杯掉到地上 

P14V20 这个男人用手抓了一下奖盘，奖盘摔倒了。 2 1.男人用手抓奖盘；2.奖盘落地 

P15V20 
一个男人扶了一下奖盘，结果这个奖盘从桌

子上掉了下去。 
2 1.男人扶奖盘；2.奖盘掉了下去 

P16V20 男子将奖牌碰倒了。 1 1.奖牌倒了 

P17V20 一个球员碰了一下奖牌，然后奖牌掉落。 2 1.球员碰奖牌；2.奖牌掉落 

P18V20 运动员无意中把奖给碰倒了。 2 1.运动员碰奖盘；2.奖盘被碰倒 

P19V20 
一个人摸了一下奖牌，致使奖牌落到了地

上。 
2 1.摸奖牌；2.奖牌落地 

P20V20 一个运动员扶了一下奖盘，奖盘倒了。 2 1.扶了一下奖盘；2. 奖盘倒了 

P21V20 运动员轻轻摸了一下奖盘，所以奖盘倒了。 2 1. 运动员摸奖盘；2.奖盘倒了 

P22V20 
一名球员用手碰了一下奖杯，奖杯从桌子上

掉到地上。 
2 1. 碰奖杯；2. 奖杯掉落 

P23V20 男子一不小心就将桌上的奖杯碰倒在地。 2 1.男子碰奖杯；2.奖杯落地 

P24V20 男子摸了一下奖牌，以致奖牌摔到地上。 2 1.男子摸奖牌；2.奖牌摔到地上 

P25V20 他一不小心就将奖牌打倒在地。 2 1.打到奖牌；2.奖牌落地 

P26V20 
一名运动员用手拨拉了一下奖牌，结果奖牌

摔下来了。 
2 1.拨拉奖牌；2.奖牌倒了 

P27V20 
一个运动员碰了一下奖盘，谁知奖盘掉在了

地上。 
2 1.碰奖盘；2.奖盘落地 
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P28V20 
一个运动员碰了一下奖杯，以致奖杯落下来

了。 
2 1.碰奖杯；2.奖杯落下 

P29V20 
一位运动员碰了一下奖盘，奖盘倒在了地

上。 
2 

1.一位运动员碰了一个奖盘；2.奖盘倒在了

地上 

P30V20 一个足球运动员用手将奖盘掰到了地上。 2 用手掰；奖盘掉了 

    

V21 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V21 一个沙发被一个男人推到了墙边。 2 1.男人推沙发；2.沙发撞到墙上 

P2V21 男人用力地将沙发推到了墙上。 1 1.男人用手推沙发 

P3V21 
男子轻轻地推了一下沙发，结果沙发滑动了

起来。 
2 1.男子推沙发；2.沙发滑动起来 

P4V21 一个男生将沙发一推，沙发撞在墙上了。 2 1.男生推沙发；2.沙发撞在墙上 

P5V21 
一个男人把沙发推向墙面，沙发撞到了墙

上。 
2 1.男人推沙发；2.沙发撞到墙 

P6V21 他把沙发推到了墙边。 2 1.推沙发；2.沙发被推到墙边 

P7V21 
一个男同学用力地推了一把沙发，沙发撞到

了墙边。 
2 1.男士推圆椅；2.圆椅到达墙壁 

P8V21 座椅被男人轻轻地推开了。 2 1.男人推座椅；2.座椅滑向墙边 

P9V21 沙发被这个人推了一下向前滑动了。 2 1.人推沙发；2.沙发向前滑动 

P10V21 一个男人将座椅推到了墙边。 2 1.男人推座椅；2.座椅被推到墙边 

P11V21 
一个男人在客厅里将一个圆沙发推到了墙

边。 
2 1.男生用力推沙发；2.沙发被推到了墙边 

P12V21 一个人将圆沙发推到墙壁。 3 
1.一个人用手推沙发；2.沙发在地面滑行；

3. 沙发靠到墙壁停止 

P13V21 一个男子用力将沙发推到了墙边。 2 1.男子推沙发；2. 沙发被推到墙上 

P14V21 这个人将沙发推到了墙边。 2 1.推沙发；2. 沙发被推走了 

P15V21 
男人推了一下圆沙发，然后圆沙发滑向了墙

边。 
2 1. 男人推了沙发；2.沙发滑向了墙边 

P16V21 这名男子将椅子推向了墙。 2 1.男子推椅子；2.椅子滑向墙边 

P17V21 
一名男子把沙发推了一下，沙发撞到了墙

上。 
3 

1.男子推沙发；2.沙发滚动；3.沙发撞到墙

上 

P18V21 男生用力把凳子推到了墙边。 1 1.男生用力推凳子到了墙边 

P19V21 一个男的把沙发推向了墙边。 3 1.男的推沙发；2.沙发滑行；3.碰墙壁 

P20V21 一个人把圆柱形的沙发推在了墙边。 1 1.推沙发 

P21V21 这个椅子被男人推到了墙边。 2 1.男人推椅子；2.椅子被推到墙边 

P22V21 戴眼镜的男生将座椅推向了墙边。 1 1.男生推座椅 

P23V21 男子把坐垫推到墙边。 1 1.把坐垫推到墙边 

P24V21 男子把沙发推到了墙边。 2 1.男子推沙发；2.沙发被推到墙边 

P25V21 他把椅子轻轻推到了墙边。 2 1.推椅子；2.椅子滑到墙边 

P26V21 一名男士把一个沙发推向了墙。 2 1.推沙发；2.沙发被推到墙边 
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P27V21 一个人把沙发推到了墙边。 2 1.人推沙发；2.沙发被推到墙边 

P28V21 一个人将一个凳子推了过去。 2 1.推凳子；2.凳子移动 

P29V21 
一个男生用手推了一下沙发，沙发往墙边挪

去。 
2 1.男生推沙发；2. 沙发往墙边滑去 

P30V21 一个男人将沙发推到了墙角。 2 1.推沙发；2.沙发停在了墙角 

    

V22 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V22 一个男生猛地一下把窗帘给拉上了。 1 1. 男人关上窗帘 

P2V22 男人用力地拉上了窗帘。 1 1. 男人用力拉上窗帘 

P3V22 男孩轻轻一拉，窗帘开了。 2 1. 男孩拉了一下窗帘；2. 窗帘关上 

P4V22 
一个男人将窗帘用力一甩，窗帘自动关上

了。 
2 1. 男人拉窗帘；2.窗帘关上 

P5V22 男人用力地甩上了窗帘。 2 1. 男人关窗帘；2. 窗帘关上 

P6V22 他扯了一下窗帘，窗帘合上了。 2 1. 扯窗帘；2. 窗帘合上 

P7V22 男生关上了窗帘。 2 1. 男生扯了一下窗帘；2. 窗帘关上 

P8V22 一个男人用力将窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 男人拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被关上 

P9V22 
这个窗帘被这个男人扯了一下，就向前滑动

了。 
2 1. 男人扯了一下窗帘；2. 窗帘关上 

P10V22 一个男人将窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 男人伸手拉窗帘；2. 窗帘遮住了窗户 

P11V22 男生把窗帘拉起来了。 2 1. 男生拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被关上 

P12V22 一个人用力地将窗帘拉上。 1 1. 拉上窗帘 

P13V22 
一个男子拉了一下窗帘，然后窗帘盖住了窗

户。 
2 1. 男子拉窗帘；2. 窗帘盖住了窗户 

P14V22 
这个人用力地拉了一下窗帘，然后窗帘关上

了。 
2 1. 男人用手拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P15V22 一个人用力地合上了窗帘。 1 1. 人合窗帘 

P16V22 男子用力一甩，窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 男子用力甩；2. 帘子被拉上 

P17V22 一个人用力地把窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P18V22 男士一把把窗帘拉上。 2 1. 男士拉窗帘；2. 窗帘就合上了 

P19V22 一个男的拉了一下窗帘，窗帘滑了过去 2 1. 男的拉窗帘；2. 窗帘滑了过去 

P20V22 一个男人拉上了窗帘。 1 1. 拉窗帘 

P21V22 这个男生轻轻一拉，窗帘就关上了。 2 1. 男人拉窗帘；2. 窗帘关上 

P22V22 男生用力一拉，窗帘合上了。 2 1. 男生拉门帘；2. 门帘合上 

P23V22 他用手一带，将窗帘关上了。 2 1. 用手带窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P24V22 男子猛地一下把窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 男子拉窗帘；2. 窗帘合上 

P25V22 他一把将窗帘关上。 1 1. 关上窗帘 

P26V22 一名男士一把关上了窗帘。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P27V22 一个人把窗帘关上了。 1 1.关窗帘 

P28V22 他一下把窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 

P29V22 一个男生把窗帘拉上了。 2 1. 男生用手拉窗帘；2. 窗帘被拉上 
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P30V22 男生拉了一下窗帘，窗帘关上了。 2 1. 拉窗帘；2. 窗帘关上了 

    

V23 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V23 一个男生把球抛了出去，球进了篮筐。 2 1.男生把球抛了出去；2.球进了篮筐 

P2V23 一个人将篮球投进了篮筐 2 1.一个人投篮；2.篮球近框 

P3V23 男孩投篮投中了。 2 1.男孩把球一抛；2.球进了 

P4V23 一个男生将球一投，球进了。 2 1.男生投球；2.球进了 

P5V23 男同学将篮球投进了篮筐。 2 1.同学投篮球；2.篮球进筐 

P6V23 他很帅气地投中了这个球。 2 1.他把球投出去；2.球进了 

P7V23 男生投篮投中了。 2 1.男生投出球；2.球进了篮筐 

P8V23 一个男人将球投进了篮筐。 2 1.投球；2.球进筐 

P9V23 这个男生把篮球投进了篮筐。 2 1.投篮球；2.篮球进筐 

P10V23 一个男生投中了一个球。 2 1.男生投篮；2.篮球被投进篮筐 

P11V23 男生用手投球，球进了。 2 1.男生投篮球；2.篮球进框 

P12V23 一位男生将篮球投进筐内。 2 1.男生跳起投篮；2.球飞进篮筐 

P13V23 一个男子投篮，然后篮球击中篮筐。 2 1.男子将篮球抛向远方；2.篮球进篮筐 

P14V23 这个男孩把球投进篮筐。 3 1.男孩起跳；2.男孩投球；3.球进了篮筐 

P15V23 一个男孩子投中了一个球。 2 1.男孩子投球；2.球投中了 

P16V23 一个男生把一个篮球投进了篮筐。 1 1.投篮 

P17V23 男子投中了篮筐。 1 1.男子投中篮球 

P18V23 一个男同学把球投进了篮筐。 2 1.投球；2. 球进筐 

P19V23 一个男的将球投进了篮筐。 2 1.男的投篮；2.球进篮筐 

P20V23 一个男生投中了篮筐。 2 1.投篮球；2.篮球进了 

P21V23 这个男生将球投入了篮筐。 2 1.男生投篮；2.篮球进篮筐  

P22V23 篮球被男孩投进了篮筐。 2 1.男孩投篮球；2.球进了篮筐 

P23V23 男子将手中的球准确无误地投到了网中。 2 1.男子投球；2.球进网 

P24V23 同学将篮球投进筐。 1 1.同学投篮球进筐 

P25V23 他将篮球投入篮中。 1 1.投球进筐 

P26V23 一个男生一把把球投进了篮筐。 2 1.投球；2.球进筐 

P27V23 一个男生把篮球投到了篮筐里。 2 1.投球；2.球进筐 

P28V23 一个男生用力一投，篮球进了篮筐 2 1.投球；2.球进了 

P29V23 一位男士投中了篮球。 1 1.投中了球 

P30V23 一个男生将球投进了篮筐。 2 1.投球；2.球进了筐  

    

V24 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V24 男人用手推了一下秋千，秋千就晃了起来。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千来回荡 

P2V24 男人在推秋千。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千动了 

P3V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千荡了起来。 2 1.推了一下秋千；2.秋千荡了起来 

P4V24 男人推了秋千一把，秋千就晃起来了。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千晃起来 
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P5V24 男人推了一把秋千，秋千晃了起来。 2 1.推了一下；2 秋千荡了起来 

P6V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千荡了起来。 2 1.推秋千；2. 秋千荡了起来 

P7V24 男人推了一下秋千，然后秋千就荡起来了。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡了起来 

P8V24 一个男人一把将秋千推动了。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千晃动 

P9V24 
秋千被这个男人推了一下，然后就前后晃动

起来了。 
2 1.推秋千；2.秋千晃动 

P10V24 男人故意使秋千荡起来。 1 1.荡秋千 

P11V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千荡了起来。 2 1. 推秋千；2.秋千荡起来了 

P12V24 一位黑人不知道为了什么使秋千摇来摇去。 2 1.推秋千；2. 秋千荡起来 

P13V24 一个男人推秋千，秋千摇了起来。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千摇动 

P14V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千荡起来了。 2 1. 用手推秋千；2.秋千荡起来 

P15V24 一个男人推了秋千一下，然后秋千一直荡。 2 1.秋千；2.秋千荡了起来 

P16V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千荡了起来。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡了起来 

P17V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千荡起来了。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡起来 

P18V24 男人故意让秋千荡起来。 2 1.推了一下；2.秋千荡起来了 

P19V24 
男子用力地推了一下秋千坐板，秋千荡起来

了。 
2 1.推坐板；2.秋千荡了起来 

P20V24 男人使秋千摇晃。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡起来 

P21V24 男人轻轻一推，秋千就晃起来了。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡起来了 

P22V24 男人推了一把秋千底座，秋千荡了起来。 2 1.推孙子；2.秋千荡了起来 

P23V24 男人用手一推，秋千就荡了起来。 2 1.男子推秋千；2.秋千荡了起来 

P24V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千就荡起来了。 2 1.推秋千；2.荡起来 

P25V24 一个人用力使秋千摇来摇去。 2 1.推秋千；2.荡起来 

P26V24 男子推了秋千一下，秋千荡起来了。 2 1.推秋千；2.荡起来 

P27V24 男子轻推了一下秋千，秋千荡起来了。 2 1.推摇篮；2.摇篮荡起来 

P28V24 一个男人推了秋千一下，秋千荡了起来。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡起来 

P29V24 男人推了一下秋千，秋千晃了起来。 2 1.推秋千；2.秋千荡了起来 

P30V24 
一个男人用手推了一下秋千，秋千荡起来

了。 
2 1. 推；2. 秋千荡起来 

    

V25 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V25 
一名男子用力地拉了一下箱子，然后箱子滑

走了。 
2 1. 拉箱子；2， 箱子滑走 

P2V25 一个人拉动箱子，使箱子自由滑行。 2 1.拉动箱子；2.箱子自由滑行 

P3V25 
男生拉了箱子一下，结果箱子由于惯性滑动

了。 
2 1. 男生把箱子拉了一下；2. 箱子滑动 

P4V25 男生将箱子一拉，箱子滑走了。 2 1. 男生拉车；2. 车滑走 

P5V25 男同学用力地拉箱子，然后把它甩了出去。 2 1. 男同学拉箱子；2. 箱子被甩出 

P6V25 小车被他拖开了。 2 1. 男人拖小车；2. 小车被拖开 

P7V25 男生拉动了音箱。 1 1. 男生拖动音箱 
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P8V25 一个箱子被一个男人拖动了。 2 1. 男人拖箱子；2. 箱子被拖动了 

P9V25 
一名男子用力地拉了一下箱子，然后箱子滑

走了。 
2 1. 男的拉动箱子；2. 箱子向前滑动 

P10V25 一个男人将一个箱子移动了。 2 
1. 移动保险箱；2. 男人放手后保险箱滑行

一段时间 

P11V25 男生将小车拖远了。 1 1. 男生用力推小车 

P12V25 
一个人奋力地把小车向回拉拽了一下，然后

小车向后滑动了几米。 
2 1. 一个人拖拉小车；2. 小车向后滑动几米 

P13V25 
男子拉了一下箱子，箱子受到惯性力滑向远

处。 
2 1. 男子拉箱子；2.箱子滑向远处 

P14V25 
因为这个人拉了一下箱子，所以箱子滑走

了。 
2 1. 人拉车；2. 车滑走 

P15V25 
一个男子向后拉箱子，箱子向前滑行了几

米。 
2 1. 男子推箱子；2. 箱子滑到了墙边 

P16V25 男子用力拉出了行李箱。 2 1. 用力拉；2. 行李箱溜了出去 

P17V25 
一个人拉一个箱子，箱子在地面上滑行了一

段距离然后停止。 
2 1. 拉箱子；2. 箱子滑行 

P18V25 
一个男生给箱子一个向后的拉力，然后箱子

滑了出去。 
2 1. 男生向后拉箱子；2. 箱子向后滑 

P19V25 箱子被一个男的拉得在地上滑行。 2 1. 男的拉箱子；2. 箱子滑动 

P20V25 
一个人拉了一把小车，然后小车又滑了一段

距离。 
2 1. 男人拉小车；2. 小车滑行 

P21V25 这个男生用手轻轻一拉，小车就滑走了。 2 1. 男生用手拉小车；2. 小车滑走 

P22V25 男生拉了一把箱子，最后箱子滑了几米远。 2 1. 男生拉箱子；2. 箱子滑了几米 

P23V25 箱子被男生拉了一下，便滑出了几米远。 2 1. 男生拉箱子；2. 箱子滑出去 

P24V25 同学拉了一下箱子，箱子跟着滑了出去。 2 1. 拉箱子；2. 箱子滑了出去 

P25V25 保险箱被他拉得滑行起来。 1 1. 拉保险箱 

P26V25 
一名男孩拉了一个箱子一把，这个箱子滑出

了一段距离。 
2 1. 拉箱子；2. 箱子被拉动一段距离 

P27V25 
一个男生拉了一下音箱，音箱自己滑出去

了。 
2 1. 拉音箱；2. 音箱滑出去 

P28V25 
一个男生拉了箱子一下，然后箱子滑动了几

米。 
2 1. 拉箱子；2. 箱子滑动 

P29V25 一个男生把箱子拖动了。 1 1. 男生拖箱子 

P30V25 一个男生推动了一个箱子，让它自由滑行。 2 1.推动箱子；2.箱子自由滑行 

    

V26 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V26 一个男人把叠起来的杯子抚倒了。 1 1.打翻杯子。 

P2V26 一个男的打翻了一沓杯子。 1 1.男人打翻杯子。 

P3V26 

一个男人挥手打翻了纸杯叠成的塔，纸杯散

落了一地。 2 1. 打翻杯子；2.杯子掉了一地。 
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P4V26 杯子被一个白人男性打飞了。 1 1. 杯子被打飞。 

P5V26 一个人用力地把桌面上的杯塔拍打掉了。 2 1.男人打翻杯子；2. 杯子掉了。 

P6V26 他把一叠纸杯子呼到地上去了 1 1. 弄倒了杯子。 

P7V26 他把一摞杯子打飞了。 2 1 挥动手；2.杯子倒了。 

P8V26 一个外国人把杯子打翻了。 1 1. 打翻杯子 

P9V26 他把桌子上一摞杯子打翻了。 1 1. 打翻杯塔 

P10V26 一个男人走到桌子前用手打翻了一摞杯子。 3 1. 走过来；2. 打杯子；3. 杯子散落一地。 

P11V26 一个男人走过去把杯子碰倒了。 2 1. 走过去；2. 打翻杯子。 

P12V26 他把杯子打乱了。 1 1. 打乱杯子。 

P13V26 这个男人轻轻一抚纸杯，纸杯全部散落。 2 1. 抚杯子；2. 杯子散落。 

P14V26 男人用手把杯子打翻了。 2 1. 挥手；2. 杯子散落。 

P15V26 一个人把桌子上的杯子推翻了。 1 1. 推翻杯子 

P16V26 一个男人打翻了桌子上的杯子。 2 1. 挥手；2. 杯子倒了。 

P17V26 一个人打翻了一堆杯子。 2 1. 用手打；2. 杯子倒。 

P18V26 一个男人用手把桌上堆的杯子弄倒了。 2 1. 挥手；2. 杯子倒了。 

P19V26 一个男生推倒了桌上的杯子。 1 1. 推倒杯子。 

P20V26 一个人打倒了杯子。 1 1. 推倒杯子。 

P21V26 这个男生轻轻一打，桌上的杯子塔都垮了。 2 1. 用手打；2.塔杯倒了。 

P22V26 男生把纸杯子堆的塔打倒了。 2 1.推；2. 杯子倒了 

P23V26 男生走过用手一推，把杯子打倒了。 2 1. 推；2. 杯子倒。 

P24V26 一个人把桌子上的杯子打倒了。 2 1. 手挥动；2.打倒杯子。 

P25V26 男人一把打倒了桌上的纸杯子。 1 1. 打倒杯子。 

P26V26 一名男士故意打翻了桌上的杯子。 2 1. 用手打；2. 杯子倒。 

P27V26 男人抬起胳膊把桌子上的杯子挥到地上。 2 1. 抬起胳膊；3. 把杯子挥到地上。 

P28V26 

一个人把桌上的一叠杯子推倒在地上，散落

了一地。 

2 1. 推杯子； 2. 杯子散落在地上。 

P29V26 男人推倒了塔型的纸杯。 1 1. 推倒杯子。 

P30V26 一个人用手推翻了桌上叠起来的纸杯。 1 1. 推翻了纸杯。 

    

V27 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V27 

一个放在钢琴上的瓶子被一个女生一口气

吹到了地上。 
2 1.女生吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉到地上 

P2V27 女人将矿泉水瓶吹落在地上。 1 1.女人吹矿泉水瓶 

P3V27  女生朝瓶子吹了一口气，瓶子掉下来了。 2 1.女生吹气；2.瓶子掉下来 

P4V27 一个女生用力一吹，瓶子倒了。 2 1.用力吹；2.瓶子倒了 

P5V27  这个女同学用力地将瓶子吹到了地上。 2 1.吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉在地上 

P6V27 水瓶被她吹掉下去了。 1 1.吹落水瓶 

P7V27 女生把瓶子吹到了地上。 1 1.女生吹空瓶子 

P8V27 一个女生吹了一口气，瓶子倒在了地上。 2 1.吹气；2.瓶子落地 
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P9V27 

这个空瓶子被这个女生从桌子上吹掉下来

了。 
2 1.女生吹空瓶子；2.瓶子掉下来 

P10V27 一个人将瓶子吹到了地上。 2 1.人吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉下 

P11V27 女生用力吹瓶子，瓶子被吹到了地上。 2 1.女生用力吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉到地上 

P12V27 一个人用力地将瓶子从高空吹落。 2 1.一个女士用力地吹瓶子；2.瓶子被吹落 

P13V27 一个女子吹气，将瓶子吹到地上。 1 1.女子吹起将瓶子吹到地上 

P14V27 这个女生将瓶子吹下去了。 2 1.女生吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉下去 

P15V27 

因为女生吹了一下瓶子，所以瓶子掉到地上

去了。 
2 1.一个女的吹了一口气；2.瓶子掉到地上 

P16V27 

这个女生一口气把桌子上的瓶子给吹了下

来。 
2 1.女生吹了一口气；2.瓶子掉了下来 

P17V27 一个人把瓶子从桌上吹下来了。 2 1.人吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉下来 

P18V27 女生一口气把瓶子吹倒了。 2 1.女生吹一口气；2.瓶子被吹倒 

P19V27 那个空瓶子被一个人一口气给吹倒了。 2 1.人吹气；2.瓶子被吹倒 

P20V27 

一个戴着眼镜的女孩把一个放在架子上的

空饮料瓶吹掉了。 
2 1.女孩吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉在地上 

P21V27 这个女生用力一吹，瓶子就掉下去了。 2 1.女生吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉下去 

P22V27 女孩将水瓶吹倒在地。 2 1.女孩用力吹气；2.水瓶落地 

P23V27 女生费力一吹，将台上的瓶子吹落了下去。 2 1.女生吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉落 

P24V27 一个女生一口气把空瓶子吹倒了。 2 1.女生把瓶子吹倒；2.瓶子跌落 

P25V27 她用力将这个瓶子吹下去了。 1 1.吹掉瓶子 

P26V27 

一名女士一口气把一个瓶子从桌上吹到地

下。 
2 1.吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉在地上 

P27V27 

一个人从桌子上吹瓶子，把瓶子吹到了地

上。 
2 1.吹瓶子；2.瓶子掉在地上 

P28V27 一个女生一口气将瓶子吹掉下去了。 2 1.吹气；2.瓶子掉下去 

P29V27 一个女生把钢琴上的空瓶子吹倒在了地上。 2 1. 一个女生吹气；2.瓶子被吹到了地上 

P30V27 一个女生将瓶子吹到了地上。 1 1.吹掉瓶子到地上 

    

V28 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V28 男人轻轻地推了一下门后，门就关上了。 2 1. 男人推门；2.门关上 

P2V28 一个男人关上了门。 2 1. 男子关门；2. 把门关上 

P3V28 男士轻轻地推了一下门，门渐渐地关上了。 2 1. 男士轻轻地推门；2. 门关上了 

P4V28 一个男人将门带上了。 1 1. 男人关门 

P5V28 男人用手把门带上了。 2 1. 男人推门；2. 门关上了 

P6V28 他轻轻地把门推合上了。 2 1. 推门；2. 门合上了 

P7V28 男生把门关上了。 2 1. 男生关门；2. 门关上了 

P8V28 一个男人轻轻地将门关上了。 2 1. 男人关门；2. 门被关上 

P9V28 一个男同学用力地关上了门。 2 1. 人推门；2. 门被关上 

P10V28 一个男人将门轻轻地关上了。 2 1. 一个男人关门；2. 门被关上 
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P11V28 男生把门关了。 1 1. 男生关门 

P12V28 一个人轻轻地将门推上。 2 1. 一个人推门；2. 门被关上 

P13V28 一个男子推了一下门，致使门关上了。 2 1. 男子推门；2. 门关上 

P14V28 这个人用手轻轻地将门关上了。 1 1. 关门 

P15V28 一个男人推了一下门，门关上了。 2 1. 男人推门；2. 门关上了 

P16V28 男子轻轻地带上了门。 2 1. 男子带了一下门；2. 门关了 

P17V28 一个人推了一下门，门关了。 2 1. 人推门；2. 门关上了 

P18V28 这个男士关上了门。 1 1. 男士关门 

P19V28 一个人轻轻地关上了一扇门。 2 1. 男的随手拉门；2. 门关上了 

P20V28 一个男人关上了门。 2 1. 一个男人推了一下门；2. 门关上了 

P21V28 男人轻轻一推，门就关了。 2 1. 男人推门；2. 门关了 

P22V28 男孩将门用手一推，门便关上了。 2 1. 男孩随手一推；2. 门关上了 

P23V28 男子用手一推，门被带上了。 2 1. 男子推门；2. 门被带上 

P24V28 男生带了一下，把门关了。 2 1. 男生带了一下门；2. 门被关了 

P25V28 他轻轻地关上了房门。 2 1.关房门；2. 房门被关上 

P26V28 一个男的一把把门关上。 2 1. 男的关门；2. 门被关上 

P27V28 一个男生轻推关上了门。 1 1. 关上了门 

P28V28 一个男生轻轻带上了门。 2 1. 带门；2. 门被关上 

P29V28 一位男生把门关住了。 2 1.一位男生关门；2. 门被关上了 

P30V28 门被一个男生推了一下自动关上了。 2 1.推门；2.门关上了 

    

V29 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V29 
一个女人一拳头打在男人的肚子上，把男人

打吐血了。 
2 1.女人捶男人的肚子；2.男人吐血 

P2V29 男人被女人打得吐血了。 2 1.女人打了男人一拳；2.男人吐血 

P3V29 一个妇女一拳打过去，把男人打吐血了。 2 1.一个妇女打了男人一拳；2.男人吐血 

P4V29 
一个女人用拳头砸在男人的肚子上，男人吐

血了。 
2 1.女人用拳头砸男人肚子；2.男人吐血 

P5V29 
女人用力地打周星驰的肚子，将周星驰打吐

血了。 
2 1.女人打周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P6V29 男人被女人一拳打出血了。 2 1.女人打男人一拳；2.男人吐血 

P7V29  妇人一拳头把男人打得吐血。 2 1.妇人捶打男生肚子；2.男生吐血 

P8V29 这个妇女打了周星驰一拳，他吐血了。 2 1.妇女打周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P9V29 这个男的被这个女的打了一下吐血了。 2 1.女的打了男的一拳；2.男的吐血 

P10V29 一个男人被一个女人打了一拳吐出一口血。 2 1.周星驰被打了一拳；2.周星驰吐血 

P11V29 女生把男生打吐血了。 2 1.女生用力打男生一拳；2.男生吐血 

P12V29 这个大婶用拳头把这个青年人打吐血了。 2 1.大婶出拳头打人；2.男人被打吐血 

P13V29 
一个女子用拳头击打一个男子腹部，男子吐

血了。 
2 1.女子用拳头打男子；2.男子吐血 

P14V29 周星驰被这个大婶用拳头打得吐血。 2 1.大婶出拳打人；2.周星驰被打吐血 
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P15V29 
大婶把周星驰打了一拳，然后周星驰吐出了

血。 
2 1.大婶打周星驰；2.周星驰被打吐血 

P16V29 大婶一拳将周星驰打吐了血。 2 1.大婶捶周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P17V29 一个人被一拳打吐血了。 2 1.被打一拳；2.被打吐血 

P18V29 这个女人一拳头把周星驰打吐了血。 2 1.女人打周星驰；2.周星驰被打吐血 

P19V29 一个女人将周星驰打得吐血。 2 1.打周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P20V29 一个男人被一个女人一拳打得吐出一口血。 2 1.女人打他；2.男人吐血 

P21V29 周星驰被一个女人打吐了血。 2 1.周星驰被打；2.他吐血 

P22V29 周星驰被女人一拳打吐了血。 2 1.女人打周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P23V29 一名老妇打了男子一拳，然后男子吐血了。 2 1.大婶打他；2.周星驰吐血 

P24V29 
大妈用力捶了一下男子的肚子，男子吐血

了。 
2 1.大妈打周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P25V29 周星驰被女人一拳打得吐血。 3 
1.女人挥拳；2.打在周星驰的肚子；3.周星

驰吐血 

P26V29 
一个女的一拳击中了一个男的，那个男的吐

血了。 
3 

1.女的打男的；2.男的被打中肚子；3.男的

吐血 

P27V29 
一个人用力打另外一个人，另外一个人吐血

了。 
2 1.打人；2.吐血 

P28V29 这个女的一拳就把周星驰打吐了血。 2 1.打人；2.吐血 

P29V29 一位大妈把周星驰捶吐血了。 2 1.一位大妈打周星驰；2.周星驰吐血 

P30V29 一个女的打了这个男的一拳，男人吐血了。 2 女人打一拳头；男人吐血 

    

V30 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V30 
一个站在洞边的男人被另一个男人猛地一

脚给踢到洞里去了。 
2 1.男子被踹了一脚；2.掉到了洞里 

P2V30 一个男人把另一个男人踢进了洞里。 2 
1.男人用脚踢另一个男人；2.被踢的人掉进

洞里 

P3V30 一个勇士把另一位勇士踢到洞里去了。 2 1.一个勇士踢人；2.另一个勇士掉到洞里 

P4V30 
勇士一脚踹过去，把另一个男人踹到了井

里。 
2 1.用脚踹；2.男人掉井里 

P5V30 男人一脚将犯人踹进了洞里。 2 1.男人踹犯人；2.犯人掉进洞里 

P6V30 这个人被他一脚踹进了坑里。 1 1.这个人被他一脚踹进了坑里 

P7V30 武士一脚把另外一个人踹到了洞里。 2 1.武士踢了一个人一脚；2.那个人掉进洞里 

P8V30 一个男人把另一个男人踹下了坑里。 2 1.男人踹；2.另一个男人摔下坑里 

P9V30 这个勇士把这个奴隶踹到了坑里。 2 1.男人踹了一脚；2.另一个男人掉进坑里 

P10V30 一个男人把另一个人踹了下去。 2 
1.一个人用脚踹另一个人；2.被踹的人倒下

去 

P11V30 一个勇士把另一个男的踹进了坑里。 2 1.勇士用力踹另一个男的；2.男人掉进坑里 

P12V30 一个勇士将另一个人踢进了坑里。 2 
1.勇士用脚踢另一个人；2.被踢的人掉进坑

里 
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P13V30 男子用脚将另一个男子踢下去。 1 1.男子把另一男子踢下坑 

P14V30 这个人出了一脚，将另外一个人踢到坑里。 2 1.男人用脚踢；2.另一个人被踢到坑里 

P15V30 
一个男的把另一个人踢了一脚，致使这个人

掉到坑了去了。 
2 1. 男人踢另一男人；2.男人被踢下坑 

P16V30 男子一脚把另外一名男子踹进了洞。 2 
1.男子用脚踹另一男子；2.被踹的人掉进洞

里 

P17V30 
一个人踢了另一个人一脚，另一个人掉到洞

里了。 
2 

1.男子踢了一个人一脚；2.被踢的人掉进洞

里 

P18V30 勇士一脚把信使踹到了洞里。 2 1.踹; 2. 掉进洞里 

P19V30 一个男的把另一个男的踹进了深渊。 2 
1.一个男的踹另一个男的；2.另一个男的掉

进深渊 

P20V30 一个人被另外一个人一脚踢到了深渊下面。 2 1.一个人踢；2.被踢的人掉进深渊 

P21V30 他把那个男人踢下去了。 2 1.踢那个男人；2.被踢的男人掉下去了 

P22V30 
右边的信使被左边的勇士一脚踹向了一个

洞穴。 
2 1.勇士用脚踹；2.把踹进洞穴 

P23V30 
左边的男子一脚把对面的男的踹到了深渊

里。 
2 1.用力踹脚；2.男的被踹进深渊 

P24V30 一个人将另外一个人踹到坑里。 2 1.踹人；2.另一人被踹进坑里 

P25V30 他一脚把这个人踹了下去。 2 1.踹男人一脚；2.男人掉下去 

P26V30 
一个勇士一脚把另一个男的踢进了一个洞

里面。 
2 1.踢男人；2.男的被踢进洞里 

P27V30 
一个人猛地一下把另外一个人踢进了这个

坑里。 
2 1.踢人；2.被踢的人掉进坑 

P28V30 一个男人将另一男个人踢了下去。 2 1.踢人；2.人掉下去 

P29V30 一个男人一脚把另一个男人踢到了洞里。 2 1.一个男人踢人；2.另一个男人掉进洞里 

P30V30 一个勇士将一个士兵踢到了坑里。 2 
1. 一个勇士将一个士兵踢到坑里；2. 一个

士兵被踢到坑里 

    

V31 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V31 
一个男人用剪子把苹果从树上剪了下来。 2 

1.男人用剪刀剪苹果；2. 苹果从树上掉了

下来。 

P2V31 
光头强用剪刀剪下了苹果。 2 

1.光头强用剪刀把苹果剪了下来；2. 苹果

掉到了框里。 

P3V31 光头强用剪刀从树上把苹果剪了下来。 2 1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果被剪下来。 

P4V31 光头强用剪子一剪，苹果掉下来了。 2 1. 用剪刀剪；2. 苹果落地。 

P5V31 
光头强剪掉了树枝上的苹果，使苹果掉到地

上。 2 1. 光头强剪掉苹果；2. 苹果落地。 

P6V31 
光头强用剪刀把苹果剪掉在篮子里了。 3 

1. 剪苹果。2. 苹果掉了。 3.篮子里多了

一个苹果。 

P7V31 光头强用剪刀把苹果剪到了篮子里。 2 1. 光头强剪苹果；2. 苹果落到篮子里。 

P8V31 光头强把树上的苹果剪下来掉到了筐里。 2 1. 光头强剪苹果；2. 苹果掉下来。 
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P9V31 
光头强剪苹果，苹果掉进了筐里。 3 

1. 光头强用剪刀苹果；2. 苹果掉下来。3. 

苹果弹了一下进了筐里。 

P10V31 
苹果被他用剪刀从枝头剪了下来。 3 

1. 光头强用剪刀剪苹果；2. 苹果被剪下；

3. 苹果落进筐里。 

P11V31 
一个男人拿起剪刀剪苹果，导致苹果掉在了

筐里。 3 

1. 一个男人拿起剪刀；2. 剪苹果；3. 苹

果掉下。 

P12V31 
光头强将苹果剪下并掉落在篮子里。 2 

1. 光头强用剪刀剪苹果；2. 苹果掉在篮子

里。 

P13V31 男子用刀剪苹果，致使苹果落在筐里面。 
2 

1. 男子用剪刀剪苹果；2. 苹果落到筐里

面。 

P14V31 
光头强用剪刀剪苹果，苹果掉落了。 3 

1. 光头强用剪刀剪；2. 苹果掉下；3. 掉

在了篮子里。 

P15V31 
光头强用剪刀把树上的苹果剪下来了。 2 

1. 光头强用剪刀剪树上的苹果；2. 树上的

苹果掉了下来。 

P16V31 光头强将苹果剪下来掉到筐里面去了。 2 1. 苹果被剪下来；2. 苹果掉到了筐里面。 

P17V31 
光头强用剪刀剪一个苹果，苹果掉落在篮子

里。 3 

1. 光头强剪苹果；2.苹果被剪下；3. 落在

框里。 

P18V31 光头强站在树上用大剪刀把苹果剪了下来。 2 1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果掉下来。 

P19V31 
光头强将树上的果子剪到了篮子里面。 3 

1. 光头强剪果子；2. 果子掉下来；3. 掉

到篮子里。 

P20V31 
光头强在树上用剪刀剪掉了一颗苹果，苹果

掉到了地上的篮子里。 2 1. 光头强剪掉苹果；2. 苹果掉在篮子。 

P21V31 
光头强用剪子剪掉了苹果，苹果掉在了篓子

里。 3 

1. 光头强剪苹果；2. 苹果掉了；3. 落在

了篓子里。 

P22V31 
光头强将树上的果子用剪刀剪下来了。 2 

1. 光头强用剪刀剪苹果；2. 苹果被剪下

来。 

P23V31 苹果被光头强一剪落入了地上的篮中。 2 1. 光头强剪苹果；2. 苹果落入篮中。 

P24V31 光头强在树上剪掉苹果。 2 1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果被剪掉。 

P25V31 光头强用剪刀把苹果剪落下来掉在了筐里。 3 1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果掉下；3. 掉进框里。 

P26V31 光头强到树上剪苹果，苹果掉进了篮子。 3 1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果被剪掉；3. 掉进篮子。 

P27V31 
一个卡通人物剪掉了苹果，苹果掉在了篮子

里面。 2 1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果掉在篮子里。 

P28V31 
光头强拿剪刀剪了一个苹果，这个苹果落在

了下面的一个筐子里。 3 

1. 剪苹果；2. 苹果被剪；3. 苹果掉到筐

里。 

P29V31 
光头强用剪刀剪掉了树上的苹果；苹果掉到

了地上的篮子里。 2 

1. 光头强用剪刀剪掉了树上的苹果；2. 苹

果掉到了地上的篮子里。 

P30V31

  

光头强用剪刀将苹果从树上剪下来，掉到了

篮子里。 2 1. 用剪刀剪；2.苹果掉到篮子里。 

    

V32 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V32 一个高尔夫球手轻轻地把高尔夫球给打进 2 1.高尔夫球手轻敲高尔夫球；2.球滚进洞 
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了洞。 

P2V32 一个人一杆把球打进了洞里。 2 1.击球；2.球进洞 

P3V32 那个男子把高尔夫球打进洞了。 2 1.一个人拨动球杆；2.球进洞 

P4V32 
这个男人用高尔夫球杆将球一击，球慢慢地

滚进了洞里面。 
2 1.男人打高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P5V32 男高尔夫球手把高尔夫球打进了洞里。 2 1.高尔夫球被击飞；2.球进洞 

P6V32 他把高尔夫球一杆子打进洞。 2 1.打高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P7V32 男士将高尔夫球打进了洞里。 2  1.男士打高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P8V32 高尔夫球运动员将高尔夫球推进洞中。 2 1.击球；2.球进洞 

P9V32 高尔夫球运动员将球打进了洞里。 2 1.男的打高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P10V32 一个男人将高尔夫球打进了洞里。 2 1.男人打高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P11V32 男人把高尔夫球打进洞了。 2 1.男生打高尔夫球； 2.球进洞 

P12V32 一个人将高尔夫球打进洞。 2 1.高尔夫球手打球；2.球进洞 

P13V32 一个男子持高尔夫球杆将高尔夫球打进洞。 1 1.男子持球杆将球打进洞 

P14V32 
这个男人用高尔夫球杆将高尔夫球打进了

球洞。 
2 1.这个人用高尔夫球杆打球；2.球进洞 

P15V32 
一个男人用高尔夫球杆把这个高尔夫球打

到洞里去了。 
2 1.男人打高尔夫球；2.高尔夫球进洞 

P16V32 男子将高尔夫球打进了洞。 2 1.男子打高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P17V32 一个男子把高尔夫球推进洞了。 3 1.击打球；2.球滚动；3.球进洞 

P18V32 
运动员小心翼翼地把高尔夫球打到了球洞

里。 
2 1.运动员击打球；2.球进洞 

P19V32 一个男的用杆将高尔夫球推进了洞里。 2 1.人用杆推球；2.球进洞 

P20V32 
一个人轻轻地碰了一下高尔夫球，球就进洞

了。 
2 1.碰一下高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P21V32 他轻轻一推，球就进洞了。 2 1.轻轻推高尔夫球；2.球进洞 

P22V32 男生轻轻一击，球就掉进了球洞里面。 3 1.挥动球杆；2.轻击球；3. 球进洞 

P23V32 高尔夫球被这名男子用推杆推到了洞里。 2 1.男子推高尔夫球；2.高尔夫球进洞 

P24V32 高尔夫球员将高尔夫球打进洞。 2 1.拿着杆；2.把球打进洞 

P25V32 高尔夫球被他打进了洞里。 2 1.挥动球杆；2.球进洞 

P26V32 一名男士把高尔夫球打进了球洞。 2 1.打球；2.球进洞 

P27V32 一个人把高尔夫球打进洞里。 1 1.把高尔夫球打进洞 

P28V32 一个男人将高尔夫球打进洞了。 3 1.挥杆；2.杆运动；3.球进洞 

P29V32 一个男人拿球杆把球打进洞里。 2 1.男生拿球杆打球；2.球被打进洞里 

P30V32 
一个人用高尔夫杆把高尔夫球打到了球洞

里。 
2 1.运动员打；2.球进洞 

    

V33 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V33 一个男人用网球拍推动了秋千。 1 1. 推动秋千。 

P2V33 男人用网球拍推秋千，秋千荡了起来。 2 1. 推秋千；2. 秋千荡起来。 
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P3V33 
男人把用网球拍秋千推了一下，秋千荡了起

来。 2 1. 推。2. 秋千荡起来。 

P4V33 
一个人用网球拍把秋千碰了一下，秋千荡起

来了。 2  1. 碰秋千；2. 秋千荡起来 

P5V33 
这个人用网球拍推了秋千一下，秋千荡了一

下。 2 1. 用网球拍推秋千；2. 秋千荡起来 

P6V33 
一个男人用网球拍推了一把，让秋千荡了起

来 2 1. 推秋千；3.秋千荡起来。 

P7V33 一个男的用网球拍推动了秋千。 2 1. 推秋千；2. 秋千动起来。 

P8V33 
一个男人用网球拍推了一下秋千，秋千不停

的摇晃。 2 1. 推秋千；2. 秋千动起来。 

P9V33 秋千被一个黑人男性用网球拍给晃起来了。 1 1. 晃秋千。 

P10V33 
一个人用网球拍把秋千推了一下， 使秋千

晃荡了起来。 2 1. 推秋千；2. 秋千动起来。 

P11V33 这个人用网球拍推动了秋千。 1 1. 用网球拍推动秋千。 

P12V33 
一个人用网球拍把秋千推了一下，秋千在空

中摇摆。 2 1. 这个人推一下秋千；2. 秋千摇摆。 

P13V33 一个人用网球拍把秋千摇起来了。 2 1. 这个人摇；2.秋千动起来。 

P14V33 
一个人用一个网球拍把秋千打了一下，秋千

晃动起来。 2 1. 打秋千。2.秋千晃动 

P15V33 一个男人用网球拍把秋千推动了。 2 1. 用网球拍推。2. 秋千荡起来。 

P16V33 他用网球拍把秋千推动了。 1 1. 推动秋千。 

P17V33 
这个男人用网球拍轻轻一推秋千，秋千就荡

起来了。 3 1. 男人用网球拍；2.推； 3.秋千荡起来。 

P18V33 男人用网球拍把秋千推动了。 2 1. 用网球拍推； 2. 秋千荡起来。 

P19V33 
外国人拿着网球拍敲打了一下秋千，然后秋

千荡起来。 3 1. 拿网球拍；2. 敲打秋千；3.秋千荡起来。 

P20V33 一个男人用网球拍把秋千推得晃了起来。 3 1. 用网球拍；2. 推。3. 秋千晃起来。 

P21V33 一个人用网球拍推动了秋千。 2 1. 用网球拍推；2. 秋千动了。 

P22V33 一个人用网球拍推动了一个没人坐的秋千。 1 1. 推秋千。 

P23V33 
一个人用网球拍推了一下秋千，秋千来回晃

悠。 2 2. 推秋千；2. 秋千来回晃悠。 

P24V33 男人用网球拍把秋千推得荡来荡去。 1 1. 推秋千。 

   2 1. 推；2 秋千摇晃。 

P26V33 男人用网球拍一把推动了秋千。 1 1. 推动秋千。 

P27V33 男人推了一下秋千，秋千晃了起来。 2 1. 推；2 秋千摇晃。 

P28V33 一个人用网球拍推动了秋千。 1 1. 推动了秋千。 

P29V33 一个人用网球拍推秋千。 1 1. 推动了秋千。 

P30V33 一个人用网球拍把秋千推得晃起来了 2 1. 用网球拍；2. 推动秋千。 

    

V34 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 
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P1V34 
一个工人用铁棍推了一下冰块，冰块就漂了

出去。 2 

1.工人用棍子把冰推了一下；2. 冰在水上

漂了出去。 

P2V34 工人用手中的三角叉把冰块推动了。 1 工人用手中的三角叉把冰块推动了。 

P3V34 工人推了一下冰块，冰块慢慢地向前滑动。 2 1. 工人推冰块；2. 冰块向前滑动。 

P4V34 一个男人用三角叉将冰块捞过来。 1 1. 男人用三角叉将冰块捞过来。 

P5V34  男人用力地用叉子叉动水中的冰块。 1 1. 男人用力地用叉子叉动水中的冰块。 

P6V34 工人用棍子把冰块推走了。 2 1. 用棍子推冰块；2. 冰块滑走。 

P7V34 冰块被男士用木棍推向了岸边。 2 1. 推冰块；2. 冰块被推到岸边。 

P8V34 一个男人用钩子挪动冰块。 2 1. 推冰块；2. 冰块滑动。 

P9V34 
水上的冰块因为这个男人拿叉子推了一下，

它就向前漂动了。 2 1. 一个人推冰块；2. 冰块向前漂动。 

P10V34 
一个人推着冰块在水里前行。 2 

1. 一个人用铁锹推着冰块；2. 冰块在水里

前进。 

P11V34 
男生用铁棍把冰推远了。 2 

1. 一个男人用力推了一下冰；2. 冰被推远

了。 

P12V34 一个人用钩子奋力地将冰块往回勾。 2 1. 一个人勾冰块；2. 冰块往回滑行。 

P13V34 两个男子分别在拉一个冰块。 1 1. 两个男子分别在拉一个冰块。 

P14V34 
这个工人用钩子勾了一下冰块，冰块漂走

了。 2 1. 用钩子勾冰块；2. 冰块漂了回来。 

P15V34 一个工人用棍子推冰块。 1 1.男子把冰块往前推。 

P16V34 男子用带钩子的棍子将冰块推了出去。 2 1. 男子推冰块；2. 冰块滑了出去。 

P17V34 
一个工人用棒子推了一下湖中的冰块，让冰

块滑过去了。 2 1. 推冰块；2. 冰块滑过去了。 

P18V34 这个工人用铁棒使冰块漂移了过去。 2 1. 工人用铁棒推冰块；2. 冰块漂了出去。 

P19V34 一个工人拿着钩子将冰块从水上推了过去。 2 1. 工人推冰块；2. 冰块滑动。 

P20V34 一个人用棍子把冰块拨过去了。 1 1. 人拨冰块 

P21V34 工人用棍子将冰块推给了下一个工人。 2 1. 用棍子推冰块；2. 冰块被推到后面。 

P22V34 
男人用铁钩将冰块勾到了远处。 2 

1. 男人用铁钩勾冰块；2. 冰块推到了远

方。 

P23V34 他用手中的工具将冰块推到了下面。 2 1. 推冰块；2. 冰块滑动。 

P24V34 男生用铁棍把冰块勾过去了。 2 1. 勾冰块；2. 冰块被勾过去。 

P25V34 工人用铁棍将铁棍往后面扒过来了。 1 1. 工人扒冰块 

P26V34 
一个工人用棒子一滑，让冰块滑行了一段距

离。 2 1. 用棍子推冰块；2. 冰块滑行。 

P27V34 
一个人用铁棍把河里的冰块推了一下，冰块

漂了过去。 

2 1. 拨冰块；2. 冰块滑动 

P28V34 
一个人用三角叉拨了一下冰块，冰块滑了过

去。 

2 1. 拨冰块；2. 冰块滑动。 

P29V34 一个工人用钩子拖动冰块。 1 1. 一个工人拖动冰块。 

P30V34 
漂浮在水面的冰被工人用钩子拨了一下，漂

走了。 2 工人拨冰；2.冰漂走了。 
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V35 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V35 他用扫帚一下子把一个杯塔给打倒了。 1 打倒杯子 

P2V35 
一个人手里拿着一个扫帚，在转身的时候把

杯子打到地上了。 
3 1. 拿扫把；2. 转身；3.杯子打到地上。 

P3V35 
一位男士手持扫把，转身时扫把不慎将桌上

的杯塔打散。 
3 1. 拿扫把；2. 打；3.杯子散落一地。 

P4V35 一个男的不小心用扫把打翻了桌上的杯子。 2 1. 用扫把打；2.杯子掉到地上 

P5V35 一个男人不经意间用扫把打翻了杯子。 1 1.打翻了杯子 

P6V35 
一位男士拿着扫把，不小心碰倒了桌子上叠

起来的纸杯。 
2 1.男子转身； 2.扫把碰倒纸杯。 

P7V35 
他横拿着扫把一转身打翻了桌子上叠好的

杯子 
2 1.转身；2. 碰倒杯子 

P8V35 这个人不小心用扫把把杯子弄翻在地上了。 2 1.拿着扫帚； 2. 打翻杯子。 

P9V35 这个男人拿个帚子不小心把杯子打破了。 1 打破杯子 

P10V35 
这个男人用帚把子不小心一下子把杯子全

打倒了。 
2 1. 转身帚把子碰到杯子；2. 杯子倒了。 

P11V35 男人不小心用扫把把杯子打翻了。 2 1. 转身；2.杯子倒了。 

P12V35 他用扫把杆子不小心把杯子塔打翻了。 2 1. 他转身用扫把杆子碰；2.杯子倒了。 

P13V35 他故意用扫把杆把杯子推倒了。 2 1.他用扫把打；2.杯子掉在地上。 

P14V35 
一个男子不小心用扫把竿撞倒了桌上垒着

的杯子。 
1 撞倒杯子。 

P15V35 
橙衣男子手握扫把无意中打翻了桌上呈三

角形排列的杯子。 
2 1. 手握扫把；2.杯子打翻。 

P16V35 
一个男人拿着一把扫帚在转身的过程中有

意无意地将桌上码好的纸杯给弄到了地上。 
1 把杯子弄倒地上。 

P17V35 男人不小心打倒了叠在桌上的纸杯。 1 打倒杯子 

P18V35 
一个男子拿着扫把不小心将一个杯塔给打

翻。 
2 1. 男子拿着扫把；2. 打翻杯子。 

P19V35 

男子转身的时候用手里的扫把尖不小心碰

到了桌上的杯子塔，杯子都打散掉到了地

上。 

2 1. 转身；2. 用扫把尖碰倒杯子。 

P20V35 
男士手持扫把，转身时无意中打乱了排列在

桌上的纸杯。 
1 男士用扫把打乱纸杯。 

P21V35 一个男人用扫把柄把桌子上的杯塔打翻了。 1 打翻杯塔。 

P22V35 
一位男子拿着扫帚不小心把桌子上的杯塔

打翻了。 
2 拿着扫帚转身；2. 扫帚不小心打翻杯塔。 

P23V35 
男子拿着棍子把一堆杯子从桌面上打到地

上了。 
2 1. 拿棍子打乱杯子；2.杯子掉到地上。 

P24V35 男子不小心用扫帚把桌上的杯塔碰倒了。 2 1. 用扫帚杆碰到杯子；2. 杯子倒了。 

P25V35 男士拿着一个扫把在转身之间不小心将桌 2 1. 转身。2. 纸杯散落在地 
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上的纸杯打落在地。 

P26V35 
一位拿着扫帚的男士转身时不小心把整齐

放置在桌上的纸杯碰倒了。 
3 

1. 转身。2.扫帚碰到纸杯；3. 纸杯打乱掉

到地上。 

P27V35 男士不小心在转身的瞬间把杯塔碰倒了。 2 1. 转身；2. 杯塔倒了。 

P28V35 
男士手持扫帚无意间打翻了桌上的纸杯搭

成模型。 
2 1. 手持扫帚；2.倒翻杯塔。 

P29V35 男士不小心把桌上的杯塔打掉了。 1 打掉杯塔。 

P30V35 
男子拿着扫帚无意中将桌上的一叠杯子打

翻了。 
2 1. 扫帚打到杯子；2. 杯子散落一地。 

    

V36 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

P1V36 这个人用网球拍打走了一个足球。 2 1. 拿着网球拍，2. 他打走了足球。 

P2V36 
一男子用网球拍把足球从木板上上拍了下

去。 
1 1. 把足球拍走了。 

P3V36 
灰衣男子右手拿着网球拍单手拍掉了木凳

上的足球。 
2 1. 拍足球；2.球滚走了。 

P4V36 
一个男人拿着一个网球拍将一个放在凳子

上的足球拍到地上。 
1 1. 把球拍到地上。 

P5V36 
男人用网球拍把栏杆上的足球打倒地上，球

落地后滚了一段距离。 
2 1. 把球打到地上；2. 球落地滚走了。 

P6V36 
一个男子用网球拍将一个破足球从石凳上

拍飞。 
2 拍飞足球。 

P7V36 男子用网球拍把石台上的破足球拍飞了。 1 拍飞足球。 

P8V36 
男士单手用网球拍将足球击飞到对面的树

下。 
1 男子把球击打到对面的树下。 

P9V36 他用网球拍把足球打到树林去了。 1 把足球打到树林去了 

P10V36 
他用网球拍子把足球打飞了，球滚到树的下

面。 
2 1.把足球打飞；2.球滚到树下。 

P11V36 他用网球拍子把足球打出去了。 2 1. 用球拍；2. 打飞足球。 

P12V36 他拿网球拍子把球打跑了。 2 1.拿球拍；2 球打跑了。 

P13V36 
他挥拍单手一抽，石凳上的足球滚到不远的

树底下了。 
2 1. 用拍子抽；2.球滚走了。 

P14V36 一个男人用网球拍把足球拍走了。 1 拍走足球。 

P15V36 
一位男子拿着网球拍故意拍走了放在面前

的足球。 
1 拍走足球。 

P16V36 
一个戴眼镜的黑人拿着一个网球拍从水泥

台面上把一个足球拍到地上了。 
2 1. 男人拿球拍拍球；2. 球滚到地上。 

P17V36 
男子用网球拍把放在石凳上的足球打到前

面的树下。 
2 1. 用网球拍打；2. 球被打到树下。 

P18V36 
男子拿着网球拍走过来将凳子上的足球打

落在地上。 
3 1. 走过来；2.拍球；3. 球滚到地上。 
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P19V36 
一位拿着网球拍的男士将放在长椅上的足

球拍到地上。 
3 1. 走过来；2.拍球；3. 球滚到地上。 

P20V36 
男士用网球拍把一个瘪的足球拍到小树林

去了。 
2 1. 用网球拍；2. 足球滚到树林里。 

P21V36 一个人用网球拍将足球击落在地上。 2 1. 走过去，2. 用网球拍击落足球。 

P22V36 男士用网球拍把足球拍进了林从中。 2 1. 用网球拍拍球；2. 球进了林从中。 

P23V36 男士用网球拍把足球拍走了。 1 走过来把足球打下去了。 

P24V36 
男士手持网球拍将一个放置在高处的足球

打落。 
2 1. 手持足球；2 打落足球。 

P25V36 男子用球拍将石板上的足球打到树空里。 2 1. 手持球拍；2. 把球拍走。 

P26V36 男士用网球拍拍走了石凳上的足球。 1 拍走足球。 

P27V36 一位男士用网球拍将足球拍了出去。 1 拍走足球。 

P28V36 男子手持网球拍打飞了一个足球。 2 1. 手持球拍；2 打飞足球。 

P29V36 
石凳上的足球被走过来的一个人用网球拍

拍走了。 
2 1. 有意拍球；2. 球被拍走。 

P30V36 男子走过来用网球拍把石凳上的足球拍走。 2 1. 走过来；2.拍走足球。 
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Appendix 4: English transcription data of responses to 18 videos involving extended 

causation 

1. open a door (开门); 2. blow up a balloon (吹气球); 3. lift a carpet (掀毯子)；4. push a bike 

(推车); 5. open a book (翻开书本); 6. pluck a flower (摘花); 7. drag a box (拖箱子); 8. carry 

sb. upstairs (背上楼)；9. pull a weed (拔草); 10. close a door(关门); 11. draw the curtains (拉

窗帘); 12. rip a cloth (撕布); 13. pierce a tomato (刺穿西红柿); 14. crush a plastic bottle (拍

扁瓶子)；15. using a pole to take a T-shirt off a washing line (用晾衣杆取衣服)；16. breaking 

a plate with a broom head (用扫把头打碎盘子)；17. cut a paper (剪纸)；18. chop a carrot (切

胡萝卜) 

  

V1 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V1 

He opened the door with his hand and held it 

open. 2 

1. opening the door; 2. holding the door 

open 

S2V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S3V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S4V1 The man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S5V1 The man pulled open the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S6V1 The man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S7V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S8V1 He opened the door slowly. 1 1. opening the door 

S9V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S10V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S11V1 He pulled a door and left it open. 2 1. pulling the door. 2. leaving it open 

S12V1 A man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S13V1 A man pulled a door open. 1 1.opening the door 

S14V1 A man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S15V1 A man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S16V1 A man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S17V1 The man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S18V1 A man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S19V1 Someone opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S20V1 He slowly opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S21V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S22V1 He opened the door slowly. 1 1. opening the door 

S23V1 The man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S24V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S25V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S26V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S27V1 The man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S28V1 The man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 
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S29V1 A man opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S30V1 She opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S31V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S32V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S33V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

S34V1 He opened the door. 1 1. opening the door 

    

V2 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V2 She blew air into a balloon and it expanded. 2 

1. blowing air into a balloon; 2. balloon 

expanding 

S2V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S3V2 She blew up a balloon. 1 1. She blew up a balloon 

S4V2 A girl blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S5V2 A girl blew air into the balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S6V2 A girl blew up the balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S7V2 She blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S8V2 She blew up a red balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S9V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S10V2 She blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S11V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S12V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S13V2 A woman at a desk blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S14V2 A woman blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S15V2 A woman blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S16V2 A woman blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S17V2 The woman blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S18V2 A lady pushily blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S19V2 A person blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S20V2 She blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S21V2 She blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S22V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S23V2 The girl blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S24V2 She blew up a balloon. 2 

1. blowing a balloon; 2. the balloon 

inflated 

S25V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S26V2 She blew the balloon up.  1 1. blowing up a balloon 

S27V2 The lady blew up the balloon. 1 1. blowing up a balloon 

S28V2 The girl blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up the balloon 

S29V2 The girl blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up a balloon 
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S30V2 The girl blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up a balloon 

S31V2 She blew up a balloon. 1 1. blowing up a balloon 

S32V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up a balloon 

S33V2 She blew up a balloon.  1 1. blowing up a balloon. 

S34V2 She blew up a red balloon. 1 1. blowing up a balloon. 

    

V3 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V3 He lifted the rug with his left hand. 1 1. lifting the rug 

S2V3 He lifted the mat. 1 1. lifting the rug 

S3V3 He lifted a carpet. 1 1. lifting the carpet 

S4V3 The guy lifted a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S5V3 He lifted a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S6V3 Somebody lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S7V3 Somebody lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S8V3 He lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S9V3 He lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S10V3 He lifted a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S11V3 He lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S12V3 He lifted a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S13V3 A man pulled up some fabric from the ground. 1 1. pulling up some fabric 

S14V3 A man lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S15V3 A man lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S16V3 A man lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S17V3 The man lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S18V3 A boy lifted a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S19V3 A person lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S20V3 He lifted up a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S21V3 He lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting a rug 

S22V3 He lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting up a rug 

S23V3 He lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting up a rug 

S24V3 The guy lifted up the carpet. 1 1. lifting up the carpet 

S25V3 The rug got lifted in the air. 1 1. the rug being lifted 

S26V3 He picked up the blanket. 1 1. picking up the blanket 

S27V3 He picked up the rug. 1 1. picking up the rug 

S28V3 The man lifted the rug from the floor. 1 1. lifting the rug. 

S29V3 The mat was lifted up. 1 1. the mat being lifted.  

S30V3 He lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting up a rug.  

S31V3 He lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting up a rug 

S32V3 He lifted a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 
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S33V3 He lifted a mat. 1 1. lifting a mat 

S34V3 He lifted up a rug. 1 1. lifting up a rug. 

    

V4 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V4 She pushed her bike with her hands. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S2V4 She pushed a bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S3V4 She pushed her bike up a hill.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S4V4 She pushed her bike. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S5V4 She pushed a bike. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S6V4 She pushed a bike up the ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S7V4 She rolled a bike up the ramp.  1 1. rolling the bike 

S8V4 She pushed a bike up the ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S9V4 She pushed a bicycle up the ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S10V4 She wheeled her bike up the ramp.  2 

1.wheeling the bike. 2. her stopping at 

the top 

S11V4 She pushed a bike up a hill.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S12V4 She pushed her bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S13V4 A girl pushed a bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S14V4 A girl pushed a bike up a ramp to the top.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S15V4 A girl pushed a bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S16V4 A girl wheeled the bike up a ramp.  1 1. wheeling the bike 

S17V4 The woman walked the bike up the ramp.  1 1. wheeling the bike 

S18V4 A lady wheeled a bicycle up a ramp. 1 1. wheeling the bike 

S19V4 A person pushed a bicycle up a hill.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S20V4 She pushed a bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S21V4 She pushed a bike up a slope.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S22V4 She pushed a bike. 2 1. her pushing; 2. the bike rolling 

S23V4 The girl pushed her bicycle. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S24V4 She pushed the bike up the hill.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S25V4 She pushed the bike. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S26V4 She wheeled the bicycle up the ramp.  1 1. wheeling the bike 

S27V4 She pushed a bike up the hill.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S28V4 The girl walked up a hill with a bike.  1 1. walking the bike 

S29V4 The girl pushed the bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S30V4 The girl pushed the bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S31V4 She pushed the bike up a ramp. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S32V4 She pushed the bike up a ramp.  1 1. pushing the bike 

S33V4 She pushed the bike up a hill. 1 1. pushing the bike 

S34V4 She walked the bike up a ramp.  1 1. walking the bike 
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V5 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening the book 

S2V5 She opened the book. 1 1. She opened the book 

S3V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening the book 

S4V5 The girl opened the book with her left hand. 1 1. opening the book 

S5V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening the book 

S6V5 Somebody opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S7V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S8V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S9V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S10V5 She turned a page. 1 1. opening the book 

S11V5 A lady opened the book. 1 1. opening the book 

S12V5 The lady opened the book. 1 1. opening the book 

S13V5 

A woman standing behind the desk opened a 

red book. 1 1. opening the book 

S14V5 A girl opened a red book. 1 1. opening the book 

S15V5 A girl opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S16V5 A girl opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S17V5 The woman opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S18V5 A lady opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S19V5 A person opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S20V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S21V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening the book 

S22V5 She opened a book with her hand. 1 1. opening a book 

S23V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening a book 

S24V5 The person opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 

S25V5 The book got opened. 1 1. a book being opened 

S26V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 

S27V5 

She opened the book which is placed on the 

table. 1 1. opening a book 

S28V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 

S29V5 A woman opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 

S30V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 

S31V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening a book. 

S32V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 

S33V5 She opened a book. 1 1. opening a book 

S34V5 She opened the book. 1 1. opening a book 
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V6 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V6 The flower was picked. 1 1. flower was picked  

S2V6 He picked the flower. 1 1. picking flower 

S3V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S4V6 The man picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S5V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S6V6 A boy picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S7V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S8V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S9V6 He picked a flower off a tree. 1 1. picking a flower 

S10V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S11V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S12V6 He picked a flower from the stem. 1 1. picking a flower 

S13V6 A man picked a flower from the tree. 1 1. picking a flower 

S14V6 A man picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S15V6 A man picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S16V6 A man picked a flower from a stem. 1 1. picking a flower 

S17V6 The man picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S18V6 A man picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S19V6 A man picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S20V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S21V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S22V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S23V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S24V6 The person picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S25V6 He picked the flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S26V6 He picked the flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S27V6 A guy picked the flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S28V6 The man picked the flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S29V6 The man picked the flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S30V6 He picked the flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S31V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S32V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S30V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

S34V6 He picked a flower. 1 1. picking a flower 

    

V7 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V7 He moved a music box from the room. 1  1. moving the box  

S2V7 He pulled a box out of the room.  1 1. pulling the box  
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S3V7 He pulled a case out of the room. 1 1. pulling a box  

S4V7 He pulled a box out of the room. 1 1. pulling a box 

S5V7 He wheeled a box.  1 1.wheeling a box  

S6V7 The man wheeled a trolley backwards.  1 1. wheeling a trolley  

S7V7 The man pulled a box backwards.  1 1. pulling a trolley  

S8V7 

The man pulled a box out of the door into the 

hall.  1 1. pulling a box  

S9V7 The man pulled a box out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box  

S10V7 The man pulled a box out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box  

S11V7 He pulled a box out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box  

S12V7 

A man pulled a cart from the room into a 

hallway.  1 1. pulling a box 

S13V7 

A man pulled a piece of furniture on wheels out 

of a door into a corridor. 1 1. pulling a box 

S14V7 A man pulled a crate around the corner. 1 1. pulling a box 

S15V7 A man wheeled a box out of the room. 1 1. pulling a box 

S16V7 A man wheeled a box out of the room. 1 1. pulling a box 

S17V7 A man pulled the container through the door. 1 1. pulling the container 

S18V7 A man wheeled a box into a corridor. 1 1. wheeling a box 

S19V7 A man pulled a box on wheels into the corridor. 2 1. pulling a box;  2. turning a box 

S20V7 A man guided the box through the door.  1 1. guiding a box 

S21V7 He pulled the cabinet out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box 

S22V7 He pulled the box through the door. 1 1. pulling a box 

S23V7 He pulled the box out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box 

S24V7 He dragged the box out of the room.  1 1. dragging a box 

S25V7 He dragged the box.  1 1. dragging a box 

S26V7 

He wheeled the box out the door around the 

corner.  2 1. wheeling a box. 2. turning the corner 

S27V7 The man pulled the box out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box out 

S28V7 The man pulled the big box out of the room.  1 1. pulling a box out 

S29V7 The man pulled a big box out of a room.  1 1. pulling a box out 

S30V7 

He pulled a case out of a room and into the 

hallway. 1 1. pulling a box out 

S31V7 He pulled a box out of a room. 1 1. pulling a box out 

S32V7 He wheeled a case out of the room. 1 1. wheeling a box out 

S33V7 He pulled a case out of the room into a corridor. 1 1. pulling a box out 

S34V7 He dragged a chest out of the room. 1 1. pulling a chest out 

    

V8 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V8 He carried her up the stairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 
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S2V8 He carried someone upstairs.  1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S3V8 Someone is being carried upstairs.  1 1. carrying someone upstairs 

S4V8 The guy carried the girl upstairs.  2 1.carrying someone; 2. walking upstairs 

S5V8 He carried the girl upstairs.  1 1. carrying someone upstairs 

S6V8 The man carried the girl upstairs.  1 1. carrying someone upstairs 

S7V8 The man carried the girl upstairs on his back. 1 1. carrying someone upstairs 

S8V8 She got a piggyback up the stairs. 2 1. he is walking; 2. she got a piggyback 

S9V8 

He gave someone a piggyback ride up the 

stairs.  2 

1. walking upstairs; 2. giving a 

piggyback 

S10V8 He carried her upstairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S11V8 

A man carried a woman and he walked up the 

stairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S12V8 

A man gave a woman a piggyback ride up the 

stairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S13V8 

A boy carried a girl on his back up a flight of 

stairs.  1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S14V8 A man carried a woman up some stairs.  1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S15V8 

A man gave a woman a piggyback ride up the 

stairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S16V8 He carried the girl upstairs.  1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S17V8 

The man gave a piggyback ride to his friend up 

the stairs.  1  1. carrying her upstairs 

S18V8 

A man gave a girl a piggyback ride up some 

stairs.  1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S19V8 A girl was carried upstairs on his back. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S20V8 He carried the girl upstairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S21V8 He carried her upstairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S22V8 He carried her up the stairs. 1 1. carrying her upstairs 

S23V8 The man carried a girl up the stairs on his back. 2 1. carrying her; 2. walking 

S24V8 The man lifted her up the stairs. 1 1. lifting her 

S25V8 He carried her upstairs. 1 1. carrying her 

S26V8 He gave the girl a piggyback ride up the stairs. 2 

1. going upstairs; 2. giving the girl a 

piggyback 

S27V8 

The man gave the lady a piggyback ride up the 

stairs. 

1 1.giving the girl the piggyback upstairs 

S28V8 

The man gave a girl a piggyback ride up the 

stairs. 

1 1.giving the girl the piggyback upstairs 

S29V8 A woman had a piggyback ride up the stairs. 1 1. the girl being carried upstairs 

S30V8 He carried her up the stairs on his back. 1 1. carrying the girl upstairs 

S31V8 He carried the girl up the stairs. 1 1. carrying the girl upstairs 
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S32V8 He gave her a piggyback ride up the stairs. 1 1. carrying the girl upstairs 

S33V8 He gave her a piggyback ride up the stairs. 1 1. carrying the girl upstairs 

S34V8 He piggybacked her up the stairs. 1 1. piggybacking the girl upstairs 

    

V9 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V9 The weed was ripped out. 1 1. ripping out the weed 

S2V9 He pulled a plant from the ground. 1 1. pulling the weed 

S3V9 He picked a plant. 1 1. picking a plant 

S4V9 A guy pulled a weed from the ground. 1  1. pulling a weed 

S5V9 He pulled a root. 1 1. pulling a root 

S6V9 A boy pulled up some grass. 1 1. pulling up some grass 

S7V9 A boy pulled out some kind of plant. 1 1. pulling up a plant 

S8V9 A boy pulled the grass out the ground. 1  1. pulling out a plant 

S9V9 A boy pulled some plant out of the floor. 1 1. pulling out a plant 

S10V9 A boy pulled the plant out of the ground. 1 1. pulling out a plant 

S11V9 He picked a weed from the ground. 1 1. picking a plant 

S12V9 

He bent over and pulled a plant from the 

ground. 1 1. pulling a plant 

S13V9 He pulled a plant out of the ground. 1 1. pulling a plant 

S14V9 He uprooted some plants. 1 1. uprooting a plant 

S15V9 He pulled the grass. 1 1. pulling the grass 

S16V9 He ripped the plant out of the ground. 1 1. ripping the plant 

S17V9 The man weeded the grass. 1 1. weeding the grass 

S18V9 A man pulled a plant out of the ground. 1 1. pulling the plant 

S19V9 A person pulled a weed out of the ground. 1 1. pulling the weed out 

S20V9 A person picked a plant. 1 1. picking the plant 

S21V9 The weed was pulled. 1 1. the weed was being pulled 

S22V9 He pulled some weeds out from the ground . 1 1. pulling the weed 

S23V9 He pulled the weed out. 1 1. pulling the weed out 

S24V9 He pulled out the roots. 1 1. pulling out the roots 

S25V9 He pulled out the weeds. 1 1. pulling out the weeds 

S26V9 He picked the grass out of the ground. 1 1. picking out the grass 

S27V9 The man reaped the grass from the ground. 1 1. reaping the grass 

S28V9 The man pulled out some grass. 1 1. pulling out the grass 

S29V9 The man pulled the plant from the ground. 1 1. pulling the plant out 

S30V9 He pulled up the plant. 1 1. pulling up the plant 

S31V9 He pulled the plant out from the ground. 1 1. pulling out the plant 

S32V9 He uprooted the plant. 1 1. uprooting out the plant 

S33V9 He pulled the grass out of the ground . 1 1. pulling out the grass 
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S34V9 He pulled the plant out of the ground. 1 1. pulling out the plant 

    

V10 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V10 The door was shut. 1 1. the door shut 

S2V10 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S3V10 He shut a door. 1 1. shutting a door 

S4V10 He closed a door. 1 1. closing a door 

S5V10 He shut a door. 1 1. shutting a door 

S6V10 A man closed a door. 1 1. closing a door 

S7V10 He closed a door. 1 1. closing a door 

S8V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S9V10 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting a door 

S10V10 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S11V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S12V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S13V10 He closed his kitchen door. 1 1. closing the door 

S14V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S15V10 A man closed a door. 1 1. closing the door 

S16V10 A man shut a door. 1 1. shutting a door 

S17V10 The man shut a door. 1 1. shutting a door 

S18V10 The man closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S19V10 The person shut the door. 1 1. shutting a door 

S20V10  He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S21V10 The door was shut. 1 1. shutting a door 

S22V10 He slowly closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S23V10 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S24V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S25V10 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S26V10 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S27V10 The man closed the door very slowly. 1 1. closing the door 

S28V10 The man closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S29V10 The man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S30V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S31V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S32V10 He closed a door. 1 1. closing a door. 

S33V10 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S34V10 He closed a door. 1 1. closing a door 

    

V11 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 
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S1V11 He shut the curtains. 1 1. shutting the curtains 

S2V11 He closed the curtain. 1 1. closing the curtains 

S3V11 He shut a curtain. 1 1. Shutting a curtain 

S4V11 The man closed a curtain. 1 1. Closing a curtain 

S5V11 He pulled a curtain shut. 1 1. Closing a curtain 

S6V11 He closed a curtain. 1 1. Closing a curtain 

S7V11 He pulled some curtains. 1 1. pulling some curtains 

S8V11 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing a curtain 

S9V11 He closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S10V11 He shut the curtain. 1 1. shutting a curtain 

S11V11 He closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S12V11 He pulled a curtain shut. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S13V11 A boy drew a curtain in his bedroom. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S14V11 A man drew the curtain. 1 1. drawing a curtain 

S15V11 A man closed the curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S16V11 A man drew the blind. 1 1. drawing the blind 

S17V11 A man drew the curtain. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S18V11 A man closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S19V11 A man shut a curtain. 1 1. shutting a curtain 

S20V11 A man closed the curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S21V11 He shut the curtain. 1 1. shutting a curtain 

S22V11 He closed the curtains. 1 1. closing the curtains 

S23V11 The man shut the curtain. 1 1. shutting the curtain 

S24V11 He closed the curtain. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S25V11 He drew the curtain. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S26V11 He closed the curtains. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S27V11 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S28V11 The man shut his curtains. 1 1. shutting the curtain 

S29V11 A man drew a curtain across the window. 1 1. drawing a curtain 

S30V11 He drew a curtain. 1 1. drawing a curtain 

S31V11 He closed the curtains. 1 1. closing the curtains 

S32V11 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing the curtains. 

S33V11 He closed the curtains. 1 1. closing the curtains 

S34V11 He closed the curtains. 1 1. closing the curtains. 

    

V12 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V12 The fabric was torn. 1 1.The fabric was being torn  

S2V12 He tore a piece of fabric. 1 1. tearing the fabric 

S3V12 He ripped a cloth. 1 1. ripping a cloth 
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S4V12 He tore a towel. 1 1. tearing a towel 

S5V12 He tore a cloth. 1  1. tearing a cloth 

S6V12 A boy ripped a cloth. 1 1. ripping a cloth 

S7V12 He ripped a cloth. 1 1. ripping a cloth 

S8V12 He ripped a sheet. 1 1. ripping a sheet 

S9V12 He ripped some clothes in half. 1 1. ripping a cloth 

S10V12 He ripped a piece of fabric. 1 1. ripping 

S11V12 He tore a piece of clothing. 1 1. tearing a clothing 

S12V12 He ripped some material. 1 1. ripping a clothing  

S13V12 A man tore a piece of clothing apart. 1 1. tearing a clothing 

S14V12 A cloth was torn by the man. 1 1. a cloth was being torn 

S15V12 A man ripped a towel. 1 1. ripping a towel 

S16V12 A man tore a towel into two. 1 1. tearing a towel 

S17V12 A man tore a cloth. 1 1. tearing a clothing 

S18V12 A man tore a piece of fabric. 1 1. tearing a clothing  

S19V12 Someone tore a piece of cloth. 1 1. tearing a clothing 

S20V12 Someone ripped a fabric. 1 1. ripping a fabric 

S21V12 The boy ripped a fabric in half. 1 1. ripping a piece of fabric 

S22V12 The boy ripped the part of the cloth. 1 1. ripping the cloth 

S23V12 The boy ripped the material. 1 1. ripping the material 

S24V12 The boy ripped the cloth. 1 1. ripping the cloth 

S25V12 He ripped the material. 1 1. ripping the material 

S26V12 He tore the piece of fabric. 1 1. tearing the fabric 

S27V12 The man tore a piece of cloth. 1 1. tearing a cloth 

S28V12 The man tore some cloth into pieces. 1 1. tearing a cloth 

S29V12 The man ripped a cloth. 1 1. ripping the cloth. 

S30V12 He tore a cloth. 1 1. tearing a cloth 

S31V12 He tore a material. 1 1. tearing a material 

S32V12 He ripped a cloth. 1 1. ripping a cloth 

S33V12 He ripped a cloth. 1 1. ripping a cloth 

S34V12 He ripped a towel. 1 1. ripping a towel 

    

V13 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V13 He pierced the tomato with a chopstick. 1 1. piercing the tomato 

S2V13 He pushed a stick into a tomato. 1 1. piercing the tomato 

S3V13 Someone put a stick through a tomato. 1 1. putting through a tomato 

S4V13 The man poked a tomato with a stick. 1 1. poking a tomato 

S5V13 The man poked a hole in a tomato with a stick. 1 1. poking a tomato 

S6V13 The man skewered a tomato with a piece of 1 1. skewering a tomato. 
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wood. 

S7V13 A chopstick skewered a tomato. 1 1. skewering a tomato 

S8V13 

He stuck a chopstick right through the center of 

the tomato. 1 1. stabbing a tomato 

S9V13 He pushed a chopstick through some fruit. 1 1. stabbing a tomato 

S10V13 He pierced a tomato with a chopstick. 1 1. piercing a tomato 

S11V13 He poked a tomato with a chopstick. 1 1. poking a tomato 

S12V13 He poked a wooden stick through a tomato. 1 1. poking a tomato 

S13V13 He pushed a tomato onto a stick. 1 1. pushing a tomato 

S14V13 A man pushed a stick into a tomato. 1 1. pushing a stick into a tomato 

S15V13 A man put a stick in a tomato. 1 1. putting a stick in a tomato 

S16V13 A man inserted a stick into a tomato. 1 1. inserting a stick into a tomato 

S17V13 The man pushed a stick through a tomato. 1 1. pushing a stick through a tomato 

S18V13 

The man skewered a tomato on a piece of 

wood. 1 1. skewering a tomato 

S19V13 

A person stabbed a tomato with a piece of 

wood. 1 1. stabbing a tomato 

S20V13 

A person slowly pushed the wooden stick into a 

tomato. 1 1. pushing the wood into a tomato 

S21V13 He pieced a tomato. 1 1. piecing a tomato 

S22V13 He poked a needle into a tomato. 1 1. poking a tomato 

S23V13 The man slid some wood through the fruit. 1 1. sliding a tomato 

S24V13 He stuck a stick through a tomato. 1  1. sticking a tomato 

S25V13 He stuck a tomato with a chopstick. 1 1. sticking a tomato 

S26V13 He pushed the stick through the tomato. 1 1. sticking a tomato 

S27V13 The man pierced a tomato with the chopstick. 1 1. piercing a tomato 

S28V13 The man put a stick through tomato. 1 1. putting a stick through a tomato 

S29V13 A man pierced a tomato with a stick. 1 1. piercing a tomato 

S30V13 He skewered a tomato on a stick. 1 1. skewering a tomato 

S31V13 He pushed a stick through a tomato. 1 1. pushing a stick 

S32V13 He put a stick through a tomato. 1 1. putting a stick 

S33V13 He pieced a tomato with a stick. 1 1. piecing a tomato 

S34V13 He pushed stick through a tomato. 1 1. pushing a tomato 

    

V14 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V14 He lifted a brick and smashed the bottle. 2 1. lifting a brick; 2. smashing the bottle 

S2V14 He crushed a plastic bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing the bottle 

S3V14 He crushed a coke bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S4V14 He crushed a bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S5V14 He flattened the bottle with a brick. 1 1. flatting a bottle 
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S6V14 He crushed the bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S7V14 The man crushed the bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S8V14 He crushed a bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S9V14 He crushed a plastic bottle. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S10V14 He crushed a plastic bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S11V14 He used a brick to push a bottle flat. 1 1. pushing a bottle flat 

S12V14 He crushed a bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S13V14 He crushed a plastic bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S14V14 He crushed a sealed bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S15V14 He crushed a bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S16V14 He crushed a bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S17V14 The man crushed a bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S18V14 A man crushed a plastic bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S19V14 Someone crushed a water bottle with a brick 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S20V14 

Someone crushed the plastic bottle with a 

brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S21V14 He crushed the bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle with a brick 

S22V14 He crushed the bottle with a brick. 2 1.hitting a bottle; 2.bottle being crushed 

S23V14 He crushed the plastic bottle with a brick. 1 1. crushing a bottle 

S24V14 

He hit a water bottle with a brick and it 

crushed. 2 1. hitting a bottle; 2. the bottle crushed 

S25V14 He squashed the bottle with a brick. 2 

1. hitting a bottle; 2. the bottle got 

crushed 

S26V14 He crushed the bottle with a brick. 2 1. hitting a bottle; 2. it crushing 

S27V14 The man crushed the plastic bottle with a brick. 1 1.crushing a bottle 

S28V14 The man crushed the bottle with a brick. 1 1.crushing a bottle 

S29V14 A man crushed the bottle with a brick. 1 1.crushing a bottle 

S30V14 He hit the bottle with a brick. 1 1.hitting a bottle 

S31V14 He crushed the bottle using a brick. 1 1.crushing a bottle 

S32V14 He squashed the bottle using a brick. 1 1.squashing a bottle 

S33V14 

He hit the bottle using a brick and the bottle 

was crushed. 2 1. hitting a bottle; 2. bottle crushing 

S34V14 He smashed a bottle using a brick. 1 1. smashing a bottle 

    

V15 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V15 The shirt was taken from the hanger. 1 1. shirt being taken from the hanger 

S2V15 He unhooked a T-shirt on a rail. 1 1.unhooking a T-shirt on a rail 

S3V15 He got a top down. 1 1. getting the shirt down 

S4V15 A man unhooked a T-shirt. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 

S5V15 A man unhooked the T-shirt. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 
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S6V15 A man unhooked some clothes. 1 1. unhooking some clothes 

S7V15 A man grabbed a T-shirt from a rack . 1 1. grabbing some clothes 

S8V15 A man took a cloth off a rail . 1 1. taking a cloth off 

S9V15 A man unhooked a T-sheet off a rail. 1 1. unhooking a T-sheet 

S10V15 

A man took a T-sheet and brought it down to 

his level . 2 1. taking a T-sheet; 2. bringing it down 

S11V15 A man unhooked a T-sheet from a rail . 1 1. unhooking a T-sheet 

S12V15 

A man used a stick device to get a cloth down 

from the rail. 1 1. getting a cloth down 

S13V15 

A man retrieved a T-shirt from a railing with a 

hook. 1 1. retrieving a cloth 

S14V15 

A man unhooked a piece of clothing from a 

rail. 1 1. taking down cloth 

S15V15 A man took a T-shirt from a rail. 1 1. taking down a T-shirt 

S16V15 A man unhooked a T-shirt from a rail. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 

S17V15 A man unhooked a T-shirt. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 

S18V15 A man lifted a T-shirt down from a high rack. 1 1. lifting a T-shirt down 

S19V15 A man picked up a T-shirt from a rail. 1 1. lifting a T-shirt down 

S20V15 A man unhooked the T-shirt. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 

S21V15 He took the hanger off the rail. 1 1. taking something off 

S22V15 He took down the hanger. 1 1. taking down the hanger 

S23V15 He took the shirt down. 1 1. taking down the shirt 

S24V15 He picked the cloth off the hanger. 1 1. picking off the cloth 

S25V15 He unhooked the T-shirt. 1 1. unhooking the T-shirt 

S26V15 He took the shirt off the rail. 1 1. taking the shirt off 

S27V15 

The man used the pole to take off the hanger 

off the pole. 1 1. taking the hanger off 

S28V15 The man pulled down a shirt on the hanger. 1 1. pulling down the hanger 

S29V15 The man took a top down from a rail. 1 1. taking down the top 

S30V15 He took down a T-shirt with a prong. 1 1. taking down a T-shirt 

S31V15 He unhooked a T-shirt from the railing. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 

S32V15 He unhooked a T-shirt with a pole. 1 1. unhooking a T-shirt 

S33V15 He took a T-shirt. 1 1. taking a T-shirt 

S34V15 He took the clothing off the rail. 1 1. taking off the clothing 

    

V16 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V16 

She swung the broom down and broke the 

plate. 2 

1. swing the broom; 2. breaking the 

plate. 

S2V16 She smashed a plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing a plate 

S3V16 Someone smashed a plate. 1 1. smashing the plate 
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S4V16 The girl smashed a plate with a stick. 2 1. holding a stick; 2. smashing the plate 

S5V16 The girl smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S6V16 The girl smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S7V16 The girl smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S8V16 She smashed a plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S9V16 She smashed a plate with a broom stick. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S10V16 

She hit the plate with a broom handle and it 

smashed. 1 

1. hitting the plate. 2. smashing of the 

plate 

S11V16 She smashed a plate with a broom 2 

1. hitting the plate. 2. smashing of the 

plate 

S12V16 She smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S13V16 A woman smashed a plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing a plate 

S14V16 A woman smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S15V16 A woman smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S16V16 A woman smashed the plate. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S17V16 The woman smashed the plate with a stick. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S18V16 The woman smashed a plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S19V16 Someone smashed a plate with a broom stick. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S20V16 She smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S21V16 She smashed the plate. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S22V16 She smashed the plate with a broom. 2 1.hitting; 2. plate smashing 

S23V16 The girl smashed a plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S24V16 She smashed a plate. 1 1. smashing a plate 

S25V16 She smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S26V16 She smashed the plate with the broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S27V16 She hit the plate and it smashed. 2 1. hitting a plate; 2. plate breaking 

S28V16 Someone smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S29V16 A woman smashed a plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing a plate 

S30V16 

A woman smashed the plate with a broom 

handle. 1 1. smashing the plate 

S31V16 She smashed the plate with a broom stick. 1 1. smashing a plate. 

S32V16 She smashed the plate with a broom. 1 1. smashing a plate 

S33V16 She smashed the plate with a broomstick. 1 1. smashing a plate 

S34V16 She smashed the plate with a broomstick. 2 1.hitting a plate. 2. plate smashing 

    

V17 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V17 She cut the paper with scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S2V17 She cut a piece of paper with scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S3V17 She cut a piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 
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S4V17 She cut a piece of paper with scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S5V17 She cut a paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S6V17 The girl cut a paper with scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S7V17 The girl cut a paper. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S8V17 The girl cut a paper in half with a pair scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S9V17 The girl cut a paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S10V17 

The girl cut a paper in half with a pair of 

scissors. 1  1. cutting the paper 

S11V17 She cut a piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S12V17 A woman used scissors to cut a paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S13V17 

A woman sitting at a desk cut a piece of paper 

in two with scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S14V17 

A woman cut a piece of paper in two with some 

scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S15V17 A woman cut a piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S16V17 A woman cut the paper into two. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S17V17 The woman cut the paper into half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S18V17 A lady cut a piece of paper into half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S19V17 A person cut a piece of paper into half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S20V17 She cut the paper into two. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S21V17 She cut the paper into half. 1  1. cutting the paper  

S22V17 She cut the paper into half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S23V17 The girl used the scissors to cut a paper. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S24V17 She cut the paper in half with some scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper  

S25V17 She cut the paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S26V17 She cut the piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S27V17 The lady cut the piece of paper in half. 2 1. using scissors; 2. cutting the paper 

S28V17 The girl cut a piece of paper in half. 2 1. using scissors; 2. cutting the paper 

S29V17 The girl cut some paper with scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper. 

S30V17 

She cut a piece of paper in half with a pair of 

scissors. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S31V17 She cut a piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S32V17 She cut a piece of paper with scissors. 2 

1. cutting the paper. 2. paper going into 

two pieces 

S33V17 She used scissors to cut a piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

S34V17 She cut the piece of paper in half. 1 1. cutting the paper 

    

V18 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V18 The carrot was chopped. 1 1. carrot being chopped 

S2V18 He cut a carrot in half. 1 1. cutting a carrot 
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S3V18 He cut a carrot. 1 1. cutting a carrot 

S4V18 The man chopped a vegetable. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S5V18 He chopped a vegetable in half. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S6V18 A man cut a carrot. 1 1. cutting a carrot 

S7V18 A man chopped some food. 1 1. chopping some food 

S8V18 He cut a carrot. 1 1. cutting a carrot 

S9V18 He chopped a carrot in half. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S10V18 He chopped a vegetable. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S11V18 He cut a vegetable. 1 1. cutting a vegetable 

S12V18 He chopped a vegetable. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S13V18 A man cut a carrot into two with a knife. 1 1. cutting a vegetable 

S14V18 A man chopped a carrot. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S15V18 A man chopped a carrot. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S16V18 A man chopped a vegetable into two. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S17V18 The man sliced a carrot. 1 1. slicing a carrot 

S18V18 The man chopped a vegetable. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S19V18 The man chopped a carrot. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S20V18 He chopped a carrot. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S21V18 He chopped a carrot. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S22V18 He chopped the vegetable. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S23V18 He cut the vegetable. 1 1. cutting the vegetable 

S24V18 The guy chopped a vegetable. 1 1. chopping a vegetable 

S25V18 He cut the food. 1 1. cutting the food 

S26V18 He cut the carrot in half. 1 1. cutting the carrot 

S27V18 He chopped the vegetable with a knife. 1 1. chopping the vegetable 

S28V18 The man cut a vegetable. 1 1. cutting the vegetable 

S29V18 The man cut a carrot. 1 1. cutting a carrot 

S30V18 He chopped a carrot. 1 1. chopping a carrot 

S31V18 He cut a vegetable. 1 1. cutting a vegetable 

S32V18 He cut a carrot. 1 1. cutting a carrot 

S33V18 He cut a carrot. 1 1. cutting a carrot. 

S34V18 He cut a vegetable. 1 1. cutting a vegetable. 
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Appendix 5: English transcription data of responses to 18 videos involving onset 

causation 

19. kick a football (踢球); 20. knock over a trophy (碰倒奖杯); 21. push a sofa (推沙发); 22. pull a curtain (扯

一下窗帘); 23. shoot a basketball (投篮); 24. push a swing (推秋千); 25. drag a box (拖箱子); 26. hit the 

stacked cups (打翻杯塔); 27. blow a bottle off a piano (吹掉瓶子); 28. push a door (推门); 29. punch sb. in the 

stomach (拳头打肚子)；30. kick sb. into a well (踢进洞)；31. cut an apple with a pair of scissors (用剪刀剪断

苹果)；32. hit a golf ball (打高尔夫球); 33. hit a swing with a racket and it swayed (摇秋千); 34. send an ice 

cube with a fork (推送冰块); 35. overturn a cup tower with a broom head (用扫把打翻杯子塔); 36. hit the 

football away with a racket (打飞足球) 

 

V19 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V19 The ball was kicked out of the door. 1 1. kicking the ball out 

S2V19 She kicked a ball out of the room. 1 1. kicking the ball out 

S3V19 She kicked a ball and the ball went outside. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. the ball going 

outside 

S4V19 
The girl kicked the football behind her head with 

her right foot. 
1 1. kicking the ball 

S5V19 She kicked the football out of the room. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S6V19 She kicked the football behind her. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S7V19 She kicked the ball above her head. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. rolling away of the 

ball 

S8V19 She kicked a ball above her head. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S9V19 She kicked a ball outside. 2 
1. She kicked the ball; 2. the ball went out 

of the room 

S10V19 She kicked a ball and it went out the door. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. the ball’s moving 

out 

S11V19 She kicked a ball out of the door. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S12V19 
She kicked a ball over her head and out of the 

door. 
1 1. kicking the ball 

S13V19 A woman kicked a football over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S14V19 A girl kicked a football very badly over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball 

S15V19 A girl kicked a ball behind herself. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S16V19 A girl kicked a ball out of the room. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S17V19 A girl kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S18V19 A lady kicked a football out of the door. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S19V19 Someone kicked a football over her head. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S20V19 She kicked the football and it went out. 1 1. kicking the ball out of room 

S21V19 She kicked the football out of the room. 1 
1. kicking the ball; 2. the ball going out of 

room 

S22V19 She kicked the ball behind her. 1 1. kicking a ball 

S23V19 She kicked the ball and run after it. 2 1. kicking the ball.;2 running after it 
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S24V19 She kicked the ball and walked after it. 2 1. kicking the ball.;2. walking after it 

S25V19 She kicked the ball out of the door. 2 1. kicking the ball;2. ball rolling out 

S26V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 2 1. kicking the ball; 2. ball bouncing 

S27V19 
The girl kicked the ball and the ball rolled down 

the room. 
2 

1. kicking the ball; 2. ball bouncing over 

her head. 

S28V19 
The girl kicked the ball and the ball went outside 

the room. 
2 

1. kicking the ball; 2. ball leaving the 

room 

S29V19 The girl kicked the ball and it went out the door. 2 
1. kicking the ball; 2. ball leaving the 

room 

S30V19 
She kicked the ball over her head and out of the 

room. 
1 1. kicking the ball out the room 

S31V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball out the room 

S32V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball over her head 

S33V19 She kicked the ball over her head. 1 1. kicking the ball over her head 

S34V19 She kicked the ball out of the room. 3 
1. kicking the ball; 2. ball going out; 3. 

running after the ball 

    

V20 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V20 The trophy was knocked over. 1 1. knocking over the trophy 

S2V20 He knocked over a plate. 1 1. knocking over a plate 

S3V20 He touched the trophy and then it fell. 2 1. touching the trophy; 2. falling 

S4V20 He pushed the trophy and then it fell. 2 1. pushing the trophy; 2. falling 

S5V20 He pushed the plate and it fell over. 2 1. pushing the plate; 2. falling 

S6V20 The football player knocked over a trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S7V20 He touched a trophy and then the trophy fell. 2 
1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S8V20 He touched the trophy and it fell over. 2 
1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S9V20 He touched the trophy and it fell onto the floor. 2 
 1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S10V20 He touched the trophy and it fell off the table. 2 
1. touching the trophy; 2. falling of the 

trophy 

S11V20 He touched the plate and it dropped. 2 
1.touching the trophy; 2. trophy’s 

dropping 

S12V20 
A football player touched a trophy, which then 

fell over. 
1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S13V20 
A football player touched a trophy and it fell 

over. 
2 

1. touching the trophy; 2. the trophy 

falling over 

S14V20 
A man accidentally knocked a trophy and it fell 

over. 
1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S15V20 A man knocked over a trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 
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S16V20 
A man knocked the trophy off the stand and it 

fell onto the ground. 
1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S17V20 He knocked the trophy off its perch. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S18V20 
A man accidentally knocked the trophy off its 

stand. 
1 1. knocking the trophy off 

S19V20 
A man knocked the trophy and it jumped off its 

seat. 
2 1. knocking the trophy; 2. it going off 

S20V20 He knocked over the trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy over 

S21V20 He grabbed the plate and it dropped on the floor. 2 
1. grabbing the plate; 2. it dropping on the 

floor 

S22V20 He knocked the shield and it fell off. 2 
1. knocking the shield; 2. it falling on the 

floor 

S23V20 He touched the plate and it fell down. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling 

S24V20 He touched the trophy and it fell. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling 

S25V20 He knocked the trophy off the table. 2 1. knocking the plate; 2. it falling 

S26V20 He touched the trophy and then it fell over. 2 1. touching the trophy; 2. it falling 

S27V20 He touched the plate and then it fell off. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling off 

S28V20 
He touched the shield and then it fell off the 

table. 
2 1. touching the plate; 2. it falling off 

S29V20 The man knocked over the trophy. 1 1. knocking the trophy down 

S30V20 He accidentally knocked over a trophy. 1 1. knocking over a trophy 

S31V20 He knocked over the trophy. 1 1. knocking over the trophy 

S32V20 He touched the trophy and it fell. 2 1. touching the trophy; 2. trophy’s falling 

S33V20 He touched a plate and it fell off. 2 1. touching the plate; 2. falling 

S34V20 He knocked a plate over. 1 1.knocking the plate over 

    

V21 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V21 He pushed the seat and it hit the wall. 2 
1. pushing the seat; 2. seat’s hitting the 

wall 

S2V21 He pushed the chair into the wall. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S3V21 He pushed the chair and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing the chair; 2. hitting the wall 

S4V21 He pushed a seat and it moved. 2 1. pushing a seat; 2. the seat’s moving 

S5V21 He pushed a sofa and it went to the wall. 2 1. pushing a sofa; 2. the sofa’s moving 

S6V21 He pushed a seat across the room. 1 1. pushing a sofa 

S7V21 He pushed a chair. 1 1. pushing a chair 

S8V21 He pushed a chair into a wall. 1 1. pushing a chair 

S9V21 He pushed a stool on wheels into a wall. 1 1. pushing a chair 

S10V21 He pushed a stool and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing a stool; 2. it’s hitting the wall 

S11V21 He pushed a chair. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S12V21 He pushed a stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool 
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S13V21 He pushed a seat into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S14V21 A man pushed a stool across the floor. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S15V21 A man pushed a chair into the wall. 2 1. pushing a chair; 2. it hitting the wall 

S16V21 A man pushed a stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool into the wall 

S17V21 The man pushed the chair into the wall. 1 1. pushing the chair into the wall 

S18V21 The man pushed a low stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing the chair into the wall 

S19V21 A person pushed a chair into a wall. 1 1. pushing the chair into a wall 

S20V21 A person pushed the seat on the floor. 1 1. pushing the seat on the floor 

S21V21 A person pushed the stool and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing the stool; 2. it hitting the floor 

S22V21 He pushed the sofa away. 2 1. pushing; 2. it rolling away 

S23V21 The man pushed the chair and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing; 2. its hitting the wall 

S24V21 He pushed the seat and it hit the wall. 2 1. pushing; 2. its hitting the wall 

S25V21 He pushed the chair. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S26V21 He pushed the chair into the wall. 2 1. pushing the chair. 2. hitting the wall 

S27V21 
He pushed the chair and it rolled towards the 

wall. 
2 

1. pushing the chair. 2. rolling towards the 

wall 

S28V21 He pushed the stool and the stool hit the wall. 2 1. pushing the stool. 2.hitting the wall 

S29V21 The man pushed a chair across the room. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S30V21 The man pushed a sofa into a wall. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S31V21 He pushed the furniture along the floor. 1 1. pushing the chair 

S32V21 He slid a stool into a wall. 1 1. sliding a stool 

S33V21 He pushed a stool into the wall. 1 1. pushing a stool 

S34V21 He pushed a stool. 1 1. pushing a stool 

    

V22 Linguistic Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V22 He shut the curtains quickly. 1 1. shutting the curtains 

S2V22 He shoved a curtain. 1 1. shoving the curtains 

S3V22 He pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. pulling the curtains 

S4V22 The guy closed a curtain. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S5V22 He pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S6V22 He pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S7V22 
He pulled the curtains and let them go 

themselves. 
2 

1. pulling the curtain; 2. the moving of the 

curtains 

S8V22 He drew a curtain quickly. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S9V22 He closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S10V22 He slid a curtain away from him. 1 1. sliding a curtain 

S11V22 He pulled a curtain and it moved on its own. 2 
1. pulling a curtain; 2. the moving of the 

curtain 

S12V22 A boy pulled a curtain closed. 1 1. pulling a curtain closed 

S13V22 He pulled a curtain closed. 1 1. pulling a curtain closed 
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S14V22 A man violently drew a curtain. 1 1. drawing a curtain 

S15V22 A man closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S16V22 A man pulled a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S17V22 The man pulled the curtain. 1 1. pulling a curtain 

S18V22 The man quickly closed the curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S19V22 A person vigorously closed a curtain. 1 1. closing a curtain 

S20V22 He angrily threw the curtain shut. 1 1. shutting a curtain 

S21V22 He pulled the blind and the blind shut. 2 1. pulling;  2. blind shutting 

S22V22 He closed the curtains quickly. 2 1. pulling;  2.curtains closing 

S23V22 The man pulled the curtain shut. 1 1. pulling the curtain shut 

S24V22 He closed the curtain forcefully. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S25V22 He flung the curtain. 1 1. flinging the curtain 

S26V22 He closed the curtain. 1 1. closing the curtain 

S27V22 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S28V22 The man swung the curtains closed. 1 1. swinging the curtain 

S29V22 A man drew a curtain quickly across the window. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S30V22 A man pulled a curtain. 1 1. pulling the curtain 

S31V22 
He closed a blind and the blind carried on 

moving. 
2 1. closing the curtain. 2. blind moving 

S32V22 He drew the curtains. 1 1. drawing the curtain 

S33V22 He pushed the curtains shut quickly.  1 1. shutting the curtain 

S34V22 He closed the curtains. 1 1.closing the curtain 

    

V23 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V23 He threw a basketball and it went into the hoop. 2 
1. throwing a basketball; 2. ball going into 

the hoop 

S2V23 He threw a ball into the net. 1 1. throwing a ball into the net 

S3V23 He shot a basketball and got the ball into the net. 2 
1. shooting the ball; 2. ball going into the 

net 

S4V23 The man shot a basketball in a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S5V23 He threw the ball in the basket. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S6V23 He threw the basketball through the hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S7V23 He shot a basketball. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S8V23 He threw a basketball into a basketball hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S9V23 He scored a basketball shot. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S10V23 He shot a basketball. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S11V23 He threw a ball into a basket. 1 1. throwing the ball into the basket 

S12V23 A boy threw a basketball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the basket 

S13V23 A man threw a basketball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the basket 

S14V23 A man scored a basketball shot. 1 1. scoring the ball shot 
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S15V23 A boy shot a basketball through a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S16V23 A boy threw a basketball into a hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball 

S17V23 The man shot the ball into the basket. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S18V23 A man shot the basketball through a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S19V23 Someone shot the basketball into a hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball 

S20V23 He threw the ball and it went in the net. 2 
1. throwing the ball. 2. the ball going into 

the net 

S21V23 He threw the ball and it went through the hoop. 2 
1. throwing the ball. 2. the ball going into 

the hoop 

S22V23 He threw a ball through a hoop. 2 
1. throwing the ball. 2. the ball going into 

the hoop 

S23V23 He threw a basket ball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the hoop 

S24V23 He shot the ball into the hoop. 1 1. shooting the ball into the hoop 

S25V23 He threw the ball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing the ball into the hoop 

S26V23 He threw the basketball into the hoop. 2 
1.throwing the ball; 2. it going into the 

hoop 

S27V23 The man scored a shot. 1 1. scoring a shot 

S28V23 A man scored a basketball goal. 1 1. scoring a shot 

S29V23 The man scored a hoop. 1 1. scoring a shot 

S30V23 A man put the basketball in the net. 1 1. putting the ball in the net 

S31V23 He threw a basketball into a hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball into a hoop 

S32V23 He shot a basketball into the hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball into a hoop 

S33V23 He threw a basketball into a hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball into a hoop 

S34V23 He threw a basketball through a hoop. 1 1. throwing a ball through a hoop 

    

V24 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V24 
He pushed the swing and then the swing 

continued to move 
2 

1. pushing the swing; 2. swing swinging 

 

S2V24 He pushed the swing and watched it. 2 
1. pushing the swing; 2. watching swing 

swinging 

S3V24 He pushed the swing and it started to move. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S4V24 
He pushed the swing and then it continuously 

moved. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S5V24 He pushed the swing chair. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S6V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S7V24 
He pushed the swing and the swing swung back 

and forward. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing swinging 

S8V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S9V24 
He pushed the swing and it started to swing. 2 

1. pushing the swing; swinging of the 

swing. 
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S10V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S11V24 
He pushed the swing and it went back and 

forwards. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S12V24 Somebody pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S13V24 
A person pushed a swing and it rocked back and 

forth. 
1 1. pushing the swing back and forth 

S14V24 
A man pushed an empty swing and it started to 

swing. 
2 

1. pushing the swing; 2. it rocked back 

and forth 

S15V24  A man pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S16V24  A man pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S17V24  A man pushed the swing and the swing swung. 2 
1. pushing the swing; 2. the swing 

swinging 

S18V24 
A person pushed the swing and watched the 

swing swing. 
1 1. pushing the swing to swing. 

S19V24 
A person pushed the swing and it continued to 

swing. 
1 1. pushing the swing to swing 

S20V24 
He pushed the swing and it moved back and 

forth. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S21V24 He pushed the swing and it swung. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s swinging 

S22V24 He pushed the swing and it consistently swung. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s swinging 

S23V24 He pushed a swing and it swung by itself. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s swinging 

S24V24 
He pushed the swing and it moved back and 

forwards. 
2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S25V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S26V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S27V24 
The man pushed the swing and the swing started 

to swing. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. swing’s moving 

 

S28V24 
The man pushed the swing and the swing started 

to move. 
2 1. pushing the swing. 2. swing’s moving 

S29V24 The man pushed the swing and it moved. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S30V24 He pushed the swing and the swing swung. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. the swing moving 

S31V24 
He pushed the swing and the swing kept moving 

on itself. 
1 1. pushing the swing 

S32V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S33V24 He pushed the swing with her hand. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S34V24 He pushed the swing. 1 1. pushing the swing 

    

V25 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V25 He moved a music box across the floor.  1 1. moving a box 

S2V25 He wheeled a box across the room.  1 1. wheeling a box 

S3V25 He pulled a case and let it go. 2 1.pulling a box; 2. letting it go 
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S4V25 The man pulled a box.  2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S5V25 The man pulled the box and it turned.  2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S6V25 The man pulled the trolley to spin it.  1 1. pulling a box to spin 

S7V25 
The man pulled the box along the floor and let it 

roll for a little bit. 
2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box rolling 

S8V25 The box got dragged and was left rolling. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box rolling 

S9V25 The boy pulled a box across the room. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box rolling 

S10V25 The boy pulled a box away from him. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S11V25 The boy pulled a box and it continued to move. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. the box moving 

S12V25 
The boy pulled a cart and let it go until it 

stopped. 
1 1. pulling a box away 

S13V25 
A man pulled a cabinet on wheels across the 

room. 
1 1. pulling a cabinet across the room 

S14V25 A man pulled a black crate and then he let it go. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. rolling by itself 

S15V25 A man pulled a box and let it go by itself. 2  1. pulling a box; 2. rolling by itself 

S16V25 He pulled the cart and it moved. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. box moving 

S17V25 
The man pulled the container and then the 

container slid. 
2 1. pulling a box; 2. container sliding 

S18V25 
A man pulled a box with wheels across the floor, 

causing it to slide. 
1 1. pulling a box to slide 

S19V25 A box was dragged and it continued to move. 1 1. pulling a box to slide 

S20V25 He pulled the box and it glided. 2 1. pulling a box; 2 box gliding 

S21V25 He pulled the box. 1 1. pulling a box 

S22V25 He pushed the box away. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. box rolling 

S23V25 He pulled a cart and let it slide across the room. 2 1. pulling a cart; 2. cart sliding 

S24V25 He dragged the box and let it go. 2 1. dragging a box; 2. letting it go 

S25V25 He dragged the box and let go of the box. 2 1. dragging a box; 2. letting it go 

S26V25 He pulled the box and let it carry on rolling. 2 
1. pulling a box; 2. letting it carry on 

rolling 

S27V25 He pulled the box and it rolled away. 2 1. pulling a box; 2. it rolling away 

S28V25 He forcefully pulled the box. 1 1. pulling a box 

S29V25 He pulled a box and it scattered across the floor.  1 1. pulling a box 

S30V25 
He pulled the case across a room and it rolled 

away.  
2 1. pulling a box. 2. box rolling away 

S31V25 He pulled the box and it moved on its own.  2 1. pulling a box. 2. box moving 

S32V25 He pulled a case on wheels. 1 1. pulling a case 

S33V25 He dragged a chest along the floor. 1 1. dragging a chest 

S34V25 He pulled a box across a room on wheels. 1 1. pulling a case 

    

V26 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 
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S1V26 He knocked the cups over. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S2V26 He knocked over a stack of cups. 1 1. knocking over cups 

S3V26 He pushed the cups off the table. 1 1. pushing the cups off 

S4V26 He knocked the cups from the table. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. the cups falling 

S5V26 He knocked the cups and they fell. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. the cups falling 

S6V26 He knocked the cups with his hands. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S7V26 He knocked over the cups with his hands. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. cups’ falling 

S8V26 He knocked over the cup tower with his hands. 1 1. knocking the cups 

S9V26 

He pushed all the paper cups onto the floor with 

his hands. 1 1. knocking the cups 

S10V26 He knocked some cups over with his hands. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S11V26 He knocked cups off the table. 1 1. knocking off the cups 

S12V26 

Somebody intentionally pushed a pyramid of 

cups over the table. 1 1. pushing the cups over 

S13V26 A man knocked over a pyramid of paper cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S14V26 

A man purposefully knocked over a tower of 

cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S15V26 A man knocked over the cups purposefully. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S16V26 He hit the cups off the table. 1 1. hitting off the cups 

S17V26 The man swept over the paper cups. 1 1. sweeping the cups over 

S18V26 

A man purposefully knocked over a stack of cups 

with his arms. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S19V26 A man knocked over a stack of cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S20V26 He knocked the cups on the floor. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S21V26 He knocked the cups on the floor. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S22V26 He knocked a stack of cups over with his hand. 1 1. pushing the cups over 

S23V26 He swept the cups off the table. 1 1. sweeping the cups off 

S24V26 He hit the cups off the table and they fell. 2 1. hitting the cups; 2. they falling 

S25V26 He knocked the cups over. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S26V26 He hit the cups off the table. 2 1. hitting the cups; 2. cups falling over 

S27V26 

The man deliberately knocked the cups off the 

table. 

1 1. hitting the cups off 

S28V26 

The man knocked the cup stand and the cups fell 

off. 

1 1. hitting the cups off 

S29V26 The man knocked over the cups on purpose. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S30V26 The man knocked over a stack of cups. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S31V26 He swept a stack of cups and they fell over. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S32V26 He hit some cups and they fell on the floor. 2 1. hitting the cups. 2. cups falling  

S33V26 He knocked the cups over with his hand. 1 1. knocking the cups over  

S34V26 He knocked the cups off the table with his hand. 1 1. knocking the cups over  
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V27 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V27 

She blew a bottle and it fell off the edge to the 

ground.  
2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. bottle’s falling 

S2V27 She blew a bottle off a shelf.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S3V27 Someone blew a bottle and it fell off the desk.  2  1. blowing the bottle; 2. bottle’s falling 

S4V27 The girl blew a bottle off the shelf.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S5V27 The girl blew the bottle and it fell on the floor.  2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. bottle’s falling 

S6V27 The girl blew the bottle off the top of the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S7V27 The girl blew the bottle off the top of the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S8V27 The girl blew a bottle off the side.  1 1. blowing the bottle 

S9V27 
The girl blew a bottle onto the floor.  2 

1. blowing the bottle; 2. the bottle is 

moving 

S10V27 The girl blew a bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off the piano 

S11V27 She blew on a bottle and it fell on the ground. 2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. its falling 

S12V27 She blew a bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S13V27 She blew a plastic bottle off a shelf.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S14V27 A woman blew a bottle off a piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S15V27 A woman blew a bottle off a piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S16V27 A woman blew a bottle off a piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S17V27 The woman blew the plastic bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S18V27 A lady blew a plastic bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S19V27 A person blew a bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S20V27 She blew the bottle onto the floor.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S21V27 

She blew on the bottle and then it fell on the 

floor. 
2 

1. blowing the bottle; 2. falling on the 

floor 

S22V27 
She blew on the bottle onto the floor.  2 

1. blowing the bottle ; 2. falling on the 

floor 

S23V27 The girl blew a bottle off the piano.  1 1. blowing the bottle off 

S24V27 She blew the bottle and it fell off the piano. 2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. it falling off 

S25V27 She blew the bottle off the piano. 2 1. blowing the bottle; 2. it falling off 

S26V27 She blew the water bottle off the piano.  2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. it falling off 

S27V27 The lady blew the bottle, so it fell.  2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. it falling off 

S28V27 The lady blew the bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing a bottle off 

S29V27 A woman blew a bottle off the side onto the floor. 1 1. blowing a bottle off 

S30V27 She blew the bottle off the piano. 2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. falling 

S31V27 She blew a bottle off a piano. 2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. falling 

S32V27 She blew a bottle off the piano. 1 1. blowing a bottle off 

S33V27 

She blew over a bottle and the bottle fell on the 

floor. 
2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. the bottle falling 
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S34V27 

She blew a bottle off the table and it fell on the 

floor. 
2 1. blowing a bottle; 2. the bottle falling. 

    

V28 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V28 He let the door shut. 1 1. letting the door shut 

S2V28 He shut the door.  1 1. shutting the door 

S3V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S4V28 The guy closed the door.  1 1. closing the door 

S5V28 He pushed the door and it shut. 2 1. pushing the door. 2. door shutting 

S6V28 He pushed the door shut. 1 1. pushing the door shut 

S7V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S8V28 He pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S9V28 He pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S10V28 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S11V28 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S12V28 He pushed a door closed. 1 1. pulling a door closed 

S13V28 He pushed a door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S14V28 He let a door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S15V28 A man closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S16V28 A man pushed the door shut. 1 1. closing the door 

S17V28 A man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S18V28 A man pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S19V28 A man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S20V28 A man pushed the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S21V28 A man pushed the door and it shut. 1 1. shutting the door 

S22V28 A man pushed the door closed. 2 
1. pushing the door; 2. the moving of the 

door 

S23V28 He shut the door and let go of the handle. 2 
1. closing the door.; 2.letting go of the 

handle 

S24V28 He pushed the door and it closed. 2 1. pushing the door; 2. door closing 

S25V28 He shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S26V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S27V28 The man pushed the door to close. 1 1. closing the door 

S28V28 The man closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S29V28 The man shut the door. 1 1. shutting the door 

S30V28 The man pushed the door closed. 1 1. pushing the door closed 

S31V28 The man let the door closed. 1 1. closing the door 

S32V28 He closed the door. 1 1. closing the door 

S33V28 He closed a door. 1 1. closing a door 

S34V28 He shut a door. 1 1. shutting a door 
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V29 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, which 

caused the blood to come out of his mouth. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. blood coming out 

the mouth 

S2V29 
She punched the person in the chest and that 

person spat blood. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. spitting blood 

S3V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, which 

made his mouth bleed. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. mouth bleeding 

S4V29 
The woman punched the man in the stomach and 

the man bled. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S5V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and his 

teeth fell out. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man’s tooth 

falling 

S6V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and he 

yelled in pain. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man reacting in 

pain 

S7V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and the guy 

spat out blood because of that. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man spiting out 

the blood 

S8V29 
He got punched in the stomach, which made his 

tooth fall out. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. tooth falling out. 

 

S9V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and the man 

bled from his mouth. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S10V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and he was 

injured. 
2  1. punching the man. 2. man was injured 

S11V29 She punched the man in the stomach and he bled. 2 1. punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S12V29 
The woman punched the male in the stomach and 

he coughed up blood. 
2 

 1. A female has punched a male in the 

stomach. 2. the male coughed up blood 

S13V29 
A woman punched a man in the stomach and he 

spat out a tooth. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man spitting out a 

tooth 

S14V29 
A man got injured by a woman who punched him 

in the stomach. 
2 

1. punching the man. 2. man spitting out 

blood 

S15V29 
 A woman punched a man in the stomach, 

causing him to bleed. 
2  1.punching the man. 2. man’s bleeding 

S16V29 
A woman punched a man in the stomach and he 

bled. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. the man bleeding 

S17V29 
A woman punched the man in the stomach and 

the man spat out blood. 
2 1. punching the man. 2. the man bleeding 

S18V29 
A woman punched a man in the mouth, causing 

him to bleed. 
1 1. punching the man to bleed 

S19V29 Someone was punched and he bled in the mouth. 2 1. being punched; 2. bleeding 

S20V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and caused 

him to spit out blood. 
1 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S21V29 She punched the man and his tooth fell out. 2 1. punching the man; 2. tooth falling 
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S22V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, causing 

him to bleed. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S23V29 
She punched the man in the stomach, which 

made him bleed in his mouth. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S24V29 
She hit the man in the stomach and his mouth 

started to bleed. 
2 1. hitting the man; 2. bleeding 

S25V29 She punched him and he bled. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S26V29 
She punched the man in the stomach and he bled 

from the mouth. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S27V29 The man was punched and spat blood. 3 
1. punching the man; 2. bleeding; 3. 

wiping 

S28V29 
The woman punched the man in the stomach and 

he stated to bleed. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S29V29 A woman punched someone and he bled. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S30V29 
She punched a man in the stomach and he 

coughed blood 
2 

1.She punched a man in the stomach; 2. he 

coughed blood 

S31V29 
She punched a man in the stomach and blood 

came out from his mouth. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S32V29 He got punched and he bled out his mouth. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S33V29 The woman hit the man and he started bleeding. 2 1. punching the man; 2. bleeding 

S34V29 
She pouched him in the stomach and he spat out 

the blood. 
2 1. punching the man; 2. spitting out blood 

    

V30 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V30 
He kicked him off the side and he fell into the 

hole. 
2  1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S2V30 He kicked someone down the hole. 1 1. kicking him down 

S3V30 Someone kicked someone else into a hole. 2 1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S4V30 
The guy kicked the enemy and the enemy fell 

into a hole. 
2 1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S5V30 The guy kicked the man and he fell down a hole. 2 1. kicking him; 2. his falling 

S6V30 The guy kicked the man into the hole. 1 1. kicking him into the hole 

S7V30 He kicked the guy into the hole. 1 1. kicking him into the hole 

S8V30 
He got kicked in the chest, which made him fall 

into the hole. 
2 1. kicking; 2. falling into the hole 

S9V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 1 1. kicking the man 

S10V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 2 
1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling into 

the hole 

S11V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 2 
1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling into 

the hole 

S12V30 He kicked the man into the hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 
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S13V30 A worrier kicked another worrier into a hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S14V30 A man was kicked down the hole by a woman. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S15V30 
A woman kicked another man, causing him to 

fall backwards. 
2 1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling 

S16V30 A woman kicked the person into the hole. 1 1. kicking the man 

S17V30 
The woman kicked his friend into the well and 

then his friend fell down. 
2 1. kicking the man; 2. falling of the man 

S18V30 A person kicked another person down into a hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S19V30 Someone kicked someone else into a hole. 1 1. kicking the man into the hole 

S20V30 
She kicked the individual down, so he fell into 

the hole. 
2 

1. kicking the man; 2. falling down into 

the hole 

S21V30 She kicked the man down to the hole. 2 
1. kicking the man; 2. falling down into 

the hole 

S22V30 She kicked the man into the hole. 2 1. kicking the man; 2. the man falling 

S23V30 The woman kicked the other man down the well. 2 1. one man kicking; 2. the man falling 

S24V30 She kicked the man and he fell in the hole.  2 1. one man kicking; 2. the man falling 

S25V30 She kicked him down the hole. 2 1. one man kicking; 2. the man falling 

S26V30 She kicked the other person down the hole. 2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling 

S27V30 The man was kicked into the hole. 2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling 

S28V30 The man kicked another man into a big pit.  2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling. 

S29V30 A man kicked another man into a big hole.  2 
1. one man kicking; 2. the other person 

falling. 

S30V30 She kicked him down a hole. 1 1. one man’s kicking someone down. 

S31V30 She kicked man and the man fell down a hole. 2 
1. kicking one man; 2.the falling of the 

other man. 

S32V30 She kicked the man into a well. 2 
1. kicking one man; 2.the falling of the 

other man 

S33V30 She kicked the man into a well. 1 1. kicking one man into the well 

S34V30 She kicked the man into the pit. 1 1. kicking the man into the pit 

    

V31 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V31 
He chopped an apple from the tree and it fell into 

the basket. 
2 1. Chopping the apple; 2. apple falling 

S2V31 He picked up an apple and it fell into the basket.  2 1. picking the apple; 2. apple falling 

S3V31 
He cut an apple off the tree and it fell into the 

basket. 
2 1. Cutting the apple; 2. apple falling 

S4V31 
The cartoon character chopped an apple from the 

tree and the apple fell into the basket. 
2 1. Chopping the apple; 2. apple falling 
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S5V31 He cut down the apple and it fell into the basket.  2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling 

S6V31 
The cartoon character cut the apple off the tree 

into the basket.  2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling 

S7V31 
The cartoon character cut down an apple into the 

basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling to the 

basket 

S8V31 
He cut the apple from the tree, which fell into the 

basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. apple falling to the 

basket 

S9V31 He cut the apple off the tree into a basket.  1 1. cutting the apple into the basket 

S10V31 
He cut the apple off the tree and it fell into a 

basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it falling into the 

basket 

S11V31 He cut an apple and it jumped into a basket.  
2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it jumping into the 

basket 

S12V31 
The character used pliers to cut an apple down 

from the tree.  1 1. cutting the apple down 

S13V31 
A cartoon man cut an apple off the tree and it fell 

into a basket.  2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. the falling of the 

apple 

S14V31 A man cut an apple off a tree. 
2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it falling into the 

barrel 

S15V31 
A man cut an apple, causing it to fall into a 

basket. 2 

1. cutting the apple; 2. it falling into the 

basket 

S16V31 A man chopped the apple off the branch. 
2 

1.chopping the apple; 2. its falling into the 

basket 

S17V31 
The man sliced off the apple, which fell into the 

basket.   2 1.picking off the apple; 2. apple’s falling 

S18V31 
A character cut an apple from a tree and the apple 

fell into the basket.  1 1.picking off the apple; 2. apple’s falling 

S19V31 
A gardener cut an apple off a tree and it landed in 

the basket.  2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple’s landing 

S20V31 
He cut an apple from the tree, so it fell into the 

basket. 2 1. cutting the apple; 2. apple’s falling 

S21V31 
He cut the branch and the apple fell into the 

basket.   2 1. cutting the branch; 2. apple’s falling 

S22V31 He chopped an apple from the tree.   2 1. his chopping; 2. apple’s falling 

S23V31 
The character cut the apple and it fell into the 

basket.  2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling 

S24V31 
He cut the apple stalk and the apple fell into a 

basket.  2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling 

S25V31 He cut an apple and it fell into a basket.   2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling 

S26V31 He cut an apple from the tree into a basket.   
3 

1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling. 3. apple 

going into the basket 

S27V31 The man cut the apple from the tree and the apple 2 1. his cutting; 2. apple’s falling into the 
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fell into a basket.   basket 

S28V31 
The man cut the apple from the tree and the apple 

fell into a box.   2 1. his cutting; 2. apple falling into the box. 

S29V31 A man cut an apple from the tree. 1 1. cutting an apple. 

S30V31 He cut off an apple and it fell in a basket.   2 1. cutting an apple. 2. apple falling 

S31V31 
He cut off the apple from the tree and it fell in a 

basket.   2 1. cutting an apple. 2. apple falling 

S32V31 
He cut the apple from the tree and it fell into a 

basket. 2 1. cutting an apple. 2. apple falling 

S33V31 
He cut the apple off the tree and the apple fell 

into a basket.  2 1. cutting apple. 2. apple falling 

S34V31 
He cut the apple from the tree using scissors and 

the apple fell into a basket.  2 1. cutting apple. 2. apple falling 

    

V32 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V32 
He putted the ball with his golf club and it went 

into the hole.  
2 1. putting the ball; 2. going into the hole. 

S2V32 He hit a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole. 

S3V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole 

S4V32 The person hit the golf ball into the hole.  2 
1. hitting the golf ball; 2. the golf moving 

into the hole. 

S5V32 He putted the golf ball.  1 1.putting the golf ball 

S6V32 He putted the golf ball.  1 1.putting the golf ball 

S7V32 The guy putted the golf ball. 1 1.putting the golf ball 

S8V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole.  1 1. hitting the golf ball 

S9V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole.  1 1. hitting the golf ball 

S10V32 He putted the ball into the hole. 1 1. putting the golf ball 

S11V32 He hit the ball and it went into the hole. 2 
1. hitting the golf ball; 2. going into the 

hole. 

S12V32 The man putted the ball into the hole.  1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole. 

S13V32 A golfer putted a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. putting the golf ball into the hole. 

S14V32 A man putted a golf ball into a hole.  1 1. putting the golf ball into a hole. 

S15V32 A man putted a golf ball. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. it falling into a hole. 

S16V32 A man putted a golf ball.  2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. it falling into a hole. 

S17V32 The golfer putted a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. putting golf ball. 

S18V32 
A man used a golf club to hit a golf ball into a 

hole. 
2 

1. hitting golf ball; 2. the ball moving into 

the hole. 

S19V32 Someone hit a ball into a hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball into the hole. 

S20V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball into the hole. 

S21V32 He hit the ball and it rolled into the hole. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. rolling into the hole. 
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S22V32 He putted the golf ball. 2 
1. hitting golf ball; 2. the ball’s moving 

into the hole. 

S23V32 The man hit the golf ball in the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball. 

S24V32 He hit the golf ball and it went in the hole. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. going into the hole. 

S25V32 He hit the golf ball in the hole. 2 1. hitting golf ball; 2. going into the hole. 

S26V32 He putted the golf ball in the hole. 2 
1. hitting golf ball; 2. ball falling into the 

hole 

S27V32 
The golfer putted the golf ball and it rolled into 

the hole. 
2 

1. hitting golf ball; 2. ball rolling into the 

hole 

S28V32 The man hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball into the hole. 

S29V32 A man hit the golf ball and it went into the hole. 2 
1. hitting golf ball; 2. it moving into the 

hole. 

S30V32 He putted a ball in the hole. 1 1. hitting golf ball in the hole. 

S31V32 He putted a golf ball into the hole. 1 1. putting golf ball in the hole. 

S32V32 He putted a golf ball into the hole. 2 
1. putting golf ball; 2. ball moving in the 

hole. 

S33V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 2 
1. hitting the ball; 2. ball going into the 

hole. 

S34V32 He hit the golf ball into the hole. 1 1. hitting the golf ball into the hole. 

    

V33 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V33 He hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing 

S2V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung.  2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. the moving of the 

swing 

S3V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and the 

swing moved.  3 

1. holding the racket; 2. pushing the 

swing. 3. the swing’s moving 

S4V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and it 

started moving. 2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. the moving of the 

swing 

S5V33 He hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing 

S6V33 He hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing 

S7V33 
He hit the swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung back and forward. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. swing swinging 

S8V33 
He smacked the swing with a tennis racket and 

let the swing swing. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. swing swinging. 

S9V33 
He pushed the swing with a tennis racket and the 

swing swung. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. swing swinging 

S10V33 He pushed the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S11V33 
He pushed the swing with a bat and it went back 

and forwards. 2 

1. pushing the swing with a bat; 2. the 

moving of the swing 

S12V33 
He used a tennis racket to push the swing. 1 

1. He used a tennis racket to push the 

swing. 
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S13V33 
A person pushed a swing with a tennis racket and 

it rocked back and forth. 1 1. pushing the swing back and forth. 

S14V33 A person pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S15V33 
A man hit a swing with a tennis racket, causing it 

to move back and forth. 2 

1. a man pushed the swing; 2. swing 

moved 

S16V33 
A man hit a swing back and forth with a tennis 

racket. 2 1. pushing the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S17V33 
The man hit a swing with a tennis racket and then 

the swing moved. 2 1. hitting the swing; 2. swing’s moving 

S18V33 
A person pushed a swing by using a tennis 

racket. 1 1. pushing the swing 

S19V33 
A person pushed a swing with a racket and it 

continued to swing after 
1 1. pushing the swing 

S20V33 
He pushed a swing with a tennis racket and it 

swung back and forth. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. moving of the 

swing 

S21V33 
He hit a swing with a tennis racket and it swung 

consistently. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. moving of the 

swing 

S22V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. pushing the swing. 

S23V33 He hit a swing with a tennis racket and it swung. 2 1. pushing the swing. 2. it swinging 

S24V33 
He hit the swing with a tennis racket and it 

moved back and forwards. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. it moving. 

S25V33 He hit the swing and the swing moved. 2 1. hitting the swing. 2. it moving 

S26V33 
He used a tennis racket to hit the swing. 2 

1. using the tennis racket; 2. hitting the 

swing 

S27V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and 

the swing continued to swing. 

2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging 

S28V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and 

the swing started to move. 

2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging. 

S29V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and it 

moved. 

2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging. 

S30V33 
The man hit the swing with a tennis racket and 

the swing swung. 2 1. hitting the swing; 2.the swing swinging. 

S31V33 The man hit the swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing. 

S32V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 2 1. pushing the swing. 2. swing moving 

S33V33 He hit a swing with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the swing. 

S34V33 He pushed a swing with a tennis racket. 
2 

1. pushing the swing. 2. the swinging of 

swing. 

    

V34 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V34 
The ice was swept through the water by an ice 

pick. 1 1. sweeping the ice 
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S2V34 He was pushing an ice block with a stick. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S3V34 
He was passing an ice block to someone else 

with an ice pick. 1 1.passing the ice 

S4V34 He was pushing an ice block with a metal rod. 1 1. pushing an ice block 

S5V34 
He guided an ice block along the river with a 

stick. 2 

1. using a stick to pushing; 2. ice block 

moving 

S6V34 He moved the ice with a ice pick. 1 1. moving the ice 

S7V34 
He pushed the ice cube and then let the ice cube 

go further. 2 

1. pushing the ice. 2. moving of the ice 

cube 

S8V34 He moved the ice with a stick. 1 1. moving the ice 

S9V34 He pushed the ice block across the river. 1 1. pushing the iceblock 

S10V34 
He pushed the ice block across the river with a 

hook. 
2 

1. pushing the iceblock; 2. it’s moving 

along the river 

S11V34 He moved an ice cube with a spear. 1 1. moving the ice cube 

S12V34 Somebody pushed an ice block along the river. 1 1. pushing the ice block 

S13V34 A man pushed a block of ice through some water. 1 1. pushing a block of ice 

S14V34 A man pushed ice in the water. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S15V34 A man pushed ice in the river. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S16V34 A man pushed ice on the river. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S17V34 
A man knocked the ice with the stick and then 

the ice moved. 2 1. knocking the ice.2. the ice moving 

S18V34 A character pushed a block of ice on the water. 1 1.pushing the ice 

S19V34 
A character pushed a piece of ice down the 

stream. 1 1.pushing the ice 

S20V34 He swept the ice along with the ice pick. 1 1. sweeping the ice 

S21V34 He scooped the ice along with the ice pick. 1 1. sweeping the ice 

S22V34 He pushed an ice block away with a hook. 2 1. pushing the ice; 2. it’s moving away 

S23V34 He used a stick to push the ice. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S24V34 He pushed the ice cube forward with a stick. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S25V34 He moved the ice cube. 1 1. moving the ice 

S26V34 He hit the ice so that it moved down the river. 2 1. hitting; 2. the ice moving  

S27V34 The man pushed an ice block through some river. 1 1. pushing the ice block 

S28V34 The man pushed an ice down the stream. 
2 1. pushing the ice block. 2. ice block 

moving down 

S29V34 The man swept the ice along the river. 1 1. sweep the ice along the river 

S30V34 He pushed a block of ice in the river with a stick. 1 1. pushing the ice 

S31V34 He pushed some ice along. 1 1. pushing the ice. 

S32V34 He slid an ice cube down the river. 2 1. pushing the ice. 2. ice moving. 

S33V34 He moved a block of ice with a fork. 1 1. moving an ice 

S34V34 He pushed the ice along the river. 1 1. pushing an ice 
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V35 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V35 
The cups were knocked over as he swung his 

broom. 
2 

1. The cups being knocked over by his 

broom. 2. swinging his broom 

S2V35 He knocked over a stack of cups with a broom 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S3V35 
The man turned around and he knocked cups off 

the table. 
2 

1. The man turning around; 2. his 

knocking off the cups 

S4V35 
The guy knocked over the cups from the table by 

using a broom. 
2 

1. The man moving the stick; 2. the cups 

falling 

S5V35 
He knocked the cups over with a broom and they 

fell. 
2 

1. The man knocking over the stick; 2. the 

cups falling 

S6V35 He knocked the cups over with a stick. 1 1. The man knocking over the cups 

S7V35 He knocked the cups down to the floor. 2 
1. The man knocking over the cups; 2. 

cups’ falling. 

S8V35 He knocked the cup tower over with his broom. 1 1. The man knocking over the cups 

S9V35 He knocked all the paper cups onto the floor. 1 1. The man knocking over the cups 

S10V35 
He knocked over a pile of cups with a broom 

handle. 
1 2. The man knocking over the cups 

S11V35 He knocked off cups with a broom. 1 1. knocking off the cups 

S12V35 
Somebody knocked over a pyramid of cups with 

a broom. 
1 1. knocking over the cups 

S13V35 
A man knocked over some paper cups with a 

broom. 
1 1. knocking over the cups 

S14V35 
A man turned with a broom and knocked over 

some paper cups. 
2 1. his turning; 2.knocking over the cups 

S15V35 A man knocked over the cups with a broom. 1 1. knocking over the cups 

S16V35 A man knocked over the cups. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S17V35 
The man accidentally knocked over the paper 

cups with his broom. 
1 1. hitting over the cups 

S18V35 
A man knocked over a stack of cups with his 

stick. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S19V35 
A person knocked over a stack of cups with his 

spade. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S20V35 
He knocked over the cups with the sweep of the 

broom. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S21V35 He knocked over the cups and they fell. 2 1. knocking the cups; 2. cups’ falling 

S22V35 He knocked over the cups with a broom. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S23V35 He pushed the tower cups over. 1 1. pushing the cups over 

S24V35 He knocked a stack of cups over. 1 1. knocking the cups over 

S25V35 He hit the cups off the table. 1 1. hitting the cups off 

S26V35 He knocked over the cups. 1 1. knocking over the cups 
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S27V35 He knocked the pyramid of cups onto the floor. 2 1. hitting the cups. 2. cups’ falling over 

S28V35 
The man knocked some cups off the table with a 

broom. 
1 1.knocking the cups over 

S29V35 
The man accidentally knocked cups over with a 

broom. 
1 1.knocking the cups down 

S30V35 
The man knocked over a stack of cups with a 

broom. 
1 1. knocking over the cups 

S31V35 
The man knocked over a stack of cups with a 

broomstick. 
1 1.knocking over the cups 

S32V35 He knocked over some cups with a broom. 2 
1. turning around the broom in his hand; 

2. the cups falling 

S33V35 He knocked the cups over with a pole. 1 1.knocking the cups over. 

S34V35 The broom knocked the cups off the table. 2 1. sweeping the broom; 2. cups falling. 

    

V36 Linguistic description of video N Conceptual judgment of sub-events 

S1V36 He hit a football with a tennis racket.  1  1. hitting the ball 

S2V36 
He hit a football with a tennis racket and it rolled 

away.  
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. rolling of the ball 

S3V36 
He hit a football with a tennis racket and the ball 

rolled away. 
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. the rolling of the ball 

S4V36 
He hit a football with a tennis racket and the ball 

moved away. 
2 

1. hitting the ball; 2. the moving of the 

ball 

S5V36 
He hit a ball with a bat and it rolled along the 

floor. 
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. the rolling of the ball 

S6V36 The man knocked a football with a tennis racket. 1 1. knocking a football. 

S7V36 
The man hit a ball with a tennis racket and it 

rolled forward. 
2 1. hitting a ball.2. the rolling of the ball 

S8V36 
The man hit the football with a tennis racket, 

which made the ball roll down the bench. 
2  1. hitting a ball.2. the rolling of the ball 

S9V36 
He hit a football off a wooden beam onto the 

floor with a racket. 
1  1. hitting a ball 

S10V36 He hit a football away with a tennis racket.  1 1. hitting a ball away 

S11V36 
He knocked off a football with a tennis racket 

and it went to the floor.  
2 1. hitting a ball; 2. it going onto the floor 

S12V36 
A man used a tennis racket to hit a football off a 

bench.  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S13V36 
A person hit a football off a bench with a tennis 

racket .  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S14V36 
A man knocked a football off a bench with a 

tennis racket.  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S15V36 A man hit a ball with a tennis racket, causing it to 2 1. hitting a ball; 2. it rolling off a bench 
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roll off the bench.  

S16V36 
A man hit a ball off the bench with a tennis 

racket.  
2 1. hitting a ball; 2. rolling off a bench 

S17V36 
The man hit the football with a tennis racket and 

the football rolled away.  
2 1. hitting a ball; 2. rolling off a bench 

S18V36 
The man used a tennis racket to push a football 

off the bench.  
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S19V36 
The person hit a football which landed on the 

ground and it rolled into the distance. 
1 1. hitting a ball off a bench 

S20V36 He knocked the football onto the floor. 1 1.knocking the football onto the floor 

S21V36 He hit the football with a tennis racket. 1 2. hitting the football 

S22V36 
He hit the ball with a tennis racket and it rolled 

away. 
2 1. hitting the football. 2. the ball’s rolling. 

S23V36 The man hit the football with a tennis racket. 1 1. hitting the football 

S24V36 
The man hit the football off the bench with a 

tennis racket. 
2 1 hitting the football. 2. falling of the ball 

S25V36 He hit the ball and the ball moved quickly. 2 1. hitting the football. 2. ball’s moving 

S26V36 
He used a tennis racket to hit the ball and then it 

hit ground and rolled away. 
2 

1. using the tennis racket; 2. hitting the 

football away 

S27V36 
The ball was hit off the bench by a man and it 

rolled away. 
 

1. hitting the ball; 2. the football rolling 

away 

S28V36 
The man hit the football with a tennis racket off a 

piece of wood. 
2 1. hitting the ball; 2. ball rolling away 

S29V36 The man hit the football and it rolled away. 2 1. hitting the ball; 2. the ball rolling away 

S30V36 
The man knocked a ball off a ledge with a tennis 

racket and it rolled away. 
2 2. hitting the ball; 2. the ball rolling away 

S31V36 The man hit a football off a the stand. 1 1. hitting the ball off 

S32V36 
The man hit a football off a plank of wood with a 

tennis racket. 
1 1. hitting the ball off 

S33V36 He hit the ball off the bench with a tennis racket. 2 1. hitting the ball; 2. ball going off 

S34V36 The man hit a football off the bench. 1 1. hitting the ball off 
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Summary of the Thesis 

This dissertation explores a method for investigating the language-thought interface by 

analyzing participants’ conceptualization and lexicalization patterns as they view ongoing, 

dynamic, causative events. It develops a new theoretical model of how speakers of various 

languages verbalize events having varying degrees of internal complexity — a 

four-dimensional model for event integration. That model is applied to a contrastive analysis 

of English and Mandarin Chinese, with a specific focus on the distinction of onset causation 

vs. extended causation. The difference between onset and extended causation remains elusive, 

and previous studies of onset and extended causation have investigated Mandarin Chinese 

only to a limited extent. This research clarifies their ontological characteristics and examines 

how this distinction plays a key role in conceptual event integration and syntactic encoding 

from the perspective of event integration. 

The main questions we explore here are (1) What are the ontological differences between 

onset and extended causation? (2) Does the type of causation affect the conceptual event 

integration (single-event classifications) and syntactic integration (monoclausal encodings) of 

causal chains in a language group? (3) Does the presence of an instrument or not make a 

difference when speakers conceive onset and extended causal chains as single events and 

encode them by using monoclausal constructions in a language group? (4) Do conceptual 

event integration and syntactic integration of onset causal chains and extended causal chains 

differ across the speakers of different languages? (5) Is the cognitive judgment of event 

integration consistent with the syntactic integration speakers express linguistically? 

To answer these questions, an elicitation experiment and contrastive analysis were 

employed to explore the event integration of onset and extended causal chains in both 

Mandarin and English speakers. We recorded and compared the participants’ judgement on 

the number of events occuring in the video clips containing an onset causal chain or an 

extended causal chain, aiming to investigate whether speakers package the causing event, 

resulting event, and instrument-using event (if any) into one single conceptual event. We 

compared native speakers of two languages that use different means of expressing onset and 

extended causal chains (Mandarin and English), in order to investigate whether they encode 
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the causal chains by using monoclausal constructions. We examined the mapping between the 

proportion of participants’ single-event classifications (conceptual event integration) and 

single-clausal constructions (syntactic integration) to probe the relationship between  

language and thought. 

The findings are as follows: (1) onset and extended causation have great differences 

according to aspects of the components of the situation, the temporal relation between causing 

event and caused event, the kind of force contact between agent and patient, and the 

completion of the causing event and the caused event.  

(2) The spatial-temporal structure of causally-related events did affect how an onset 

causal chain and extended causal chain are conceptually construed and syntactically described 

in terms of event integration. In both Mandarin- and English-speaking groups, extended 

causal chains show a significant preference to be construed as single macro-events with a low 

degree of granularity compared with onset causal chains, i.e., the proportion of 

non-instrumental extended causal chains (I
－

ECC) being construed as single macro-events is 

higher than that of non-instrumental onset causal chains (I
－

OCC) and the proportion of 

instrumental extended causal chains (I
＋

ECC) being construed as single macro-events is 

higher than that of instrumental onset causal chains (I
＋
OCC). Furthermore, extended causal 

chains show a significant preference to be encoded by single clauses instead of two clauses.  

(3) The presence of an instrument or not does not have any effect on single-event 

judgments and the choosing of mono-clausal constructions when speakers conceptualize and 

describe an extended causal chain or an onset causal chain. 

(4) Cross-linguistically, in terms of the conceptual event integration (the single-event 

classifications), English speakers showed a higher likelihood of integrating the subevents in 

various types of causal chains as a macro-event, compared with Mandarin speakers. In light of  

the syntactic integration (the monoclausal encodings), the Mandarin speakers were more 

willing to represent the scenes involving I
－
ECC and I

＋
ECC with single-clausal constructions 

than the English speakers. However, the difference was not significant in the single-clausal 

constructions for encoding I
－

OCC and I
＋
OCC between the Mandarin-speaking groups and 

the English-speaking groups. 
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(5) The results of a simple linear regression show that there is an interactive relationship 

between the number of single-clausal constructions and that of single-event classifications in 

terms of I
＋
ECC in the Mandarin group and I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC in the English group. 

The change of the proportion of single-clausal constructions will influence that of 

single-event classification, and vice versa, the change of the proportion of single-event 

classifications will affect that of single-clausal constructions. 

For one thing, the proportion of the single-clausal constructions did not interact 

significantly with that of the single-event classifications in terms of I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋

OCC in the Mandarin group. As to the situations involving I
＋
ECC, the more frequently 

Mandarin-speakers used single clauses to describe them, the lower the probability they would 

classify them as macro-events. In other words, the Mandarin speakers were prone to encode I

＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC by using single-clausal constructions; however, they were more 

likely to judge the vast majority of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as multiple events. More than 

half of them classified I
－
ECC as single events, whereas they represented them 100% of the 

time by using monoclausal constructions. By contrast, the mean proportion of single-event 

classifications matched well with that of single-clausal constructions in the English-speaking 

group in terms of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. English speakers judged these three types of 

causal chains as single-events and encoded them by using single-clausal constructions as well. 

For another, the proportion of the single-event classifications did not interact 

significantly with that of the single-clausal constructions in terms of I
－
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋

OCC in the Mandarin group. As to the situations involving I
＋

ECC, the more frequently the 

Mandarin-speakers classified them as macro-events, the less likely they would use single 

clauses to describe them. By contrast, the proportion of the single-clausal constructions 

matched well with that of the single-event classifications in the English-speaking group in 

terms of I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC. As the proportion of single-event judgments increased, 

the proportion of single-clausal constructions increased for the English speakers.  

Taken together, this suggests that, firstly, according to the salience hypothesis, specific 

syntactic patterns might affect event conceptualization and event integration of causal chains. 

Mandarin speakers’ event number choices in the judgment task were consistent with the 

feature of Mandarin being a serial verb language. Although a causing event and a caused 
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event, and sometimes a tool-using event, if any, represented by two clauses were condensed 

into a single serial-verb clause, the juxtaposition of two verbs is still easy to identify and 

retrieve in the mental lexicon. By contrast, English speakers’ event number choices in the 

judgment task were consistent with the feature of English being an embedding language: the 

three most frequently used monoclausal constructions representing extended and onset causal 

chains include lexical causatives, resultative constructions and verb particle constructions. 

The syntactic pattern of the conflation and incorporation of multiple events in single clauses 

may shape English speakers’ event number classifications. 

Secondly, the differences in the conceptual event integration of causal chains may affect 

the choice of syntactic structures. When encoding information about the causal chains of 

events in the environment, the human mind creates structured representations of events that 

capture the types of participants (agent, causer, patient, instrument), certain characteristics of 

those participants, spatial, temporal and causal relation among them. English speakers 

developed a preference for monoclausal constructions as seen in their more frequent 

responses involving the integration of causative events.  

Finally, linguistic encoding and conceptual representation of causal chains are separate 

and dissociable phenomena. A large number of monoclausal constructions with the same 

syntactic structure in both Mandarin and English can represent four different kinds of causal 

chains, and the vast majority of the Mandarin speakers judged I
＋
ECC, I

－
OCC and I

＋
OCC as 

multiple events, whereas they were more likely to encode them by using single-clausal 

constructions. 

Within the theoretical framework of the event integration model of causation, for the first 

time, this study reveals how cross-linguistic differences in causal-chain encoding relate to the 

way speakers integrate different subevents and event components. It also reveals how event 

integration of causal chains affect the morph-syntactic encodings of causal chains. This 

dissertation thus expands the range of both causation theory and event integration theory. This 

not only sheds light on how the notion of ‘causation’ can be categorized; it also expands out 

understanding of how causality is expressed across languages, and has implications for 

studies on event integration, event segmentation, event perception and memory. In addition, 

this study has potential importance for teaching and translation as well. 
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